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Summary
Resource allocation, in terms of balancing supply and demand, is a common problem in supply systems,
such as electric power systems. Given that these systems are mission-critical – that is, their failure can
have massive consequences for people, industries, and public services –, it is of the utmost importance
that they maintain the balance under all circumstances. If the system components cannot arbitrarily
change their supply for the sake of balance within a fixed period of time, resources have to be allocated
in the form of schedules for a number of time steps in advance. In future power systems, maintaining
the balance between supply and demand will become an extremely challenging optimization task. Such
systems will be characterized by a vast number of distributed energy resources, including weather-
dependent power plants and small dispatchable generators, as well as new types of consumers. A key
aspect to deal with the complexity and the uncertainties in future power systems, is to enable the system
components to act autonomously in their environment, to maintain efficient organizational structures,
and to anticipate uncertainties originating from the behavior of the other components.
The result of this thesis is an integrated approach to robust resource allocation in open technical
systems that is based on the principles of self-organization and computational trust. It introduces
Trust-Based Scenario Trees as a trust model to quantify and anticipate uncertainties emanating from
volatile demand that follows different behavioral patterns. Trust-Based Scenario Trees function as
the basis for finding robust solutions to the scheduling problem, that is, the optimization problem of
creating suitable schedules. Further, this thesis presents methods for self-organizing hierarchical system
structures that serve as an approach to autonomous problem decomposition in large-scale open technical
systems. These methods comprise partitioning constraints, homogeneous partitioning as an underlying
organizational paradigm, and the two self-organization algorithms PSOPP and SPADA. While the
partitioning constraints specify the shape of the hierarchy, homogeneous partitioning defines the desired
composition of the subsystems residing in the hierarchy. The two self-organization algorithms PSOPP and
SPADA enable the system components to maintain an adequate hierarchical structure that supports the
system’s goals. These methods lay the foundation for the system’s robustness, efficiency, and scalability.
Moreover, the thesis outlines concepts and optimization algorithms for robust resource allocation in
self-organizing hierarchies. In detail, it specifies robust solutions to the scheduling problem that allow
the system components to deal with different possible developments of the demand; created schedules
rely on Trust-Based Scenario Trees. For the timely creation of high-quality robust solutions, the thesis
presents the auction- and trust-based scheduling algorithm TruCAOS that reduces the complexity of the
scheduling problem by enabling the components to actively participate in the process of schedule creation.
All concepts and algorithms devised in this thesis have been analyzed in extensive empirical evaluations
in an elaborate simulation environment for autonomous power systems on the basis of real world data.
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Part I
Self-Organized Robust Resource Allocation
in Open Technical Systems
Chapter 1 introduces the system class, the resource allocation problem to be
solved, and the challenges of solving the problem in open technical systems by
the example of future decentralized power systems. Chapter 2 presents our case
study in detail, which illustrates our findings and serves to evaluate the devised
concepts and algorithms. Chapter 3 outlines the contributions of this thesis and
gives an insight into its structure.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Summary. Introduces the system class, the resource allocation problem to be solved, and
the challenges of solving the problem in open technical systems by the example of future
decentralized power systems. Due to the power systems’ mission-critical nature, their stability
and availability is of utmost importance. Future decentralized power systems call for solutions
that cope with a large number of system components and the uncertainties the system is
exposed to.
Supply systems, such as electric power systems, gas pipeline systems, district heating systems, and
water supply systems, influence our daily life and constitute the backbones of our society. Systems
of this class have in common that their task is to solve a resource allocation problem [51]. That is,
their goal is to stipulate the supply of the system components, i.e., the contribution of resources, in a
way that their sum satisfies a given demand that is imposed by the environment or other components
in the system. Neither surplus nor shortage is desirable and, often, even feasible without risking to
damage the system’s infrastructure. In gas pipeline and water supply systems, for instance, the challenge
is to maintain the system’s pressure at a certain level [62, 147]. Regarding district heating systems,
the network temperature has to be kept between specific bounds [34]. Similarly, the main task in
power systems is to maintain the balance between power production and consumption at all times [214].
While the satisfaction of the demand is paramount, the achieved balance should further be kept at low
overall costs.
Supply systems are inherently mission-critical. Because their failure can have massive consequences
for people, industries, and public services, the system’s stability and availability is of utmost importance.
This is a particularly challenging task because the class of supply systems is a representative of open
systems, that is, we can make only few assumptions about the system’s scale, the behavior of participants,
and its environment [22, 87]. In such systems, the benevolence assumption – in the sense that all system
components behave as intended – has to be abandoned. Open technical systems, as regarded in this
thesis, are characterized by a large number of system components that have to work together to balance
supply and demand in a very dynamic environment.1 The latter results from the interactions between
possibly volatile and heterogeneous system components. In some cases, the system components’ behavior
is driven by stochastic influences. This is the case with weather-dependent power plants or system
components representing households, for example. These characteristics give rise to uncertainties that
put the system at risk of not being able to balance supply and demand.
This thesis proposes an approach to robust resource allocation in open technical systems. We employ
the methodology of self-organization to allow the system to form and maintain appropriate structures
that tackle scalability issues and that support its objective under changing conditions. Furthermore, we
make use of the principle of computational trust to measure and anticipate uncertainties at runtime. We
1Another form of openness – often regarded in multi-agent systems research – is present when agents can arbitrarily
enter and leave the system [56]. This form of openness is not part of the considerations of this thesis.
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not only incorporate the gained information into the process of resource allocation itself, but also into the
self-organized formation of adequate system structures to alleviate the influence of uncertainties. In the
following, we highlight the necessity of this approach to cope with the challenges of future decentralized
power systems, which serve as case study throughout this thesis. To begin with, we formalize the
problem to be solved.
1.1 The Resource Allocation Problem
The problem we consider is an instance of the single-resource allocation problem without externali-
ties [218].2 The primary goal is to stipulate the supply Sa[t] of dispatchable components a ∈ V in such a
way that, in each point in time t, the sum SV [t] =
∑
a∈V Sa[t] of the dispatchable components’ supply
matches a demand D[t] as accurately as possible. That is, the demand violation, which is expressed
as the absolute difference ∆ = |SV [t] − D[t]|, should be minimal. The demand is imposed by a set
of non-dispatchable components U (the term “non-dispatchable” refers to components that cannot be
controlled). While the satisfaction of the demand is paramount, this goal should be achieved at minimal
costs Γ. The resource allocation problem can be specified in the form of a constraint satisfaction
optimization problem (CSOP) [213] that is composed of a set of variables, their domains (note that we
do not assume the domains to be finite, e.g., to allow for real-valued supply), constraints that restrict
valid assignments, and an objective function as follows:
minimize
Sa[t]
α∆ ·∆+ αΓ · Γ (1.1a)
subject to ∆ = |SV [t]−D[t]|,
Γ =
∑
a∈V
κa(Sa[t]), (1.1b)
with SV [t] =
∑
a∈V
Sa[t]
In this optimization problem, the dispatchable components’ supply Sa[t] are the decision variables. The
total costs Γ are based on component-specific cost functions κa that map a component’s supply to costs
(see Equation (1.1b)). We use the parameters α∆ and αΓ to establish the desired prioritization of the
two objectives (see Equation (1.1a)).
In electric power systems, the system components comprise the set of dispatchable and non-
dispatchable prosumers (we use the term “prosumer” to refer to producers as well as consumers).
Further, the resource allocation problem’s demand corresponds to the so-called residual load, which is
defined as the difference between the overall non-dispatchable load that originates from, e.g., ordinary
households, and the accumulated output of non-dispatchable power plants, such as solar power plants
(see Figure 1.1). In other words, it is the fraction of the overall non-dispatchable load that has to be
fulfilled by dispatchable prosumers. Note that we specify the output of non-dispatchable power plants to
be part of the system’s demand because their output cannot be controlled. Consequently, the resource
allocation problem’s supply is equivalent to the dispatchable prosumers’ output. The fundamental goal
is to find an allocation of the dispatchable prosumers’ output such that, in each point in time t, their
sum matches the residual load as accurately as possible. Further, the costs of satisfying the residual
load should be kept low. Typical electricity production costs of biomass, hydro, and gas power plants
are 17.50 euro centkWh , 15.00
euro cent
kWh , and 8.65
euro cent
kWh , respectively [124].
When stipulating the supply Sa[t] of a dispatchable component, we not only have to take account of
maximal supply Smaxa but also of a minimal (possibly positive) supply Smina that results from technical
or economical reasons (e.g., a minimum generation of 20% of the nameplate capacity for gas turbines, or
40% for coal based thermal plants [94]). We generalize the minimal and maximal boundaries Smina , Smaxa
for the supply to feasible regions La represented by a finite list of non-overlapping intervals. This
2“Single-resource” refers to a particular type of resource, such as electric power. Further, “without externalities” means
that a component’s supply does not have detrimental side effects on another component’s ability to contribute.
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Power
Time
tnow t1 t2 t3
Load
Non-Dispatchable Output
Residual Load
Figure 1.1: The residual load is the difference between the overall load of non-dispatchable consumers
and the overall output of non-dispatchable power plants. It has to be satisfied by the dispatchable power
plants and the dispatchable consumers. Note that the residual load is negative if the non-dispatchable
output exceeds the non-dispatchable load.
allows us to take account of dispatchable components that can be turned off, such as gas turbines,
causing a supply of Sa[t] = 0 that might be below the minimum of Smina . A dispatchable component
that can be turned off thus has feasible regions of La = ⟨[0, 0], [Smina , Smaxa ]⟩. For instance, we write
La = ⟨[0MW, 0MW], [4MW, 20MW]⟩ for a gas turbine that has to produce between 4MW and 20MW
if turned on, and 0MW if turned off. For components that cannot be turned off, such as so-called
“must-run” power plants [230], we simply have La = ⟨[Smina , Smaxa ]⟩.
Moreover, we have to assume that dispatchable components cannot arbitrarily change their supply
within a fixed period of time. Instead, their behavior is subject to heterogeneous types of inertia – a
property which can be found in many systems that control physical devices, such as power or heat
generators. Inertia mainly manifests in a component-specific maximal rate of change [223]. As for
thermal power plants, this is due to required heating and cooling. For example, typical gas, biomass, or
coal power plants can change their output by 12 % S
max
min , 6
% Smax
min , or 3
% Smax
min , respectively (in percent of
the maximal supply Smax per minute).3 Some power plants’ behavior is additionally subject to minimal
cold and hot start-up or shut-down times that range – depending on the type of power plant – from a
couple of minutes to several hours [21], as well as minimal or maximal uptimes [161].
Formally, we hereinafter abstract from continuous time by considering discrete time steps t. We
define ∆t as the distance between two successive time steps so that the time step t+∆t is the successor of
the time step t. We incorporate the dispatchable components’ control models into the resource allocation
problem specified in Equation (1.1) by means of additional constraints (see Equations (1.2a) and (1.2b)).
The property of inertia is represented by the functions −→S mina and
−→
S maxa that restrict a dispatchable
component’s supply Sa[t] in time step t depending on its supply in the previous time step t−∆t.4 We
3http://publica.fraunhofer.de/dokumente/N-364435.html, retrieved on February 20, 2016.
4For convenience, we only model inertia that is subject to a component’s supply in the previous time step. To model
more complex types of inertia, such as start-up times, further state variables, such as the component’s current uptime,
have to be taken into account. We provide such a description in [187].
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obtain the following thorough formulation of the resource allocation problem:
minimize
Sa[t]
α∆ ·∆+ αΓ · Γ
subject to ∀a ∈ V :
∃[x, y] ∈ La : x ≤ Sa[t] ≤ y, (1.2a)
−→
S mina (Sa[t−∆t]) ≤ Sa[t] ≤
−→
S maxa (Sa[t−∆t]) , (1.2b)
with ∆ = |SV [t]−D[t]|, (1.2c)
Γ =
∑
a∈V
κa(Sa[t]),
and SV [t] =
∑
a∈V
Sa[t]
Due to the components’ inertia, it is not feasible to hold the balance between supply and demand by
only reactively adapting the supply of dispatchable components. As the following example shows, their
supply might not change quickly enough to reactively adapt to the demand in all situations: Let us
consider two dispatchable power plants a1 and a2, each with a maximal supply of Smaxa1 = S
max
a2 = 20MW
but different maximal rates of change of 2 MWmin and 5
MW
min , respectively. With regard to the current time
step tnow, we assume that the residual load corresponds to D[tnow] = 36MW, a1 supplies Sa1 [tnow] =
10MW, and a2 runs at its full capacity so that Sa2 [tnow] = 20MW. Given this allocation of resources,
we fall ∆ = 6MW short in tnow. To reactively balance supply and demand, the power plants have to
produce an extra 6MW in the next time step tnow + 1min, assuming that D[tnow + 1min] = D[tnow].
However, because a1 and a2 can only increase their output by 2MW and 0MW, respectively, we miss
the target by 4MW.
The dispatchable components’ inertia is an important characteristic of the considered system class.
In power systems, most power plants are therefore specialized to take on specific tasks: Peaking power
plants, such as gas turbines, are able to adjust their output very quickly but cause high costs. On the
other hand, base load power plants, such as coal power plants, are designed for operating very efficiently
in specific output ranges, but their cold and hot start-up behavior as well as minimal and maximal
up-times become additional decisive factors for control actions.
1.2 The Scheduling Problem – Proactive Resource Allocation to Address
the Inert Provision of Resources
To take account of the different types of inertia, the supply of dispatchable components has to be specified
proactively in the form of schedules for a fixed time span H in advance. This means that schedules are
created on the basis of predictions of the future demand. A recalculation of the schedules is needed at
least after the time span H elapsed since the last schedule creation. For each schedule creation, the time
span H defines a discretized, so-called scheduling window W = {tnow + i ·∆τ ≤ tnow +H | i ∈ N≥1}
that, depending on the schedule resolution ∆τ (defined as a multiple of the difference ∆t between two
successive time steps t and t+∆t), comprises N = H/∆τ time steps.
Consequently, the system’s success in solving the resource allocation problem (in terms of balancing
supply and demand) depends on its success in solving a scheduling problem. In power systems, this
problem is also known as economic dispatch [174] or unit commitment [161]. The idea of satisfying the
demand by repeated schedule creation follows the principle of model predictive control and receding
horizon control [128], which is illustrated in Figure 1.2.
Solving the scheduling problem requires solving the resource allocation problem specified in Equa-
tion (1.2) for all time steps in the scheduling window W. We formalize the scheduling problem on the
basis of a demand prediction DˆW = ⟨DˆW [tnow +∆τ ], . . . , DˆW [tnow +H]⟩ and the set of dispatchable
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Hour of Day
Hour of Day
10:00 10:15 10:30 10:45 11:00 11:15 11:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
6MW 7MW 5MW
6MW 5MW 7MW
5MW 8MW 8MW
8MW 8MW 9MW
frequency of
schedule creation
Figure 1.2: Schedules stipulate the dispatchable prosumers’ output on the basis of residual load predictions
(cf. the numbers in the boxes) for a specific time span in advance. Here, schedules cover a time span of
H = 45min and are created with a resolution of ∆τ = 15min. Hence, each schedule comprisesN = 3 time
steps. At 10:00, for instance, schedules are created for the scheduling window W = {10:15, 10:30, 10:45}.
As predictions become more accurate as a future point in time approaches, schedules are periodically
revised (here, every 15min). Each schedule creation is depicted in a different color.
components V as follows:
minimize
Sa[t]
α∆ ·∆+ αΓ · Γ (1.3a)
subject to ∀a ∈ V,∀t ∈ W : (1.3b)
∃[x, y] ∈ La : x ≤ Sa[t] ≤ y,
−→
S mina (Sa[t−∆τ ]) ≤ Sa[t] ≤
−→
S maxa (Sa[t−∆τ ]) ,
with ∆ =
∑
t∈W
|SV [t]− DˆW [t]|, (1.3c)
Γ =
∑
a∈V,t∈W
κa(Sa[t]), (1.3d)
and SV [t] =
∑
a∈V
Sa[t]
The differences between the scheduling problem and the resource allocation problem specified in
Equation (1.2) can all be ascribed to the regarded scheduling window W : First, the supply is stipulated
in the form of schedules Sa = ⟨Sa[tnow +∆τ ], . . . , Sa[tnow +H]⟩ for each t ∈ W (see Equation (1.3b)).
Second, the total demand violation ∆ is defined as the sum of the absolute deviations between the total
scheduled supply SV [t] and the predicted demand DˆW [t], calculated over all t ∈ W (see Equation (1.3c)).
By summing up absolute violations, negative and positive deviations cannot cancel each other out. Third
and analogously to the total demand violation, the total costs Γ are also calculated over all t ∈ W (see
Equation (1.3d)).
1.3 Challenges of Resource Allocation in Open Technical Systems
Solving the scheduling problem introduces two central and interconnected challenges:
1. Scalability: The scheduling problem is a computation-intensive combinatorial optimization
problem (typically formulated as a mixed integer linear program) that is NP-hard with regard to
the number |V| of dispatchable components involved and time steps N schedules are created for in
advance [29].5 We therefore have to assume a worst-case complexity of O
(
2|V|·N
)
, which is why
exact scheduling algorithms do not scale well.
5Since dispatchable components show discrete modes of operation (e.g., on/off), the knapsack problem (i.e., choosing
which components should contribute at all) can be seen as a special case of the scheduling problem.
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2. Uncertainty: The dispatchable components have to fulfill the demand in spite of erroneous
predictions of its development and unexpected events. In power systems, imprecise load predictions
mainly originate from inappropriate or outdated standard load profiles that do not match the
behavior of specific consumers, e.g, households possessing electric vehicles or solar panels [81, 86].6
The quality of the weather-dependent power plants’ predicted output is impaired by imprecise
sensor data and inaccurate weather forecasts for specific geographic locations. Stochastic influences,
such as changing weather conditions and stochastic consumer behavior, further lead to fluctuations
in the residual load. As for unexpected events, dispatchable prosumers might not be able to
comply with their schedules in the light of technical difficulties. In terms of the resource allocation
problem, uncertainties manifest in the form of deviations between actual and predicted demand,
as well as deviations between actual and scheduled supply.
With regard to scalability, a too fine-grained schedule resolution ∆τ , which unnecessarily increases the
number of time steps N in the scheduling window W, should be avoided due to the exponent N in the
scheduling problem’s computational complexity. In the synchronous grid of Continental Europe, for
instance, power plant schedules are typically created with a resolution of ∆τ = 15min (cf. Figure 1.2),
whereas imbalances have to be detected and compensated for within seconds (e.g., ∆t = 5 s) to ensure
the grid’s stable operation [214].7 At the same time, a too fine-grained schedule resolution is not
useful because, given that demand predictions tend to become more accurate as a future point in time
approaches, uncertainties require that schedules are periodically revised at runtime.
For many years, power systems consisted of relatively few and well-predictable power suppliers –
coal and nuclear power plants for the most part – that faced a large number of pure power consumers.
Especially in Germany, the deregulation of the electricity market, climate protection goals, as well as the
enacted nuclear power phase-out8 have been just a few of various driving forces changing this situation.
Nowadays, the wide-spread installation of weather-dependent power plants as well as the advent of
new consumer types, such as electric vehicles, put a lot of strain on power grids [173]. Additionally,
small potentially dispatchable power plants (e.g., biogas plants) owned by individuals or cooperatives
feed in power without external control. To deal with this situation, the German transmission system
operators Tennet and 50 Hertz spent about 1 billion € to stabilize the power grid in 2015. Compared
to 2014, Tennet’s total expenses increased by 240%.9 The electric utility EWE reported that the
network-stabilizing measures increased by 700% from 2009 to 2011 in order to comply with the supply
of wind turbines and biogas power plants.10 Regarding the number of power plants subsidized by the
German Renewable Energy Act (EEG)11, we observe an increase of 113% from 734545 in 2010 to
1565154 in 2015. The amount of installed weather-dependent output raised by 112%. In the same time
frame, the number of potentially dispatchable power plants (including the biogas power plants mentioned
above) grew by 39% and their annual feed-in by 51%, though. Table 1.1 provides a detailed overview
of these numbers (source EnergyMap.info12). These trends will endure, taking the current plans into
account (cf. the Europe 2020 strategy13).
6Standard load profiles define a presumed consumption of a specific type of consumer (e.g., household or small business)
for a specific time of day depending on the day of the week and the season. They usually exist in a resolution of 15min.
They are based on aggregated statistical data.
7In the formalization of the optimization problems regarded in this thesis, we assume that algorithms solving the
problem are fast enough to provide a solution within the specified period of time, e.g., 5 s when compensating for imbalances
of 500MW in the power grid. If such an algorithm is not able to provide a feasible solution in time, it cannot be applied
to the regarded problem, or the specified period of time has to be increased.
8See “Act on the Peaceful Utilisation of Atomic Energy and the Protection against its Hazards (Atomic Energy Act)”
by the Bundesamt fu¨r Strahlenschutz, available online at http://www.bfs.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/BfS/EN/hns/a1-
english/A1-01-16-AtG.pdf? blob=publicationFile&v=7 . Retrieved on February 20, 2016.
9http://www.heise.de/newsticker/meldung/Kampf-gegen-Stromnetz-Blackout-Rekordkosten-von-einer-Milliarde-
Euro-3072872.html, retrieved on February 20, 2016.
10http://www.nwzonline.de/hintergrund/ewe-spuert-wende-deutlich a 1,0,519127305.html, retrieved on February 20,
2016.
11http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/eeg 2014/index.html, retrieved on February 20, 2016.
12http://www.energymap.info, retrieved on February 20, 2016.
13http://www.bmwi.de/English/Redaktion/Pdf/eu-kommission-mitteilung-europa-2020,property=pdf,bereich=
bmwi2012,sprache=en,rwb=true.pdf , retrieved on February 20, 2016.
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2010 2015
Number Peak [MW] GWh/year Number Peak [MW] GWh/year
Solar 697291 12297 11748 1515063 37465 34672
Wind 20130 26053 45290 26206 43965 77012
Total Non-Dispatchable 717421 38350 57038 1541269 81430 111684
Water 7030 1441 5644 7513 1656 6732
Biomass 9246 4272 24308 15499 7156 40003
Geothermal 5 8 40 29 33 125
Others 843 683 2481 844 635 2257
Total Dispatchable 17124 6404 32472 23885 9480 49117
Total 734545 44754 89511 1565154 90910 160801
Fraction Dispatchable 2.33% 14.31% 36.28% 1.53% 10.43% 30.55%
Table 1.1: The number, peak output, and annual feed-in of power plants subsidized by the German
Renewable Energy Act (EEG) in 2010 and 2015 according to EnergyMap.info: From 2010 to 2015, these
numbers increased by 113%, 103%, and 80%, respectively. As for non-dispatchable power plants, we
even observe an increase of 115%, 112%, and 96%, respectively. But also the share of dispatchable
power plants grew significantly by 39%, 48%, and 51%, respectively. In the same time frame, the
consumption of electricity maintained more or less constant (604950GWh/year in 2010, compared to
608051GWh/year in 2015). Hence, the fraction of the consumption satisfied by EEG-subsidized power
plants raised from 15% to 26%, which is an increase of 79%.
To save expenses, gain more flexibility, and deal with uncertainties, future autonomous power
systems have to take advantage of the potentially dispatchable prosumers by incorporating them into
the scheduling scheme. Besides scalable approaches to schedule creation, the ability to deal with
uncertainties introduced by non-dispatchable prosumers becomes a major concern. Although the output
of weather-dependent power plants is difficult to predict, simply turning them off is not feasible because
the system might depend on their resources at on-peak hours and benefits from their low-cost generation.
Utilizing the output of renewable energy sources is further incentivized by legal regulations, such as
the EEG. Therefore, to ensure the system’s stable and efficient operation, uncertainties have to be
anticipated when creating schedules and have to be compensated for locally to prevent their propagation
through the system.
In this thesis, we propose to deal with these challenges by the principles of self-organization and
computational trust.
1.4 Self-Organization, Computational Trust, and Robustness
In this section, we briefly introduce the principles of self-organization and computational trust. On this
basis, we outline the two dimensions of robustness considered in this thesis. A detailed discussion of
the properties of computational trust can be found in Part II. Part III presents different approaches to
self-organization in the context of this thesis.
Self-Organization The capacity to self-organize will be of the utmost importance to master the
challenges of future power systems, in particular, their inherent resource allocation problem of balancing
supply and demand. Self-organizing systems are characterized by their ability to autonomously adapt
their (organizational) structure in response to external disturbances or to changes in their internal
state; thus maintaining the system’s functionality (cf. [23, 195, 196]). An important aspect is that self-
organizing systems are robust to failures given that their flexibility allows them to cope with a wide range
of circumstances in uncertain environments [88]. Instead of having human operators constantly dealing
with ongoing issues, the systems’ ability to autonomously maintain their functionality is implemented
in self-* algorithms. An organizational structure that ensures the system’s functionality and supports
its objectives not only promotes productivity and robustness, but also ensures the scalability of the
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(a) The corridor of correct behavior.
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(b) Differentiating between target, acceptance, and survival
space (adapted from [191]).
Figure 1.3: Once a violation of the corridor of correct behavior is detected, the system triggers a
reorganization that re-establishes compliance with the invariant (see Figure 1.3a). Refining the corridor
by means of a target space allows the system to preserve its efficiency by triggering a reorganization before
it leaves the acceptance space (cf. the second reorganization in Figure 1.3b). In this case, reorganizations
aim at bringing the system back into an optimal state.
system [92]. The principle of self-organization has been successfully adopted to a variety of applications,
such as flexible manufacturing systems, robotics, and many-core systems (see [151] for an overview).
Self-organizing systems are often implemented on the basis of a multi-agent system (MAS) [228].
To allow for self-organization, the system has to be provided with degrees of freedom. Due to the
given flexibility, a major challenge is to control the system’s behavior [191]. The Corridor Enforcing
Infrastructure (CEI) [63] is an architectural pattern to ensure that the system fulfills its requirements
– that have have been identified at design time – at runtime. Within the CEI, the concepts of the
Restore Invariant Approach [153] are applied. In the Restore Invariant Approach, an invariant (a logical
formula) separates invalid from valid states, which results in a so-called corridor of correct behavior
(see Figure 1.3a). Structurally, the invariant is a conjunction of constraints that have to be satisfied
by the system variable assignment induced by a state. If the invariant is satisfied, the system is inside
the corridor. The system is outside the corridor if the invariant is violated (i.e., at least one constraint
is not satisfied). As soon as such a violation is detected, a reorganization is initiated that guides the
system back into the corridor. A governing idea is that the system delivers its correct functionality as
long as the invariant over the individual components and the organizational structure holds. Similarly
to the corridor of correct behavior, Schmeck et al. [191] proposed a distinction of states depicted in
Figure 1.3b; they define the acceptance space (i.e., correct states), the target space (i.e., optimal states),
and the survival space (i.e, states outside the corridor that allow for a reorganization leading the system
back into the corridor). The dead space defines the set of irreversibly faulty states.
The CEI includes decentralized feedback loops to monitor the system’s state and to trigger a
reorganization when necessary. These feedback loops implement the Observer/Controller (O/C) archi-
tecture [175], which is similar to the MAPE cycle [110]. While the observer monitors the state of the
System under Observation and Control (SuOC), the controller uses information provided by the observer
to decide about necessary control actions. The controller uses self-organization algorithms to reorganize
the SuOC. It also makes sure that the result of the self-organization algorithms is adopted by the SuOC.
Based on the distinction between the acceptance space and the target space, Schmeck et al. [191]
define a system to be strongly robust if the system remains in the target space despite disturbances.
In this thesis, we focus on weakly robust systems, i.e., systems that, once being in the target space,
cannot be forced to leave the acceptance space by external disturbances. Here, the acceptance space
refers to states in which supply and demand are adequately balanced. Clearly, weak robustness cannot
be achieved by putting the system in an arbitrary valid state that might itself verge on the edge of
acceptance. This would allow even small disturbances to move the system out of the acceptance space.
Instead, the system has to solve multiple interconnected optimization problems (e.g., finding optimal
system structures or optimally scheduling control actions) in order to find states placed well inside the
target space that allow the system to deal with a wide range of disturbances.
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Computational Trust In open self-organizing systems, the agents operate in a highly uncertain
environment in which their interaction partners’ benevolence cannot be assumed. In multi-agent systems
research, computational trust (cf. [150]) has been presented as a means to cope with uncertainties
stemming from unintentional as well as intentional misbehavior. The concept of trust is strongly connected
to risk [122]. Basically, trust mirrors expectations about others [55]. It is based on experiences [100] that
stem from contracts in which two or more parties stipulate a desired result of an interaction [172]. Since
trust represents an empirically justified expectation, it reduces uncertainties and risks associated with
another agent’s behavior [171]. By preferring interactions with trustworthy agents, trust-based decisions
incentivize rational agents to comply with their contracts [26]. That way, the system’s efficiency can be
increased. In computing systems, trust is often captured by a numerical trust value [141]. In some trust
models (see, e.g., [112, 226]), additional measures are used to indicate the belief that the trust value
accurately describes an agent’s actual observable behavior.
Robustness Due to these discussed characteristics, self-organization and computational trust are
necessary principles to enable robust resource allocation in large-scale open technical systems. In
this thesis, we consider the following two dimensions of robustness: The first dimension of robustness
addresses a system’s ability to resist internal or external disturbances (cf. [46]). For instance, such
disturbances might result from (un)intentionally misbehaving agents, e.g., those whose wrongdoing is
driven by changing environmental conditions. A system exhibiting this type of robustness promises to
remain in acceptable states and thus to maintain its functionality despite detrimental influences. The
second dimension of robustness considers a system’s ability to return into an acceptable state after a
disturbance occurred that caused the system to leave the acceptance space. This type of robustness
characterizes a system’s ability to restore its functionality. Both dimensions of robustness quantify the
system’s ability to fulfill its tasks. In contrast to a mere passive resistance, self-organizing systems
can actively increase their robustness by means of reactive or proactive measures. In open systems,
these measures can be based on the participants’ trustworthiness, which allows the system to anticipate
different sources of uncertainties.
In the next chapter, we introduce our vision of robust and scalable autonomous power systems that
is based on the principles of self-organization and computational trust.
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Chapter 2
Decentralized Power Management
Summary. In this thesis, we illustrate our findings by means of a case study from the field of
decentralized autonomous power systems. As discussed in Chapter 1, future power systems will
be exposed to a high degree of uncertainty introduced by weather-dependent power plants and
new types of consumers. Further, they will be characterized by a vast number of potentially
dispatchable power plants. To maintain the balance between power production and consumption,
uncertainties have to be anticipated and advantage has to be taken of the dispatchable power
plants. Based on the principles of self-organization and computational trust, we present our
concept of Autonomous Virtual Power Plants to master these challenges.
Publication. The case study as well as the overview of current and future power systems have
been published in Anders et al. [6] and Stegho¨fer et al. [205].
Decentralized power systems are a prominent example of the class of open technical systems introduced
in Chapter 1. Section 2.1 explains the current control of power systems and gives an overview of different
approaches to autonomous power management. We introduce our concept of Autonomous Virtual Power
Plants (AVPPs) to meet the challenges of future power systems in Section 2.2. This concept embodies our
vision of self-organized and robust resource allocation in large-scale open technical systems. Throughout
this thesis, the challenge of balancing power production and consumption in decentralized autonomous
power systems illustrates our findings and serves to evaluate the devised concepts and algorithms. An
overview of related projects in the domain of smart grids is given in Section 2.3.
2.1 Current and Future Power Systems
In current power systems, electric utilities only create schedules for large dispatchable power plants,
such as waste-to-energy, coal, and nuclear power plants. Schedules are created in a centralized manner,
e.g., by solving the scheduling problem defined in Section 1.2 by means of the standard mathematical
programming software IBM ILOG CPLEX1. As stated in Section 1.3, a very large number of small
potentially dispatchable power plants (e.g., micro combined heat and power units or biogas plants)
owned by individuals or cooperatives generate and feed in power without the electric utilities’ control.
Because very few measuring equipment is available in the field today, the actual status of the grid,
generators, and consumers is usually unknown. Furthermore, predictions used for schedule creation are
based on standard load profiles, weather forecasts, historical analysis, and intuition instead of current,
reliable data [18]. Nowadays, they are made by humans or SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition) systems.
1IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer, Version 12.4, 2011: https://www-01.ibm.com/software/commerce/optimization/
cplex-optimizer/ , retrieved on March 1, 2016.
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To compensate for this lack of control, additional power is provided in the form of the operating
reserve. In the synchronous grid of Continental Europe, operators hold back an amount of 3GW of
idle power that can be activated within seconds to maintain the balance between power production
and consumption [214].2 To account for the compensation for imbalances, the power grid is structured
into balancing groups. Electric utilities usually take on the role of balancing group managers, i.e., the
institutions in charge.
However, the de facto standard of centralized control becomes more and more impracticable, e.g., due
to the enormous increase in costs. This is clearly confirmed by the numbers we discussed in Section 1.3.
To preserve the stability and ensure economic efficiency of the future power system, we have to take
advantage of the potentially dispatchable power plants by integrating them into the scheduling scheme.
Further, schedules have to be created on the basis of the up-to-date predictions of the future residual
load and information about the current status of the grid. Many studies and researches agree (e.g.,
[18, 143, 173, 201]) that a scalable and stable operation of future grids hinges on the idea of enabling
the system components to act autonomously and proactively in their environment. The integration of
modern information and communications technology (ICT) into the power grid – such as broadband
communications as well as automated monitoring and control infrastructure (e.g., smart meters) – has
been identified as key enabler to allow for such a transition to smart grids [18, 158].
Virtual power plants (VPPs) are a fundamental concept to deal with the large scale of future power
systems [18, 173]. VPPs are groups of power plants or consumers that are usually controlled by a
central entity (see, e.g., [136]). Sometimes, membership in a VPP is restricted to certain types of power
plants with predefined properties, such as dispersed generation units and micro combined heat and
power units in [192] or distributed energy resources in [31]. These approaches mainly focus on providing
structures to integrate distributed energy resources or consumers into existing control schemes. For the
most part, VPPs are used to aggregate the capacity of multiple producers or consumers to overcome
market barriers and to facilitate trading in power markets [157, 176]. On the intraday market of the
European Power Exchange SE3 in Germany, for instance, contracts are concluded with a minimum
volume increment of 100 kW for individual time spans of 15min4 in which the stipulated volume has
to be constantly delivered or accepted. VPPs allow for a constant output or load, which cannot be
achieved by an individual consumer, distributed energy resource, or weather-dependent power plant.
In such a context, the approach presented in [168] distinguishes commercial VPPs that participate in
power markets from technical VPPs that provide services for the transmission network.
While some of these approaches allow for a self-organized formation of VPPs (e.g., [157, 176]), none of
them combines all the features that we are looking for to maintain the balance between power production
and consumption in future power systems. This can be ascribed to the fact that the formation of
VPPs for power markets does not aim for system structures that allow for the scalable creation of
high-quality schedules and that improve the robustness and the efficiency of the overall system. Still,
these approaches give important insights into the organization and functionality of such a system. In
the following section, we present our vision of self-organizing autonomous power systems.
2.2 Autonomous Virtual Power Plants – a Trust-Based Multi-Agent
Approach to Self-Organizing Autonomous Power Management
In contrast to the above-mentioned approaches, we consider the problem of autonomously maintaining
the balance between power production and consumption. To accomplish this task, the full potential of
dispatchable power plants has to be exploited by incorporating them into the scheduling scheme. This
calls for a scalable solution. Further, uncertainties have to be anticipated when creating schedules and
compensated for locally to prevent their propagation through the system.
2In the power grid, imbalances manifest in deviations from the nominal frequency 50Hz. If too much power is fed
into the system, the frequency is above 50Hz. In case of a deficit, the frequency is below 50Hz. The relation between
the mismatch between power production and consumption and the utility frequency is given by the network frequency
characteristic (15000MW/Hz for Continental Europe) [214]. The frequency must be kept between 49.8Hz and 50.2Hz.
3https://www.epexspot.com/en/ , retrieved on February 20, 2016.
4https://www.epexspot.com/en/product-info/ intradayauction/germany, retrieved on February 20, 2016.
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We adopt the natural approach to design autonomous power systems by representing each prosumer
by a software agent that is able to communicate with the other agents in the system. That way, we
enable prosumers to proactively participate in the creation of schedules and in maintaining the stability
of the grid.
Our approach to meet the challenges of future power systems is called Autonomous Virtual Power
Plants (AVPPs). AVPPs tackle the challenges of scalability and uncertainty based on the principles
of self-organization and computational trust. AVPPs represent self-organizing groups of two or more
power plants of various types comprising both dispatchable as well as non-dispatchable power plants
(e.g., biogas, hydro, and solar power plants). Each AVPP has to satisfy a fraction of the overall residual
load by periodically calculating schedules for its dispatchable power plants on the basis of residual load
predictions. The overall residual load stems from the AVPPs’ local demand, i.e., its local residual load.
Note that an AVPP’s local residual load originates from its non-dispatchable consumers as well as its
non-dispatchable power plants. Depending on the AVPP’s composition, the local residual load is either
positive or negative. The local residual load is negative, for instance, if the AVPP does not contain
any consumers but non-dispatchable power plants, which leads to a surplus of production. The local
residual load is positive if the consumption of its consumers exceeds the output of its non-dispatchable
power plants. To balance production and consumption, an AVPP’s dispatchable power plants have to
reactively compensate for deviations between the actual and the predicted local residual load as well as
deviations between actual and scheduled output. By compensating for deviations locally, AVPPs avoid
that deviations propagate to and affect other parts of the system. To reduce the influence of erroneous
residual load predictions and schedule violations, AVPPs use trust models to measure and anticipate the
accuracy of residual load predictions as well as the compliance with created schedules. A prosumer’s
trustworthiness is the higher, the lower and the less varying its deviations are.
To cope with the vast number of dispatchable power plants, AVPPs self-organize into a hierarchical
structure.5 That way, we decompose the overall set of dispatchable V and non-dispatchable U power
plants A = V ∪ U into several hierarchically arranged AVPPs (see Figure 2.1). In this hierarchy, each
AVPP acts as an intermediary λ ∈ I between its superordinate AVPP and its subordinate6 power
plants Aλ ⊂ A. Since an intermediary λ represents the subsystem Aλ, it can be viewed and treated as
one large (dispatchable) power plant that subsumes the behavior of its collective (thus I ⊂ V ⊆ A). As
the hierarchy constitutes a tree, the sets of subordinate power plants are pairwise disjoint. We refer to the
root of the hierarchy as the top-level intermediary /AVPP Λ ∈ I. While we focus on power generation
in this thesis, both dispatchable and non-dispatchable power consumers could be integrated into our
concept of AVPPs and in the presented techniques. In the following, we assume that all consumers are
assigned to the top-level intermediary, that they do not change their affiliation, and that schedules are
only created for dispatchable power plants.
In this hierarchical system structure, AVPPs autonomously create schedules in a regionalized and
top-down manner, meaning that each AVPP λ redistributes its own assigned residual load, i.e., its
scheduled supply Sλ, to its subordinate dispatchable power plants Vλ (note that these might contain
subordinate AVPPs because Iλ ⊂ Vλ). The top-down creation of schedules is triggered by the top-level
intermediary Λ whose assigned residual load Sλ corresponds to its local residual load prediction DˆWΛ
(i.e., Sλ = DˆWΛ ). In the hierarchy, an AVPP’s local residual load originates from its non-dispatchable
prosumers and additionally contains the local residual load of its subordinate intermediaries. The local
residual load prediction of the top-level AVPP is therefore equivalent to the overall predicted residual
load. We lift the centralized scheduling problem defined in Equation (1.3) to hierarchical structures in
5Note that our approach currently does not take account of constraints imposed by the transmission network, such as
line capacities or voltage bounds [35]. We leave this challenge for future work.
6“Subordinate” power plants are those an AVPP is directly responsible for, i.e., those on its next lower level in the
hierarchy.
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Top-Level
AVPP
Figure 2.1: Hierarchical system structure of a future autonomous and decentralized power system:
Power plants are structured into systems of systems represented by AVPPs that act as intermediaries to
decrease the complexity of control and scheduling. AVPPs can be part of other AVPPs. The left child
of the top-level AVPP, for instance, controls a coal power plant, a wind turbine, and two subordinate
AVPPs. The leftmost AVPP, on the other hand, controls only physical power plants; from left to right:
a storage battery as well as a solar, a biomass, a hydro, and a gas turbine power plant.
which intermediaries create schedules in a top-down manner as follows:
minimize
Sa[t]
α∆ ·∆+ αΓ · Γ
subject to ∀a ∈ Vλ,∀t ∈ W : (2.1a)
∃[x, y] ∈ Lta : x ≤ Sa[t] ≤ y, (2.1b)
−→
S mina (Sa[t−∆τ ]) ≤ Sa[t] ≤
−→
S maxa (Sa[t−∆τ ]) ,
with ∆ =
∑
t∈W
|SVλ [t]− Sλ[t]|, (2.1c)
Γ =
∑
a∈Vλ,t∈W
κa(Sa[t]), (2.1d)
and SVλ [t] =
∑
a∈Vλ
Sa[t] (2.1e)
The hierarchical scheduling problem differs from the centralized scheduling problem in three points:
First, the demand that has to be distributed corresponds to an intermediary’s scheduled supply Sλ (see
Equation (2.1c)). Second, an intermediary creates schedules for its subordinate dispatchable agents Vλ
instead of for all dispatchable agents V at once (see Equations (2.1a) and (2.1c) to (2.1e)). Third,
we have to assume that a subordinate dispatchable agent’s feasible supply ranges Lta depend on the
considered time step t ∈ W (see Equation (2.1b)). That is because an intermediary λ uses an abstracted
control model for each subordinate intermediary λ′ ∈ Iλ when creating schedules in order to profit from
hierarchical problem decomposition (more details concerning this matter can be found at the beginning
of Chapter 6).
Regarding Equation (2.1), each AVPP can create schedules for its subordinates by means of a
centralized solver. For example, instances of the hierarchical scheduling problem can be formulated as
mixed integer linear programs that can be solved by IBM ILOG CPLEX. In the following, we refer
to the approach in which each AVPP uses a centralized solver to assign schedules to subordinates as
the regio-central approach (RegioC ). Even in this situation, the complexity of solving the scheduling
problem is reduced because each AVPP controls only a subset Vλ of all dispatchable power plants V.
While the complexity of the centralized scheduling problem is O
(
2|V|·N
)
(see Section 1.3), we now
have a complexity of O
(
2|Vλ|·N
)
for each AVPP λ ∈ I. Compared to |V|, AVPPs thus have to deal
with smaller exponents |Vλ|. Assuming perfect parallelization, the time needed to solve the overall
scheduling problem corresponds to the longest of all serial paths that result from adding the AVPPs’
scheduling times for each branch in the hierarchy (a formal definition is provided in Equation (6.1)).
Given an adequate hierarchical structure, this results in shorter scheduling times for the overall system
in comparison to a centralized approach.
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While hierarchical problem decomposition has been proposed as a generic approach to deal with
large-scale systems prohibiting a centralized solution [2, 40], our self-organizing hierarchy of AVPPs is a
means to autonomously decompose the scheduling problem at runtime. Our main concern is to obtain a
scalable structure of AVPPs that allows each of them to create high-quality schedules, and to locally deal
with uncertainties stemming from non-dispatchable power plants as well as non-dispatchable consumers.
Because each AVPP pursues the same goal – that is, to satisfy the assigned residual load as accurately
and cost-efficiently as possible –, AVPPs aim at forming organizations that are, with respect to certain
criteria, as similar as possible. An example of that are AVPPs that feature a similar ratio between
typical variations in prediction errors of their non-dispatchable prosumers (this is reflected in their
trust values) and degrees of freedom in terms of the controllability of their dispatchable power plants.
That way, each AVPP is equally able to compensate for local deviations between power production
and consumption, which improves the robustness of the overall system. Note that due to the system’s
heterogeneity, these similar AVPPs are likely to be composed of dissimilar power plants. An overview of
the different formation criteria of AVPPs is given in Section 6.3. AVPPs autonomously reorganize their
structure to maintain an appropriate compromise between the quality of schedules and the time needed
for their creation, and to be able to hold the balance between power production and consumption despite
changing AVPP-internal or environmental conditions. A reorganization of a specific region within the
hierarchy is triggered if it does not sufficiently satisfy one or more formation criteria. In particular, an
AVPP triggers a reorganization if it cannot repeatedly compensate for its local uncertainties.
Such a setting imposes several challenges that we address in this thesis: (1) To quantify and
anticipate uncertainties stemming from different sources, AVPPs have to create predictive models of their
subordinate prosumers. In our approach, we achieve this by means of elaborate trust models. (2) To
allow for the formation of system structures that feature an appropriate trade-off between scheduling
times, the schedules’ quality, and the system’s stability, new types of organizations have to be considered
when forming AVPPs. (3) To create and maintain such structures at runtime, new self-organization
algorithms have to be developed. (4) To promote the system’s robustness, the scheduling problem has to
be devised in a way that allows for anticipating uncertainties and reactively compensating for deviations
at runtime. To find accurate solutions to these problems in large systems in appropriate time, new
scheduling algorithms have to be employed.
2.3 Smart Grid Projects
The contributions of this dissertation were developed in the context of the research unit OC-Trust (FOR
1085)7 of the German Research Foundation, which set out in 2009. Since then, different challenges of
future smart grids have been and are investigated in several projects, which we briefly present in the
following. Detailed discussions of their research results related to the contributions of this thesis can be
found in the corresponding sections. Many of these projects concentrate on demand-side management,
demand response, the integration of distributed energy resources into power markets, and the proper
operation of the power grid infrastructure, including the provision of ancillary services, such as reactive
power and voltage control. In the context of the E-Energy8 program, multiple projects, such as MeRegio9
and eTelligence10, focused on the development of new market places. Based on the market place devised
in the MeRegio project, the project MeRegioMobil11 investigated the integration of electric vehicles into
the grid. The project Smart Watts12 considered the integration of power consumers into power markets
in the sense of demand response. In the Future Energy Systems13 project, techniques for transmission
and power system restoration after significant disruptions, and new centralized optimization platforms
7http://www.isse.uni-augsburg.de/projects/reif/oc-trust/ , retrieved on February 20, 2016.
8http://www.e-energy.de, retrieved on February 20, 2016.
9http://www.meregio.de, retrieved on February 20, 2016.
10http://www.etelligence.de, retrieved on February 20, 2016.
11https://meregiomobil.forschung.kit.edu, retrieved on February 20, 2016.
12http://www.smartwatts.de, retrieved on February 20, 2016.
13http://org.nicta.com.au/portfolio/energy-systems/ , retrieved on February 20, 2016.
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are developed. The project quanticol14 develops smart distribution grids with a focus on power flows,
storages, and voltage control. The FENIX15 project examined the inclusion of small distributed energy
resources into the grid by aggregating them into a virtual power plant (VPP) that acts on the market as
a single entity. In ADDRESS16, the architecture developed in FENIX is used to enable active demand,
i.e., the active participation of small consumers, such as households. Similarly, Smart Nord17 investigates
the decentralized provision of reserves and active power products in distribution grids with a focus on
consumers and distributed energy resources. In FENIX, ADDRESS, and Smart Nord, VPPs are used to
overcome market barriers (see Section 2.2).
All these projects tackle the challenges of future smart grids from individual perspectives and on
different levels of abstraction, thereby investigating specific aspects. We are convinced that a combination
of the results of these projects – together with the contributions of this thesis – are important and
necessary steps towards scalable, robust, and flexible power systems of the future.
14http://blog.inf.ed.ac.uk/quanticol/smart-grids/ , retrieved on February 20, 2016.
15http://www.fenix-project.org, retrieved on February 20, 2016.
16http://www.addressfp7.org, retrieved on February 20, 2016.
17http://smartnord.de, retrieved on February 20, 2016.
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Chapter 3
Contributions of this Thesis: Self-Organization
and Computational Trust for Scalable and
Robust Resource Allocation under Uncertainty
Summary. Gives a brief overview of this thesis and lists its contributions. The concepts,
approaches, and algorithms that form the contributions of this thesis have been published by
the author in various peer-reviewed conferences, journals, and workshops. A complete list of
publications of the author can be found in the back matter on page 261.
The goal of this thesis is to provide an integrated approach to robust resource allocation in open technical
systems. To meet the challenges imposed by the considered system class, it combines the principles
of self-organization and computational trust as well as techniques from the field of online stochastic
optimization. To quantify and anticipate uncertainties, we devise predictive models of the agents’ possibly
deviating behavior (see Part II). To cope with the large scale of the regarded systems, we propose
an organizational structure that supports the system’s stability, scalability, efficiency, and robustness
(see Part III). To deal with uncertainties when solving the resource allocation problem, we specify
characteristics of robust solutions to the scheduling problem and introduce a mechanism that allows
the agents to create such solutions in adequate time (see Part IV). The thesis comprises the following
contributions:
A Trust Model to Quantify and Anticipate Uncertainties We present the concept of Trust-
Based Scenario Trees (TBSTs) as an approach to probabilistic model creation. In terms of the resource
allocation problem, TBSTs quantify and anticipate uncertainties in demand predictions made by non-
dispatchable agents. In particular, TBSTs allow an autonomous system to deal with volatile demand
that follows different behavioral patterns. In power systems, this is the case with the output of weather-
dependent power plants and the load of non-dispatchable consumers. In such situations, it would be
risky to rely on a single expectation of how the demand will develop. Each TBST therefore consists
of multiple scenarios, each representing a possible development of the demand and having a certain
probability of occurrence. TBSTs lay the foundation for creating robust solutions to the scheduling
problem on the basis of techniques from the field of online stochastic optimization. Trust-Based Scenario
Trees are presented in Chapter 5.
Specification of Necessary Characteristics of Self-Organizing Hierarchies The scheduling
problem is NP-hard with regard to the number of participating agents. To be able to solve this problem
in large-scale open systems, we introduce a combination of techniques that allow for self-organized
hierarchical problem decomposition. One way to implement a self-organizing hierarchical structure
is to recursively solve the so-called partitioning problem, i.e., to partition a set of agents into disjoint
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subsystems. Each of these subsystems represents a smaller, tractable sub-problem of the overall scheduling
problem. We demonstrate that the following characteristics allow the system to autonomously come to
a compromise between stability, scheduling times, and solution quality in terms of demand satisfaction
and costs (see Section 9.2):
• Constraints Guiding the Self-Organized Problem Decomposition The size and the
number of created subsystems – as well as the height of the resulting hierarchy – are important
factors influencing scheduling times and solution quality. We present partitioning constraints that
steer the formation of hierarchical system structures by means of suitable ranges for the number
and the size of partitions. We introduce these constraints in Section 6.2.
• An Organizational Paradigm Promoting the System’s Stability, Robustness, and Scal-
ability The class of open systems regarded in this thesis has to deal with uncertainties originating
from participants that cannot or should not be excluded from the system. We present a new
organizational paradigm, called homogeneous partitioning, that yields a structure of similar or-
ganizations. That way, each organization is equally able to cope with disturbances originating
from non-dispatchable agents. Furthermore, the complexity of solving the scheduling problem
is equalized among the organizations, which is beneficial to the overall runtime performance.
Essentially, homogeneous partitioning increases the hierarchy’s stability and promotes the system’s
robustness in terms of its ability to hold the balance between supply and demand. The idea of
homogeneous partitioning is explained in Section 6.3.
Algorithms for the Self-Organized Formation of Hierarchical System Structures Finding
the optimal solution to the partitioning problem requires solving an NP-hard combinatorial optimization
problem. We present two self-organization algorithms, called PSOPP and SPADA, that solve the
partitioning problem in a general manner, i.e., independently of the characteristics of a specific objective
function. This property allows a system to create adequate partitionings with regard to a combination
of different formation criteria. Self-organizing hierarchies are obtained in combination with a control
loop (see Section 9.1) that uses PSOPP and SPADA to recursively solve instances of the partitioning
problem. PSOPP and SPADA are ideally suited for the self-organized formation of hierarchies because
they create high-quality partitionings that comply with the partitioning constraints. While PSOPP is
especially suited for finding high-quality solutions for low-dimensional objective functions, SPADA’s
strengths lie in multi-objective contexts:
• A Discrete Particle Swarm Optimizer Chapter 7 outlines self-organization algorithm PSOPP.
PSOPP is based on particle swarm optimization – a computational method and population-based
metaheuristic for optimization in large search spaces. To be independent of the characteristics of a
specific objective function, PSOPP relies on basic set operations to come to a solution.
• A Decentralized Agent-Based Partitioning Algorithm SPADA deals with the complexity
of the partitioning problem by implementing a decentralized agent-based approach instead of
a (centralized) population-based metaheuristic. In SPADA, the group of agents that is to be
partitioned uses an overlay network to autonomously decompose the overall partitioning problem
into overlapping sub-problems. These are optimized in an iterative manner. Because the sub-
problems overlap and change from one iteration to another, their beneficial characteristics spread
out across other parts of a candidate solution, which ultimately leads to a high-quality overall
partitioning. Despite its decentralized nature, SPADA guarantees compliance with the partitioning
constraints. SPADA is introduced in Chapter 8.
Concepts and Algorithms for Robust Resource Allocation in Self-Organizing Hierarchies
Based on our concept of Trust-Based Scenario Trees (TBSTs), we introduce techniques for finding robust
solutions to the resource allocation problem. Self-organizing hierarchies are prerequisite to deal with the
complexity of the scheduling problem and the uncertainties involved. In this context, the contributions
of this thesis are twofold:
• A Specification of Robust Solutions to the Scheduling Problem We combine techniques
from the field of online stochastic optimization with our concept of TBSTs and apply them to
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hierarchical schedule creation. TBST-based schedules thus enable the system to deal with different
possible developments of the demand. To promote the agents’ ability to reactively adapt to
unforeseen situations, we also allow them to schedule an appropriate amount of degrees of freedom,
i.e., reserves. The creation of TBST-based schedules and the provision of reserves are explained
in Chapter 11. Chapter 12 shows that TBST-based schedules proactively guide the dispatchable
agents’ permanent reactive supply adjustments that are necessary to meet the demand at all times.
• An Algorithm for the Scalable Creation of Robust Schedules To find high-quality robust
solutions to the scheduling problem in large-scale systems, we present an auction- and trust-based
mechanism for hierarchical systems, called TruCAOS. TruCAOS reduces the problem’s complexity
by enabling the dispatchable agents to actively participate in the process of schedule creation.
Consequently, the agents can self-organize into larger subsystems, which is advantageous to the
schedules’ quality and the system’s stability. Among other trust-based measures, TruCAOS actively
reduces uncertainties stemming from dispatchable agents that struggle with adhering to their
schedules by “moving” their supply into regions in which their behavior is more predictable.
Thorough Evaluations in the Decentralized Power Management Case Study All concepts,
approaches, and algorithms devised in the context of this thesis have been analyzed in extensive
empirical evaluations that confirm their applicability, suitability, and necessity. The evaluations have
been performed in an elaborate simulation environment for autonomous power systems on the basis of
real world data. This simulation environment has been developed in the course of this dissertation in
cooperation with other members of the working group.
Chapter 14 summarizes the research contributions and the most important evaluation results. In
Chapter 15, we point to open research challenges and future directions.
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Part II
Computational Trust as Enabler for
Self-Organized Robust Resource Allocation
A major challenge of the resource allocation problem regarded in this thesis is
to hold the balance between supply and demand despite uncertainties in the
form of deviations from predicted demand or scheduled supply. If prior deviations
from predictions and schedules are indicative of future behavior, agents can use
their observations to deduce a probabilistic model of their interaction partners.
In this thesis, we use the social concept of trust as a metaphor for measuring
the accuracy of an agent’s demand predictions or its compliance with created
schedules. We define an agent’s trustworthiness to be the higher, the lower and
the less varying its deviations are.
In this part, we propose different trust models as enabler for self-organized
robust resource allocation. In Chapter 4, we give an overview of computational
trust based on the body of literature, first. Afterwards, we define a trust model to
quantify and anticipate uncertain demand and supply. Among other things, this
model serves as the basis for the self-organized formation of stable hierarchical
system structures that promote the system’s robustness. In Chapter 5, we outline
the concept of Trust-Based Scenario Trees (TBSTs) for situations in which agents
show volatile behavior that follows different behavioral patterns, and that require
to capture and anticipate dependencies in a sequence of observed deviations. As
opposed to common trust models that record an agent’s average behavior or its
variation, TBSTs model an agent’s behavior by means of a set of scenarios. Each
scenario has a certain probability of occurrence, and indicates in which way the
behavior might develop in a sequence of future time steps. We propose to use
TBSTs to quantify and anticipate uncertainties in demand predictions.
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Chapter 4
Trust as a Measure of Uncertainty
Summary. The resource allocation problem considered in this thesis has to be solved in a
highly uncertain environment in which the agents’ benevolence cannot be assumed. For this
reason, uncertainties not only have to be anticipated but also quantified in order to allow the
system to operate more robustly and efficiently. Since uncertainties are subject to change over
time, they must be assessed at runtime. One way to address this challenge is to use the concept
of computational trust. By extending the notion of trust as a qualifier of relationships between
agents and incorporating trust into the agents’ decisions, they can cope with uncertainties
stemming from unintentional as well as intentional misbehavior. Based on the body of literature,
we survey the most important properties of trust. Afterwards, we provide a basic trust model
to quantify and anticipate uncertain demand and supply. This model is used to create adequate
hierarchical system structures on the one hand, and serves as the basis for other trust models
which we apply in the context of autonomous schedule creation on the other hand.
Publication. The findings described in this chapter have been published in Anders et al. [13, 14].
As explained in Chapter 1, inertia requires the intermediaries to allocate resources proactively on
the basis of demand predictions requested from their subordinate non-dispatchable agents. However,
because the demand is based on a stochastic process driven by the environment, predictions might turn
out to be wrong, resulting in deviations between the actual and the predicted demand. Furthermore,
dispatchable agents might not be able to contribute as stipulated in their schedule. In electric power
systems, such deviations stem from inaccurate or outdated standard load profiles used to predict the
load, the prosumers’ geographic location influencing local weather conditions, imprecise sensor data used
to predict future output, and technical difficulties, among others (see, e.g., [81, 86]).
One way to cope with these uncertainties is to create a probabilistic model that captures the
underlying stochastic process in order to (1) anticipate aleatoric, i.e., intrinsic random and irreducible,
uncertainties, and (2) reduce epistemic, i.e., systematic, uncertainties in the agents’ behavior. Because
an agent’s behavior can vary and even completely change over time, e.g., as a result of changing
environmental conditions, a precise offline model of the stochastic process is of little use. Consequently,
such models have to be learned online and incorporate up-to-date information about the agents’ behavior.
In computer science, computational trust (cf. [150]) has been proposed to allow agents to quantify
and anticipate uncertainties that originate from the behavior of their interaction partners (e.g., a typical
inaccuracy in a consumer’s prediction due to the use of an outdated standard load profile). An agent’s
trust in another agent is based on experiences gained in past interactions. Similarly to [101, 226], we
regard the creation of trust relationships as deducing a probabilistic model of an interaction partner at
runtime (i.e., a form of statistical inference and statistical learning). Trust can be applied if it is valid to
assume that an agent’s prior behavior is indicative of its future behavior. As a consequence, trust serves
as a predictive model that allows agents to make evidence-based assumptions about their interaction
partners’ future behavior.
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Section 4.1 gives an overview of important properties of computational trust based on the body of
literature and describes how trust evolves over time. In Section 4.2, we define a basic trust model to
quantify and anticipate uncertain demand and supply when solving our resource allocation problem.
Throughout this thesis, we use this model as the basis for the self-organized formation of stable
hierarchical system structures that promote the system’s robustness in terms of its ability to hold the
balance between supply and demand (see Chapter 6). Furthermore, this trust model serves as a basis
for more specialized trust models that we introduce and employ in the context of an auction-based
scheduling mechanism (see Chapter 10).
4.1 Properties of Trust
The classic notion of computational trust in the MAS community is focused on the credibility of agents,
i.e., the degree to which they fulfill their commitments. This view stems mainly from psychological and
sociological research [39] and boils down to the selection of interaction partners in order to maximize
the utility of individual interactions. Economic [25, 177] and computer science [55, 150] literature
characterize trust as an instrument to manage expectations about others. In computer science, the term
“computational trust” is used to stress that the trust in a system or a system’s part, e.g., an agent, is
assessed by means of a well-defined metric. Since both (a part of) the system or a human being can
act in the role of the trustor, we can differentiate between system-to-system and user-to-system trust.
In this thesis, we only regard trust between autonomous software agents. Often, a strong connection
between trust and risk is emphasized [122] since interactions that incur a high risk for the participating
agents require a high expectation of the others’ willingness to contribute in a beneficial manner. An
empirically justified expectation reduces the uncertainty about the behavior of another agent [171].
In computing systems, trust is usually measured as a numerical trust value, often normalized to
values between 0 and 1 [141]. In [142], an agent’s trust value is either very high or very low depending on
whether the agent is either always expected to behave beneficially or never; if the value is between these
extremes, the agent behaves in an unpredictable fashion and thus interactions with it are afflicted with
a high uncertainty. Such a simple representation of trust is used in many trust models. However, there
are numerous other interpretations and representations of trust (for an overview, see, e.g., [233]). Other
representations based on more complex data structures (e.g., [181, 226]) are able to capture further
properties, such as the volatility of an agent’s behavior. Before discussing the general properties of
trust, we illustrate the life-cycle of trust values which can be transferred to most representations of trust,
including those presented in this thesis.
The Life-Cycle of Trust Values. There is a general way of thinking about the origin of trust
values that is independent of the way they are used (see Figure 4.1). Two or more parties commit to a
(potentially implicit) contract [172] that defines an interaction (possibly composed of several distinct
steps) as well as its stipulated result. The actual result of the interaction can be compared to what was
stipulated in the contract, thus yielding an experience for each party [100]. Ultimately, an agent uses its
experiences and a trust metric to derive a trust value for each of its interaction partners. Trust values, in
turn, provide important information for future interactions. In Section 4.2, we instantiate this life-cycle
for the resource allocation problem regarded in this thesis.
Falcone and Castelfranchi [66] criticized that many trust models are void of semantics of how the
generated trust values have to be interpreted. It is, e.g., often not defined what a trust value of, say,
0.5 actually expresses or which trust value should be assigned to a new agent (the problem of initial
trust, see, e.g., [144]). If a trust model has precise semantics, meaning a clearly defined way to interpret
generated trust values, an abstracting numerical quantification can still be valid, though.
Properties of Trust. The life-cycle shows why trust values are usually subjective. As each agent
makes its own experiences with others, it forms a “personal” opinion (i.e., a trust value) based on these
unique experiences. Thus, the experiences of two agents with the same partner can vary tremendously.
Additionally, agents can use different metrics to assess trust values and apply different requirements to
the behavior of others, thus implementing different trust models. The same arguments can be used to
argue against transitivity of trust [102]. An exception are recommendations as a form of indirect trust
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Figure 4.1: The life-cycle of trust values derived from experiences (adapted from [204]).
or reputation (see discussion below) that have to be based on a mutual understanding of the valuation
of an agent’s behavior.
Further, it is crucial to consider the context in which interactions occur. The context includes,
e.g., the roles the agents play in the interaction, its contract, or environmental circumstances. In the
power management case study, a useful trust context might be, e.g., the time of day an output or
load prediction is made for. Comparing experiences to each other in different contexts is difficult: A
solar power plant is likely to make much more accurate output predictions for the night than for the
day. Falcone and Castelfranchi [66] relate to context when they mention the “competence belief” an
agent has about another. Competence is specific to a certain goal that the trusting agent believes the
potential partner is capable to pursue. Clearly, agents that are deemed competent for one goal can be
incompetent for another. Other authors use, e.g., “circumstance” [74] or “domain of interaction” [99] to
denote context.
A trust value can also be supplemented by a measure of confidence [112] or certainty [82, 226] that
indicates the degree of certainty that a trust value describes the actual observable behavior of an agent.
Such an additional value can be based on several criteria, such as how many experiences were used for
the calculation of the trust value, how old these experiences are, or how much the experiences differed.
It is also possible to take the social relationships between the agents into account [127] or to distinguish
short-term and long-term behavior in order to identify changing behavior.
Reputation. In open self-organizing systems, interaction partners can often change, e.g., due
to alterations in system structure or inclusion of new agents. Since the agents’ benevolence cannot
be assumed, they might not be willing to communicate their true intentions [190]. To deal with
this situation, a reputation system can be used which combines the opinions of agents and generates
recommendations [150]. This enables cooperation between agents that do not know or have only little
experience with each other. To make adequate decisions, agents can rely on a combination of direct trust
and reputation [113, 181]. Due to the subjective nature of trust and because agents might lie about the
trustworthiness of others, it is often also desirable to weigh the impact a recommending agent (called
witness) has on the reputation value [20, 111]. Whenever a reputation system is used, there has to be a
consensus among the agents about the meaning of trust and reputation values. A common trust model
can fulfill this purpose. In this thesis, we do not further distinguish between direct trust and reputation.
We assume that agents truthfully provide others with information about another agent’s trustworthiness
if requested.
There is a variety of different uses of trust in open self-organizing systems, including trust to inform
self-organization processes, to optimize for critical or likely situations in uncertain environments, to
reduce uncertainties resulting from intentional misbehavior by means of appropriate sanctioning or
incentive mechanisms, and to represent the social relationships of the system’s users. In this thesis,
we concentrate on (1) the trust-based and self-organized structuring of large-scale open systems, and
(2) trust-based schedule creation as a means to scalable and robust resource allocation under uncertainty.
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Figure 4.2: Example of an inaccurate demand prediction: The dotted vertical lines indicate the time steps
ti = tat + i ·∆τ that constitute the scheduling window W in time step tat. As illustrated in Figure 4.2a,
uncertainties manifest as deviations between the actual ⟨35, 35, 30⟩ and the predicted demand ⟨85, 90, 90⟩.
With regard to t1, for instance, the intermediary gains an atomic experience Etat [t1] = (35, 85, tat, t1)
that captures the deviation δ(Etat [t1]) = 35− 85 = −50. The corresponding sequential experience Etat
records the sequence of deviations ⟨−50,−55,−60⟩. Figure 4.2b shows that the influence of inaccurate
predictions can be mitigated by relying on expectations instead of the prediction itself. An intermediary
derives an agent’s expected demand from its demand prediction and the trust value reflecting its expected
deviation.
These uses are addressed in Chapter 6 and Part IV. There, we also discuss more problem-oriented related
work from the field of computational trust and related research areas.
4.2 Quantifying and Anticipating Uncertainties in Predicted Demand and
Scheduled Supply by Means of Trust Values
As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, we use the concept of computational trust to quantify
and anticipate uncertainties in predicted demand and scheduled supply at runtime in order to enable
self-organized robust resource allocation. More precisely, the agents utilize the information about the
trustworthiness of others in the self-organized formation of scalable system structures and when creating
schedules. Both uses aim at anticipating uncertainties (i.e., deviations from predicted demand or
scheduled supply) to mitigate their impact on the system. In Chapter 10, we will show that a trust-based
scheduling mechanism can incentivize benevolent behavior and actively reduce uncertainties by putting
dispatchable agents into states of less uncertainty.
With regard to the hierarchical system structure, we only regard trust relationships describing an
intermediary’s trust in its subordinate agents. We assume that intermediaries truthfully provide other
agents with information about the trustworthiness of their subordinates if needed, such as during the
self-organized formation of the hierarchy. The trust relationships have their origin in contracts created
in the course of the schedule creation. We regard two different types of contracts: The first type
comprises the schedules of dispatchable agents. The second type encompasses the demand predictions of
non-dispatchable agents whose behavior usually depends on environmental conditions, such as the solar
radiation in case of a solar power plant. Each contract is concluded between an intermediary (acting in
the role of the trustor) and one of its subordinate agents (acting in the role of the trustee).
Recall that, with regard to a specific time step tat, schedules are created for the scheduling win-
dow W = {tat + i ·∆τ ≤ tat +H | i ∈ N≥1} that comprises N = H/∆τ time steps (see Section 1.2). We
therefore define a contract Ctat = ⟨Ctat [tat +∆τ ], . . . , Ctat [tat +H]⟩ representing a demand prediction
(resp. a schedule) as a sequence of N predicted demand (resp. scheduled supply) values Ctat [tfor] with
tfor ∈ W. While tat stands for the time step in which the contract was concluded, tfor denotes the time
step in which the agent should behave as stipulated in Ctat [tfor].
Given a predicted demand (scheduled supply) Ctat [tfor], an intermediary gains an atomic experi-
ence Etat [tfor] = (A[tfor], Ctat [tfor], tat, tfor) by measuring the actual demand (supply) A[tfor] at time
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step tfor.1 The experience captures the deviation δ(Etat [tfor]) = A[tfor]− Ctat [tfor] between the actual
demand (supply) and the stipulated value. With regard to the entire contract Ctat , an intermediary
gains a sequential experience Etat = ⟨Etat [tat+∆τ ], . . . , Etat [tat+H]⟩, that is, a sequence of atomic expe-
riences (in the following, we only distinguish between atomic and sequential experiences where needed).
Figure 4.2a shows an example of a demand prediction in comparison to the actually measured demand.
In the following, we explain how intermediaries use such experiences to assess the trustworthiness of
their subordinate agents.
A Basic Trust Model to Quantify and Anticipate Uncertain Demand and Supply
To cope with uncertain demand and supply, each intermediary assesses the behavior of each of its
subordinate agents by means of two trust values: The first trust value records an agent’s mean deviation
from its predicted demand or scheduled supply and thus captures systematic misbehavior. In turn, this
value serves as an expectation of an agent’s deviation from its predictions or schedules.2 However, when
calculating this trust value, positive and negative deviations can cancel each other out, e.g., leading to
an expected deviation of 0 even though an agent consistently yields extremal deviations. The second
trust value is therefore used to mirror an agent’s predictability in terms of the dispersion of its deviations.
It represents the risk that the goal of balancing supply and demand is not achieved because the agent
does not consume or provide resources as stipulated or expected. The predictability is thus an indicator
of aleatoric uncertainties: the less aleatoric uncertainties, the more predictable is an agent’s behavior.
Assume that an intermediary λ holds the nE newest atomic experiences with one of its subordinate
agents a ∈ Aλ in a set E . We only regard the nE newest experiences because an agent’s behavior may
change over time (e.g., due to temporary environmental influences, such as snow on a solar panel) and
we assume that more recent behavior can give a better indication of an agent’s future behavior. In case
of former negative experiences, this also allows for forgiveness [219]. Equally, prior positive experiences
lose their relevance over time if the corresponding agent now notoriously violates its contracts. Note
that this is similar to the calculation of a moving average with a sliding window of size nE . From these
experiences E (with |E| ≤ nE), the intermediary λ derives a trust value Tµ(E) that assesses how much it
trusts agent a to adhere to its contract. We define Tµ(E) as a’s mean deviation from its contracts:
Tµ(E) = 1|E| ·
∑
Et[t′]∈E
N(Et[t′]), (4.1a)
with N(Et[t′]) =
δ(Et[t′])
δmax
(4.1b)
The functionN(Et[t′]) normalizes the deviation δ(Et[t′]) to an interval [-1,1] by means of the normalization
factor δmax > 0 which, e.g., represents the maximal absolute deviation seen in E . The resulting trust
value Tµ(E) ∈ [−1, 1] represents a’s expected deviation E(δ) = Tµ(E) · δmax from a predicted demand
or scheduled supply. The greater |Tµ(E)|, the greater the absolute value of the expected deviation and
thus the less trustworthy a. Note that we do not prefer positive to negative deviations or vice versa. In
the power management case study, both an over- as well as an underestimated residual load or supply
negatively affect the power grid’s utility frequency. This is in contrast to other trust models, such
as [172], who regard positive deviations as highly desirable outcomes. If Tµ(E) < 0, λ expects that a’s
actual demand (supply) will be lower than stipulated. If Tµ(E) > 0, λ expects that the actual demand
(supply) is greater than stipulated. Otherwise, if Tµ(E) = 0, λ expects a to comply with its contract. As
also the magnitude of deviations is captured in Tµ(E), this trust metric is semantically sound (cf. our
discussion in Section 4.1).
Because the trust value Tµ(E) reflects the mean deviation from contracts, positive and negative
experiences can cancel each other out, i.e., Tµ(E) might be 0 although a always deviates from its
1We assume that each intermediary is able to measure the actual supply or demand of its subordinate agents.
2Note that we differentiate between expected / anticipated behavior and predicted behavior. While predictions are made
by a trustee, the trustor uses a trust model (which serves as a predictive model in terms of machine learning) to anticipate
the trustee’s deviating behavior by deriving an expected behavior from prior experiences.
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contracts. Since an agent’s predictability decreases with the volatility of its behavior, we use the standard
deviation Tv(E) ∈ [0, 1] of the normalized deviations in E as a metric. The concept of predictability thus
corresponds to the criteria “variance of experiences” of the confidence metric we introduced in [112].
The higher an agent’s predictability, the more its intermediary can rely on the expected deviation
derived from the first trust value. Expected variations in contract compliance are therefore defined as
v(δ) = Tv(E) · δmax.
Given a trust value Tµ(E), an intermediary λ can anticipate a’s actual demand or supply on the
basis of its expected deviation and a contract. For instance, if a provides λ with a demand prediction
DˆWtnow = ⟨DˆWtnow [tnow + ∆τ ], . . . , DˆWtnow [tnow + H]⟩, λ can use a’s expected deviation E(δ) to derive an
expected demand for a series of future time steps. We define the corresponding expected demand
D
W
tnow = ⟨D
W
tnow [tnow +∆τ ], . . . , D
W
tnow [tnow +H]⟩ by the sum of the stipulated value and the expected
deviation such that DWtnow [tfor] = Dˆ
W
tnow [tfor]+E(δ) for each tfor ∈ {tnow+∆τ, . . . , tnow+H}. Figure 4.2b
shows that an intermediary can significantly reduce the impact of inaccurate predictions by relying on
expectations instead of predictions.
Note that we opted for creating a predictive model of an agent’s behavior in terms of its deviations
instead of its actual demand or supply. This is because some non-dispatchable agents make better
predictions about their future demand than others. Further, anticipating the agents’ actual demand
without incorporating their prediction requires additional information, which makes the task of creating
an adequate probabilistic model much more difficult. With regard to dispatchable agents, this is mainly
due to the ability to influence the agent’s behavior by means of a schedule. In the following, we extend
this basic trust model by a trust context that allows for an improved anticipation of uncertain demand.
Using the Prediction Horizon as Trust Context to Anticipate Uncertain Demand
As stated in Section 1.3, we assume that demand predictions become more accurate as the point in time
they are made for approaches (note that we do not make this assumption for scheduled supply). The
basic trust model sketched above does not take account of this property: We derive the expected demand
by adding the expected deviation E(δ) as a constant offset to the prediction. In fact, the expected
demand shown in Figure 4.2b cannot stem from our basic trust model because the difference between
predicted and expected demand varies with the prediction horizon. To improve the accuracy of expected
deviations, we now extend our basic trust model by a trust context that allows an intermediary λ to
quantify the accuracy of demand predictions with respect to the temporal distance to a future point in
time. In other words, we employ the prediction horizon as trust context and group experiences according
to the temporal distance between tat and tfor.
As illustrated in Figure 4.3, an intermediary gains multiple experiences per time step. That is
because each time schedules are created, the demand is predicted for the N time steps of the scheduling
windowW = {tat+i·∆τ ≤ tat+H | i ∈ N≥1}. If we assume that schedules are recalculated after the time
span ∆τ , there are exactly N demand predictions for every time step tfor that matches the schedule time
pattern (recall that tfor is thus a multiple of the schedule resolution ∆τ). These predictions were made in
the N previous time steps tat ∈ {tfor − i ·∆τ ≥ tfor −H | i ∈ N≥1}. As a result, each intermediary gains
N experiences at once in each time step tfor. As before, an experience δ(Etat [tfor]) = A[tfor]− DˆWtat [tfor]
captures the difference between a non-dispatchable agent’s actual A[tfor] and predicted demand DˆWtat [tfor].
Due to our assumption that predictions become more accurate as tfor approaches, the accuracy of
a predicted demand DˆWtat [tfor] depends on the prediction horizon, i.e., the temporal distance, ∆h ∈{i · ∆τ ≤ H | i ∈ N≥1} between the time step tat ∈ {tfor − i · ∆τ ≥ tfor − H | i ∈ N≥1} and
tfor. To capture this behavior, each intermediary manages N sequences of atomic experiences E∆hD =
⟨EtnD−∆h[tnD ], . . . , Et1−∆h[t1]⟩ (with ti = tnow − (i − 1) ·∆τ), one for each distance ∆h ∈ {i ·∆τ ≤
H | i ∈ N≥1}.3 That way, E∆hD contains the nD newest experiences Etat [tfor] with ∆h = tfor − tat.
With regard to Figure 4.3 and time step 10:45, an intermediary holds the sequence of experiences
E15minD = ⟨E10:00[10:15], E10:15[10:30], E10:30[10:45]⟩ for the prediction horizon ∆h = 15min and a
3The index “D” in E∆hD and nD indicates that we regard uncertain demand.
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Hour of Day
Hour of Day
10:00 10:15 10:30 10:45 11:00 11:15
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
DˆW10:00[10:15] Dˆ
W
10:00[10:30] Dˆ
W
10:00[10:45]
DˆW10:15[10:30] Dˆ
W
10:15[10:45] Dˆ
W
10:15[11:00]
DˆW10:30[10:45] Dˆ
W
10:30[11:00] Dˆ
W
10:30[11:15]
DˆW10:45[11:00] Dˆ
W
10:45[11:15]
Figure 4.3: Four demand predictions made for N = 3 consecutive time steps and a schedule resolution
∆τ = 15min at four different points in time tat ∈ {10:00, 10:15, 10:30, 10:45}. The figure illustrates
the relation between a demand prediction DˆWtat [tfor] for a specific time step tfor and the temporal
distance ∆h = tfor − tat (in this example, ∆h ∈ {15min, 30min, 45min}). As indicated at 10:45, the
corresponding intermediary gains N = 3 experiences in each time step.
maximum of nD = 3 experiences. Visually, sequences E∆hD can be thought of as the “secondary diagonals”
in Figure 4.3.
To determine a non-dispatchable agent’s trust value for the prediction horizon ∆h = tfor − tnow, we
reuse the function Tµ (see Equation (4.1a)). This time, however, we evaluate the set of experiences E∆hD
instead of E . Hence, the trust context serves as a filter for experiences. As before, Tµ(E∆hD ) ∈ [−1, 1]
represents an expected deviation E(δ) = Tµ(E∆hD ) · δmax from a predicted demand DˆWtnow [tfor], but this
time specifically for the trust context ∆h.
Similarly, it is possible to introduce a trust context that evaluates an agent’s behavior with regard to
the time of day for which a contract is concluded. For instance, such a trust context might be beneficial
to assess the accuracy of output predictions of solar power plants separately for daytime and nighttime.
Chapter Summary and Outlook
In this chapter, we reviewed the properties of computational trust, and devised a basic trust model that
allows the agents to quantify and anticipate uncertainties in predicted demand and scheduled supply.
This trust model regards two dimensions of trust: The first dimension captures an agent’s systematic
misbehavior in the form of a trust value that reflects its mean deviation from its predicted demand (in
case of a non-dispatchable agent) or its scheduled supply (in case of a dispatchable agent). In the second
dimension, another trust value measures an agent’s predictability in the form of the standard deviation
of its deviations.
In Chapter 10, we show that both dimensions of trust play an important role in the creation of
schedules that yield an adequate balance between supply and demand. In this context, the basic trust
model serves as a basis for more specialized trust models that we employ in an auction-based scheduling
mechanism. In the course of the self-organized formation of hierarchical system structures (see Part III),
an agent’s trustworthiness is mainly regarded in terms of its predictability. To create a structure in
which each organization is equally able to compensate for local deviations between supply and demand,
we aim for a similar ratio between uncertainty (i.e., predictability) and degrees of freedom in terms of
controllability.
The basic trust model presented in this chapter cannot anticipate agent behavior that follows different
behavioral patterns or exhibits sequential dependencies in a series of observations, though. In the next
chapter, we introduce a trust model called Trust-Based Scenario Trees which applies to such situations.
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Chapter 5
Trust-Based Scenario Trees to Anticipate
Volatile Demand that Follows Different
Behavioral Patterns
Summary. In some situations, it is necessary to capture time-dependent behavior in the sense
that the quality of a prediction depends on the prediction error in previous time steps. As for
power systems, this is the case with weather-dependent power plants and non-dispatchable
consumers. Furthermore, an expectation of how an agent will behave in the future can turn
out to be wrong. This is especially the case if the agent’s behavior is volatile, even if it follows
different behavioral patterns. With regard to the system’s efficiency and robustness, it would
therefore be risky to rely on a single expectation of how the agent behaves in the future. To
meet these challenges, we introduce the concept of Trust-Based Scenario Trees (TBSTs) as an
approach to probabilistic model creation in this chapter. In terms of our resource allocation
problem, we use TBSTs to quantify and anticipate uncertainties in demand predictions. TBSTs
are created at runtime. Each TBST consists of multiple scenarios each of which represents
a possible sequence of deviations from a demand prediction. In combination with a demand
prediction, a TBST describes different expected developments of the demand. In Part IV, we
show that TBSTs lay the foundation for creating robust schedules on the basis of techniques
from the field of online stochastic optimization [83]. In the context of the power management
case study, we demonstrate that TBSTs significantly improve the agents’ ability to anticipate
future agent behavior in comparison to simple trust values. Moreover, we show that a single
scenario of a TBST already reaches the same quality of expectations as an optimized hidden
Markov model. The advantage of considering an entire tree of interrelated scenarios becomes
evident when allowing the agents to switch to the most suitable scenario at runtime.
Publication. The concepts and results outlined in this chapter have been published in Anders
et al. [13].
In this chapter, we concentrate on the creation of probabilistic models of the behavior of non-dispatchable
agents. As is the case with the trust model presented in Section 4.2, we want to anticipate an agent’s
behavior in terms of deviations from its demand predictions. Anticipating its actual demand would
require a much more detailed model and information that might not be available to other agents. Further,
we focus on non-dispatchable agents in this chapter because intermediaries can influence the behavior of
dispatchable agents by means of appropriate schedules. To create a meaningful probabilistic model, we
have to meet four major challenges:
(C1) The agents’ behavior can change over time (e.g., due to temporary environmental influences, such
as snow on a solar panel), which is why the probabilistic model must be flexible enough to adapt
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to variable behavior. Note that, within a specific time frame, variable behavior might be quite
stable and thus predictable.
(C2) Only few assumptions about an agent’s behavior can be made (e.g., weather conditions influence
consumers and producers in different ways), which is why the employed method must be able to
reflect different types of agent behavior (i.e., stochastic processes).
(C3) An agent’s behavior might show sequential dependencies in the sense that an inaccurate prediction
for a specific time step might depend on the prediction error of previous time steps. Such sequential
dependencies have to be captured.
(C4) An agent’s behavior might be volatile yet follow different behavioral patterns, i.e., scenarios. These
scenarios have to be distinguished in order to be able to anticipate the agent’s behavior. In such
situations, one might not be sure which of these scenarios occurs. Therefore, relying on a single
expectation of an agent’s future behavior might have serious consequences for the overall system if
this expectation turns out to be wrong.
The following example illustrates challenges (C3) and (C4): Let us regard a person that uses an electric
vehicle to commute. The vehicle’s battery is charged over night and it stops charging as soon as the
person drives to work, leading to a decrease in the household’s demand. Usually (in 75% of the cases),
the person leaves home at 8:00 a.m. From time to time (in 25% of the cases), the person does, however,
not leave home until 9:00 a.m. so that the household’s demand remains high for one more hour. If we
assume that the software agent representing the household always predicts a demand according to the
person’s usual behavior, the intermediary requesting these predictions observes two different behavioral
patterns (i.e., scenarios) for the prediction error, both with a certain probability of occurrence. In the
first scenario, predictions are very accurate, corresponding to a prediction error of 0 kW. In the second
scenario, there is a deviation of 10 kW between the predicted and the actual demand between 8:00 a.m.
and 9:00 a.m. (assuming that the battery is charged at 10 kWh ), followed by a precise prediction of the
demand for the time the person is at work.
As discussed in Chapter 4, trust models meet challenge (C1) since trust values originate from
experiences gained at runtime. Due to challenges (C2), (C3), and (C4), a single trust value reflecting the
mean deviation, multiple trust values for different prediction horizons, or even trust values in combination
with the agent’s predictability (i.e., the variance of deviations) are often not sufficient to obtain an
informative probabilistic model. In our example, these approaches have two drawbacks: With respect to
challenge (C3), a trust model based on multiple unrelated trust values – each for a different prediction
horizon – is not be able to express the process’s sequential dependencies in the sense that, once the
prediction error decreased because the person left home, predictions are accurate for the next couple of
hours. Usually, the relationships between the atomic experiences contained in a sequential experience
get lost when creating one or more trust values. As for challenge (C4), a trust value representing the
mean prediction error of 2.5 kW = 10 kW · 0.25 · 0 kW · 0.75 for the time between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m.
does neither reflect the household’s behavior in the first scenario nor in the second scenario (knowledge
about both scenarios would be optimal). Combining the mean prediction error with the corresponding
standard deviation is insufficient to describe the actual probability distribution.
Due to challenge (C1), a precise offline model of the agent’s behavior is either not accurate enough for
momentary situations or computationally not feasible for fast reactions. In this chapter, we introduce a
trust model called Trust-Based Scenario Trees (TBSTs) that meets the challenges listed above. As other
approaches based on the social concept of trust, TBSTs are created on the basis of past experiences and
assume that prior observations are indicative of future behavior. Each TBST approximates the observed
stochastic process by learning an empirical probability mass function specifying a discrete probability
distribution over multiple time steps. In contrast to trust models that capture an agent’s average
behavior or its variation, a TBST holds multiple possible scenarios, each indicating an expectation, i.e.,
a possibility, of how an agent’s behavior might develop in a sequence of future time steps. Each of these
Trust-Based Scenarios has a certain probability of occurrence. These characteristics allow TBSTs to
deal with sequential dependencies and volatile agent behavior that follows different behavioral patterns
(cf. challenges (C3) and (C4)). As opposed to the concept of scenario trees as known from the domain
of operations research [198], TBSTs make only few assumptions about the underlying stochastic process.
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Further, they have been developed with the purpose of being learned online by agents with possibly low
computational power and on the basis of a relatively low number of experiences. In Chapter 11, we
outline how intermediaries utilize TBSTs in combination with the principle of stochastic programming [83]
to create robust schedules for dispatchable agents.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: We discuss related work in Section 5.1
before we explain the generation of TBSTs in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, we evaluate the accuracy
of the probabilistic models obtained by TBSTs to those created by our basic trust model presented
in Section 4.2. Moreover, we compare the performance of TBSTs to hidden Markov models [38] – a
well-known stochastic model from the literature that is used in various applications to approximate the
model of a system whose states can only be partially observed.
5.1 Related Work
As mentioned in Section 4.1, some trust models propose to create more precise probabilistic models by
means of additional measures that supplement the trust value describing an agent’s average behavior.
Such supplementary measures are called, e.g., certainty [82, 226], confidence [112], or reliability [85, 97].
They have in common that they indicate the degree of certainty that the trust value mirrors an agent’s
actual observable behavior. While all quantify an agent’s volatility, they are based on different metrics:
He et al. [82] as well as the confidence metric we presented in [112] measure the standard deviation of
experiences. Huynh et al. [97] and Hermoso et al. [85] use the mean absolute deviation as a measure of
reliability. In [226], the mean absolute deviation is used to formulate a so-called probability-certainty
density function, which is a probability density function of the probability of a positive experience.
However, if we want to use these models to anticipate an agent’s behavior, we still have to make
assumptions about its underlying probability distribution, i.e., the stochastic process. Moreover, the
mean value and the standard deviation are insufficient to describe certain probability distributions.
Consequently, these approaches do not comply with challenge (C2). Furthermore, they do not record
sequential dependencies in an agent’s behavior (cf. challenge (C3)). Hence, they are not suitable for
forecasting an agent’s behavior for time series. Although all approaches capture an agent’s volatility,
they do not differentiate between different behavioral patterns (cf. challenge (C4)).
Li et al. [132] present a fuzzy regression-based approach to forecast uncertainties in the field of
service-oriented applications. Forecasts are made on the basis of a trust value, a trust trend (i.e., an
indication whether the trust value will rise or fall), and the performance consistency that reflects the
trust value’s stability. While this model can forecast behavioral changes and trends in an e-service
environment, the approach is not able to distinguish and anticipate multiple behavioral patterns (cf.
challenge (C4)).
Hussain et al. [95] use a Markov model to forecast an agent’s trust value in the next time step. States
mirror an agent’s trust value. The probability of state transitions is learned at runtime, depending on
how often this transition was observed. With regard to the state that represents the agent’s current trust
value, the forecasted trust value for the next time step is the state that is reached when choosing the
most likely transition. While this model includes a basic mechanism to reflect sequential dependencies
in behavior (the trust value in the next time step depends on the current trust value), it cannot capture
sequential dependencies between more than two time steps (cf. challenge (C3)). This is due to the
Markov property. Furthermore, it has not been devised to anticipate an agent’s behavior for more than
a single time step and to anticipate different scenarios (cf. challenge (C4)).
Another trust model that is based on a Markov chain is introduced in [50]. In a mobile ad-hoc
network, events, i.e., new experiences, trigger state changes in the Markov chain, i.e., changes in the
trust value. While the Markov chain is used to analyze the trust model, it remains unclear how agents
use information, such as transition probabilities, to make decisions or forecast future behavior.
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) generalize Markov chains by the ability to approximate the stochastic
model of a system whose states can only be partially observed. For instance, while a drop in the demand
of the commuter’s household can be observed, it is unknown if this is because the person left for work
or for another reason. Similar to Markov chains, they often lack the ability to anticipate sequential
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dependencies in behavior for multiple consecutive time steps (due to the Markov property) or cannot
provide different (possibly related) scenarios of future behavior (cf. challenges (C3) and (C4)). However,
HMMs have been successfully applied to temporal pattern recognition [68], which is also of interest in the
context of modeling consumer behavior or the weather. For this reason, HMMs and Markov chains have
been used to model the time-dependent output of wind turbines, e.g., in [152] and [235], respectively.
Although HMMs do not meet all of our challenges, we use them for comparison in our evaluation mainly
due to their ability to recognize different patterns and forecasting stochastic processes (see Section 5.3).
Concerning the latter, HMMs have been applied to forecasting stock prices for interrelated markets [80],
for example.
Hussain et al. [96] present several metrics that can forecast the trust value for the next time step
despite (in)regularities in an agent’s behavior (such a behavior might be shown by strategic agents).
However, the applicability of the metrics depends on the characteristic of the agent’s behavior and it is
not possible to forecast different possible developments of an agent’s future behavior. These metrics
basically exhibit similar drawbacks as the method presented in [95] (see discussion above).
Herna´ndez et al. [86] use artificial neural networks to predict the load in electric power systems. Their
approach is able to predict the load for a sequence of time steps, but requires a large amount of data to
deliver accurate predictions. Basically, the approach could be extended to generate different scenarios of
the load: Since it groups load curves with similar features into clusters, the mean of each cluster could
represent a scenario. Probabilities are not provided, though (cf. challenge (C4)). As opposed to this
approach, we do not want to predict the demand itself but anticipate an agent’s deviations from its
demand predictions. As stated before, we opt for anticipating prediction errors, i.e., deviations, instead
of the agents’ actual demand because some agents make better predictions about their future demand
than others. Moreover, anticipating the agents’ demand without incorporating their prediction requires
additional information, which makes the task of creating an adequate probabilistic model much more
difficult.
In the domain of operations research and power systems, scenarios and scenario trees are proven
concepts to describe a stochastic process, such as volatile wind power generation (see, e.g., [90, 235]).
Each scenario represents a possible behavior over a series of future time steps and has a probability of
occurrence. This directly addresses challenges (C3) and (C4). Because scenario trees discretize an agent’s
behavior, they can serve as input for solving optimization problems under uncertainty, as is the case with
stochastic programming [198]. Scenarios are usually generated on the basis of gathered historical data
and expert knowledge [90]. A common method to create scenarios is called moment matching: Based on
estimated moments of a (continuous) probability distribution, a number of scenarios has to be found
that induce a discrete probability distribution that matches the given moments as well as possible [93].
Finding these scenarios requires solving an optimization problem. Due to the computational complexity
of creating adequate scenarios and scenario trees, many approaches make assumptions that do not
comply with the challenges sketched at the beginning of this chapter: Scenarios and their probabilities
are often predetermined and generated offline or cannot mirror sequential dependencies [235]. Other
methods predefine the tree’s structure, the number of scenarios, or the underlying probability distribution
(cf. [41, 61]). In this context, Hochreiter and Pflug [90] distinguish between given structure problems
(fixed structure of the tree), stage-wise fixed structure problems (fixed number of nodes per level), and
free structure problems (fixed number of scenarios). When the underlying stochastic process is known,
approaches based on Monte Carlo simulation can be used to generate a predefined number of scenarios
(e.g., [225]). Other approaches, such as [78, 162], regard the problem of reducing the number of scenarios
in a given tree to make it easier to handle, e.g., when solving an optimization problem on its basis. The
challenge of scenario reduction is to remove scenarios while maintaining the model’s accuracy.
An approach for open self-organizing systems must not make such assumptions and has to be able to
derive scenarios and their probabilities from up-to-date data at runtime. That is why computationally
efficient solutions are needed.
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5.2 Trust-Based Scenario Trees
Our concept of Trust-Based Scenario Trees (TBSTs) meets the challenges listed at the beginning of
this chapter. With respect to the hierarchical system structure, each intermediary employs TBSTs
to measure the accuracy of demand predictions of subordinate non-dispatchable agents and, in turn,
to deduce their expected deviations. Recall that an intermediary’s local demand also contains the
local demand of subordinate intermediaries (see Section 2.2). As we will learn in Section 11.2, an
intermediary intentionally does not capture uncertainties resulting from the local demand of subordinate
intermediaries, though. That is because subordinate intermediaries are expected to deliver deviations
of 0 by installing necessary precautions. A subordinate intermediary that cannot compensate for its local
uncertainties is thus indicative of an improper system structure. In such a situation, a reorganization
has to be triggered (see Part III). To derive adequate expected deviations for its local demand, an
intermediary might have to capture statistical relationships between its non-dispatchable agents’ behavior
(e.g., think of weather predictions for adjacent regions or consumer attitude). To deal with this situation,
an intermediary quantifies uncertainties originating from the group of subordinate non-dispatchable
agents as a whole. In our case study, each AVPP creates a TBST to anticipate prediction errors of its
local residual load that comprises its subordinate non-dispatchable power plants and, in case of the
top-level AVPP, also the consumers.
Essentially, intermediaries create TBSTs on the basis of sequential experiences (i.e., sequences of
deviations) gained in prior interactions with subordinate non-dispatchable agents. TBSTs have the
structure of tree diagrams as known from probability theory. Similar to the creation of a histogram, a
TBST is derived by classifying (i.e., discretizing) sequences of deviations by means of bins (i.e., intervals)
of a predefined size. Each observed sequence of bins represents a Trust-Based Scenario (TBS). Together
with an arbitrary root, a set of TBSs constitutes a TBST whose branches result from common prefixes
of the TBSs. As TBSTs serve as predictive models, a TBS, in turn, stands for a possible sequence
of deviations. The presumed probability that a TBS occurs depends on how often the corresponding
sequence was observed relative to the occurrence of the other sequences. With regard to the tree
structure, these probabilities are used to annotate a TBST’s transitions with conditional probabilities
that the expected deviation changes from one value to another. That way, an intermediary obtains
an empirical probability mass function specifying a discrete probability distribution over multiple time
steps. Every time schedules are created, intermediaries update their TBSTs with their latest experiences.
As schedules are created for N time steps, the sequential experiences used for the generation of TBSTs
encompass N deviations each. Consequently, a TBST can serve as predictive model for up to N future
time steps. For the sake of clarity, we call such a TBST and its TBSs a deviation tree and deviation
scenarios in the following.
In the following, we provide a more detailed explanation of the creation of TBSTs. First, we show
how a deviation tree is generated on the basis of experiences. Afterwards, we outline how a so-called
demand tree is derived from a given deviation tree and a demand prediction. Finally, we sketch how the
structure of TBSTs can be further improved.
Creating a Deviation Tree
The creation of a deviation tree is a four-step process that is reminiscent of the creation of a histogram
in which dependencies in a sequence of observed deviations are taken into account. In each step, we
refer to Figure 5.1 that illustrates the process of how an intermediary derives a deviation tree from the
deviations it observed for its subordinate non-dispatchable agents. Hereinafter, we regard the creation
of deviation trees for a single agent. A group of agents can be handled in the same manner.
1. Gather and Normalize Experiences: A deviation tree is based on a set of sequential expe-
riences, each of which captures a sequence of deviations between the actual and the predicted
demand. Each deviation is normalized by means of the normalization function N we introduced in
Equation (4.1b) to an interval D. Here we use D = [−1, 1] to capture positive as well as negative
deviations. Regarding the first atomic experience in Experience 1 (cf. step 1 in Figure 5.1), for
instance, the deviation of 35−85 = −50 between the actual and the predicted demand is normalized
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Figure 5.1: The creation of a deviation tree is a four-step process: In step 1, a number of sequential
experiences is normalized (here we use an interval [−1, 1] and a normalization factor of 100). Afterwards,
the normalized sequential experiences are classified by means of a grid of bins while maintaining the
information about sequential dependencies. A set of classified experiences that results in the same
sequence of bins constitutes a deviation scenario, as is the case with Experiences 1 and 2 (cf. step 2). In
step 3, we regard the set of deviation scenarios as a tree whose branches result from common prefixes of
the sequences of bins (each path from the root r to a leaf represents a deviation scenario). The numbers
in the tree’s nodes indicate how often a bin is reached on a specific path starting at the root. By using
relative instead of absolute frequencies, we obtain, for each inner node, a relative frequency distribution
of its child. The result is a deviation tree with conditional probabilities as shown at the tree’s transitions
in step 4. A scenario’s probability of occurrence is equal to that of the corresponding leaf. For example,
the probability of the uppermost deviation scenario ⟨[−0.56,−0.33), [−0.6,−0.2), [−1,−0.33)⟩ in step 4
is ≈ 0.34.
to N(−50) = −50100 = −0.5 (using a normalization factor of 100). That way, we transform each
gathered sequential experience E to a normalized sequential experience E˜. With regard to our
example, Experience 1 is normalized to E˜ = ⟨−0.50,−0.55,−0.60⟩. To comply with variable agent
behavior, we can again apply the concept of a sliding window so that a predefined number of the
newest sequential experiences is used to create the deviation tree (cf. our basic trust model in
Section 4.2).
2. Classify Experiences: Each normalized sequential experience E˜ is classified by means of a
grid of bins (i.e., intervals) of predefined size (cf. step 2 in Figure 5.1). Classifying sequences of
deviations allows an intermediary to record dependencies in a sequence of observed deviations.
For convenience, we define that each entry of a demand prediction or sequential experience is
associated with a specific time slot s ∈ S = {1, . . . , N}. We write [E˜]s to refer to the s-th entry in
normalized sequential experience E˜. With regard to the grid, each time slot corresponds to a certain
row. For each time slot s ∈ S, we partition D in a set of consecutive and disjoint bins Bs ∈ Bs such
that each possible normalized deviation δ˜ ∈ D can be assigned to exactly one bin in Bs (i.e., ∀δ˜ ∈
D : ∀s ∈ S : ∃!Bs ∈ Bs : δ˜ ∈ Bs). In our example, we split D into nine intervals of width 29 ≈ 0.22
for s = 1. Hence, we have B1 = {[−1.00,−0.78), [−0.78,−0.56), [−0.56,−0.33), [−0.33,−0.11),
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[−0.11, 0.11], (0.11, 0.33], (0.33, 0.56],(0.56, 0.78], (0.78, 1.00]}. Suitable sizes of these bins depend
on the application. Ultimately, the grid’s granularity not only influences the number of TBSs, the
shape of the TBST, and the conditional probabilities, but also the quality of derived expectations.
If the quality of long-term predictions is less important than those of short-term predictions, one
can decrease the bins’ granularity with the temporal distance as shown in our example. There, we
have nine, five, and three bins for the first, second, and third time slot, respectively.
Each classified sequential experience Eˆ = ⟨B1, . . . , BN ⟩ is a sequence of N bins Bs ∈ Bs (with s ∈ S)
that contain the corresponding normalized atomic experience [E˜]s of the sequential experience E.
In our example, we have Eˆ = ⟨[−0.56,−0.33), [−0.6,−0.2), [−1,−0.33)⟩ for Experience 1.
A set of classified sequential experiences that result in the same sequence of bins constitutes a
deviation scenario Ξ, as is the case with Experiences 1 and 2 in Figure 5.1. The probability
of occurrence p(Ξ) of a deviation scenario Ξ is given by the relative frequency of classified
sequential experiences Eˆ mapping to Ξ. With regard to Figure 5.1, the deviation scenario Ξ =
⟨[−0.56,−0.33), [−0.6,−0.2), [−1,−0.33)⟩ has a probability of occurrence of p(Ξ) = 26 = 13 ≈ 0.34.
3. Generate Transition Tree:
We obtain a so-called transition tree by regarding the set of deviation scenarios as a tree whose
branches result from deviation scenarios with common prefixes (considering the deviation scenarios
as sequences of bins). Because we assume that all sequential experiences have the same length N ,
all leafs of the tree share the same depth N .
Within this tree, each path from the root r to a leaf represents a deviation scenario (note that
the root is added to obtain a tree but not contained in any deviation scenario). Consequently,
there is a node in a bin Bs and a path ⟨B1, . . . , Bs⟩ (with s ∈ S) if and only if there is a deviation
scenario Ξ whose prefix [Ξ]s = ⟨B′1, . . . , B′s⟩ of length s is identical to the path ⟨B1, . . . , Bs⟩ (here,
[X]j denotes the prefix of length j of a sequence X). Note that there might be multiple nodes per
bin. Each node is therefore identified by the path by which it is reached. A node that is identified
by the path ⟨B1, . . . , Bs⟩ states that the corresponding agent showed a behavior classified as Bs
after having shown behaviors classified as ⟨B1, . . . , Bs−1⟩ in that order. In step 3 in Figure 5.1,
for example, there are two nodes in the bin [−0.6,−0.2) in time slot 2: While the light node
is identified by the path ⟨[−0.56,−0.33), [−0.6,−0.2)⟩, the black node is identified by the path
⟨[−0.11, 0.11], [−0.6,−0.2)⟩.
The transition tree contains information about how often a bin is reached on a specific path that
starts at a bin in the first time slot (cf. the numbers in the tree’s nodes in step 3 in Figure 5.1).
Given a node in a bin Bs that is reached by the path ⟨B1, . . . , Bs⟩ and the set of classified sequential
experiences Eˆ , we assign the number k = |{Eˆ | Eˆ ∈ Eˆ ∧ [Eˆ]s = ⟨B1, . . . , Bs⟩}|, which is equal to
the number of classified sequential experiences Eˆ ∈ Eˆ that share the prefix ⟨B1, . . . , Bs⟩.
4. Derive Deviation Tree: For each inner node, the relative frequencies of reaching the bins of the
next time slot define a node-specific relative frequency distribution of its child. The result is a
deviation tree, i.e., a probabilistic model of an agent’s behavior, featuring conditional probabilities
that a deviation changes from one value (bin) to another. In step 4 in Figure 5.1, the conditional
probabilities are shown at the TBST’s transitions. With p(r) = 1 the probability of the TBST’s
root r, we define the probability p(n) that a node n ̸= r occurs as p(n) = p(n | f(n)) · p(f(n)),
which is the product over all conditional probabilities p(n′ | f(n′)) assigned to the edges of the
path identifying n (the function f returns the parent of a node n). Hence, a TBS’s probability of
occurrence is equal to that of the corresponding leaf. In step 4 in Figure 5.1, the probability of the
uppermost deviation scenario ⟨[−0.56,−0.33), [−0.6,−0.2), [−1,−0.33)⟩ is 0.34 ≈ 0.50 · 1.00 · 0.67.
Deriving a Demand Tree from a Deviation Tree
When using a deviation tree as predictive model, each TBS embodies a corridor of expected behavior.
That is because each TBS is a sequence of bins (i.e., intervals) and each bin Bs = [Bls, Bus ] defines a
lower Bls and an upper bound Bus used for classifying normalized experiences. By taking the midpoint
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Figure 5.2: An illustration of a deviation tree (lower part of the nodes) and a demand tree (upper part
of the nodes) of an intermediary λ obtained from a demand prediction made for the scheduling window
W = {tnow +∆τ, . . . , tnow + 4 ·∆τ}. Each path from the root r to a leaf is a TBS. As for the demand
tree, every node (except for the root r) represents an expected demand in the corresponding future time
step. The expected demand is calculated by adding a TBS’s expected deviations (lower part of the
node) to the predicted demand ⟨10, 14, 13, 11⟩. The values at the TBST’s edges indicate the conditional
probabilities that the demand changes from one value to another. A TBS’s probability of occurrence is
equal to that of the corresponding leaf. The highlighted path indicates the anticipated scenario, which
denotes the most likely development of the demand.
Bls+B
u
s
2 of each bin Bs contained in a TBS and using the inverse N−1 of the normalization function
for denormalization, we obtain an expected sequence of deviations. For example, the uppermost TBS
⟨[−0.56,−0.33), [−0.6,−0.2), [−1,−0.33)⟩ in step 4 in Figure 5.1 represents an expected sequence of
deviations of ⟨−44.5,−40.0,−66.5⟩ with probability 0.34 (the bins’ midpoint were multiplied by the
normalization factor of 100). The expected deviation −44.5 results from −0.56−0.332 · 100, for instance.
Obviously, the smaller the size of an interval Bs, the narrower the corridor and the higher the theoretical
accuracy of an expected deviation.
With regard to the resource allocation problem, each intermediary uses its deviation tree – reflecting
the uncertainties in its local demand – to derive a so-called demand tree consisting of demand scenarios.
In the demand tree, each scenario represents an expected development of the demand. An intermediary
obtains a demand tree by adding the predicted demand to each expected sequence of deviations contained
in the deviation tree. This process is similar to the calculation of the expected demand based on a demand
prediction and a trust value as described in Section 4.2. For instance, adding the deviation scenario
⟨−44.5,−40.0,−66.5⟩ calculated above to the demand prediction ⟨85, 90, 90⟩ depicted in Figure 4.2b
yields the demand scenario ⟨40.5, 50, 23.5⟩ labeled “expected” in Figure 4.2b.
Figure 5.2 depicts an example of how a demand tree is derived from a deviation tree and a demand
prediction. Note that the demand tree has the same shape as the corresponding deviation tree. Within
a TBST, the so-called anticipated scenario represents the most likely development of an agent’s behavior.
With regard to a demand tree, this is the most likely development of the demand. The anticipated
scenario results from, starting at the TBST’s root, taking the most probable alternative (i.e., the
successor of highest conditional probability) at every node. Hence, the anticipated scenario shows the
lexicographically largest sequence of conditional probabilities. As shown in Figure 5.2, the anticipated
scenario (26%) is not necessarily the most likely scenario (33%). A TBST’s shape and the node-specific
frequency distributions are indicators of aleatoric uncertainties: The more similar the conditional
probabilities of a node’s children are and the more dissimilar the bins these children represent, the higher
is the uncertainty of how the behavior develops.
In Part IV, we borrow and adapt techniques from the field of online stochastic optimization [83] to
create TBST-based schedules that enable the system to deal with different possible developments of
the demand. Together with the ability to choose the most suitable scenario at runtime, such schedules
avoid situations in which deviations between supply and demand are higher than (technically) allowed,
or where their compensation is either very costly or not feasible due to the dispatchable agents’ inert
behavior. Consequently, TBSTs serve as a basis for obtaining robust solutions [42] in the sense that the
system can efficiently and effectively achieve its goals despite disturbances.
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Improving the Structure of Trust-Based Scenario Trees
Depending on the situation and application in which TBSTs are applied, there are several ways to
further improve a TBST’s structure. We briefly present some of these possibilities in the following. Most
of them are used in the evaluation in Section 5.3.
Recent Behavior. Given that TBSTs are especially suited for situations in which an agent’s
behavior depends on its behavior in previous time steps, the quality of the provided expectations can be
further improved by selecting relevant sequential experiences for the generation of a TBST on the basis
of its behavior in recent time steps. For example, if the accuracy of the residual load prediction depends
on the prediction error of the last k time steps, then it would be beneficial to take the prediction error
measured for these time steps into account when creating the TBST.
This is achieved by adding the agent’s recent deviations to the front of each demand prediction DˆWtnow .
The recent deviations are the newest atomic experiences E[t] gained for the last k time steps t ∈
{tnow − (k − 1) · ∆τ, . . . , tnow}. That way, each sequential experience is extended by a “look back”
assessing the agent’s prediction quality right before the corresponding prediction was made. Each
time a new deviation tree is generated, we first generate a TBST that includes the look back. Then,
we use the current recent deviations to identify and extract the most appropriate subtree that does
not contain the look back. The most appropriate subtree consists of those TBSs whose look back is,
regarded in reverse order, lexicographically closest to the recent deviations. We define the distance of a
bin Bs = [Bls, Bus ] representing an element of classified look-back behavior and a recent deviation x as
the absolute difference between the interval’s midpoint and x (i.e.,
⏐⏐⏐Bls+Bus2 − x⏐⏐⏐). In terms of HMMs,
this procedure corresponds to identifying the most likely sequence of hidden states (i.e., the closest
TBSs) based on a given sequence of observations (i.e., the recent behavior) in order to determine the
HMM’s current state. We make use of this feature in our evaluation in Section 5.3.
Time of Day as Trust Context. There are situations in which an agent’s behavior depends
on the time of day, as is the case with the accuracy of a solar power plant’s output predictions. To
comply with this dimension of time-dependent behavior, the creation of TBSTs can be extended by a
trust context that captures the time frame in which a sequential experience was gained. When creating
a TBST, this context is used to identify the relevant experiences.
Limited Number of Scenarios. If a TBST serves as input for an optimization problem whose
complexity depends on the number of TBSs (e.g., the scheduling problem), the number of TBSs contained
in the TBST can be limited to manage the optimization problem’s complexity. In such a situation, one
can iteratively remove the least important scenario until the desired number of TBSs is reached. The
least important scenario shows the lexicographically smallest sequence of conditional probabilities. After
an appropriate number of TBSs has been removed, the conditional probabilities have to be recalculated.
Apart from such a greedy approach, one could also use the scenario reduction techniques discussed
in [78] to reduce the size of the TBST.
Assumption of Full Compliance in Case of High Uncertainty. If the conditional proba-
bilities of each set of siblings in the TBST are very similar, there is only very little knowledge about
how an agent might behave in the future. The Shannon entropy serves as a suitable measure to identify
such situations of high (aleatoric) uncertainty. In the worst case – which corresponds to the highest
possible entropy –, the nodes’ frequency distributions of their children are discrete uniform distributions.
In such situations, one might be interested in adding a TBS to the TBST that represents the case in
which the agent is expected to comply with its predicted behavior (i.e., assuming benevolent behavior).
Removal of Infrequent Scenarios. TBSs that occurred very infrequently in comparison to
other scenarios might be regarded as outliers. Such TBSs can be filtered out in the course of the creation
of a TBST.
5.3 Evaluation in the Decentralized Power Management Case Study
We split our evaluation into two parts: In the first part, we compare the quality of expectations obtained
by TBSTs to the quality of those derived from the basic trust model introduced in Section 4.2. The
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purpose of the first part is to demonstrate the advantage of TBSTs over a single trust value in the
context of anticipating uncertainties in demand predictions made for multiple time steps. The second
part compares TBSTs and HMMs in terms of their ability to provide accurate expected deviations. As
discussed in Section 5.1, HMMs are especially suited for recognizing patterns and making forecasts by
approximating the stochastic model of a system whose states can only be partially observed. Moreover,
we demonstrate the advantage of being able to expect different deviation scenarios instead of relying on
a single expectation. All evaluations are performed in the context of the power management case study.
Comparison of Trust-Based Scenarios to Trust Values
In this part of the evaluation, we regard a setting consisting of a single AVPP and an agent, called
predictor, that represents all consumers as well as the AVPP’s subordinate non-dispatchable power plants
(solar plants and wind generators). We use real world data for the capabilities of physical power plants1
(such as production boundaries), the load curves2, and the simulated weather conditions3 influencing the
output of weather-dependent power plants. The evaluation is implemented in a sequential, round-based
execution model in which each round corresponds to a specific time step, each representing a time span
of 15min. In each time step, the predictor provides the AVPP with a residual load prediction for the
next N = 32 time steps (i.e., we have 32 time slots per prediction). For each time slot, the residual
load prediction was created by adding a randomly generated prediction error to the actual residual load.
Each prediction error was generated using a Gaussian distribution. To reflect sequential dependencies
in the predictions’ accuracy (as is the case with the quality of weather predictions, for instance), each
prediction error depended on previous prediction errors. The stochastic process was further designed in
a way that short-term predictions are more precise than long-term predictions, and that predictions
became more accurate as a future point in time approaches.
The AVPP’s objective was to minimize the deviation between the actual and the expected residual
load. To determine the expected development of the residual load, the AVPP employed the concept of
TBSTs and, for comparison, the basic trust model introduced in Section 4.2 that uses a single trust value
to capture the mean prediction error. The quality of the predicted residual load serves as baseline. We
opted for the basic trust model that uses a single trust value in this evaluation in order to demonstrate
the necessity of taking the prediction horizon as trust context into account. As for TBSTs, the prediction
horizon is an integral part of the trust model. The TBSs and the trust value were determined on the
basis of the 50 newest sequential experiences so that the models could quickly adapt to changes in the
quality of predictions. We identified this parametrization in a preceding parameter search. Both TBSs
as well as the basic trust model were completely trained at runtime. To capture positive and negative
deviations, the AVPP normalized experiences by means of Equation (4.1b) to the interval [−1, 1]. The
AVPP used the prediction error of the last two time steps as look back to identify relevant TBSs.
Further, the AVPP chose the anticipated TBS as expectation of how the prediction error develops. To
evaluate the influence of the number of bins on the quality of derived expectations, we ran experiments
with |Bs| ∈ {45, 91, 183, 365} for all time slots s ∈ {1, . . . , 32}. For each parametrization, we performed
100 simulation runs over 1000 time steps each, corresponding to a simulated time frame of approximately
10.5 days.
With regard to Table 5.1, we first notice that both TBSTs as well as the basic trust model are able
to substantially reduce the deviation between the expected and the actual residual load in comparison
to the situation in which the AVPP relied on the residual load prediction. Compared to the unmodified
residual load prediction, the mean deviation µδ between the expected and the actual residual load
can be reduced by approximately 70% when using trust values compared to approximately 84% when
using TBSs with 183 bins per time slot. This also demonstrates that TBSTs are able to significantly
improve the quality of expectations in comparison to a trust value. For 183 bins per time slot, TBSs
reduce the trust value’s µδ by 46%. Moreover, TBSs considerably lower the standard deviation σδ of
1Energymap (Bavaria), 2012: http://www.energymap.info, retrieved in 2012.
2LEW, 2012: http://www.lew-verteilnetz.de, retrieved in 2012.
3LfL (Bavaria), 2010: http://www.lfl.bayern.de/agm/ , retrieved in 2012.
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Method Number of Bins Size of µδ [kW] σδ [kW] minδ [kW] maxδ [kW]per Time Slot Bins [kW]
Unmodified Prediction – – 629.1 32.8 573.6 707.3
Trust Value – – 188.9 34.9 121.2 273.2
Trust-Based Scenarios
365 50 100.4 14.6 69.0 160.6
183 100 101.7 14.0 73.0 152.5
91 ≈ 201 109.0 14.7 76.5 165.6
45 ≈ 405 130.2 17.5 91.6 185.0
Table 5.1: Deviations between the actual and the expected residual load obtained with different methods
for determining the expectation: The expected residual load is either (1) equivalent to the predictor’s
unmodified residual load prediction, (2) based on a trust value, or (3) derived from TBSs. Here, minδ
denotes the minimum deviation between actual and expected residual load, maxδ the maximum, µδ the
average, and σδ the corresponding standard deviation.
the expectations’ quality from 34.9 kW to 14.0 kW. Note that TBSs compensate for about 50% of the
standard deviation of the residual load prediction, thereby lowering the expectation’s uncertainty.
These observations can also be made with regard to Figure 5.3a, which depicts the deviation of
the expected from the actual residual load over time. TBSs not only achieve the lowest deviations
but also the most stable quality of expectations. Figure 5.3b illustrates the advantage of TBSs over
the basic trust model when trying to quantify and anticipate prediction errors that increase with the
temporal distance to the time slot a prediction is made for. The increase of the prediction error with the
prediction horizon is reflected in the curve “Unmodified Prediction”. Using a single trust value reflecting
the mean prediction error results in a predictive model that can provide accurate expectations for a
specific prediction horizon (here approximately between time slot 11 and 21). On average, expectations
provided for smaller or greater time slots are significantly worse. Because each TBS describes the
predictor’s behavior as a sequence of expected deviations, the predictor’s time-slot-dependent prediction
quality can be perceived and anticipated in much greater detail, resulting in a much more stable quality
of expectations.
Besides the reduction of the mean deviation, it is also very important to reduce the maximum
deviation maxδ between the expected and actual residual load. Trust values reduce maxδ by 61%. TBSs
obtain 78% so that their maxδ is 44% lower than the trust value’s maxδ.
Last but not least, we expected that TBSs benefit from a large number of bins per time slot. While
Table 5.1 confirms our expectation (cf. the mean deviation µδ for the different number of bins), it also
shows that 183 bins were sufficient to model the underlying stochastic process.
Summarizing, compared to our basic trust model, TBSs significantly increased the AVPP’s ability to
anticipate the residual load’s prediction error. Moreover, the risk the AVPP is exposed to, measured
as maximum deviations, decreased considerably and the variation in the expectations’ quality declines.
Consequently, TBSTs not only obtain a higher average quality of expectations but also a higher confidence
(in the sense that the trust model describes the actual observable behavior of the residual load) than the
employed basic trust model.
Comparison of Trust-Based Scenarios to Hidden Markov Models
In the second part of our evaluation, we compare TBSTs to HMMs with regard to the accuracy of the
forecasted expected deviations. For this purpose, we used a Java-based implementation of first-order
HMMs called Jahmm4. Jahmm implements the forward–backward algorithm to calculate the probability
that the HMM generates a given sequence of observations, the Viterbi algorithm to identify the most likely
sequence of hidden states based on a given sequence of observations, and the Baum-Welch algorithm to
determine the HMM parameters. These parameters comprise the number of hidden states, the means and
the standard deviations of the states’ Gaussian distributions, as well as the state transition probabilities.
4Jahmm, Version 0.6.2, 2011: https://code.google.com/archive/p/jahmm/ , retrieved on March 1, 2016.
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(a) Deviation over time.
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(b) Accuracy of the expected deviation.
Figure 5.3: Mean deviation of the expected residual load (unmodified residual load prediction, trust
value, TBSs) from the actual residual load. Figure 5.3a depicts this deviation over time. Figure 5.3b
shows the accuracy of the expected residual load for the 32 time slots. The curve “Unmodified Prediction”
in Figure 5.3b demonstrates that the prediction error increased with the prediction horizon, i.e., the
time slot a prediction was made for.
In this evaluation, we considered a similar evaluation setting as in the first part of our evaluation.
This time, we regard five AVPPs instead of a single AVPP, and the accuracy of expected deviations for
the next N = 4 time steps, though. The composition of each AVPP was generated at random, based on
a set of 173 dispatchable and 350 weather-dependent power plants. We ran a single experiment over five
simulated days, which corresponds to 480 time steps using a resolution of 15min per time step. For
each day, the prediction error varied with the time of day (forenoon, afternoon, night).
In a preceding parameter search, we optimized the HMMs’ maximum number of hidden states for
this specific evaluation setting. A maximum number of 14 states turned out to be beneficial because
it allows the HMM to form a precise model of typical residual load deviations on the one hand, but
avoids overfitting on the other hand. As for TBSTs, we made use of some of the different possibilities for
improving a TBST’s structure (see Section 5.2): We considered the last three deviations as look-back
behavior for the selection of the most appropriate subtree, limited the TBSTs’ size to 20 scenarios,
implemented a trust context for the time of day to identify the up to 40 newest sequential experiences
that were gained at a similar time of day, and added a TBS that assumes benevolent behavior to a
TBST if the conditional probabilities for the root’s children were identical. With regard to the grid of
bins, we used 250 bins for the first time slot, 50 bins for the fourth time slot, and a linearly decreasing
number of bins for the slots between them. Thereby, we considered long-term prediction quality less
important than short-term prediction quality. As for the classification of look-back behavior, we used
150 bins for each time slot.
The first four of the five simulated days were dedicated for gathering training data for the TBSTs
and the HMMs. The quality of expected deviations is evaluated in the course of the fifth day. But
also during the fifth day, further training data is gathered. In each time step t ∈ {1, . . . , 480}, each
AVPP’s HMM was trained on the basis of the full sequence of the t observed prediction errors. We
used the same sequence to determine a HMM’s current state by means of the Viterbi algorithm. HMMs
forecasted a sequence of expected deviations for the next N = 4 time steps as follows: Starting at the
current state, a HMM recursively chose the most likely transition at a visited state. The sequence of
expected deviations results from the sequence of visited states. The mean value of a visited hidden
state’s Gaussian distribution serves as expected deviation. Note that the procedure of taking the most
probable alternative at every state corresponds to the definition of a TBST’s anticipated scenario.
Table 5.2 shows that both TBSTs as well as HMMs are able to anticipate the weather-dependent
power plants’ behavior and thus to significantly reduce the prediction error of the residual load. As for
HMMs, the relative reduction compared to the residual load prediction ranges between µ% = 77.0%
(standard deviation σ% = 38.6%) for the first time slot and µ% = 71.6% (σ% = 39.2%) for the fourth
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TBSTs
Time Slot RelativeReduction HMMs Anticipated TBS
Most Probable
TBS Best Node
1 µ% [%] 77.0 (1.5) 77.2 (0.7) 65.8 (2.5) 93.0 (0.6)
σ% [%] 38.6 (3.0) 39.4 (2.7) 46.8 (2.1) 5.6 (1.0)
2 µ% [%] 72.2 (7.7) 73.4 (0.8) 62.6 (3.0) 88.8 (0.7)
σ% [%] 59.4 (40.4) 39.6 (2.2) 49.0 (4.6) 15.8 (1.0)
3 µ% [%] 70.2 (1.2) 64.8 (2.2) 58.2 (3.5) 85.2 (0.7)
σ% [%] 40.0 (3.1) 42.8 (2.7) 49.6 (3.6) 19.8 (0.4)
4 µ% [%] 71.6 (1.0) 71.8 (1.9) 66.4 (2.4) 80.2 (1.0)
σ% [%] 39.2 (3.0) 39.8 (2.2) 43.2 (1.2) 26.8 (4.6)
Table 5.2: Relative reduction of the deviation between the expected and the actual residual load,
compared to the residual load prediction for N = 4 time slots. The data is based on expectations and
predictions the five AVPPs provided at daytime, which comprises 60 of the 96 time steps of the fifth
simulated day (we deliberately omit the results obtained at night because these data do not allow us to
derive reasonable values for the relative reduction for technical reasons). All listed values are based on
300 data points. For each AVPP, we calculated the average relative reduction of the prediction error over
the 60 time steps at daytime, as well as the corresponding standard deviation. Here, µ% denotes the
mean of the five average values (one per AVPP), and σ% the average of the five corresponding standard
deviations. Values in parentheses denote standard deviation.
time slot on average. Regarding the anticipated scenario, TBSTs obtain similar values ranging between
µ% = 77.2% (σ% = 39.4%) for the first time slot and µ% = 71.8% (σ% = 39.8%) for the fourth time
slot. The observation that the relative reduction of the prediction error tends to decline with the time
slot, i.e., the prediction horizon, complies with our expectation. In case of TBSTs, this can also be
attributed to the fact that we used less bins to classify experiences in greater time slots. These results
show that the TBSTs’ anticipated scenario yields a similar quality of expectations as HMMs.
While HMMs obtain a better mean relative reduction µ% than TBSTs for the third time slot (70.2%
compared to 64.8%), TBSTs achieve a much more stable quality of expectations σ% for the second
time slot (39.6% compared to 59.4%). The latter can be ascribed to the TBSTs’ ability to differentiate
between multiple scenarios.
The advantage of distinguishing between multiple scenarios is also reflected in Figure 5.4 which
shows the development of the absolute deviation between the expected and the actual residual load
over the fifth day. When the weather-dependent power plants’ prediction error changes with the sunset,
HMMs have much more difficulties in delivering an adequate expected deviation than TBSTs. This is
reflected in the spike at time step 38.
Table 5.2 further confirms our expectation that the anticipated TBS provides a better indication of
the future than the most probable TBS (see Section 5.2). The most probable TBS only yields a relative
reduction between µ% = 65.8% (σ% = 46.8%) for the first time slot and µ% = 66.4% (σ% = 43.2%)
for the fourth time slot on average. The relative reduction is thus between 85% and 92% of the one
obtained with anticipated TBS.
A very interesting aspect of maintaining multiple scenarios in the form of a TBST is revealed when
we allow the AVPPs to switch to the TBSTs’ node whose expected prediction error is closest to the
actual prediction error (cf. “Best Node” in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.4). In this case, TBSTs obtain an
average relative reduction between µ% = 93.0% (σ% = 5.6%) for the first time slot and µ% = 80.2%
(σ% = 26.8%) for the fourth time slot. The relative reduction is between 130% and 112% of the one
achieved with the anticipated TBS or the HMMs. In Part IV, we make use of this characteristic by
creating schedules on the basis of an entire TBST instead of a single TBS. For the dispatchable agents,
these schedules serve as blueprints for how many resources to provide in which situation.
To summarize, the TBSTs’ anticipated TBS provides a similar quality of expectations as HMMs.
The advantage of considering a whole tree instead of a single scenario becomes evident when regarding
complex agent behavior that changes over time, or when enabling the agents to identify and switch to
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Figure 5.4: Development of the absolute deviation of the expected residual load from the actual residual
load for a single AVPP and the first time slot over the fifth simulated day. TBSTs and HMMs substantially
reduce the absolute deviation. “Best Node” indicates the deviation between expected and actual residual
load when allowing the AVPP to switch to the TBSTs’ node that is closest to the actual prediction error
at runtime.
the most suitable TBS contained in a TBST at runtime.
Chapter Summary and Outlook
In this chapter, we introduced the concept of Trust-Based Scenario Trees (TBSTs) as a means to anticipate
agent behavior that follows different behavioral patterns and exhibits sequential dependencies in a series
of observations. TBSTs approximate such behavior based on a set of Trust-Based Scenarios (TBSs) that
specify a discrete probability distribution over a series of time steps. The process of creating a TBST is
reminiscent of the creation of a histogram in which dependencies in a sequence of observed behavior
are taken into account. Each TBS has a certain probability of occurrence and represents a possible
development of an agent’s behavior. Compared to other trust models, this allows for a more fine-grained
representation of an agent’s behavior. As for the resource allocation problem regarded in this thesis,
TBSTs are used to anticipate uncertainties in demand predictions. Each TBS represents an expected
series of deviations from a demand prediction based on previously observed deviations.
Our evaluation demonstrated that TBSTs are better predictive models than the basic trust model we
introduced in Section 4.2. Further, a TBST’s anticipated TBS obtains a similar quality of expectations
as a hidden Markov model – a well-known approach to approximate the stochastic model of a system
whose states can only be partially observed. We revealed the full advantage of TBSTs in a situation in
which we allowed the agents to identify and switch to the most suitable TBS contained in a TBST at
runtime.
In future work, we want to investigate combinations of our concept of TBSTs with other approaches
to predictive modeling. Based on an agent’s recent behavior, hidden Markov models or artificial neural
networks could be employed, for instance, to improve the selection of the most appropriate subtree in a
TBST that includes look-back behavior. Moreover, we want to investigate the integration with scenario
reduction techniques from the literature.
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5.3. Evaluation in the Decentralized Power Management Case Study
In Part IV, we show how intermediaries create TBST-based schedules that enable the system to deal
with different possible developments of the demand. In combination with the ability to choose the most
suitable scenario at runtime, TBST-based schedules avoid situations in which deviations between supply
and demand are higher than (technically) allowed, or where their compensation is either very costly or
not feasible because of the dispatchable agents’ inert behavior. Due to the computational complexity of
solving the scheduling problem, we outline a regionalized auction-based mechanism for scalable schedule
creation in large-scale systems, called TruCAOS. TruCAOS not only considers uncertain demand by
means of TBSTs but also implements a trust-based risk-avoidance strategy that mitigates uncertainties
originating from schedule violations.
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Part III
Self-Organizing Hierarchical System
Structures as Foundation of Robustness
and Scalability
In numerous MAS, the task is to solve an optimization problem whose complexity
is subject to the number of participating agents. A well-known representative
is the scheduling problem considered in this thesis. To achieve scalability in
large-scale systems, a crucial step is to establish and maintain an organizational
structure that supports the agents’ and the system’s objectives [92]. Hierarchical
system structures come into play if the regarded optimization problem can be
reasonably decomposed in a hierarchical manner. In this part, we describe how
such hierarchies can evolve in a self-organizing manner and show that they allow
the system to autonomously come to a compromise between solution quality
and performance in terms of runtime. Essentially, hierarchies are obtained by
recursively partitioning a set of agents into disjoint subsystems represented by
intermediaries. These are then arranged in a tree. If the system has to deal
with uncertainties originating from participants that cannot or should not be
excluded from the system, the characteristics of the created partitionings become
a major concern – a single subsystem not being able to cope with its uncertainties
endangers the goal of the overall system.
To this end, we first introduce the partitioning problem – which is an NP-
hard combinatorial optimization problem – as the basis of autonomous problem
decomposition and the formation of efficient and stable system structures in
Chapter 6. Afterwards, we present two self-organization algorithms that solve
the partitioning problem in an efficient and effective manner in Chapters 7 and 8.
The first algorithm, called PSOPP, builds on a population-based metaheuristic,
whereas the second, called SPADA, is a decentralized agent-based approach.
Finally, we sketch a control loop that regulates the formation of hierarchies by
means of these algorithms in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 6
Self-Organizing Partitions for Autonomous
Hierarchical Problem Decomposition
Summary. A hierarchical system structure promises scalability with regard to the number
of participating agents. By allowing the agents to form such a structure by themselves and
at runtime, the system self-improves its ability to deal with uncertain demand and supply.
That is because the agents can maintain a structure complying with the current circumstances
under which the resource allocation problem has to be solved. One way to implement such
a self-organizing hierarchical structure is to enable the agents to recursively solve the so-
called partitioning problem. In fact, this problem is at the heart of the formation of several
organizational structures in MAS, such as coalitions or teams. In this chapter, we introduce the
partitioning problem on the basis of constraints that guide the formation of the hierarchical
structure by means of suitable ranges for the number and the size of partitions. As we will
demonstrate in Section 9.2, this is of particular interest because these factors not only influence
the time the agents need to calculate the schedules but also their quality in terms of accuracy
and costs. The partitioning constraints thus serve as a means to steer the process of self-
organized problem decomposition. Moreover, we introduce a new organizational paradigm,
called homogeneous partitioning, that yields a structure of similar partitions (i.e., organizations).
That way, each organization is equally able to cope with disturbances originating from a
highly dynamic and uncertain environment. Homogeneous partitioning increases the hierarchy’s
stability and promotes the system’s robustness in terms of its ability to hold the balance between
supply and demand. In our evaluation, we demonstrate that homogeneous partitionings are
far more robust against environmental changes than organizations consisting of homogeneous
agents.
Publication. The concepts and findings described in this chapter have been published in Anders
et al. [9, 15, 16].
In large-scale open technical systems, the complexity of a centralized solution model prohibits obtaining a
solution to the scheduling problem in reasonable time. With regard to the power management case study,
for instance, the creation of schedules must not last longer than 15min. Figure 6.1a depicts a situation
where a central authority has to calculate the schedules for all dispatchable agents on its own. One way
of dealing with complexity and scalability issues is to decompose the overall scheduling problem into
smaller, tractable sub-problems that still offer close to optimal solutions to the overall problem. Because
the complexity of the scheduling problem depends on the number of agents for which schedules have
to be created, such a decomposition can be obtained by forming an adequate organizational structure
in which the overall set of agents is distributed among several subsystems (i.e., organizations), each of
which represents a smaller sub-problem. A discussion of different organizational paradigms for MAS can
be found in [92].
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...
(a) Centralized.
...
...
(b) Flat.
...
...
(c) Hierarchical.
Figure 6.1: In a centralized system, a central authority has control over all other agents in the system
and calculates schedules for all dispatchable agents (see Figure 6.1a). By creating subsystems that
are represented by intermediaries, we obtain a flat system structure of height 2 that decomposes the
scheduling problem into several sub-problems (see Figure 6.1b). The top-level intermediary (cf. the
black node) controls all subordinate intermediaries (cf. gray nodes) which, in turn, control the agents
representing physical devices (cf. white nodes). A hierarchical system structure allows the system to scale
with an arbitrary number of agents by introducing new intermediaries where needed (see Figure 6.1c).
Note that the hierarchy’s leaves do not have to have the same depth. In a hierarchy, intermediaries
control subordinate intermediaries and agents representing physical devices.
Hierarchical problem decomposition is a well-known method to deal with the complexity of resource
allocation in large-scale systems (see, e.g., [2, 40, 69, 115]). Here, the overall scheduling problem is
decomposed by forming a hierarchical structure of agent organizations [92]. Figure 6.1b illustrates the
simplest case of such a hierarchy – a flat structure of height 2 that originates from partitioning the
set of agents into disjoint subsystems. Each organization is represented by an intermediary (cf. the
internal nodes of the hierarchy). The former central authority now acts in the role of the top-level
intermediary. It is responsible for triggering the schedule creation. As sketched in the context of
the power management case study in Section 2.2, the overall scheduling problem is solved in such a
structure in a top-down manner. This means that the top-level intermediary calculates schedules for
all subordinate intermediaries which, in turn, redistribute the assigned demand to their subordinate
dispatchable agents. Each intermediary is thus responsible for solving a part of the overall scheduling
problem. Forming organizational structures in which each agent is assigned to a single intermediary leads
to a proper problem decomposition and avoids situations in which agents receive conflicting instructions
(e.g., schedules) which might cause inconsistent system states.
A flat structure does not scale with an arbitrary number of agents, though. Adding further agents to
the system would require to increase the size of the organizations, their number, or both. Note that
each of these cases would increase the complexity of solving the scheduling problem for at least one
intermediary. A hierarchical structure as shown in Figure 6.1c does not suffer from these scalability
issues. To rise the degree of problem decomposition, it is sufficient to introduce new organizations
within an existing organization that, again, are represented by intermediaries. Note that the leaves of
the resulting hierarchy do not have to have the same depth. In a hierarchical system, intermediaries
have to create schedules for all subordinate dispatchable agents, including subordinate intermediaries
and dispatchable agents representing physical devices. Such a hierarchical structure in which each
intermediary represents an entire subsystem can be regarded as a system of systems [182]. In terms of
our power management case study, intermediaries correspond to AVPPs and the leaves in the hierarchy
represent physical power plants.
Compared to the centralized approach, the intermediaries of a hierarchy have to create schedules
for a lower number of dispatchable agents so that the average time an intermediary needs to create
schedules decreases. Instances of the scheduling problem that have to be solved by intermediaries
residing in different branches of the hierarchy do not depend on each other and can thus be solved
concurrently. When determining the scheduling problem’s theoretical (see Section 2.2) or practical
computational complexity, the top-down dependency of instances of the scheduling problem requires to
sum the intermediaries’ scheduling times for each branch, though. The maximum sequential scheduling
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time (i.e., the longest of all serial paths that result from adding the scheduling times for each branch in
the hierarchy) therefore serves as metric for measuring the time needed to solve the overall scheduling
problem (see Equation (6.1)). Given an adequate hierarchical structure, the agents can solve the
scheduling problem in less time than the centralized approach. Within the hierarchy, intermediaries can
create schedules by means of the regio-central approach sketched in Section 2.2 or the auction-based
mechanism explained in Chapter 10, among others. Note that we seek adequate hierarchical structures
because we do not necessarily acquire shorter maximum sequential scheduling times by increasing the
number of subsystems or the height of the hierarchy (cf. our evaluation results in Section 9.2).
Definition 1 (Maximum Sequential Scheduling Time). The maximum sequential scheduling
time MSST is defined as the longest of all serial paths that result from adding the scheduling times for
each branch in the hierarchy:
MSST =SST (Λ) (6.1)
SST (λ) =
{
STλ +max {SST (λ′) | λ′ ∈ Iλ} if Iλ ̸= ∅
STλ else
The maximum sequential scheduling time corresponds to the sequential scheduling time SST(Λ)
of the top-level intermediary Λ, which is calculated by adding the scheduling time STΛ of the top-
level intermediary Λ to the maximum of the sequential scheduling times SST(λ) of its subordinate
intermediaries λ ∈ IΛ. The sequential scheduling time of an subordinate intermediary is defined
recursively. If an intermediary λ′ ∈ I does not control any subordinate intermediaries (i.e., if Iλ′ = ∅),
its sequential scheduling time SST (λ′) corresponds to its scheduling time STλ′ . The maximum sequential
scheduling time is thus the lower bound on the runtime achievable by perfect parallelization.
To be able to assign schedules to intermediaries that can be fulfilled by the represented collective, we
need to address the task of describing an intermediary’s composite control model. We obtain a precise
model by taking the Cartesian product of the control models of an intermediary’s subordinates. If this
direct product was employed for solving the scheduling problem at higher hierarchy levels, the top-level
intermediary would have to solve an optimization problem that is based on a fully centralized model.
For the sake of scalability, we therefore choose to sacrifice exact overall optimality by using abstracted
models of collectives that yield tractable sub-problems and allow for close-to-optimal solutions. That
means that each intermediary λ provides its superordinate intermediary with a single abstracted model
for the entire collective of dispatchable agents Vλ it represents. Within the hierarchy, intermediaries
make coarse decisions about schedules on the basis of these abstracted models. These decisions are
refined when the assigned demand is redistributed at lower levels. The box before the next section gives
a brief overview of the algorithms we presented to calculate these abstractions.
The characteristics of open systems presented in Chapter 1 (including variable agent behavior and
the highly dynamic environment) prohibit the use of predefined system structures that will be outdated
sooner or later. Instead, the agents themselves have to find and maintain an adequate hierarchical
compartmentalization of the overall system at runtime. This is of special interest because the overall
system can only achieve its goals on the macro level if each subsystem is sufficiently able to fulfill its
goals on the meso level. In this thesis, we regard a situation in which all subsystems share a common
goal, namely satisfying the assigned fraction of the demand. With regard to the power management
case study, the satisfaction of the overall load is endangered if a single AVPP cannot provide an output
as stipulated in its schedule.
If the hierarchy is created in a self-organizing manner and in compliance with the current circumstances
under which the scheduling problem has to be solved, the system is able to find a suitable trade-off
between the time needed to create schedules and the solution quality itself. That way, self-organization
serves as a dynamic and autonomous form of problem decomposition that scales with the number of
agents schedules have to be created for. It ensures that the system’s structure stays in tune with the
current environmental conditions and the system’s internal state. While we focus on the scheduling
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problem in this thesis, this approach is not limited to this specific problem. In principle, it can be
applied to an entire class of hierarchically decomposable optimization problems whose scalability hinges
on the number of agents involved.
In this chapter, we introduce the underlying combinatorial optimization problem the agents have to
solve to form scalable and stable hierarchical system structures that allow them to deal with uncertain
demand and supply. In Section 6.1, we outline the so-called partitioning problem (PP) which constitutes
the central problem that has to be solved to obtain self-organizing hierarchical system structures. With
regard to our case study, each AVPP stands for a partition and a set of AVPPs that share the same
parent represents a partitioning. While the terms “organization”, “subsystem”, and “partition” are
more or less interchangeable, we use them depending on the regarded context. To allow the agents
to control the shape of the hierarchy and thus the degree of problem decomposition, we extend the
PP by partitioning constraints that specify ranges for the size and the number of created partitions in
Section 6.2. In Section 6.3, we propose a new organizational paradigm, called homogeneous partitioning,
for the class of open systems considered in this thesis. With regard to the PP, homogeneous partitioning
describes the desired composition of the created subsystems for selected formation criteria. It thus serves
as (a constituent of the) objective function. Homogeneous partitioning not only aims at creating stable
system structures in terms of a low number of necessary reorganizations, but also at promoting the
system’s robustness by favoring the creation of subsystems that are able to comply with the uncertainties
present in open systems. In Section 6.4, we briefly explain how intermediaries initiate the reorganization
of a partitioning within the hierarchy in case of the violation of the corridor of correct behavior, and
describe how they adjust the system structure according to the result of the reorganization. Finally,
we discuss related work in the context of the PP, self-organizing hierarchical system structures, and
hierarchical problem decomposition in Section 6.5.
Based on the findings of this chapter, we introduce two self-organization algorithms, called PSOPP
and SPADA, for solving the PP in Chapters 7 and 8. In contrast to related approaches, these algorithms
solve the PP in a general manner, meaning that different types of objectives for diverse formation
criteria can be combined. Moreover, they create solutions that abide by the partitioning constraints.
In Chapter 9, we present a control loop that regulates the formation of hierarchies on the basis of a
partitioning algorithm like PSOPP or SPADA.
Model Abstraction: Dynamic Creation of Compositional Control Models
On higher levels, intermediaries decide on schedules that have to be fulfilled by their subordinate
agents. To make optimal decisions, exact models of all subordinates in composition would be required –
eventually yielding the same complexity as a centralized solution. The goal of model abstraction [186]
is to create a composite control model for each intermediary that is comparable in calculation efforts
to those of agents representing physical devices. Because of the organizations’ dynamic composition,
abstraction has to be performed at runtime. The dynamic creation of compositional control models
serves as enabler for the self-organized hierarchical schedule creation studied in this thesis. In the
following, we briefly revisit the core concepts of the abstraction algorithms we presented in [187, 189].
An in-depth investigation of these algorithms will be part of a forthcoming thesis.
General Abstraction First, the joint space of feasible supply Lλ for an intermediary λ ∈ I has
to be found on the basis of its subordinate dispatchable agents Vλ. Because each mode of operation
(e.g., on/off) constrains feasible supply to a specific range (e.g., a positive supply between minimal and
maximal boundaries if a power plant is on), we have to combine all possible modes. Assume that the set
of subordinate agents Vλ consists of two power plants ai and aj that both can be turned off but contribute
in the intervals [2MW, 5MW] and [8MW, 15MW], respectively, if they are on. For the collective {ai, aj},
we get [0MW, 0MW] if both ai and aj are off, [2MW, 5MW] if only ai is on, [8MW, 15MW] if only aj
is on, and [2MW, 5MW] + [8MW, 15MW] = [10MW, 20MW] if both ai and aj are on. Abstraction
enters the picture in the sense that, at a higher level, it does not matter whether, e.g., a joint supply of
10MW at time step t is obtained by Sai [t] = 2MW, Saj [t] = 8MW or Sai [t] = 0MW, Saj [t] = 10MW.
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We can therefore merge overlapping intervals, resulting in a normalized, sorted list of non-overlapping
intervals, e.g., Lλ = ⟨[0MW, 0MW], [2MW, 5MW], [8MW, 20MW]⟩. Here, we identified (0MW, 2MW)
or (5MW, 8MW) as “holes”, i.e., contributions that cannot be achieved by {ai, aj} due to discontinuities.
This procedure naturally extends to multiple modes (e.g., start-up, shut-down, etc.). Similarly, we
obtain lists of feasible intervals for collectives of k = |Vλ| > 2 agents. In the worst case, however, O(mk)
intervals are calculated, where m is the largest number of distinct intervals a single agent has. Our
application scenario typically leads to m = 2 at lower hierarchy levels since a dispatchable power plant a
contributes [0MW, 0MW] if it is off and in [Smina , Smaxa ] with 0MW < Smina ≤ Smaxa when on. In power
systems, some power plants may however be so-called “must-run” plants [230], leading to a singleton
list Lλ = ⟨[Smina , Smaxa ]⟩. Hence, if all dispatchable agents must run, m = 1 and thus this single supply
interval of the collective can be found in time linear in k. The situation is ameliorated by applying the
binary combine-and-merge operation incrementally.
Temporal Abstraction While general abstraction describes feasible regions of an intermediary, it
fails to consider momentary states of its children, such as their current supply. These determine the
intermediary’s inertia (e.g., if some agents are at peak level or switched off, the intermediary cannot ramp
up at its maximal rate of change). Temporal abstraction calculates infeasible ranges of an intermediary
λ for all time steps t ∈ W given the current state, such as its current supply Sλ[tnow]. For each future
time step, we perform a maximization step as well as a minimization step for each child’s supply. This
provides us with the feasible regions of all subordinate agents as depicted in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Temporal abstraction for an intermediary consist-
ing of three suppliers a, b, c given their current states shown
in time step tnow. White boxes indicate general boundaries,
gray areas represent the temporal boundaries at time step
t ∈ {tnow, . . . , tnow + 3}. Supplier a needs two time steps to
start up and is then available at its minimal output. Adapted
from [187].
Similarly to the general abstraction, we merge these regions to find abstract boundaries. With
regard to an intermediary λ and a time step t, supply values Sλ[t] below or beyond those ranges Ltλ
are guaranteed to be infeasible. These intervals further constrain feasible schedules in addition to the
general boundaries Lλ determined by general abstraction that hold for all time steps and are represented
by the combined white intervals in Figure 6.2.
Sampling Abstraction In addition to finding the feasible regions of an intermediary, we are interested
in functional relationships between the variables of a collective, such as a cost function mapping joint
supply to total (minimal) costs. Similarly, inertia functions for the intermediary depending on its current
supply ought to be found. This is necessary because temporal abstraction only excludes definitely
infeasible contributions for time step t ∈ W . It does not restrict the transition between two independently
feasible but not consecutively reachable contributions for future time steps.
Functional dependencies over the combinatorial domain (e.g., “production to costs” or “production
to minimal or maximal next production”) are approximated by repeatedly sampling input-output pairs.
With enough points of the function, we aim for an approximation that interpolates sufficiently accurate
in unknown ranges of the function such that a simpler representative can be used at a higher level (e.g.,
a piecewise linear function). However, if the sampled data points are weakly informative, the resulting
abstracted high-level optimization introduces severe errors. Furthermore, determining a sampling point
comes at the expense of solving an optimization problem as we ask questions like: “What is the cheapest
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way to schedule power plants ai and aj such that their joint supply is 20MW?” Generally, there are
several schedules for subordinates that achieve, e.g., a given joint production at different costs or maximal
successor production. In [189], we therefore presented a machine-learning-guided approach to sampling
point selection. The algorithm trains a probabilistic regression model with a set of already sampled
points. It then proceeds by asking for function values at locations where the regression model is most
uncertain (see Figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.3: Sampling abstraction is concerned with select-
ing informative points of an unknown but computable func-
tion f(x) (bold solid line). Input and output represent vari-
ables of a collective, e.g., production to costs. An approxi-
mation a(x) (solid line) of f(x) is iteratively improved at its
most uncertain point to yield a better approximation a′(x)
(dashed line). These points are provided by a regression
model (dotted line). Adapted from [17].
Possible regressors include Gaussian Processes or Decision Forests. The choice has to be made in
accordance with the universe of possible functions a regressor can model (smooth functions, linear
functions with jumps etc.). For our considered cost and inertia functions, Decisions Forests with linear
leaf models turned out to be more effective than Gaussian Processes due to the presence of discontinuities
and jumps [57, 130]. With this improved selection strategy, offering more sampling points indeed led
almost monotonically to better results (in contrast to an equidistant strategy) and reduced the overhead
costs compared to optimal solutions from 1.7% to 0.9% [189].
Summary of Evaluation Results The simulation results presented in [186, 187, 189] confirm that
solving the scheduling problem in a hierarchical system and on the basis of abstracted composite control
model for each intermediary significantly reduces the time needed to create schedules (see Figure 6.4).
The scheduling times of the centralized approach strictly grow faster than the hierarchical ones achieved
with the regio-central scheduling approach. The overhead costs for providing the energy incurred by
using the hierarchical scheme are in the order of magnitude of 1%.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of the time needed to create sched-
ules for different numbers of power plants. “Hierarchical
Sequential” corresponds to the time needed to calculate all
schedules sequentially, whereas “Hierarchical Parallel” corre-
sponds to the maximum sequential scheduling time. Results
are averaged over 2400 data points from 50 drawn sets of
plants each considering 48 time steps. Based on data pro-
vided in [187].
These results were obtained in our simulation environment for autonomous power management on
the basis of predefined system structures. We observed that using small values, such as 5 or 15, for
the number of power plants controlled per AVPP leads to fragmented structures where accuracy and
efficiency are wasted if the solver used for creating schedules still has capacities for a higher number of
power plants. Higher values, such as 35, lead to the best runtime and cost efficiency in all considered
cases. Interestingly, the trade-off between cost and runtime performance seems to be regulated by the
depth of the hierarchy; deep structures lead to the best runtime performance at slightly higher costs due
to more abstractions.
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6.1. The Partitioning Problem
In the following, we explain how such a hierarchy can evolve in a self-organizing manner so that it is
able to adapt to the current environmental conditions and the system’s internal state. Ultimately, this
allows the system to come to a compromise between solution quality and runtime performance itself.
6.1 The Partitioning Problem
In essence, agents form a hierarchy by recursively partitioning an existing subsystem into smaller disjoint
subsystems, each of which is represented by an intermediary (that is, an AVPP in our case study). These
are then arranged in a tree. For example, we obtain a flat system structure as shown in Figure 6.5b by
partitioning all agents below the top-level intermediary of the centralized system depicted in Figure 6.5a.
If we now partition the members of the subsystem in the center of the flat system structure into further,
say two, subsystems, we get the hierarchy shown in Figure 6.5c.
In all these cases, the agents reorganize the system structure by solving a partitioning problem (PP) in
which a set A = {a1, . . . , an} ⊆ A of n > 1 agents ai is partitioned into non-empty and pairwise disjoint
subsets, called partitions, that together constitute a partitioning. Note that the agents A participating in
the PP are only a subset of all agents A in the system and that A might also contain intermediaries. In
order to form system structures that support the system’s goals, the agents A must not be distributed
arbitrarily among the created partitions. Instead, the composition of the created partitioning is evaluated
with respect to a cost function that is based on application-specific formation criteria (see Section 6.3).
The costs of the partitioning are to be minimized. Consequently, the PP constitutes a combinatorial
optimization problem. For non-trivial cost functions, finding the optimal partitioning is NP-hard.1 In
the power management case study, each partition corresponds to a set of power plants that will be
represented by a new AVPP subsequent to the reorganization (see Section 6.4).
We assume that feasible, i.e., valid, partitions are only constrained in terms of a minimum smin and
maximum smax size. In the unbounded case (that is, smin = 1 and smax = n), the number of feasible
partitions m grows exponentially with n since there are m = |P(A) \ ∅| = 2n − 1 feasible partitions
(P(A) denotes the power set of A). In this situation, the Stirling number of the second kind S(n, i)
represents the number of ways we can partition n agents into a partitioning containing i non-empty
partitions (note the exponential growth of S(n, i) with n) [24]:
S(n, i) = 1
i! ·
i∑
j=0
(−1)i−j ·
(
i
j
)
· jn
The total size of the search space, i.e., the total number of possible partitionings, is given by the n-th
Bell number Bn (e.g., B5 = 52, B10 = 115975, B50 ≈ 1.86 · 1047, B100 ≈ 4.76 · 10115). Given that a set of
n agents can be partitioned into at most n non-empty partitions, the Bell number can be calculated as
the sum of the first n Stirling numbers of the second kind or by using Dobin´ski’s formula [33]:
Bn =
n∑
i=1
S(n, i) = 1
e
·
∞∑
k=0
kn
k!
In contrast to the well-known set partitioning problem (SPP) (cf. [27]), we suppose that the mere
number of feasible partitions prevents us from calculating all of them in advance. In case of the complete
SPP (cf. [129]), which constitutes the unbounded case, this already needs more than one week on
our Xeon machine for small sets consisting of n = 50 agents. When taking into account that the set
of agents A is subject to change over time, pre-calculating all feasible partitions becomes even more
impractical.
As opposed to the SPP, we further do not assume that the costs of having a feasible partition included
are predefined and additive (note that an additive cost function allows for assessing the partitions’
1The set partitioning problem, which is known to be NP-hard [72], can be reduced to the PP. Section 6.5 discusses the
similarities and differences of the set partitioning problem and the PP in detail.
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(a) Centralized. (b) Flat. (c) Hierarchical.
Figure 6.5: By partitioning the participants of a centralized system (see Figure 6.5a), we obtain a flat
system structure (see Figure 6.5b). Each created partition embodies a subsystem that is represented by
an intermediary (shown in gray). The hierarchical system structure depicted in Figure 6.5c results from
recursively partitioning the members of the subsystem in the center of the flat system structure. Again,
each created partition is represented by an intermediary (shown as dashed nodes). In both cases, the
rectangle indicates the set of agents that participates in the partitioning problem.
quality independently of each other). Instead, we only presume an application-specific cost function that
evaluates if a partitioning, i.e., a combination of partitions, is fit for purpose. This allows for flexible
objective functions. A more detailed discussion of the differences between the PP and the SPP can be
found in Section 6.5.
Many types of agent organizations are based on structures that can be described as a partitioning. If
the cost function defines how well agents can work together on a common task, the PP is equivalent to
coalition structure generation (cf. [199]). If it specifies to group similar or dissimilar agents, the PP is
equivalent to strict partitioning clustering (with outliers2) (cf. [138]) or anticlustering (cf. [203, 215]),
respectively. Of course, one can also think of a combination of these heterogeneous objectives.
Before we present an organizational structure that is of particular interest for the class of open
systems considered in this thesis in Section 6.3, we extend the PP by partitioning constraints that
assist in the creation of scalable system structures in the following section. There, we also provide a
formalization of the PP.
6.2 Partitioning Constraints for Guiding Self-Organized Hierarchical
Problem Decomposition
As we pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, deep hierarchies – in which, on average, intermediaries
control a lower number of agents – can considerably decrease the time needed to create schedules. On
the flip side, we noticed that short maximum sequential scheduling times come at the expense of solution
quality because deep hierarchies suffer from fragmentation (i.e., many subsystems of small size). The
effect of fragmentation mainly manifests in the form of abstraction errors which cause intermediaries to
under- or overestimate the capabilities of subordinate intermediaries when creating schedules. While
underestimations lead to false or suboptimal decisions which directly worsen the schedules’ quality
(e.g., underestimating an AVPP’s price-performance ratio can increase the costs of energy provision),
overestimations can be cushioned if the affected subsystem features a sufficient amount of degrees of
freedom and redundancy (e.g., multiple similar low-priced power plants). Increasing fragmentation
reduces the subsystems’ degrees of freedom as well as redundancy though and thus intensifies the negative
effect of overestimations. In the power management case study, an AVPP’s degrees of freedom and
scheduling time depend on which and how many dispatchable power plants it controls. Furthermore,
since schedules are created top-down (that is, sequentially on each path from the top-level intermediary
to a leaf), increasing the hierarchy’s height does not always result in shorter max. seq. scheduling times –
even though the average number of agents each intermediary controls declines: This is only the case if
the reduction of the max. seq. scheduling time resulting from the lower number of agents an intermediary
2Supported by a separate partition that holds all outliers.
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controls outweighs the scheduling times of the additional intermediaries lengthening the sequential path
(see Sections 2.2 and 9.2).
As there is a trade-off between the hierarchy’s height and the number of agents each intermediary
controls, it is necessary to guide the self-organized hierarchical problem decomposition. With regard to
the PP, we achieve this by allowing the user or the agents themselves to specify feasible solutions, i.e.,
valid partitionings, in terms of suitable ranges for the number and the size of partitions. These ranges are
defined by the minimum nmin and the maximum nmax number of partitions (1 ≤ nmin ≤ nmax ≤ |A|) as
well as their minimum smin and maximum smax size (1 ≤ smin ≤ smax ≤ |A|). In a hierarchical system,
the ranges for the number and the size of partitions stipulate how many subsystems or agents should be
controlled by an intermediary. Note that both aspects, the size as well as the number of partitions, are
needed to come to a compromise between solution quality and performance in terms of runtime: As
each partition K in a created partitioning P represents a new subsystem (i.e., a set of power plants)
that is to be controlled by an intermediary (i.e., an AVPP), K’s size influences the complexity of the
intermediary’s scheduling problems. The number of created partitions, i.e., the size of P, has an effect
on the complexity of the scheduling problem of the superordinate intermediary that governs the created
subsystems. Since the boundaries nmin, nmax , smin, and smax constitute mandatory characteristics of a
solution to the PP, they represent hard constraints that we call partitioning constraints in the following.
The parametrization of the partitioning constraints defines the shape of the self-organizing hierarchy. In
terms of the Corridor Enforcing Infrastructure, the conjunction of the partitioning constraints and the
constraints specifying the general properties of a partitioning (i.e., each agent must be in exactly one
partition) define the borders of a corridor of correct behavior.
Using ranges instead of fixed values provides the system with degrees of freedom needed to optimize
the partitionings’ composition according to application-specific formation criteria. To form a reasonable
hierarchical structure, each partitioning should contain at least nmin ≥ 2 partitions, each of which
contains at least smin ≥ 2 agents. Regarding the example of creating AVPPs, it is required that the size
of the resulting AVPPs is not less than two and below a certain threshold that allows them to solve
the scheduling problem in adequate time. Analogously, the number of resulting AVPPs must not be
below two and below a certain threshold that allows their superordinate AVPP to solve the scheduling
problem in adequate time.
Based on the partitioning constraints and an application-specific objective function f(P), the PP as
introduced in Section 6.1 can be formalized as follows:
maximize
P
f(P) (6.2a)
subject to ∀a ∈ A : ∃K ∈ P : a ∈ K, (6.2b)
∀K,L ∈ P : K ̸= L⇒ K ∩ L = ∅, (6.2c)
∀K ∈ P : smin ≤ |K| ≤ smax , (6.2d)
nmin ≤ |P| ≤ nmax , (6.2e)
with 1 ≤ smin ≤ smax ≤ |A|,
1 ≤ nmin ≤ nmax ≤ |A|
Equations (6.2b) and (6.2c) specify the general properties of a partitioning, that is, each agent a ∈ A
participating in the PP must be in exactly one partition. The partitioning constraints are implemented in
Equations (6.2d) and (6.2e). As stipulated in Equation (6.2), the PP’s objective is to find a partitioning P
at minimal costs, which corresponds to maximizing the objective function f(P).
Note that the partitioning constraints reduce the size of the search space for algorithms that only
consider feasible solutions when solving the PP (in this case, the search space corresponds to the solution
space). Suitable boundaries can thus lower the time needed to find high-quality solutions. We give
empirical evidence of this claim in the evaluation of our PSOPP algorithm (see Section 7.6).
Obviously, as the possible number and size of partitions are interconnected with the number of
agents |A| to be partitioned, one has to make sure that the problem is not overconstrained. In case of
A = {a1, a2, a3}, e.g., there is no feasible solution if we set nmin and smin to two since we would have to
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create at least two partitions of size two each. Either nmin or smin would have to be relaxed, i.e., set to
1. The following definition specifies valid parametrizations of the partitioning constraints dependent on
the set of agents A to be partitioned.
Definition 2 (Valid Parametrization of the Partitioning Constraints). With respect to a set of agents A
participating in the partitioning problem, a parametrization smin, smax , nmin, nmax of the partitioning
constraints is valid if and only if the following conjunction of four conditions is satisfied:
canSatisfyPartitioningConstraints(A) :⇔ (6.3)
|A| ≥ nmin · smin ∧ |A| ≤ nmax · smax ∧ |A| ≥
⌈ |A|
smax
⌉
· smin ∧ |A| ≤
⌊ |A|
smin
⌋
· smax
The first condition states that the partitions’ minimum number has to be low and their minimum size
small enough so that the participating agents suffice to create a valid partitioning. The second condition
states that the partitions’ maximum number has to be high and their maximum size large enough so
that all agents can be assigned to a partition. The third condition states that the number of agents to
partition must be sufficient to fill the minimum number of necessary partitions
⌈
|A|
smax
⌉
up to the required
minimum smin. The fourth condition states that the maximal number of partitions
⌊
|A|
smin
⌋
that can be
created with the given set of agents must be sufficient to assign each agent to a partition without exceeding
the partition’s maximum size smax .
For example, if |A| = 9 and smin = 4, smax = 4, nmin = 2, nmax = 5, the first and the second condition
hold, but the third and the fourth condition are not satisfied because 9 
⌈ 9
4
⌉ · 4 = 12 and 9  ⌊ 94⌋ · 4 = 8,
respectively. We can satisfy all conditions by changing smin = 4 to smin = 3.
Whenever the system solves an instance of the PP, it has to specify a parametrization of the partitioning
constraints that satisfies Equation (6.3).
6.3 Homogeneous Partitioning to Promote System Stability and Robust
Resource Allocation
Because the demand usually exceeds the limited resources of a single agent, the agents have to solve
the resource allocation problem in cooperation. In the literature, there is a multitude of organizational
paradigms promoting a system’s scalability, cooperation, and efficiency (Horling and Lesser [92] provide
an overview). While many of these structures, such as coalitions [185] or teams [30], can be represented
as a partitioning, their specific characteristics are decisive factors when it comes to the system’s and the
agents’ ability to achieve their goals in a concrete setting.
Coalitions are a concept known from the field of game theory [180]. They enable cooperation between
self-interested and individually rational agents. They are goal-directed in the sense that they are
created in order to accomplish one or more specific tasks. Because they dissolve after these tasks have
been performed, they are rather short-lived. While coalitions do not always have to be disjoint [199],
approaches to coalition formation have in common that they strive for the coalition structure of maximal
utility. To this end, a characteristic function is used that assigns a value to each possible coalition in
accordance with the tasks to be performed. In case of disjoint coalitions, a coalition structure corresponds
to a partitioning. With respect to open systems, literature often regards the problem of participants
that might not only show self-interested behavior but also intentional misbehavior by lying about their
capabilities, the utility of performing a task, etc. [59]. Since suitable coalition structures depend on the
agents’ promised contributions, the system has to make sure that these promises are kept or to form
coalitions of agents that mutually trust each other. While the former can be achieved by employing an
incentive-compatible mechanism as discussed in more detail in Chapter 13, the latter has been studied
by incorporating trust relationships into the valuation of coalitions [43].
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In contrast to coalitions, teams consist of cooperative agents that pursue a common goal over a
longer period of time [92]. Especially in open systems, the challenge is to create teams that can persist
despite changes in the agents’ behavior, the environmental conditions, and the uncertainties the system
is exposed to. Given that cooperation is likely to be most beneficial and least uncertain with trustworthy
agents, it has been proposed to form teams of agents that mutually trust each other, such as clans [77].
Untrustworthy agents are marginalized by excluding them from most interactions. Klejnowski [117]
introduced a similar concept to clans for the domain of Desktop Grid Computing, called Explicit Trusted
Communities (eTCs). The main difference to clans and coalitions is that each eTC is represented by an
explicit manager which administrates memberships, deals with conflicts, and governs the participating
agents with norms. Clans and eTCs incentivize untrustworthy agents to change their behavior by
preferring interactions with trustworthy agents (or even restricting them to these agents). Ultimately,
forming teams of mutually trusting agents aims at a more efficient and robust system – at least with
regard to the members of clans or eTCs. While these types of organizations are not necessarily limited
to intentional misbehavior, the formation of exclusive groups assumes that agents can be excluded
from other parts of the system without jeopardizing the overall system’s stability and efficiency. In the
following, we explain why this is not a feasible approach to solve our resource allocation problem and
present an alternative organizational paradigm afterwards.
Homogeneous Partitioning
The class of open systems regarded in this thesis suffers from agents that, on the one hand, introduce
uncertainties and thus jeopardize the systems’ stability but, on the other hand, cannot or should not be
excluded from participating in the resource allocation problem. In the power management case study,
for instance, the uncertainty of the future output could be significantly reduced if it was possible to turn
off all weather-dependent power plants. However, this is not feasible because the system might depend
on their output at on-peak hours and because their low-cost generation improves the system’s economic
efficiency. Concerning the latter, legal regulations, such as the German Renewable Energy Act, further
incentivize the utilization of renewable energy sources. If, in such a situation, scalability demands that
the agents self-organize into multiple subsystems, the system’s stability and efficiency ultimately hinges
on the form of organization which the agents establish on the basis of their trustworthiness and other
criteria that have an effect on efficiency and robustness against disturbances. So the question that
remains is which objective function f(P) the agents should use to evaluate the quality of a partitioning P
when solving the PP (see Equation (6.2a)). An important factor influencing this decision is that our
approach to problem decomposition is grounded on subsystems that pursue the same goal as the overall
system, that is, to fulfill (a part of) the overall demand. Another factor is that a reorganization changes
the agents’ interaction partners, which requires the agents to build new probabilistic models of their
behavior, e.g., in the form of trust values or Trust-Based Scenarios (see Part II). As frequent changes
might temporarily impair the models’ accuracy and thus the system’s efficiency and robustness, the
organizational structure should be rather stable. Summarizing, the challenge is to create a long-lasting
organizational structure that enables each subsystem to satisfy its fraction of the overall demand although
the circumstances (i.e., the actual demand, the actual available resources, and the degree of uncertainty)
under which this goal has to be achieved are unknown at the time the structure is formed. Note that a
single subsystem not being able to cope with its uncertainties endangers the goal of the overall system.
In case of strict partitioning clustering, structures consisting of groups of similar elements (here,
agents) can be obtained by minimizing the sum of the squared Euclidean distances between the agents’
properties pa (e.g., a power plant’s rate of change) and their cluster center, i.e., the centroid, of the
partition K ∈ P the agents a ∈ A belongs to. The centroid is defined as the mean pµ(K) = 1|K| ·
∑
a∈K pa
of the properties of the partition members (e.g., the mean rate of change of the power plants in
partition K). In this case, the objective function in Equation (6.2a) thus corresponds to the negative
value of the “classic” k-means distance measure fC(P) (∥ · ∥ denotes the Euclidean norm) [138]:
fC(P) = −
∑
K∈P
∑
a∈K
∥pa − pµ(K)∥
2
(6.4)
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According to Spa¨th [203], fC(P) is equivalent to
∑
K∈P |K| · ∥pµ(K)− pµ(A)∥2, where pµ(A) represents
the mean of the properties of all agents participating in the PP. Clustering thus yields dissimilar
partitions consisting of similar agents. The drawback of a structure of dissimilar partitions is that some
subsystems are likely to depend on the capabilities of others to be able to fulfill their fraction of the
overall demand. Imagine, for instance, an AVPP consisting of well-predictable dispatchable power plants
and another AVPP of non-dispatchable power plants whose output is subject to uncertain weather
conditions. To hold the balance between power supply and demand, the AVPP of weather-dependent
power plants depends on reactive supply adjustments of the AVPP of dispatchable power plants. Such
a situation not only impairs the quality of the solution to the underlying resource allocation problem
(e.g., because costly peaking power plants have to be ramped up) but also puts the goal of balancing
supply and demand at risk (e.g., if the available adjustable output of the AVPP of dispatchable power
plants is insufficient to compensate for a deviation between production and consumption because it
did not incorporate the possible deviations of the AVPP of weather-dependent power plants into the
schedule creation). In order to increase robustness, the AVPP of dispatchable power plants would have to
anticipate and incorporate uncertainties of the other AVPP into its schedule creation. This dependency
evidently contradicts the idea of problem decomposition, though. Hence, another type of organization is
required to deal with uncertain system participants.
For situations in which untrustworthy agents cannot or should not be excluded from the system,
we propose the concept of homogeneous partitioning. It aims at the creation of organizations that are,
with respect to certain criteria, as similar as possible (recall that each organization pursues the same
goal). For instance, we want to establish subsystems that feature a similar ratio between uncertainty
(i.e., predictability) and degrees of freedom in terms of controllability. That is because each subsystem
must be (equally) able to compensate for local deviations between supply and demand (e.g., for each
AVPP, the ratio between the sum of typical variations in prediction errors of its weather-dependent
power plants and the sum of the rate of change of its dispatchable power plants should be similar). This
idea is based on the assumption that a centralized system imposes an upper bound on this ratio and the
fact that similar partitions exhibit properties that are similar to those of the set of agents they are based
on: The global knowledge about possible uncertainties and the centralized control over all dispatchable
agents allow the system to fulfill its task as well as possible. If each organization now exhibits similar
characteristics, such as a similar ratio between uncertainty and controllability, they approximate the
corresponding ratio of the centralized system. Consequently, they also inherit its positive properties.
Economic aspects further call for subsystems that can provide resources in a cost-efficient way (e.g., the
AVPPs’ average costs per kWh should be similar). Because the performance of the schedule creation is
defined by the maximum sequential scheduling time, the scheduling times of the subsystems that result
from partitioning the agents A should be similar. In the case study, this can be achieved by creating
AVPPs with a similar number of dispatchable power plants. All these examples of formation criteria
aim at forming similar partitions, i.e., subsystems. Due to the system’s heterogeneity, these similar
partitions are likely to be composed of dissimilar agents.
In homogeneous partitioning, we are interested in minimizing the dispersion of the partitions K ∈ P
with regard to a specific property pK , such as the ratio between uncertainty and controllability, the mean
costs, or the number of dispatchable power plants. We achieve this by using the negative uncorrected
sample standard deviation fHP(P) as objective function in Equation (6.2a) (with n = |A|):
fHP(P) = −
√
1
n
·
∑
K∈P
(pK − pµ(P))2 (6.5)
Here, pµ(P) denotes the mean value of the property pK over all partitions K ∈ P . Note that, in contrast
to clustering, homogeneous partitioning specifies the desired partitioning on the basis of the partitions’
relative composition instead of their individual composition. That is, in homogeneous partitioning,
the quality of the partitioning P depends on the composition of partitions K ∈ P in relation to the
composition of the other partitions in P. Among other things, a property pK of a single partition can
be the sum pK =
∑
a∈K pa (e.g, the number of dispatchable power plants per partition K) or the mean
pK =
∑
a∈K pa/|K| (e.g., similar production costs per partition K) of the corresponding property of its
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members. As stated above, there are situations in which it is useful to employ a ratio pK = φ(K)/φ′(K)
between two properties φ(K), φ′(K) aggregated over K’s members to specify a certain characteristic
of K (e.g., the ratio between accumulated uncertainty and controllability per partition K). In the
following, we refer to these modes as homogeneous partitioning sum, mean, and ratio, respectively,
according to the aggregation function in use.
An important attribute of homogeneous partitioning is that the resulting subsystems are loosely
coupled, meaning that the scheduling problem is decomposed into independent sub-problems: Since each
organization has a similar ratio of uncertainty to controllability, an organization’s dispatchable agents can
utilize their degrees of freedom to compensate for the uncertainties stemming from untrustworthy agents
internally. This avoids affecting other organizations or involving them into the decision-making process.3
As a result, the system’s robustness and efficiency increases. This is why homogeneous partitioning
should be preferred to other types of organizations, such as those consisting of homogeneous agents, for
the class of open systems considered in this thesis.
A related approach that targets a similar system class has been presented by Chalkiadakis et al. [48].
Their central idea is to mitigate unintentional uncertainties originating from weather-dependent power
plants by forming coalitions in a way that these uncertainties cancel each other out (e.g., by combining a
solar power plant that overestimates its output with a solar power plant that underestimates its output).
However, their approach does not aim for long-living subsystems that are created for the purpose of
decomposing a resource allocation problem that has to be solved in cooperation. As a consequence, they
neglect the degrees of freedom of dispatchable agents as formation criterion, among others. While this
limits the applicability of their approach to our resource allocation problem, it might still be beneficial
to combine their idea of reducing uncertainties with our idea of creating partitions featuring a similar
ratio of uncertainty to controllability.
An overview of the formation criteria for AVPPs is provided at the end of this section. Since
we combine multiple different formation criteria, the power plants have to solve a multi-objective
combinatorial optimization problem when organizing into AVPPs. In this case, the PP’s objective
function is a combination of several objectives (e.g., a convex combination). If an AVPP observes
that one or more of these criteria are not sufficiently satisfied within its partitioning, it triggers a
reorganization (see Section 6.4).
Comparison of Homogeneous Partitioning to Anticlustering
Spa¨th [203] and Valev [215] proposed the concept of anticlustering as the opposite of obtaining a
clustering according to the k-means distance measure given in Equation (6.4):
fAC(P) =
∑
K∈P
∑
a∈K
∥pa − pµ(K)∥
2
(6.6)
Anticlustering thus aims for partitions consisting of dissimilar elements (here, agents). Because maximiz-
ing fAC(P) is equivalent to maximizing −
∑
K∈P |K| · ∥pµ(K)− pµ(A)∥2 (cf. [203]), clustering dissimilar
agents yields partitions whose mean properties pµ(K) correspond to the mean properties pµ(A) of all
agents participating in the PP [203]. At first glance, it thus seems as if anticlustering is the same as
homogeneous partitioning mean. However, it turns out that this is only true for optimal anticluster-
ings. In fact, the anticlustering metric implies another order on candidate solutions than homogeneous
partitioning mean. This is shown by the following example in which we partition a set of four power
plants with respect to their maximum output. For illustration purposes, we assume that each power
plant’s maximum output is unique. This allows us to represent partitionings of the power plants by
partitionings of their maximum outputs {4, 6, 7, 9}. Our goal is to form partitions, i.e., AVPPs, with
similar mean maximum outputs. Let us assume that an optimizer finds the two candidate solutions
P = {{4, 6}, {7, 9}} and Q = {{4}, {6, 7, 9}}. When employing anticlustering, the values of the objective
function for P and Q are −9.0 and ≈ −8.3, respectively. So, according to anticlustering, Q is better
3In some situations, an organization might still have to consult other organizations to compensate for high deviations.
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than P. Homogeneous partitioning mean, however, prefers P as its value of the objective function is
−1.5 as opposed to ≈ −1.7 in case of Q. In fact, only the order induced by homogeneous partitioning
mean complies with our intention. This becomes evident when regarding the absolute difference between
the partitions’ mean values, which is 3.0 for P instead of ≈ 3.3 for Q.
As the large search space prevents us from taking optimal results for granted, this example illustrates
that anticlustering should not be used in place of homogeneous partitioning mean. Furthermore, the
general concept of homogeneous partitioning is not limited to establishing similar mean values. Instead
of forming AVPPs with similar mean maximum outputs, we could thus also form AVPPs with similar
total outputs. This cannot be achieved with anticlustering.
Criteria for the Formation of AVPPs
With regard to the power management case study, our main concern is to maintain a structure of AVPPs
that adequately decomposes the scheduling problem and, at the same time, allows each AVPP to locally
deal with uncertainties stemming from non-dispatchable power plants. Based on these aspects, we define
the following criteria for forming appropriate AVPPs (this list is not intended to be exhaustive).
Homogeneous Partitioning Ratio:
• Similar Ratio of Uncertainty to Controllability: To ensure that AVPPs are equally able to deal
with local uncertainties, AVPPs should feature a similar ratio of the expected variation in the
deviations between the actual and the expected output of their subordinate non-dispatchable
power plants to their total adjustable output per minute. The former results from the variance of
the quality of a power plant’s output predictions. This type of uncertainty is captured in a power
plant’s predictability, which is part of the basic trust model we defined in Section 4.2.
• Similar Ratio of Dispatchable to Non-Dispatchable Output: To further deal with uncertainties
resulting from non-dispatchable power plants, each AVPP should feature a similar ratio of its total
dispatchable to its total non-dispatchable output.
Homogeneous Partitioning Sum:
• Similar Number of Dispatchable Power Plants: To equalize the time needed to create schedules
among the AVPPs, each AVPP should control a similar number of dispatchable power plants
(including subordinate AVPPs).
Homogeneous Partitioning Mean:
• Similar Average Production Costs: To avoid that some AVPPs cause high costs when providing
energy (even if an AVPP’s schedule prescribes that its expensive dispatchable power plants should
be turned off, it might still have to ramp some of them up in order to compensate for fluctuation
in its local residual load), the average unit price of electricity should be similar.
Clustering and Anticlustering:
Besides these properties targeting the power plants’ physical properties and their predictability, their
geographic location should also be considered when forming AVPPs. Here, we opt for either anticlustering
or clustering, depending on whether we abstract from the characteristics of the underlying power grid or
not:
• Anticlustering – Geographic Distribution: If we abstract from the power grid and its different
voltage levels and only regard the mere balance of produced and consumed power, a power system
with a high percentage of weather-dependent output can profit from creating AVPPs consisting
of power plants with a high geographic distribution. Due to local weather conditions, combining
power plants that reside in different geographic locations can reduce uncertainties stemming from
aggregation effects. For instance, an unexpected lower output of a wind turbine in northern
Germany might be cushioned by a solar power plant in southern Germany whose output is higher
than expected. In such a situation, the AVPP might be able to save expenses resulting from
reactive output adjustments of costly peaking power plants.
• Clustering – Geographic Proximity: When taking the characteristics of the underlying physical
infrastructure, such as the power grid’s different voltage levels [116], into account, AVPPs should
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be composed of nearby power plants, e.g., those that are connected to the same or close distribution
networks as power flow between different distribution networks is often inefficient or technically
infeasible nowadays.
These examples show that, with regard to specific formation criteria, homogeneous partitioning makes
statements about the relative composition of AVPPs, whereas clustering and anticlustering make
statements about the composition of individual AVPPs.
Homogeneous Partitioning Yields Stable System Structures
We hypothesize that, in situations in which the agents’ behavior is influenced by an uncertain and
highly dynamic environment, homogeneous partitioning yields more stable organizational structures
than clustering. We base our hypothesis on the definition of clustering and homogeneous partitioning
provided in Equations (6.4) and (6.5): In general, environmental changes are likely to alter the agents’
behavior in different ways. Considering clusters of similar agents, these changes cause their members
to become too dissimilar. Regular reorganizations are required to maintain an adequate clustering.
Regarding homogeneous partitioning, the organizations remain rather similar because several of them
are affected by the environmental changes; this is why the need for reorganizations is lower than in case
of clustering.
To give empirical evidence of our claim, we evaluated the stability of AVPPs that are formed in
systems consisting of different numbers n ∈ {250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000} of power plants. Each of these
power plants has a trust value that reflects the accuracy of its output predictions. In our evaluation,
environmental changes correspond to changing weather conditions that were modeled on the basis of a
Markov chain. Depending on the type of power plant, these changes influence the quality of the power
plants’ output predictions and, in turn, its trust value in different ways.
To investigate the stability of the organizational structures resulting from homogeneous partitioning
and clustering, we ran experiments in which the power plants formed (1) homogeneous partitionings
in terms of partitions with similar mean trust values (objective HPm) as well as (2) clusters of power
plants with similar trust values according to the k-means distance measure (objective C).
For each combination of system size n and objective function, we ran 1000 experiments. In each
experiment, we used a randomly generated partitioning as initial system structure and simulated
300 time steps. In every time step, the environment changed and influenced the power plants’ trust
values accordingly. To detect the need for a reorganization, the power plants further evaluated the
quality of their current organizational structure, i.e., partitioning P, by means of the fitness function
fHPm(P) or fC(P), depending on whether objective HPm or C was employed. These fitness functions
correspond to the objective function in Equation (6.2a). Based on a normalized fitness value between 0
and 1 that was obtained by means of empirically identified best and worst fitness values, the power plants
decided to reorganize the partitioning if its normalized fitness was below 0.9. Otherwise, they left the
structure unchanged. Reorganizations were performed by our partitioning algorithm PSOPP, which is
presented in Chapter 7 (parameters were chosen according to the results of our parameter search outlined
in Section 7.6). Each reorganization was restricted to 3 s. To minimize the influence of the partitioning
constraints on our results, we used smin = nmin = 2 and smax = nmax = n as parametrization. As we
are interested in the stability of partitionings, we restricted the formation of AVPPs to a flat system
structure (cf. Figure 6.5b). In total, this amounts to 10000 experiments.
As we proposed in [64], we use the WAT metric [103] to measure the stability of organizational
structures. This metric has been devised for self-adaptive systems and measures the performance of a
self-adaptation mechanism as the ratio of working time to adaptivity time:
WAT := working timeadaptivity time
Consequently, the higher the WAT value, the better the performance of the employed self-adaptation
mechanism. The WAT metric is based on the idea that a self-adaptation mechanism should keep the
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objective HPm objective C
#Agents 250 500 1000 2000 4000 250 500 1000 2000 4000
WAT per Run 237.85(75.81)
270.75
(58.12)
287.15
(39.00)
212.78
(81.65)
125.53
(74.19)
92.86
(31.86)
85.67
(13.10)
71.24
(10.11)
19.49
(6.12)
2.73
(0.75)
#Reorganizations
per Run
1.42
(0.56)
1.17
(0.41)
1.07
(0.26)
1.65
(0.70)
3.05
(1.40)
3.35
(0.65)
3.50
(0.54)
4.18
(0.60)
14.86
(2.75)
72.05
(11.02)
No. of Partitions
per Time Step
3.12
(1.39)
3.10
(0.57)
3.21
(0.60)
47.71
(114.23)
196.68
(279.14)
121.68
(1.31)
242.75
(2.56)
479.33
(9.01)
951.90
(25.11)
1912.80
(65.32)
Size of Partitions
per Time Step
80.05
(36.92)
161.08
(69.64)
311.29
(144.64)
41.92
(154.44)
20.34
(119.67)
2.05
(0.23)
2.06
(0.24)
2.09
(0.28)
2.10
(0.30)
2.09
(0.30)
Normalized Fitness
per Time Step
0.96
(0.02)
0.96
(0.02)
0.96
(0.02)
0.97
(0.02)
0.97
(0.02)
0.97
(0.01)
0.96
(0.01)
0.95
(0.01)
0.92
(0.00)
0.88
(0.01)
Table 6.1: Evaluation results for the objectives homogeneous partitioning (HPm) and clustering (C)
for different system sizes. All values are averages over 1000 experiments consisting of 300 time steps
each; values in parentheses denote standard deviations. A reorganization was triggered as soon as the
normalized fitness was below 0.9.
system in an adequate working state with as little disruption as possible.
Here, we apply the WAT metric to evaluate the stability of an organizational structure. To this end,
a time step that did not require a reorganization increased the working time by one, whereas one that
needed a reorganization incremented the adaptivity time by one. As each experiment comprised 300 time
steps, the WAT value is from the interval [0, 300], where WAT = 0 states that the system spent all time
in reorganization, and WAT = 300 means that the system never had to change its structure.
As expected, system structures based on homogeneous partitioning HPm are far more stable than
those using clustering C (see Table 6.1). This is not only reflected in the mean WAT values but also in
the mean number of reorganizations per experiment. For n = 250, for instance, C achieves only 39% of
HPm’s WAT value. Accordingly, C needs more than twice of HPm’s number of reorganizations to ensure
the partitioning’s required minimum fitness of 0.9. For n = 4000, C obtains only 2% of HPm’s WAT
value. In this case, C needs about 23 times the number of reorganizations HPm required to maintain
the partitioning’s quality.
Interestingly, the WAT value slightly increases for HPm from n = 250 to n = 1000. Together with
the observation that the mean number of partitions is more or less constant for n ∈ {250, 500, 1000}
and that the mean size of partitions grows accordingly, this indicates that homogeneous partitionings
consisting of large partitions contribute to the organizational structures’ stability. This also explains why
the structures’ stability declines with n > 1000: Here, PSOPP was not able to obtain structures of the
same quality as for n ≤ 1000, which is mirrored in the abrupt decrease of the size of partitions.4 That is
because we did not increase the time limit for reorganizations with n. As the mean size of partitions
shrinks with n > 1000, also the WAT value and thus the structures’ stability deteriorates. To promote
the structures’ stability for n > 1000, we could (1) increase the time limit for reorganizations with n, or
(2) lower the complexity of forming adequate partitionings by allowing the agents to establish hierarchical
system structures in which the PP is recursively solved in each subsystem. The latter possibility is
explained in Chapter 9, where we use our definition of the PP and the partitioning algorithms PSOPP
and SPADA (see Chapters 7 and 8) to enable self-organizing hierarchies.
With regard to C, the WAT value significantly declines with the system size n. This is accompanied
by an increase in the number of reorganizations. Although the partitionings’ basic characteristics in
terms of the size of partitions do not change notably with n, we observe that, the larger the system’s
size, the more the agents struggle with preserving the partitioning’s quality measured in the form of the
normalized fitness. In case of n = 4000, the partitioning’s mean quality achieved with C is even below the
demanded minimum of 0.9. This indicates that it is also harder to obtain high-quality clusterings than
high-quality homogeneous partitionings (our results presented in Section 7.6 support this hypothesis).
Summarizing, these results not only highlight that structures based on homogeneous partitioning
yield far more stable system structures than clustering, but also that the structures’ stability benefits
from large organizations.
4The slight increase of the normalized fitness value seems to contradict this statement. However, this can be attributed
to the fact that is was also more difficult to find empirically worst fitness values used for normalization.
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(a) Before reorganization. (b) After reorganization.
Figure 6.6: Reorganization of a flat system structure: The initiating intermediary is marked in gray. The
agents A participating in the re-partitioning are highlighted by the rectangle. After the reorganization,
the two intermediaries “⊖” standing for the former partitioning P are replaced by the three new
intermediaries “⊕” representing the partitions of the new partitioning P ′.
6.4 Initiating the Reorganization of a Partitioning and Adopting the
Reorganization Result
To recognize the need for reorganizing a partitioning, each intermediary periodically evaluates if the
partitioning it resides in left the corridor of correct behavior that is specified by a so-called composition
constraint. The composition constraint is a conjunction of the partitioning constraints (see Section 6.2),
the constraints defining the general properties of a partitioning, and another set of constraints used to
ensure the quality of the partitioning with regard to application-specific criteria. To comply with the idea
of the Restore Invariant Approach (see Section 1.4), one has to make sure that the application-specific
constraints either correspond to or are implied by the formation criteria used in the PP’s objective
function. The partitioning constraints can only be violated when one or more agents entered or left the
system so that the size or the number of subsystems, i.e., partitions, in the partitioning P became invalid.5
An application-specific constraint aiming at preserving the partitionings’ quality is violated if the quality
of the partitioning falls below a given threshold. This can be the result of environmental changes,
changing agent behavior, or changes in the set of system participants. As for AVPPs, the application-
specific constraints mainly correspond to the formation criteria listed in Section 6.3. Additionally,
AVPPs trigger a reorganization if the scheduling times of the AVPPs constituting a partitioning are too
dissimilar. This reduces the necessity of increasing the height of the hierarchy (see Section 9.2).
In case of a violation of the composition constraint, the intermediary observing the violation triggers
a reorganization of the partitioning P it is situated in. All steps the reorganization comprises are carried
out by the controller part of the Corridor Enforcing Infrastructure (see Section 1.4). The goal of the
reorganization is to bring the system back into the corridor of correct behavior, that is, to re-establish
the satisfaction of the composition constraint. Here, a reorganization corresponds to a re-partitioning
of the set of agents A ⊆ A constituting P. Of course, the self-organization algorithm that is used
to re-partition A can only come up with a feasible solution if the parametrization of the partitioning
constraints is valid, i.e., if Equation (6.3) holds for A. Otherwise, the PP would be infeasible. The
intermediary initiating the reorganization therefore has to make sure that an appropriate parametrization
of the partitioning constraints is available. Afterwards, the intermediary initializes the self-organization
algorithm with the current partitioning P. This allows the algorithm to conduct the re-partitioning
by making selective changes or utilizing P as a source of information about (un)suitable partitions, for
instance.
After the partitioning algorithm terminated, the result P ′ is adopted by updating the reorganized
part of the system structure. Basically, the update is performed by replacing the intermediaries standing
for the partitions in the former partitioning P by new intermediaries representing the partitions in P ′
(depending on how much P ′ differs from P, it can be useful to reuse existing intermediaries instead of
replacing all of them). Each agent a ∈ A is then assigned to its new intermediary. This intermediary
5We assume that each agent entering the system becomes a member of an arbitrary existing partition.
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Figure 6.7: The single steps performed by a controller to reorganize a partitioning. The step “Make
Partitioning Compliant with Constraints” is only needed if agents entered or left the system in such a
way that the partitioning constraints are violated.
corresponds to the partition containing a. Figure 6.6 illustrates this process for an exemplary flat
system structure. In such a structure, the set of agents A to be re-partitioned consists of all leaves.
In Chapter 9, we thoroughly explain when which parts of hierarchical system structures have to be
reorganized. Figure 6.7 summarizes the different steps performed in the course of a re-partitioning.
If a reorganization has been triggered because P does not abide by the partitioning constraints
any more, the initiating intermediary re-establishes P’s compliance before it initializes the partitioning
algorithm. Because the partitioning algorithm is thus always provided with a valid partitioning, we
restrict its responsibility to optimizing P ’s composition with regard to the application-specific formation
criteria within the boundaries of the partitioning constraints.
Making the Partitioning to be Reorganized Compliant with the Partitioning Constraints
To correct a partitioning P that currently does not satisfy the partitioning constraints with a minimal
number of changes, the initiating intermediary first determines the average number of agents x = |A||P|
per partition in P. The number x indicates whether P contains too few or too many partitions, or if it
is sufficient to enlarge too small or to shrink too big partitions by changing the affiliation of some agents.
Depending on x, the intermediary proceeds as follows:
1. Too small or too big partitions (smin ≤ x ≤ smax):
For each too large partition K ∈ P , iteratively move |K|−smax agents to the smallest partition L ∈
P in this iteration. Since Equation (6.3) holds, it is guaranteed that L is not yet filled to capacity,
i.e., |L| < smax .
For each too small partition M ∈ P, iteratively integrate smin − |M | agents from the largest
partition N ∈ P in this iteration. Since Equation (6.3) holds, it is guaranteed that N is large
enough, i.e., |N | > smin.
2. Too few partitions (x > smax):
Create
⌈
|A|
smax
⌉
−|P| initially empty partitions that are successively filled up with agents as described
in case 1 “Too small or too big partitions”. Note that this is the minimum number of partitions
that has to be created. Since Equation (6.3) holds, it is guaranteed that each partition contains at
least smin and no more than smax agents.
3. Too many partitions (x < smin):
Dissolve |P| −
⌊
|A|
smin
⌋
partitions by moving their members to other partitions in P. Afterwards,
correct the size of too large partitions as described in case 1 “Too small or too big partitions”.
Note that this is the minimum number of partitions that has to be dissolved. Since Equation (6.3)
holds, it is guaranteed that each partition contains at least smin and no more than smax agents.
Please note that the same procedure can be used to create an initial partitioning satisfying the partitioning
constraints when bootstrapping the system. In this case, the procedure is carried out for the grand
coalition P = {A} or another arbitrary partitioning.
In Chapters 7 and 8, we introduce two partitioning algorithms that enable self-organizing system
structures that rely on the general concept of partitionings. Afterwards, we explain the self-organized
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formation of hierarchical system structures on the basis of these algorithms in Chapter 9. While we
considered the reorganization of a specific partitioning within such a hierarchy in this section, Chapter 9
also provides deeper insights into the matter when which of its parts have to be reorganized, including
control actions that can increase or decrease the height of the hierarchy.
6.5 Related Work
In this section, we discuss related work in the context of self-organizing hierarchical system structures,
hierarchical problem decomposition, and the PP in more detail. We start with an overview of different
models for hierarchical organizations, approaches to hierarchical problem decomposition, and algorithms
for the dynamic formation of hierarchies. As our self-organizing hierarchy results from recursively
solving the PP, we outline problems related to the PP, point to relevant application domains, and review
corresponding algorithms from the body of literature afterwards.
Hierarchical System Structures and Hierarchical Problem Decomposition
In numerous MAS, a crucial step is to establish an organizational structure that supports the agents’ and
the system’s objectives. Horling and Lesser [92] discuss a number of different organizational paradigms
that promote scalability, cooperation, and efficiency in MAS. Most importantly, they identify hierarchies
and holarchies as the main approaches to deal with complexity and scalability issues. We have published
parts of the following discussion of hierarchies, holarchies, and systems of systems in [207].
Holarchies are a special kind of hierarchical organization. The concept of a holon, originally described
by Koestler [120], refers to a recursive, self-similar structure. Each holon either represents a single agent
(e.g., a physical power plant) or a collective (e.g., an AVPP). A holarchy is a hierarchy of holons. In
modern uses of this concept, e.g., for holonic manufacturing systems, a holarchy is defined as a system
of such holons cooperating to achieve a common goal [53]. A holarchy used in this context is usually not
changed at runtime but predefined by the designer to meet the specific system requirements. Frey et al.
[69] introduce a holonic architecture for smart microgrids. Their work does not provide a solution to the
problem of forming such structures at runtime, though. The algorithms introduced in this thesis (see
Chapters 7 to 9) can be used to create special instances of the proposed architecture, viz., hierarchies,
in a self-organizing manner.
Holarchies and hierarchies are directly related to systems of systems (SoS). SoS are composed of
systems that are themselves complex systems. They are usually distributed in nature and of large
scale [125]. A lot of work on SoS originates in a military context (see, e.g., [140]) where the interconnection
of different complex systems is a must to provide battlefield information and control of a wide array of
weapon systems and sensors. Although these systems are heavily connected, they remain independent
in many ways. Key characteristics of SoS thus include functional and administrative independence of
subsystems as well as geographic distribution [182]. Furthermore, the behavior of SoS is often emergent
and its development evolutionary. This definition applies to numerous open systems, such as the power
management case study considered in this thesis. Stegho¨fer [206] provides a detailed discussion of SoS
as an organizational paradigm for open self-organizing systems.
Many MAS use predefined static hierarchies to reflect existing hierarchical structures. In autonomous
power systems, such a hierarchy can resemble the organizational structure of utilities and grid operators,
or the physical infrastructure of the power grid. Wedde [227], for instance, base the structure of a
decentralized electricity market on the power grid’s different voltage levels. The market’s bottom-up
principle allows the agents to balance power supply and demand as locally as possible. The hierarchy’s
internal nodes represent managers of balancing groups, whereas the leaves stand for physical producers
and consumers. Prothmann [167] present a self-organizing traffic control system in which hierarchies
consist of individual traffic lights, intersections, and entire roads. On each level, the system is able to
learn traffic patterns used to adapt to the traffic flow, e.g., to create green waves during rush hour.
The different levels allow the system to recognize patterns and to self-adapt on different scales. The
information needed for such adaptations not only stems from the corresponding hierarchy level but is
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also received from subordinate levels. As discussed at the beginning of this section, we deliberately
abstain from aggregating information at higher levels of the hierarchy due to scalability issues. Instead,
we use model abstraction to trade exact overall optimality for scalability.
The idea of handling complex problems in large-scale systems by means of hierarchical structures
traces back to hierarchical control systems (cf. [139, 184]). In such systems, each component makes
decisions according to the tasks and goals received from its superior and the feedback propagated up
the hierarchy. The components representing the hierarchy’s leaves perform the control actions as such.
In the context of hierarchical control systems, hierarchical task networks (cf. [4, 44]) can be used to
describe dependencies among tasks and subtasks, and allow for automated planning. In contrast to the
self-organizing hierarchies regarded in this thesis, hierarchical control systems feature a fixed structure
that is devised at design time.
Hierarchical problem decomposition – as a means to deal with the complexity of resource or task
allocation in large-scale systems – has been successfully applied to various domains, including grid
computing applications (cf. [2]), real-time systems (cf. [40]), smart grid applications (cf. [69]), and sensor
webs (cf. [115]). A discussion of different approaches to hierarchical resource allocation can be found
in [218].
As opposed to these related approaches, we focus on methods that allow for the creation of appropriate
hierarchical structures at runtime. To comply with existing organizational structures or physical
infrastructure, we show how a self-organizing hierarchy can evolve in partially predefined structures in
Chapter 9.
Indeed, there are several approaches to the dynamic creation of hierarchies in the literature, mainly
in the domains of sensor networks and grid computing. Wireless sensor networks typically consist of a
large number of energy-constrained sensor nodes with limited transmission ranges that have to forward
collected data to a processing element. In such a setting, hierarchical clustering algorithms are used to
create energy-efficient overlay networks [28]. The internal nodes of such a hierarchy are sensor nodes
acting in the role of cluster heads. Each cluster head serves as communication hub for a group of nearby
sensor nodes. It receives information from subordinate nodes and forwards the aggregated data to its
superordinate cluster head, ultimately reaching the (centralized) processing element. When forming
the hierarchy, the number of hops (i.e., the nodes a message has to go through to reach its destination)
and the nodes’ communication range are decisive factors. In the distributed hierarchical clustering
algorithm presented in [28], the sensor nodes create the hierarchy in a bottom-up and randomized
manner. With regard to a specific hierarchy level, the cluster heads decide to become a cluster head
for the next higher level with a certain probability. Those nodes that did not decide to become a
cluster head join the closest of the new clusters. Of course, this procedure partitions the nodes of each
hierarchy level. The combinatorial optimization problem the nodes encounter when forming the clusters,
however, is trivial since they simply have to join the closest cluster. The algorithm is not designed
for optimizing a partitioning with respect to multiple application-specific criteria. In applications in
which the communication range is irrelevant, the algorithm therefore forms partitions in a completely
randomized manner.
AETOS [166] is an approach to the self-organized creation of hierarchical overlay networks, e.g., for
grid computing applications. In particular, Pournaras et al. [166] aim for robust hierarchical structures
that are prepared for node failures. The authors assume that a malfunctioning node disconnects all
subordinate nodes from the hierarchy. The goal is therefore to form a hierarchy in which a malfunctioning
node disconnects as few nodes as possible. Because the number of disconnected nodes is likely to increase
with the hierarchy level in which a failure occurs, Pournaras et al. [166] propose a formation algorithm
that moves reliable nodes to higher positions in the hierarchy. While the hierarchy results from local
interactions, AETOS only optimizes the vertical positioning of the nodes. The composition of partitions
is not explicitly optimized. Because nodes prefer connections with reliable parents and children, the
emerging partitions should contain nodes whose reliability is as high as possible but lower than the
parent’s reliability. Similarly, Wang et al. [224] introduce a self-organizing hierarchical overlay network
for live video multicast. The structure is formed by adding nodes at random positions in the tree. To
maximize the bandwidth and minimize the delay, the nodes swap positions to obtain a structure that
reduces the number of hops while respecting the nodes’ available bandwidth, a requirement that increases
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with the hierarchy level. These and other approaches (e.g., [135, 209]) to self-organizing hierarchical
overlay networks for grid computing applications, have in common that the formation problem is reduced
to the selection of an appropriate parent within the hierarchy. The hierarchies’ shape and quality depends
on the employed parent selection strategy. In our approach, the agents self-organize into partitions
according to application-specific optimization criteria. Having solved the PP, each created partition is
assigned to a new or an existing parent (i.e., intermediary) representing the collective in the hierarchy
(see Sections 6.4 and 9.1).
To summarize, the most important difference between our approach to self-organizing hierarchies
and those from the body of literature is that our hierarchies evolve by recursively solving a partitioning
problem in which the composition of the resulting partitions is optimized with regard to application-
specific criteria. This difference primarily stems from the hierarchies’ purpose. Our hierarchies aim at
decomposing an optimization problem (viz., the scheduling problem) that has to be solved by the agents
in cooperation. The agents decompose the problem by forming explicit agent organizations that are
represented by intermediaries and arranged in a tree. Each organization (an AVPP in our case study)
has to satisfy a part of the overall demand despite disturbances originating from participants that cannot
or should not be excluded from the system. For this reason, the organizations have to exhibit a suitable
composition. In Section 6.3, we explained that the agents should strive for homogeneous partitionings
(i.e., similar organizations) to increase the system’s stability and robustness. However, the system’s
scale prohibits a method that optimizes the entire hierarchical structure at once. This is why we opt for
an approach to self-organizing hierarchies that recursively solves the PP defined in Section 6.1. Each
instance of the PP focuses on optimizing the composition of organizations in a specific region of the
hierarchy. To come to a compromise between solution quality and runtime performance when solving
the scheduling problem, we propose to control the size and the number of created partitions by means of
the partitioning constraints (see Section 6.2).
Kim and Candan [114] also follow the idea of creating a hierarchy by recursive partitioning but in
the context of graph partitioning. Graph partitioning aims at partitioning an existing graph representing,
e.g., a social network, into smaller subgraphs to be able to store or process the represented data more
efficiently. Common graph partitioning approaches, such as vertex-cut or edge-cut partitioning, are,
however, not applicable to our problem. While vertex-cut can assign a single node to multiple partitions
and strives to minimize the number of such “ambiguous” assignments, edge-cut tries to minimize the
number of edges between the resulting partitions (i.e., subgraphs). The graph and, in particular, its
edges thus have to have clear semantics influencing the quality of a partitioning. In electric power
systems, such an existing graph could represent the structure of a power grid. In future work, it would
therefore be interesting to use graph partitioning to identify subnetworks in power grids. Within each of
these subnetworks, our approach to self-organizing hierarchies could then be used to establish scalable,
efficient, and stable system structures.
In the following, we outline problems that are closely related to the PP defined in this thesis, and
review algorithms for their solution.
Problems Related to the Partitioning Problem
As stated in Section 6.1, the set partitioning problem (SPP) (cf. [27]) is closely related to the PP considered
in this thesis. In the SPP, a set A = {a1, . . . , an} of n > 1 agents ai (or objects, in a more general sense)
is partitioned into non-empty and pairwise disjoint partitions that together constitute a partitioning P
at minimal cost. Feasible, i.e., valid, partitions B = {b1, . . . , bm} (with ∀bj ∈ B : bj ̸= ∅ ∧ bj ⊆ A) are
assumed to be calculated before the actual optimization problem has to be solved. Furthermore, the
costs cj of having a partition bj included in P are additive and specified in advance. The SPP is usually
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defined in the form of a 0-1 integer program (cf. [52]):
minimize
xj
m∑
j=1
cj · xj (6.7a)
subject to ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} :
m∑
j=1
fij · xj = 1, (6.7b)
with ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} : xj ∈ {0, 1},
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} : fij ∈ {0, 1}
In this definition, the vector x stands for the partitioning P. The vector component xj equals 1 if P
should include the predefined partition bj , and 0 otherwise. The fij define an n×m (0,1)-matrix that
holds information about the composition of the predefined partitions. An entry fij equals 1 if agent ai
is contained in partition bj , and 0 otherwise. The constraint in Equation (6.7b) ensures that each
agent ai ∈ A is contained in exactly one partition in P . It corresponds to Equations (6.2b) and (6.2c) in
the definition of our PP. Equation (6.7a) represents the additive objective; the costs of P are the sum of
the predefined costs of the included partitions. Finding the optimal partitioning is NP-hard [72].
Balas and Padberg [27] survey problems related to the SPP, including the set covering problem and
the set packing problem. In the set covering problem, the equality in Equation (6.7b) is replaced by
“≥” so that each agent has to be part of at least one partition in P. The set packing problem replaces
the equality by “≤” so that each agent must not be included in more than one partition in P, which
corresponds to structures known from strict partitioning clustering with outliers. While the set covering
problem does not satisfy the SPP’s requirement of pairwise disjoint partitions, the set packing problem
does not satisfy the SPP’s requirement of creating a partitioning that covers the set of participating
agents A. As explained in Section 6.3, the class of open systems regarded in this thesis prohibits the
exclusion of agents from the system. Since our hierarchical system structure constitutes a tree, the
partitions further have to be disjoint. The PP is therefore more similar to the SPP.
The SPP is sometimes extended by so-called base constraints that are of the form dmin ≤
∑m
j=1 dj ·xj ≤
dmax (with 0 < dmin ≤ dmax and ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} : dj ≥ 0) [91]. The dj can be regarded as another
type of expenses that incur when partition bj is contained in P, and whose sum has to remain between
the bounds dmin and dmax . If ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} : dj = 1, the term
∑m
j=1 dj · xj counts the number of
partitions in P . In combination with dmin = nmin and dmax = nmax , the base constraints can be used to
restrict the number of partitions in P to a suitable range as is the case with our partitioning constraints
(see Equation (6.2e)). However, many algorithms solving the SPP are not designed for complying with
base constraints (e.g., [52]) and are thus not able to abide by a given range for the number of partitions,
which is needed to create suitable hierarchies. By contrast, all algorithms solving the original SPP can
ensure that created partitionings adhere to the minimum- and maximum-partition-size constraints (see
Equation (6.2d)). That is because, in the SPP, we can exclude all non-compliant partitions from the
predefined set of feasible partitions.
A handful of variants of the SPP are discussed by Lamarche-Perrin et al. [129]. These impose
different constraints on the set of feasible partitions B. In the hierarchical SPP, for instance, every two
feasible partitions in B are either disjoint or one is a subset of the other so that ∀bi, bj ∈ B : bi ∩ bj =
∅∨ bi ⊆ bj ∨ bj ⊆ bi. Although it is thus possible to arrange the partitions B in a hierarchy, the resulting
partitioning still represents a flat structure. In the complete SPP, all non-empty subsets of A are feasible
partitions so that B =P(A) \ ∅. The complete SPP is closely related to our PP if we do not restrict the
size of partitions (i.e., smin = 1 and smax = n). The unbounded case often occurs in coalition structure
generation [185].
The PP considered in this thesis differs from the SPP in four ways: (1) The PP presumes that
feasible partitions are only constrained in terms of their size. (2) To allow the agents to guide the
self-organized formation of the hierarchical system structure, the PP assumes the number-of-partitions
constraints to be mandatory and used in addition to the partition-size constraints. (3) Preliminary
evaluations confirmed our expectation that the large number of feasible partitions (this results from
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point (1)), prevents us from calculating all of them in advance (see Section 6.1). This is especially the
case if the set of agents A to be partitioned is subject to change over time. (4) The SPP supposes that
the costs of having a feasible partition included in the partitioning are additive and predefined for all
feasible partitions. However, this prohibits objective functions that assess the quality of a partitioning
dependent on the relative composition of its partitions, as is the case with homogeneous partitioning. In
the definition of our PP, we therefore only ask for an application-specific cost function that evaluates
if a partitioning, i.e., a combination of partitions, is fit for purpose. Due to these differences, it is not
possible to use algorithms developed for the original SPP to solve the PP in a general manner.
The PP can be regarded as a generalization of several problems that have been studied in various
fields for a long time. In coalition formation (cf. [185]) – a key issue in MAS and game theory [180] –,
the coalitions correspond to the partitions and the resulting coalition structure to the partitioning.
Coalition formation involves solving the problem of coalition structure generation. The PP is equivalent
to coalition structure generation if its objective function defines how well agents can work together on
a common task. Similarly, we can form teams [30] by solving the PP. Approaches that do not call for
disjoint coalitions create structures as defined by the set covering problem (cf. [199]). With respect to
cluster analysis, the clusters represent the partitions and the clustering stands for the partitioning. If the
objective function specifies to group similar objects, the PP is equivalent to strict partitioning clustering
(with outliers) (cf. [138]). Otherwise if the clusters should be composed of dissimilar objects, the PP
corresponds to anticlustering (cf. [203, 215]).
Algorithms Solving Variants of the Partitioning Problem
Algorithms solving the PP or its variants have a broad area of application, such as transportation
systems (cf. [52]), sensor networks (cf. [232]), power systems (cf. [176]), flexible manufacturing systems
(cf. [7]), network on chip (cf. [67]), e-commerce (cf. [45]), and image segmentation (cf. [160]). In the
following, we give an overview of generic approaches to the original SPP, cluster analysis, and coalition
formation one the one hand, and highly specialized algorithms solving specific variants of the PP on the
other hand.
A well-known application of the original SPP in the area of transportation systems is the so-called
airline crew scheduling problem [75]. Here, the goal is to find the least expensive set of feasible crew
pairings (i.e., a feasible sequence of flight legs for a crew) that covers all scheduled flight legs exactly
once. Chu and Beasley [52] introduce a genetic algorithm (GA) that solves the original SPP. Hence,
their GA needs a pre-calculated set of feasible partitions. As discussed before, this is not possible in
the setting regarded in this thesis. Their GA allows for the creation of infeasible interim solutions that
are corrected by means of a heuristic. In theory, the GA could also be extended to respect prescribed
ranges for the number of partitions by means of base constraints. However, it would not benefit from
a reduced search space (as would be the case if it contained only feasible solutions), and it would be
necessary to devise additional heuristics for correcting the interim solutions in order to obtain feasible
(candidate) solutions at all. Another approach to the SPP respecting base constraints is outlined in [91].
The presented branch-and-cut algorithm exploits the SPP’s assumption of an additive objective function.
Lamarche-Perrin et al. [129] introduce a generic algorithmic framework for designing algorithms solving
special versions of the SPP. To obtain solutions in an efficient manner, the framework relies on dynamic
programming. Dynamic programming solves an optimization problem by recursively breaking it down
into simpler sub-problems, finding the optimal solution for these sub-problems, and combining these
partial solutions to an optimal overall solution. This method requires that the problem to be solved
has an optimal substructure, meaning that an optimal overall solution can be derived from optimal
partial solutions (also known as Bellman’s “Principle of Optimality”). The SPP features an optimal
substructure because of its additive objective function. Due to their assumptions, these approaches
cannot be used to solve the PP.
In the context of cluster analysis, van der Merwe and Engelbrecht [217] propose a particle swarm
optimizer (PSO) for data clustering. Each particle represents a complete solution to the clustering
problem. Alam et al. [3] present an evolutionary PSO in which a new generation of particles can
replace those particles contributing to a bad solution, which allows the algorithm to leave local optima.
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Importantly, their particles represent partial instead of complete candidate solutions. In detail, each
particle stands for a single cluster, comprising a centroid and its assigned elements. Both algorithms are
specialized to forming clusters according to the k-means distance measure. As all approaches that just
implement the k-means clustering algorithm [138], they are not able to deal with non-additive objective
functions. Furthermore, the user has to specify the number of partitions k exactly. A suitable exact
number of partitions is, however, often not known beforehand (further drawbacks of k-means, such as
the formation of partitions of similar size, are discussed in [24]).
Other approaches, such as the x-means algorithm [98] or some hierarchical clustering algorithms [36],
automatically find a suitable number of partitions for a given data set, but are not able to adhere to
predefined ranges for the size and the number of partitions. A hierarchical clustering algorithm forms a
tree of clusters in which clusters are refined from top to bottom. Such a tree can be created in a bottom-up
(agglomerative) manner by recursively merging similar clusters, or in a top-down (divisive) manner by
recursively splitting clusters. Popular examples of hierarchical clustering algorithms are CURE [79] and
BIRCH [236]. While hierarchical clustering has many advantages over partitioning clustering algorithms
(see [36] for a comparison), such as k-means or its relative k-medoids [106], the approach of optimizing
partial solutions in separated branches is not properly suited for creating homogeneous partitionings,
which requires to optimize the partitioning as a whole. In the domain of image segmentation, Omran
et al. [160] present a dynamic clustering approach that identifies a suitable number of clusters for a
given image in an iterative manner. For this purpose, the approach alternates between the application of
a PSO and the k-means algorithm [138] to converge to a suitable number of clusters and an appropriate
composition of the clusters, respectively. While the k-means algorithm could be replaced by other
clustering algorithms, the approach is not able to comply with the partitioning constraints either.
Ogston et al. [159] present an agent- and graph-based clustering approach. The graph is used as an
overlay network that constrains communication between agents on the one hand, and constitutes the
current clustering on the other hand. Similarly to the k-means distance measure (see Equation (6.4)),
the Euclidean distance is used to quantify the similarity between agents and clusters. Because the
decision whether an agent should be included in or excluded from a cluster is only based on this
distance, the approach is not able to deal with non-additive objective functions, such as homogeneous
partitioning. Besides a maximum size of partitions, the algorithm is not able to comply with the
partitioning constraints.
As outlined in Section 6.3, coalition formation addresses the issue of creating groups of agents that
are able to fulfill one or more specific tasks in cooperation. To find the coalition structure of maximal
utility, a characteristic function is used to assign a value to each possible coalition in accordance with the
tasks to be performed. Usually, the value of a coalition structure is the sum of the values of the included
coalitions [170, 199]. Several coalition formation algorithms (e.g., those based on integer linear programs)
can yield optimal solutions, but require global system knowledge and can quickly run out of memory,
even with a small number of agents to be partitioned [170]. Because of the PP’s complexity, they are
often designed as anytime algorithms [170]. To cope with large search spaces, Shehory and Kraus [199]
distribute the entire search space among the agents to be able to pre-calculate the utility of all possible
partitions and pick the best one after a global announcement. The number of feasible solutions is
additionally reduced by restricting the maximum size of coalitions. Other approaches addressing the
issue of large search spaces rely on dynamic programming or branch-and-bound, which, however, make
specific assumptions about the employed objective function, e.g., when computing the lower bounds used
for pruning [170]. Sandholm et al. [185] present an anytime algorithm for coalition structure generation
whose results are guaranteed to be within a predefined bound from the optimum. The approach can
deal with coalition values that are neither superadditive nor subadditive. As is the case with most
coalition formation algorithms, the approach assumes that the size and the number of coalitions is not
constrained, though. As mentioned before, some approaches to coalition formation only comply with
the constraints of the set covering problem. Xu and Li [229] introduce a discrete PSO that can generate
such overlapping coalitions.
In the field of network on chip, Faruque et al. [67] present a domain-specific agent-based clustering
approach. Similarly to coalition formation, their formation process is driven by tasks, meaning that
clusters are formed in such a way that their members can perform one or more specific tasks in cooperation.
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Specifically, the algorithm is used to map tasks to processing elements (PEs). If a centralized task
scheduler cannot map a task to a cluster, a re-clustering takes place. During this process, clusters
try to integrate PEs that are idle or can be made available in time. Instead of short-lived task-driven
partitionings, the class of open systems regarded in this thesis calls for stable partitionings that allow
for robust resource allocation despite disturbances (see Section 6.3).
Rosinger and Beer [176] present a decentralized partitioning algorithm enabling small producers and
consumers to participate in an autonomous electricity market. Producers and consumers self-organize
into groups of trustworthy agents that together are able to provide active power products. The better an
agent fulfilled previous contracts, the higher is its trust value. The partitioning algorithm is based on the
contract net protocol [202]. Each partition is represented by a leader that tries to enlarge its partition
until it is able to provide a certain product. For this purpose, the leader invites sufficiently trustworthy
agents to join its partition. The invited agent only accepts the invitation if the current members of
the requesting partition are sufficiently trustworthy. The protocol further allows the invited agent to
propose a subset of its current partition members for integration. Again, the requesting leader accepts
such a proposal if the proposed agents are sufficiently trustworthy. Unfortunately, the protocol ignores
the underlying combinatorial optimization problem because of the following two inconsistencies: First,
agents proposed by the invited agent are not able to check for the trustworthiness of the requesting
partition. Second, a leader can invite several agents and accept several proposals at the same time.
An invited agent does not know which other agents will join the partition, though. Apart from that,
the approach is not applicable to the PP because partitions are only interested in improving their own
composition without taking the other partitions’ composition into account. Predefined ranges for the
size and the number of partitions are not considered.
In sensor networks, clustering aims for energy-efficient overlay networks. Besides the hierarchical
clustering algorithm by Bandyopadhyay and Coyle [28] that we discussed at the beginning of this section,
there are several further approaches, such as ACE [49] or HEED [232]. Due to the inherent properties of
sensor networks – such as the large number of distributed nodes –, these algorithms work in a completely
decentralized manner. As explained before, the goal of these algorithms is to assign each sensor node a
cluster head within its communication radius and to allow all cluster heads to communicate with each
other. Because of their domain-specific assumptions, clustering algorithms for sensor networks are highly
specialized and cannot be readily applied to other domains. While our self-organization algorithms
presented in Chapters 7 and 8 allow for arbitrary objective functions, it would conversely be difficult to
apply them in the context of sensor networks because they do not address the issues of energy efficiency
or limited communication ranges.
In some cases, predefined organizational structures are exploited to guide the search for suitable
partitionings. This enables the use of local knowledge and neighborhood relations. In the context of
flexible manufacturing systems, Anders et al. [7] present a decentralized self-organization algorithm that
is able to identify which part of a production line has to be reconfigured to compensate for a broken tool
or robot. Such a part is represented by a partition whose formation requires a graph structure defining
input/output relations between agents. Aiming for more efficient coalition formation, Abdallah and
Lesser [1] describe an algorithm that is based on a hierarchical system structure. The concept of tasks
and subtasks play a central role in the course of creating an adequate coalition structure. Rahimian
et al. [169] provide a distributed balanced graph partitioning algorithm for edge-cut and vertex-cut
partitioning. To find suitable partitionings, the algorithm uses local search and simulated annealing
techniques and is performed on the basis of the graph to be partitioned. These approaches cannot be
transferred to the PP, either due to their specialization or as they solve a completely different problem.
Summary
As outlined in this section, hierarchical system structures and hierarchical problem decomposition
have been identified as a means to deal with complexity and scalability issues in various domains
and applications. While some approaches assume static predefined structures, others are able to form
hierarchies in a self-organizing manner at runtime. To be able to solve the scheduling problem in the
class of open systems regarded in this thesis, the partitionings constituting the hierarchy have to be
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optimized with regard to different application-specific formation criteria. To come to a compromise
between solution quality and runtime performance, it must further be possible to control the size
and the number of created partitions. For these reasons, we propose self-organizing hierarchies that
evolve by recursively solving the PP. Existing approaches to self-organizing hierarchies do not meet
these requirements. This is mainly because of their highly specialized nature (cf. approaches for sensor
networks or grid computing).
Since finding the optimal partitioning constitutes an NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem,
the PP calls for efficient solutions that can cope with large search spaces. For this reason, approaches
solving variants of the PP propose to exploit properties of the regarded problem (such as optimal
substructure or additivity) to represent the search space in a way that allows for a systematic search
for high-quality solutions (cf. [129, 170]), to distribute the search space among the agents (cf. [199]), to
reduce its size by excluding specific solutions in advance (cf. [138]), to trade optimality for efficiency by
relying on metaheuristics – such as genetic algorithms (cf. [52]) or particle swarm optimizers (cf. [3]) –,
or to handle complexity by solving the PP in a completely decentralized manner on the basis of local
knowledge (cf. [159]). Because of the PP’s complexity, such approaches are often designed as anytime
algorithms (cf. [170, 185]).
In a nutshell, algorithms for solving the PP are either (1) specialized to a particular problem in a
certain domain (cf. the examples discussed above), (2) depend on the properties of a specific objective
function, or are (3) very restrictive with regard to the possibilities for specifying mandatory characteristics
of the resulting partitioning’s structure in the form of the number and the size of partitions. These
attributes limit the algorithms’ applicability, especially with regard to the self-organized formation of
hierarchies as a form of autonomous problem decomposition in large-scale MAS. As for point (2), many
algorithms for the original SPP (e.g., [52]), coalition structure generation (e.g., [170]), or clustering
(e.g., [138]) are specialized to certain objective functions. Most often, they assume that the quality
of partitions is additive, which allows them to assess partitions independently of each other. While
this also enables the application of specific optimization methods, such as dynamic programming,
branch-and-bound, or branch-and-cut, these algorithms do not solve the PP in a general manner. With
respect to point (3), most algorithms either do not allow the agents or the user to characterize valid
partitionings at all (cf. [159]) or they have to be very specific (cf. [138] or [199]).
Our self-organization algorithms PSOPP and SPADA, which we introduce in Chapters 7 and 8, do
not suffer from these drawbacks. While approaches optimized to specific problems in specific domains
might make better use of domain-specific knowledge (cf. [232]), PSOPP and SPADA solve the PP in
a general manner, independently of the characteristics of a specific objective function. By defining
an application-specific objective function, they can be used for homogeneous partitioning, coalition
structure generation, strict partitioning clustering (with outliers), anticlustering, as well as combinations
of these different objectives. Moreover, PSOPP and SPADA are designed for the self-organized creation
of hierarchical system structures (see Chapter 9). To this end, they provide solutions that comply
with the partitioning constraints. PSOPP is a discrete particle swarm optimizer and thus builds on
a population-based metaheuristic to cope with the PP’s complexity. SPADA, on the other hand,
implements a decentralized agent-based approach. Furthermore, both approaches are anytime algorithms
– a property that has proved to be beneficial when solving time-consuming optimization problems that
might have to be interrupted [170].
Chapter Summary and Outlook
In this chapter, we introduced the core concepts of a self-organizing hierarchical system structure for
large-scale open technical systems. We identified the partitioning problem as the underlying optimization
problem that has to be solved by the agents to create and maintain a suitable hierarchy. Furthermore,
we highlighted the necessity of specifying suitable ranges for the number and the size of partitions to
guide the degree of problem decomposition. With the concept of homogeneous partitioning, we outlined
a new organizational paradigm describing structures consisting of similar organizations that are equally
able to cope with disturbances originating from a highly dynamic and uncertain environment. Our
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evaluation confirmed that homogeneous partitioning leads to much more stable structures than dissimilar
organizations consisting of similar agents.
In our discussion of the related work, we pointed out that existing algorithms cannot be used to
create hierarchies satisfying the requirements imposed by the class of open systems regarded in this
thesis. Consequently, there is a need for new self-organization algorithms that allow for the formation of
adequate hierarchical structures on the basis of the above-mentioned concepts. In Chapters 7 and 8,
we present two algorithms that solve the NP-hard partitioning problem in a general manner, i.e.,
independently of the characteristics of a specific objective function. Chapter 9 explains how the agents
employ these algorithms to actually form a hierarchical structure.
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Chapter 7
PSOPP – a Particle Swarm Optimizer for
Solving the Partitioning Problem
Summary. In the partitioning problem (PP), finding the optimal solution requires solving
an NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem. For this reason, many approaches confine
themselves to specific instances of the PP, e.g., those in which the objective function is additive.
While this allows for the application of specialized heuristics (cf. the k-means algorithm) or
algorithm design paradigms (cf. the branch-and-bound algorithm), such approaches do not
solve the PP in a general manner. Another way of dealing with optimization problems whose
complexity or large search space impede the search for high-quality solutions, are metaheuristics,
such as particle swarm optimization or genetic algorithms. In this chapter, we present a discrete
particle swarm optimizer that solves the NP-hard PP in a general manner. To be independent
of the characteristics of a specific objective function, our algorithm relies on basic set operations
to come to a solution. It is thus applicable to a broad range of applications. Among other
things, it can be used for homogeneous partitioning, coalition structure generation, strict
partitioning clustering, and anticlustering. Because our algorithm allows the agents to define
valid partitioning constraints in terms of acceptable ranges for the number and the size of
partitions, it can, combined with an additional control loop, even be used for the self-organized
creation of hierarchical partitionings. Our evaluation confirms that it finds high-quality solutions
in different scenarios and for various objectives in short time.
Publication. The concepts and results outlined in this chapter have been published in Anders
et al. [15, 16].
As discussed in Section 6.5, one can find a plethora of metaheuristics solving problems related to the
partitioning problem (PP) in the body of literature. This is mainly due to the problems’ complexity.
Besides genetic algorithms used to solve the original SPP (cf. [52, 76]), which requires a pre-calculated
set of all feasible partitions (in Section 6.1, we argued that this is not feasible in large-scale MAS),
the principle of particle swarm optimization (PSO) [107] has been applied to specific instances of the
PP, such as data clustering (cf. [3, 217]). PSO is a biologically-inspired computational method and a
population-based metaheuristic for optimization in large search spaces. In PSO, multiple particles, each
representing a candidate solution, cooperatively explore the search space by exchanging information
about promising positions in the search space.
In this chapter, we present PSOPP, a discrete Particle Swarm Optimizer for the Partitioning
Problem. As opposed to related approaches (see Section 6.5), PSOPP (1) solves the PP in a general
manner and (2) allows the system or the user to specify suitable ranges for the number as well as the
size of partitions by means of the partitioning constraints introduced in Section 6.2. Because we define
PSOPP’s operations in a way that their application always maintains solution correctness, its particles
comb through a search space that only contains feasible solutions. In our evaluation, we demonstrate
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that excluding invalid partitionings from the search space is advantageous to PSOPP’s performance.
Moreover, given that PSOPP is initialized with a correct candidate solution, it is an anytime algorithm.
This means that it can provide a feasible solution at any time during the optimization process.
To be able to solve the general PP, we must not make any assumptions about the objective function
assessing the quality of candidate solutions and steering the search for them. Therefore, our central
idea – which could also be applied to other metaheuristics – is to rely on basic set operations to come to
a solution. Since a partitioning is a set of sets of agents, set operations represent the lowest common
denominator that can be used to optimize partitionings with regard to arbitrary objective functions.
This concept differs from highly specialized heuristics, such as the k-means algorithm [138], or algorithm
design paradigms, such as the branch-and-bound algorithm, that exploit specific characteristics of the
objective function, such as additivity with regard to the costs of having a feasible partition included
in the partitioning. To customize PSOPP to a specific application, it is therefore sufficient to devise
an appropriate fitness function that evaluates the quality of candidate solutions. That way, PSOPP
can be applied to many different applications in which solving the PP is relevant. It can be used for
homogeneous partitioning, coalition structure generation, strict partitioning clustering (with outliers),
anticlustering, as well as combinations of these heterogeneous objectives. In our power management
case study, intermediaries use PSOPP for the formation of AVPPs. Recall that we have to take several
different criteria on the basis of homogeneous partitioning, clustering, or anticlustering into account in
order to form an adequate structure of AVPPs (see Section 6.3).
Since PSOPP’s solutions to the PP satisfy the partitioning constraints, it is predestined to create
hierarchical system structures in a self-organized manner. To this end, it can be combined with an
additional control loop presented in Chapter 9. In a hierarchical setting, the overall system is decomposed
into a system of systems by recursively solving the PP. Since each subsystem is represented by an
intermediary that encapsulates the essence of the agents it controls, we can often suppose that the
intermediary has regional knowledge about its subordinates (that is, global knowledge with regard to its
subsystem) [1]. As intermediaries do not need further information to create a suitable partitioning of their
subordinates, PSOPP overcomes the drawbacks of strictly weak self-organization [195] in hierarchical
systems.
By representing partitions and partitionings as sets (instead of, e.g., lists) and using set operations for
their modification, PSOPP prevents an explosion of the size of the search space by avoiding symmetries
(cf. [222]) in the combinatorial optimization problem that appear in a constraint model that encodes sets.
In general, there are three different approaches to symmetry breaking in constraint programming [73]:
Symmetries can be reduced or even removed completely by (1) reformulating the problem, (2) adding
static symmetry breaking constraints before starting the search, or (3) dynamically adapting the search
procedure at runtime. The latter can be achieved by adding static symmetry breaking constraints at
runtime [222]. In contrast to constraint satisfaction problems, the challenge of dealing with symmetry in
constraint optimization problems has not been paid much attention to and is thus a rather new focus
of research [221]. Literature distinguishes between variable symmetry and value symmetry which is a
bijection on the variables and their values, respectively, that preserves feasibility. Because the bijection
does not necessarily guarantee that the value of the objective function is the same [221], further measures
have to be taken to prevent that breaking symmetries impairs the quality of the solution. In PSOPP, we
avoid variable symmetry while preserving the value of the objective function by using set data types as
the underlying primitives.
When solving the PP by means of a metaheuristic, each agent ai ∈ A that is to be partitioned is
represented by a vector gi of those attributes of ai that are relevant to solve the PP. Therefore, we
refer to the agents or the vectors to partition as “elements” in this chapter. If the agent’s unique
identifier is irrelevant (i.e., not part of gi), we might have gi = gj for the vectors of two agents
ai ̸= aj . In such a situation, we actually have to solve a multiset partitioning problem (MPP) for the
multiset G = *g1, . . . , gn+. In the MPP, the multiset sum ⨄K∈P K of all partitions K (here, non-empty
multisets of elements) in the partitioning P must equal G. On the one hand, considering multisets
instead of sets avoids further symmetries because we do not need to distinguish gi and gj by the
identifiers of the corresponding agents. On the other hand, it also complicates the application of the
operations used for optimization. In this chapter, we therefore assume that all vectors gi are different
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(i.e., ∀ai, aj ∈ A : ai ̸= aj ⇒ gi ̸= gj). As indicated above, this assumption does not require that all
agents are different because we can represent each agent ai ∈ A by a unique vector gi that contains ai’s
unique identifier as a mandatory component that is not regarded during the optimization process. As a
result, G is a set so that the problem is reduced to a PP. The investigation whether the application of
multiset operations actually leads to better solutions is subject to future work.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: In Section 7.1, we give an introduction to the
principle of PSO and some of its variants for combinatorial optimization. In Section 7.2, we present our
algorithm, PSOPP. Based on a definition of similarity of partitionings outlined in Section 7.3, we explain
the set operations PSOPP uses to comb through the search space in Sections 7.4 and 7.5. In Section 7.6,
we discuss our evaluation results showing that PSOPP efficiently solves the PP in various scenarios.
7.1 Particle Swarm Optimization
PSO is a search heuristic for optimization problems. Its principle is based on the flocking behavior
of birds or of schools of fish. Before we present a special form of PSO that is applicable to discrete
optimization problems, such as the PP, we explain the basic idea of PSO.
General Definition
In the original definition of PSO [107], a swarm of particles moves around in an n-dimensional continuous
search space in order to find near-optimal solutions. Moves are made in an iterative manner so that,
in every iteration, each particle makes exactly one move. A particle’s position in the search space
represents a candidate solution to the optimization problem. Its quality is rated by a fitness function f :
the higher the fitness, the better the solution. To be able to improve the quality of its candidate
solution over time in a target-oriented manner, each particle Πi is aware of its best found solution Bi
and the best found solution BNi in its neighborhood Ni (BNi = argmaxB∈{Bj |Πj∈Ni} f(B)). A particle’s
neighborhood is a sub-swarm of all particles and does not necessarily has to be static but might be
adapted at runtime (cf. [133, 146]). Kennedy and Mendes [109] investigate the influence of different
neighborhood topologies on the particles’ performance. If a particle’s neighborhood consists of all
particles, BNi corresponds to the global best found solution B. The principle of PSO is based on the
assumption that a promising candidate solution is likely to be close to or indicative of an even better
solution.
Initially, particles usually start at random positions. In each iteration, the particles update their
positions and best found solutions. The algorithm terminates, e.g., after a certain amount of iterations
or if the particles converge to a (local) optimum. Its outcome is the global best found solution B. In
detail, a particle Πi determines its position xi(s + 1) for the next iteration s + 1 on the basis of its
current position xi(s) and its updated velocity vi(s+ 1) as follows:
xi(s+ 1) = xi(s) + vi(s+ 1) (7.1)
vi(s+ 1) = ω · vi(s) + c1 · r1 · (Bi − xi(s)) + c2 · r2 · (BNi − xi(s)) (7.2)
with ω, c1, c2 ∈ R+0 , r1, r2 ∈ [0, 1], and ∀s : xi(s),vi(s),Bi,BNi ∈ Rn
Since vi(s+ 1) depends on the current velocity vi(s), it embodies a certain inertia for the purpose of
exploration. To search in promising regions of the search space, a particle’s motion is further influenced
by its best found solution Bi and the best found solution BNi in its neighborhood. As there is always
a trade-off between exploration and exploitation, the constants ω, c1, and c2 allow for establishing an
appropriate balance between the particle’s inertia and its attraction towards Bi and BNi . The random
numbers r1 and r2 are regenerated in every iteration. These interrelations are illustrated for a single
particle in Figure 7.1a.
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Figure 7.1: Motion of a single particle in a two-dimensional search space: In the original definition of
PSO, the particle moves through a continuous search space (see Figure 7.1a). Its new position xi(s+ 1)
is determined by its updated velocity vi(s+ 1), which is a linear combination of the particle’s current
velocity vi(s), the vector from its current position xi(s) to its best found solution Bi, and the vector
from xi(s) to its best found solution BNi in its neighborhood. Regarding JPSO, the particle moves
through a discrete search space (see Figure 7.1b). Its new position results from either making a random
move or from approaching Bi, BNi , or the global best found solution B. In case of an approach,
the particle’s similarity to Bi, BNi , or B increases so that its new position is somewhere within the
corresponding circle depicted in Figure 7.1b. Note that xi(s) lies on the circles’ circumference.
Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization
The original definition of PSO is not applicable to discrete, e.g., combinatorial, optimization problems,
such as the PP. Kennedy and Eberhart [108] extend the applicability of PSO to n-dimensional binary
search spaces by introducing Discrete PSO (DPSO) in which the positions xi(s), Bi, and BNi are values
of the domain {0, 1}n. While the domain and the definition of the velocity vi(s+ 1) ∈ Rn as given
in Equation (7.2) are not modified, the semantics of the velocity changes. In contrast to the original
definition, each component (vi(s+ 1))j ∈ R of the vector vi(s+ 1) represents a probability that the j-th
component of the particle’s position xi(s+ 1) is either 0 or 1. Equation (7.1) therefore becomes invalid.
Another DPSO approach, which is called Jumping PSO (JPSO) [70], omits the concept of the velocity
as defined in [107]. In simplified terms, JPSO redefines the motion of particles by replacing the linear
combinations in Equation (7.1) and Equation (7.2) by an “either-or” operation that makes them “jump”
through a multidimensional discrete search space S:
xi(s+ 1) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
rdm(xi(s)) if ri ≤ crdm
appr(xi(s),Bi) if crdm < ri ≤ c∗Bi
appr(xi(s),BNi) if c∗Bi < ri ≤ c∗BNi
appr(xi(s),B) else
(7.3)
with ri ∈ [0, 1], crdm, cBi , cBNi , cB ∈ [0, 1], crdm + cBi + cBNi + cB = 1,
c∗Bi = crdm + cBi , c
∗
BNi = crdm + cBi + cBNi , and ∀s : xi(s),Bi,BNi ,B ∈ S
Equation (7.3) states that a particle Πi either makes a random move rdm(xi(s)) with a probability of
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crdm or approaches appr(xi(s), β) a specific candidate solution β ∈ {Bi,BNi ,B} with a probability of
cBi , cBNi , or cB, respectively. In each iteration, this direction is determined by a random number ri that
is generated individually for each particle. Similarly to Equation (7.2), the constants crdm, cBi , cBNi ,
and cB stipulate the particles’ attitude towards exploration and exploitation. The idea of JPSO has
been successfully applied to a number of high-dimensional combinatorial problems (see, e.g., [54, 194]).
Figure 7.1b summarizes the behavior of particles in JPSO. For approaching another candidate
solution, JPSO requires a notion of distance or similarity between two candidate solutions that fits the
regarded optimization problem. We present such a similarity metric for the PP in Section 7.3.
7.2 Basic Procedure of PSOPP
As for our algorithm, PSOPP, each particle embodies a solution to the PP, i.e., a partitioning of the
set of elements G. PSOPP is inspired by DPSO’s derivative JPSO outlined in the previous section.
The motion of particles is thus not subject to inertia, i.e., a particle’s position xi(s+ 1) for the next
iteration s+ 1 does not depend on the modifications made to move from its previous position xi(s− 1)
to its current position xi(s). In PSOPP, a particle’s motion is influenced by its best found solution Bi
and the best found solution BNi in its neighborhood Ni. This complies with the general definition
of PSO (cf. Equation (7.2)). While we could easily extend PSOPP such that its particles’ motion is
additionally influenced by the global best solution B – as is the case with JPSO –, not including B
reduces the chance of getting trapped in local optima. With respect to the definition of JPSO’s behavior
in Equation (7.3), this corresponds to a probability of cB = 0.
As stated before, PSOPP allows for specifying mandatory characteristics of a feasible solution,
i.e., partitioning, by means of the partitioning constraints defined in Section 6.2. These prescribe the
minimum nmin and the maximum nmax number of partitions (1 ≤ nmin ≤ nmax ≤ |G|) as well as
their minimum smin and maximum smax size (1 ≤ smin ≤ smax ≤ |G|). Because we define PSOPP’s
operations for the particles’ motion in a way that always preserves the correctness of candidate solutions
with respect to the partitioning constraints, partitionings that do not meet them are not represented in
the search space. In other words, candidate solutions are restricted to the solution space. As we show in
our evaluation in Section 7.6, suitable boundaries can thus lower the time needed to find high-quality
solutions.
Having defined valid partitionings by means of nmin, nmax , smin, smax as well as the particles’ attitude
towards exploration and exploitation by fixing the constants crdm, cBi , cBNi , PSOPP creates a predefined
number of particles at random or predetermined positions. The latter is especially suitable when a
reorganization of an existing system structure has to take place: If the current structure does not
contradict the partitioning constraints, it can be used as a starting point for the self-organization process
(in Section 6.4, we showed how an invalid partitioning can be corrected so that it complies with the
partitioning constraints). Mixing predefined and randomly generated initial partitionings encourages
diversity. When searching for an initial system structure, particles are created at random positions. The
number of particles does not change during PSOPP’s runtime.
The position xi(s) of each particle Πi represents a partitioning P (hereinafter, we use P synonymously
for xi(s)) that consists of nmin ≤ |P| ≤ nmax partitions. Every partition K ∈ P comprises smin ≤
|K| ≤ smax elements. All particles concurrently explore the search space in search of better solutions by
iteratively modifying their current positions (at random or by approaching other solutions) as long as a
specific termination criterion is not met. In each iteration, a particle Πi performs the following actions
that are also depicted in Figure 7.2:
1. Evaluate the fitness f(P) of the represented partitioning P.
2. If the particle’s fitness f(P) is higher than the fitness f(Bi) of its best found solution Bi, set Bi
to P. Further, inform all other particles Πj that contain Πi in their neighborhood Nj about the
improvement so that they can update BNj , i.e., the best found solution in their neighborhood.
3. Update the best found solution BNi in the particle’s neighborhood Ni on the basis of the improve-
ments achieved by the particle’s neighbors.
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Figure 7.2: Actions performed by a particle in each iteration.
4. Stop if the termination criterion is met.
5. Otherwise, opt for the direction in which to move by generating the random number ri ∈ [0, 1] on
the basis of a uniform distribution, i.e., choose whether a random move or an approach operation
should be applied. In case of an approach operation, ri also determines whether Bi or BNi should
be approached. This behavior is described in Equation (7.3).
6. Determine the new position P ′ by applying the selected move operation to P.
Once all particles terminated, PSOPP returns the best found solution B. Possible termination criteria
are, e.g., a predefined amount of time, a predefined number of iterations (i.e., moves through the search
space), a predefined threshold for the minimum fitness value, or a combination of these criteria. As the
condition for termination can be formulated as a conjunction of hard constraints, PSOPP’s termination
can be coupled with the corridor of correct behavior (see Section 1.4). To obtain a meaningful system
behavior, the constraints have to be consistent with those used to trigger reorganizations. With regard
to the power management case study, we limit the runtime of a reorganization because the AVPPs must
have sufficient time to recalculate schedules before their expiration date is exceeded.
Because PSOPP’s particles are initialized with feasible candidate solutions (see Section 6.4) and its
operations abide by the partitioning constraints, its candidate solutions are restricted to the solution
space. For this reason, PSOPP is sound. Its completeness depends on the employed termination criterion,
though: Just like every heuristic, PSOPP trades completeness for efficiency if a certain set of solutions
has to be found, as is the case with the minimum-fitness-value criterion. On the other hand, PSOPP is
complete if the termination criterion does not demand for specific characteristics of a solution that go
beyond the scope of the partitioning constraints. In case of a predefined time limit, for instance, it can
return an arbitrary candidate solution.
7.3 Similarity of Partitionings
The purpose of an approach operation is to increase the similarity (that is, to decrease the distance)
between two partitionings P and Q by assimilating characteristics from Q into P. With regard to the
search space, the idea of approaching Q is that the particle Πi representing P might find better solutions
in the neighborhood of Q. Therefore, Q stands for either Bi or BNi . In this section, we define the
similarity of partitionings on the basis of a definition by Kudo and Murai [126]. Note that the similarity
does not give an indication of how many operations/moves are necessary to transfer one partitioning into
another (i.e., to move from one position to another). Instead, it compares partitionings with regard to
their composition. According to [126], the similarity of two partitionings P,Q is based on the definitions
of a refinement and the intersection of two partitionings.
Definition 3 (Refinement). Partitioning P is a refinement ref (P,Q) of partitioning Q if and only if
all partitions K ∈ P are subsets of partitions L ∈ Q:
ref (P,Q) :⇔ ∀K ∈ P : ∃L ∈ Q : K ⊆ L (7.4)
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Hence, if P is a refinement of Q, P does not contain less partitions than Q (i.e., |P| ≥ |Q|). For
instance, P∗ = {{g1, g2}, {g3}, {g4}} is a refinement of Q∗ = {{g1, g2, g3}, {g4}}, whereas R∗ =
{{g1, g2, g4}, {g3}} is not because {g1, g2, g4} is not a subset of any partition in Q∗. Note that we use
the indices “∗” and “+” to highlight examples of partitions or partitionings in this chapter.
Definition 4 (Intersection of Partitionings). The intersection P ∩Q of two partitionings P,Q is the
set of all non-empty intersections of partitions in P and Q:
P ∩Q = {K ∩ L | K ∈ P ∧ L ∈ Q ∧K ∩ L ̸= ∅}
Note that an intersection P ∩ Q is always a refinement of P and Q. For example, the intersection
S∗ ∩ Q∗ = {{g1, g2}, {g3}, {g4}}, which equals P∗ in the example above, is a refinement of S∗ =
{{g1, g2}, {g3, g4}} and Q∗ = {{g1, g2, g3}, {g4}}. Furthermore, if P is a refinement of a partition Q,
we have P ∩Q = P for their intersection because every partition in P is a subset of a partition in Q.
Definition 5 (Similarity of Partitionings). The similarity sim(P,Q) ∈ ]0, 1] of two non-empty parti-
tionings P,Q is directly proportional to the ratio of the sum of their cardinalities to the cardinality of
their intersection:
sim(P,Q) := |P|+ |Q|2 · |P ∩ Q| (7.5)
According to this definition, the more elements are in the same partitions in P and Q (i.e., the more
elements constitute the partitions’ intersection), the smaller the cardinality of the intersection P ∩Q
is and thus the more similar are the partitionings. In other words, the intersection P ∩Q (which is a
refinement of P and Q) should be as similar as possible to P and Q. Hence, sim(P,Q) = 1 if and only if
P = Q, because then P ∩Q = P = Q. While not required, this definition of similarity does not allow us
to compare two similarity values sim(P,Q) and sim(R,S) if they stem from four different partitionings.
Regarding the two examples above,
sim(S∗,Q∗) = |{{g1,g2},{g3,g4}}|+|{{g1,g2,g3},{g4}}|2·|{{g1,g2},{g3},{g4}}| = 2+22·3 = 46
is smaller than
sim(P∗,Q∗) = |{{g1,g2},{g3},{g4}}|+|{{g1,g2,g3},{g4}}|2·|{{g1,g2},{g3},{g4}}| = 3+22·3 = 56
since P∗ is a refinement of Q∗. So assuming a particle at position S∗, it can approach position Q∗ by
splitting the partition {g3, g4} into two partitions {g3}, {g4}. This modification transforms S∗ into P∗.
Based on these definitions, we show that the operations enabling particles to approach each other
always increase the similarity of the represented partitionings (see Section 7.5). Before we explain these
operations in detail, we introduce the basic operations by means of random moves in the search space.
7.4 Random Moves in the Search Space
The motion of particles is a key factor in PSO because it is the only means to find better candidate
solutions. As a solution to the PP is a partitioning (that is a set of sets), the motion of particles in the
search space can be realized by the two set operations split and join [19]. In each iteration, each PSOPP
particle makes exactly one move, either in a random direction or by approaching a specific position in
the search space in a target-oriented manner (see Section 7.5). The corresponding operator is randomly
selected. In this section, we concentrate on random moves, i.e., operators that modify the represented
partitioning at random. In case the selected operator cannot be applied without violating a constraint,
another operator is chosen. Because of the partitioning constraints and the restriction of candidate
solutions to the solution space, there are situations in which neither the split nor the join operator can
be applied. For such situations, we introduce an additional exchange operation.
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Example – Running Example of Random Moves
Unless otherwise stated, we use P∗ = {{g1, g2, g4, g5}, {g3, g6}, {g7, g8}} with partitions K∗ =
{g1, g2, g4, g5}, L∗ = {g3, g6}, and M∗ = {g7, g8}}, smin = nmin = 2, and smax = nmax = 4 to
illustrate the operators’ application.
Random Split
The split operation divides a randomly splittable partition K ∈ P into two new non-empty disjoint
partitions L,M such thatK = L∪M . For the resulting partitioning P ′, we have P ′ = (P\{K})∪{L,M}.
Because the resulting partitions L andM both have to fulfill the minimum-size constraint (i.e., |L|, |M | ≥
smin), the split operation can only be applied if partitionK is big enough, i.e., if |K| ≥ 2·smin . Compared
to the original partitioning P , the split operation increases the number of partitions |P ′| of the resulting
partitioning P ′ by one (i.e., |P ′| = |P|+ 1). To ensure that P ′ also complies with the maximum number
of partitions nmax , the split operation can only be applied if P contains less than nmax partitions.
Summarizing, P’s set of randomly splittable partitions σrdm(P) is defined as:
σrdm(P) = {K | K ∈ P ∧ |K| ≥ 2 · smin ∧ |P| < nmax}
Example – Random Split
In our example P∗, only K∗ = {g1, g2, g4, g5} is randomly splittable, resulting, e.g., in a partitioning
P ′∗ = {{g1, g2}, {g4, g5}, {g3, g6}, {g7, g8}}.
Random Join
The join operation merges a randomly joinable partition K ∈ P and a randomly joinable counterpart L ∈
P (with K ̸= L) into a single new partition M = K ∪ L. For the resulting partitioning P ′, we have
P ′ = (P \ {K,L}) ∪ {K ∪ L}. Because M has to satisfy the maximum-size constraint, L must be a
partition that can be merged with K without exceeding the maximum allowed size, i.e., |K|+ |L| ≤ smax .
Since the join operator decreases the number of partitions in the resulting partitioning P ′ by one, the
operator can only be applied if P features a sufficient number of partitions, i.e., if |P| > nmin . Otherwise,
P ′ would violate the minimum-number-of-partitions constraint. Summarizing, P’s sets of randomly
joinable partitions ιrdm(P) and randomly joinable counterparts ιrdm(K,P) are defined as follows:
ιrdm(P) = {K | K ∈ P ∧ ιrdm(K,P) ̸= ∅ ∧ |P| > nmin}
ιrdm(K,P) = {L | L ∈ P ∧ |K|+ |L| ≤ smax ∧K ̸= L}
Example – Random Join
With regard to our example P∗, randomly joinable partitions are L∗ = {g3, g6} and M∗ = {g7, g8}
with randomly joinable counterparts {M∗} and {L∗}, respectively. Merging L∗ and M∗ yields
P ′∗ = {{g1, g2, g4, g5}, {g3, g6, g7, g8}}.
Random Exchange
Obviously, there are situations in which neither the split nor the join operator can be applied (particles
must not violate the constraints temporarily since the search space only contains feasible solutions).
For example, if smin = smax or nmin = nmax , not a single particle is able to make a move using
the split or the join operation. But even if smin ≠ smax and nmin ≠ nmax , specific combinations of
smin, smax , nmin, and nmax can cause individual particles to freeze: For instance, consider a partitioning
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P+ = {{g1, g2, g3}, {g4, g5, g6}} with smin = 2, smax = 4, nmin = 2, and nmax = 3. Splitting one of
the two partitions is not possible because of smin = 2 and the join operation is not applicable because
of nmin = 2. To prevent the particles from becoming jammed, we additionally introduce an exchange
operator that atomically swaps some of the elements of two partitions.
The exchange operation interchanges the proper subset Kˆ ⊂ K (with Kˆ ̸= ∅) and the subset Lˆ ⊆ L
(Lˆ is allowed to be the empty set ∅) between a randomly exchangeable partition K ∈ P and a randomly
exchangeable counterpart L ∈ P. Using the non-empty proper subset Kˆ of K avoids that the operation
has no effect at all (as would be the case if all or no elements of K were integrated into L and vice
versa). We deliberately allow Lˆ to be empty in order to handle situations as given in the example
above: Regarding partitioning P+ = {{g1, g2, g3}, {g4, g5, g6}}, we can simply move Kˆ+ = {g3} from
K+ = {g1, g2, g3} into L+ = {g4, g5, g6}. If we did not allow Lˆ = ∅, we would have to perform two
consecutive exchange operations to achieve the same result: In the example, we could, e.g., exchange
{g2, g3} and {g4}, and finally {g4} and {g2}.
Basically, the exchange operation corresponds to a join that is followed by a split. Since Kˆ is a non-
empty proper subset of K, as the split operation, it yields two non-empty partitions. Because an exchange
between two partitions of size one would either not have any effect or contradict this characteristic (and
thus correspond to a join), we define P ’s sets of randomly exchangeable partitions ϵrdm(P) and randomly
exchangeable counterparts ϵrdm(K,P) as:
ϵrdm(P) = {K | K ∈ P ∧ |K| > 1}
ϵrdm(K,P) = P \ {K}
When integrating an arbitrary non-empty proper subset Kˆ ⊂ K into L, Kˆ as well as the subset Lˆ ⊆ L
that is integrated into K must be specified in a way that the condition |K ′|, |L′| ∈ [smin, smax ] holds
for the resulting partitions K ′, L′. To achieve this, PSOPP’s choice concerning Lˆ is subject to the
cardinality of Kˆ. While |Kˆ| must be between 1 and |K| − 1 to ensure that Kˆ is a non-empty proper
subset of K, the following two constraints must hold for the randomly determined set Lˆ to guarantee
that the resulting partitioning P ′ = (P \ {K,L}) ∪ {(K \ Kˆ) ∪ Lˆ, (L \ Lˆ) ∪ Kˆ} respects smin and smax :
|Lˆ| ≤ min
{
|L|,min
{
(|L|+ |Kˆ|)− smin, smax − (|K| − |Kˆ|)
}}
(7.6)
|Lˆ| ≥ max
{
max
{
0, smin − (|K| − |Kˆ|)
}
, (|L|+ |Kˆ|)− smax
}
(7.7)
Note that Equation (7.6) addresses |L′| ≥ smin and |K ′| ≤ smax , whereas Equation (7.7) ensures that
|K ′| ≥ smin and |L′| ≤ smax .
Example – Random Exchange
In our example P∗, we can, e.g., exchange Kˆ∗ = {g1, g2, g5} and Mˆ∗ = {g7} between K∗ and M∗,
resulting in P ′∗ = {{g4, g7}, {g3, g6}, {g1, g2, g5, g8}}.
There are two situations that obstruct the application of the random exchange operator: First, if all
partitions are singletons (i.e., if |P| = |G|), there is no randomly exchangeable partition, i.e., ϵrdm(P) = ∅.
In such a case, a particle can use the random join operator to change its position if nmin < |G| and
smax ≥ 2. Second, if there is only a single partition, the set of randomly exchangeable counterparts
ϵrdm(K,P) is empty. Here, the random split operator can be used if |G| ≥ 2 · smin and nmax ≥ 2.
The three operations split, join, and exchange allow PSOPP to create new or dissolve existing
partitions or to swap elements between them while maintaining the properties of a partitioning and
complying with the partitioning constraints. In this section, we focused on random moves, where we
cannot make any statement with regard to the change in similarity to another partitioning. In the next
section, we explain how particles use the basic split, join, and exchange operators to approach a specific
position in the search space.
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7.5 Approach of Other Candidate Solutions
When a particle Πi approaches Bi or BNi , we ensure that the similarity of the modified partitioning P
and the approached partitioning Q ∈ {Bi,BNi} is increased. Recalling the definition of the similarity
(see Equation (7.5)), this can, among other possibilities, be achieved by increasing |P|, i.e., the number
of partitions in P , without changing |P ∩Q| at all, or decreasing |P ∩Q| (note that a decrease of |P ∩Q|
might come along with a decrease of |P|). The former is obtained by splitting a partition containing
elements that are members of two or more partitions in Q, whereas a join or exchange achieves the latter
by merging elements that reside in a single partition in Q but are distributed over multiple partitions
in P. In contrast to random moves, the applicability of the approach operations does not only depend
on P’s cardinality and the size of its partitions but also on P’s and Q’s composition. Obviously, an
approach is not possible if P = Q.
Example – Running Example of Approaching other Candidate Solutions
Unless otherwise stated, we assume that a particle at position P∗ = {{g1, g2, g4, g5}, {g3, g6}, {g7, g8}}
approaches the candidate solution Q∗ = {{g1, g2}, {g4, g6, g7}, {g3, g5, g8}} to illustrate the operators’
application in our examples (with smin = nmin = 2 and smax = nmax = 4). Based on the intersec-
tion P∗ ∩Q∗ = {{g1, g2}, {g3}, {g4}, {g5}, {g6}, {g7}, {g8}}, we have sim(P∗,Q∗) = 3+32·7 = 37 for the
similarity between P∗ and Q∗.
Approach Split
As stated above, the idea of the approach split operation is to extract a set of elements L = K ∩M
(with |L| ≥ smin) from a partition K ∈ P that contains elements of M ∈ Q as well as of one or more
additional partitions in Q (note that L = K ∩M ⇒ L ∈ (P ∩ Q)). Analogously to the definition
of σrdm(P), this operator can only be applied if |P| < nmax . To be contained in the set of splittable
partitions σ(P,Q), the partition K must also fulfill |K| ≥ 2 · smin. Here, this property results from the
definition of extractable subsets σ↑(K,P,Q):
σ(P,Q) = {K | K ∈ P ∧ σ↑(K,P,Q) ̸= ∅ ∧ |P| < nmax}
σ↑(K,P,Q) = {L | L ∈ (P ∩Q) ∧ L ⊂ K ∧ |K \ L| ≥ smin ∧ |L| ≥ smin}
Because an extractable subset L ∈ σ↑(K,P,Q) is not only a proper subset of K ∈ P but also contained
in P ∩ Q, K includes, with respect to Q, further elements that are not in the same partition as the
elements in L. Hence, the split operator cannot be applied to approach another candidate solution if all
partitions in P are subsets of partitions in Q, i.e., if P is a refinement of Q (see Equation (7.4)). For
the resulting partitioning, we have P ′ = (P \ {K}) ∪ {K \ L,L}. Extracting the set L from K increases
the similarity between P and Q because |P ′| = |P|+ 1, Q is not changed, and P ′ ∩Q = P ∩Q (i.e., the
intersection of the partitionings) does not change either.
Example – Approach Split
With regard to P∗ and Q∗, K∗ = {g1, g2, g4, g5} is the only splittable partition with extractable
subset N∗ = {g1, g2} (N∗ is, in fact, the only element of σ↑(K∗,P∗,Q∗)). A split results
in P ′∗ = {{g1, g2}, {g4, g5}, {g3, g6}, {g7, g8}}. As a consequence, the similarity increases from
sim(P∗,Q∗) = 3+32·7 = 37 to sim(P ′∗,Q∗) = 4+32·7 = 12 .
Approach Join
The idea of the approach join operation is to bring together elements that are in a single partition
in Q but spread out across two or more partitions K,L in P. As before, a join can only be applied if
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|P| > nmin. Similarly to the definition of randomly joinable partitions, joinable partitions ι(P,Q) are
those partitions for which joinable counterparts ι(K,P,Q) exist:
ι(P,Q) = {K | K ∈ P ∧ ι(K,P,Q) ̸= ∅ ∧ |P| > nmin}
ι(K,P,Q) = {L | L ∈ P ∧ |K|+ |L| ≤ smax ∧K ̸= L
∧ ∃R ⊆ Q : |R| ≥ x  
C1
∧ (∀M ∈ R :M ∩K ̸= ∅ ∧M ∩ L ̸= ∅)  
C2
with x = 1 +
⌊ |P ∩ Q|
|P|+ |Q|
⌋
Please note that the definition of joinable counterparts ι(K,P,Q) is very similar to the definition of
randomly joinable counterparts ιrdm(K,P). To ensure that P approaches Q, we introduce additional
conditions C1 and C2. Condition C2 implies M * K because M does not only contain elements of K
but also of L (with M ∈ Q and K,L ∈ P). That way, we bring together elements that are in a single
partition in Q but in two or more partitions K,L in P. Note that Q cannot be approached by a join if
all partitions in P are supersets of partitions in Q, i.e., if Q is a refinement of P (see Equation (7.4)).
In such a situation, condition C2 cannot be satisfied. Given that a join does not change Q and yields a
partitioning P ′ = (P \ {K,L})∪ {K ∪L} with |P ′| = |P| − 1, the similarity as defined in Equation (7.5)
only increases if |P ′ ∩ Q| ≤ |P ∩ Q| − x, where x ∈ N≥1 satisfies (|P|+ |Q|) · x > |P ∩ Q| as stated in
the definition of ι(K,P,Q) above. This is ensured by condition C2 in conjunction with condition C1.
Example – Approach Join
With regard to P∗ and Q∗, we have x = 1 +
⌊
7
3+3
⌋
= 2. Choosing R = {{g4, g6, g7}, {g3, g5, g8}} ⊆ Q∗
in combination with the joinable partition L∗ = {g3, g6} and counterpart M∗ = {g7, g8} sat-
isfies conditions C1 and C2 (at the same time, M∗ is also a joinable partition with counter-
part L∗). A join results in P ′∗ = {{g1, g2, g4, g5}, {g3, g6, g7, g8}}. Due to the resulting intersection
P ′∗ ∩Q∗ = {{g1, g2}, {g3, g8}, {g4}, {g5}, {g6, g7}}, the similarity increases from sim(P∗,Q∗) = 3+32·7 = 37
to sim(P ′∗,Q∗) = 2+32·5 = 12 .
Approach Exchange
If neither a split nor a join can be used to approach a partitioning Q ̸= P, PSOPP falls back on the
exchange operator that swaps one or more elements between a partition K contained in the set of
exchangeable partitions ϵ(P,Q) and one of K’s exchangeable counterparts ϵ(K,P,Q):
ϵ(P,Q) = {K | K ∈ P ∧ ϵ(K,P,Q) ̸= ∅}
ϵ(K,P,Q) =
{
L | L ∈ P ∧K ̸= L ∧ ∃M ∈ Q : ∃Kˆ ⊂ K : (7.8)(
Kˆ ∩M ̸= ∅ ∧ L ∩M ̸= ∅ ∧ Kˆ ∈P(P ∩Q) ∧
(
∃Lˆ ⊂ L : Lˆ ∩M = ∅ ∧ Lˆ ∈P(P ∩Q)
∧ smin ≤ |(K \ Kˆ) ∪ Lˆ| ≤ smax ∧ smin ≤ |(L \ Lˆ) ∪ Kˆ| ≤ smax
))}
Note that Kˆ ∩M ̸= ∅ ∧ L ∩M ̸= ∅ implies that K ∈ P as well as L ∈ P contain elements that belong
to the same partition M ∈ Q. The goal of the exchange operation is to bring these elements together.
Also note that Lˆ ⊂ L might be an empty set ∅, whereas Kˆ ⊂ K is always non-empty. The latter causes
|P| to be left unchanged. The condition Lˆ ⊂ L is implied by L ∩M ≠ ∅ ∧ Lˆ ∩M = ∅. The reader can
convince herself that excluding Lˆ = L does not restrict the applicability of the operator because the
forbidden exchange of Kˆ and Lˆ = L can be realized by swapping K \ Kˆ and L \ Lˆ = ∅.
Integrating Kˆ into L and Lˆ into K increases the similarity of P and Q by leaving |P| and |Q|
unchanged and reducing |P ∩Q| by ≥ 1. On the one hand, Lˆ ∩M = ∅, Kˆ ∩M ̸= ∅, and Kˆ ∈P(P ∩Q)
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(P(P ∩Q) denotes the power set of P ∩Q) ensure that we not only merge elements of M but also reduce
the number of partitions containing elements of M by one. On the other hand, Lˆ ∈P(P ∩Q) assures
that we do not distribute a set of elements V ∈ (P ∩ Q) (V is thus contained in a single partition in
P and Q) over K and L by merging Lˆ into K. This has to be avoided because it would decrease the
similarity of P and Q. The conditions smin ≤ |(K \ Kˆ) ∪ Lˆ| ≤ smax and smin ≤ |(L \ Lˆ) ∪ Kˆ| ≤ smax
restrict the size of the resulting partitions to the allowed range.
For the resulting partitioning, we have P ′ = (P \{K,L})∪{(K \ Kˆ)∪ Lˆ, (L\ Lˆ)∪ Kˆ}. The similarity
between P and Q is increased because |P ′| = |P|, Q is not changed, and |P ′ ∩Q| ≤ |P ∩ Q| − 1.
Example – Approach Exchange
With regard to P∗ and Q∗, for instance, K∗ = {g1, g2, g4, g5} is an exchangeable partition with ex-
changeable counterparts L∗ = {g3, g6} and M∗ = {g7, g8}. For example, we can exchange Kˆ∗ = {g4}
and Lˆ∗ = ∅ between K∗ and L∗ by which we obtain P ′∗ = {{g1, g2, g5}, {g3, g4, g6}, {g7, g8}}. Due to
the resulting intersection P ′∗ ∩Q∗ = {{g1, g2}, {g3}, {g4, g6}, {g5}, {g7}, {g8}}, the similarity increases
from sim(P∗,Q∗) = 3+32·7 = 37 to sim(P ′∗,Q∗) = 3+32·6 = 12 .
However, there are situations in which the exchange operator cannot be applied: For example,
consider a partitioning Q+ = {N+, O+, P+} and smin = smax = 100 so that each partition has a
cardinality of 100. A partitioning P+ = {K+, L+,M+} cannot approach Q+, e.g., if K+ contains 39,
27, and 34, L+ contains 25, 40, and 35, and M+ contains 36, 33, and 31 elements of N+, O+, and
P+, respectively. That is because we cannot find an Lˆ that consists of as many elements as Kˆ. For
instance, if we choose Kˆ+ ⊂ K+ with |Kˆ+| = 39 + 27 = 66, there is no combination of the above-listed
subsets in L+ or M+ with a cardinality of 66. If we tried to integrate Kˆ+ into L+, possible cardinalities
of Lˆ+ ⊂ L+ would be 0, 25, 35, 40, 60, 65, 75 ̸= 66. In such situations, one might relax the constraint
Lˆ ∈P(P ∩ Q) in Equation (7.8) to Lˆ = U ∪ V , where U ∈P(P ∩ Q) and V ⊂ W ∈ (P ∩ Q). While
this relaxation allows PSOPP to apply the operator in each situation, it only guarantees to not decrease
the similarity of P and Q because we spread the elements of W over two partitions.
7.6 Evaluation and Comparison to Related Approaches
In our evaluation, we analyze PSOPP’s behavior in various scenarios: We start with (1) identifying
suitable values for crdm, cBi , cBNi and (2) investigating the influence of the numbers of particles on
PSOPP’s performance in terms of the quality of the result and the number of moves particles perform.
Having identified suitable parametrizations, we (3) evaluate PSOPP’s scalability with regard to different
numbers of elements |G| to partition and (4) examine its convergence. On the basis of the partitioning
constraints introduced in Section 6.2, we (5) study PSOPP’s behavior in dense and sparse solution
spaces. Where not stated otherwise, we make all these investigations for strict partitioning clustering (C),
anticlustering (AC), and two instances of homogeneous partitioning (HPm, HPs). In a dedicated
passage, we (6) compare our results to those achieved with the mathematical programming software
IBM ILOG CPLEX1 and an x-means implementation2 as, to the best of our knowledge, there is no
other renowned algorithm supporting more of our partitioning constraints out of the box. To examine
PSOPP’s performance in the context of multi-objective optimization, we (7) also consider different
combinations of the objectives C, AC, HPm, and HPs.
For evaluation, we used a Java implementation of PSOPP. Each particle runs in its own thread, which
allows for the parallel examination of the search space. Because preceding evaluations showed that PSOPP
achieves good results with a relatively small number of particles, we used particle neighborhoods Ni
that contain all particles in the system, which corresponds to a full mesh topology. As mentioned in
Section 7.1, BNi thus represents the global best found solution B. In each setting, PSOPP solved the
1IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer, Version 12.4, 2011: https://www-01.ibm.com/software/commerce/optimization/
cplex-optimizer/ , retrieved on March 1, 2016.
2Weka, Version 3.7.11, 2014: https://sourceforge.net/projects/weka/ , retrieved on March 1, 2016.
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PP for a set of elements G = {0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1}, where n = |G| is the number of elements to partition.
With regard to the power management case study, this can be thought of as a very heterogeneous set of
power plants. Well-considered decisions are needed to create adequate partitionings, i.e., AVPPs.
As stated above, we performed evaluations for the objectives C, AC, HPm, and HPs (these types of
objectives were introduced in Section 6.3). To group similar elements in case of C, the sum of the squared
Euclidean distances between the elements and their cluster center (this corresponds to the “classic”
k-means distance measure) is to be minimized. For AC, PSOPP maximizes, in accordance with [203],
the sum of the squared Euclidean distances to form partitions consisting of dissimilar elements. When
establishing homogeneous partitionings in case of HPm and HPs, PSOPP proceeds as described in
Section 6.3: To evaluate the quality of a partitioning P, PSOPP calculates a value pK for all partitions
K ∈ P. As the goal is to form similar partitions, the standard deviation of the values pK should be
minimized. For HPm, pK is the mean of the elements contained in K. In case of HPs, pK represents
the sum of the elements in K.
Hereinafter, we call the values of the aggregated squared Euclidean distances or the standard deviations
raw values v. For better comparability, we normalize the raw values to the interval [0, 1]. This is achieved
by the fitness function Fo(v) = 1.0− bo−vbo−wo , which yields a normalized fitness value for a specific raw
value v. It is based on calculated worst wo and best bo values of v for objective o ∈ {C,AC,HPm,HPs}
(for all objectives, we calculated wo and bo as described in our discussion entitled “Influence of Partitioning
Constraints”, which can be found in this section). For all objectives, PSOPP’s goal is to maximize the
fitness since the higher the fitness, the better the solution.
With regard to the partitioning constraints, apart from smin = 2 (i.e., each partition has to be
composed of more than one element) and nmin = 2, which prevents the “grand coalition”, we did not
restrict valid partitionings (that is, smax = n, nmax = n2 ). As discussed in Section 6.2, such restrictions
enable hierarchical decomposition. The influence of other restrictions on PSOPP’s behavior is examined
in a separate evaluation scenario. Where not otherwise stated, we used a time limit of 10s as termination
criterion and performed 500 simulation runs for each evaluation scenario. All presented results are
average values; values σ denote standard deviations.
To appraise PSOPP’s performance in all evaluation scenarios, we performed all experiments with
an additional parametrization of crdm = 1.0, cBi = 0.0, cB = 0.0, and 4 particles. This corresponds to a
random walk through the search space. In the following, we refer to this procedure as RDM.
Identification of Suitable Parameters
First, we identified suitable parameter sets crdm, cBi , cB for C, AC, HPm, and HPs on the basis of different
numbers of elements n ∈ {100, 500, 1000} and particles #P ∈ {4, 16}. Values for crdm, cBi , and cB were
taken from the set {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.0}. For each combination, we performed 100 simulation runs.
Figure 7.3 depicts the results of the different objectives for #P = 4 and n = 1000. In case of C,
crdm = 0.3, cBi = 0.0, and cB = 0.7 turned out to be useful parameters for all combinations of n
and #P . The same applies to AC as well as HPs. For HPm, crdm = 0.2, cBi = 0.7, and cB = 0.1 are
suitable parameters. For all objectives, we observed a plateau of moderate to good fitness values for
0.0 < crdm < 0.5, indicating the trade-off between exploration and exploitation. We further noticed that
especially C profits from a higher probability of approaching B than Bi, whereas HPm tends to prefer
the opposite. We assume that the fitness landscape of HPm contains more spikes that are worth to be
explored by the particles individually, while C requires all particles to work together in order to improve
a specific candidate solution (less but more prominent spikes in the fitness landscape). HPs yields high-
quality results for almost every investigated parametrization. When sorting the objectives in ascending
order of the importance of using an appropriate parametrization, we get HPs, AC, HPm, and C (consider
the minimum and the maximum fitness values obtained for the different objectives in Figure 7.3). As we
will see in the discussion of the “Influence of the Number of Elements to Partition”, this is indicative of
the difficulty of solving the corresponding optimization problem. In all cases, the greater n, i.e., the
problem to solve, the more important the parametrization. We used the above-mentioned parameters in
our following investigations.
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(b) Objective AC.
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(c) Objective HPm.
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(d) Objective HPs.
Figure 7.3: Parameter search: Fitness obtained by PSOPP for the objectives C, AC, HPm, and HPs
when partitioning 1000 elements and 4 particles with different combinations of crdm, cBi , cB. Recall that
cB = 1 − crdm − cBi . Results are averaged over 100 runs per parameter combination. Note that the
displayed fitness ranges vary from one objective to another.
Influence of the Number of Particles
To study the effect of the number of particles #P on PSOPP’s performance in terms of the quality
of the result and the number of moves particles perform, we ran experiments for all combinations of
n ∈ N and #P ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16, 32} for the objectives C and HPm. Because we conducted our evaluation
on 4-core Xeon machines, we expected that PSOPP does not profit much from more than 4 particles.
Indeed, we observed that the total no. of moves only shows slight increases (if not decreases) for
#P > 4 in case of C as well as HPm. As stated above, we attribute the threshold of 4 to our 4-core
Xeon machines. In most cases, the coefficient of variation of the no. of moves per particle increases
significantly with #P > 4, meaning that some particles made many and others only few moves. This
characteristic together with a remarkable drop of the average no. of moves per particle results in lower
fitness values if the problem being solved requires a systematic exploration of the search space, as is
the case with C. In case of HPm, a greater no. of particles yields better fitness values for n > 1000
which complies with HPm’s need for exploration. Summarizing, there is certainly a trade-off between
the average no. of moves per particle and the provision of diversity through a larger no. of particles that
represent and improve different candidate solutions.
When comparing the results for #P = 2 and #P ≤ 4, we see that #P = 4 allows PSOPP to make
86.15% (σ = 27.06%) or 58.18% (σ = 34.67%) more moves in total and improves the fitness by 1.15%
(σ = 1.34%) or 2.15% (σ = 2.84%) in case of C or HPm, respectively.
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objective C objective AC objective HPm objective HPs
#Elements 250 500 1000 2000 1000 3000 1000 4000 100 4000
wo 1.30E6 1.04E7 8.33E7 6.67E8 250.00 750.00 499.00 1999.00 3498.76 5.66E6
bo 62.50 125.00 250.00 500.00 8.33E7 2.25E9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
RDM
v
4.35E5
(1.50E4)
4.08E6
(9.90E4)
3.59E7
(6.51E5)
3.08E8
(4.39E6)
7.55E7
(6.70E6)
2.04E9
(1.85E8)
82.92
(40.67)
350.73
(171.56)
26.76
(1.45)
1698.47
(32.87)
Fo(v) 0.67(0.01)
0.61
(0.01)
0.57
(0.01)
0.54
(0.01)
0.91
(0.08)
0.91
(0.08)
0.83
(0.08)
0.82
(0.09)
0.99
(0.00)
1.00
(0.00)
PSOPP
v
72.66
(4.15)
1423.44
(184.13)
2.51E5
(3.49E4)
7.66E7
(7.36E6)
8.33E7
(0.00)
2.25E9
(0.11)
0.00
(0.00)
75.53
(145.05)
0.66
(0.16)
1671.94
(131.18)
Fo(v) 1.00(0.00)
1.00
(0.00)
1.00
(0.00)
0.89
(0.01)
1.00
(0.00)
1.00
(0.00)
1.00
(0.00)
0.96
(0.07)
1.00
(0.00)
1.00
(0.00)
#Partitions 121.33(1.43)
242.65
(2.25)
481.48
(6.01)
939.75
(23.44)
2.00
(0.00)
2.00
(0.00)
2.00
(0.09)
192.31
(351.88)
38.95
(6.08)
1716.53
(227.18)
Partition Size 2.06(0.24)
2.06
(0.24)
2.08
(0.27)
2.13
(0.34)
500.00
(312.22)
1500.00
(879.04)
499.00
(336.64)
20.80
(198.85)
2.57
(1.47)
2.33
(0.70)
#Total Moves
[in 1000]
985.52
(32.24)
482.67
(18.95)
187.05
(9.33)
52.95
(5.27)
214.15
(12.98)
78.19
(3.04)
206.20
(29.37)
39.37
(17.11)
1733.64
(216.73)
36.39
(12.08)
#Rdm. Moves
[in 1000]
459.54
(14.87)
222.73
(8.72)
82.97
(4.14)
20.19
(1.90)
90.29
(4.48)
31.43
(1.14)
78.84
(7.61)
15.31
(5.83)
767.87
(95.98)
11.73
(3.84)
#Appr. Moves
[in 1000]
525.98
(17.43)
259.94
(10.27)
104.08
(5.23)
32.76
(3.39)
123.87
(8.52)
46.76
(2.29)
127.36
(21.96)
24.05
(11.33)
965.77
(122.44)
24.66
(8.25)
#Moves per
Particle [in 1000]
246.38
(8.20)
120.67
(4.84)
46.76
(2.43)
13.24
(1.95)
53.54
(3.30)
19.55
(1.01)
51.55
(9.40)
9.84
(8.26)
433.41
(54.27)
9.10
(4.55)
Table 7.1: Selected results for the objectives C, AC, HPm, and HPs obtained with PSOPP and RDM
using a time limit of 10s for different values of the number of elements. All values are averages over
500 runs. Parentheses contain standard deviations.
We provide a more detailed presentation of the results for this evaluation scenario in [15]. For the
following experiments, we used #P = 4 as it yields good results for C as well as HPm.
Influence of the Number of Elements to Partition
We evaluated the influence of n for the set of problem sizes N = {100, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000}.
As shown in Table 7.1, an increase of n comes along with a decrease in the no. of moves particles make
in the search space in C, AC, HPm, as well as HPs. Evidently, that is because the application of move
operators (especially the approach operators) needs more time. Because the size of the search space
grows significantly with n (see Chapter 6), it is not surprising that the achieved fitness drops with
greater n: While PSOPP obtains very convincing results for n ≤ 1000 in case of C, we need a higher time
limit (i.e., more than 10s) for n ≥ 2000 (see convergence evaluation). Nevertheless, PSOPP detects that
it is beneficial to establish small partitions of size two for all n. In HPm and AC, PSOPP scales much
better with n. Even for n = 4000, the obtained fitness of 0.96 (σ = 0.07) for HPm and 1.00 (σ = 0.02)
for AC is still very close to the optimum in all runs. For n ≤ 1000, PSOPP achieves optimal results in
all HPm and AC runs by establishing an appropriate partitioning consisting of two big partitions.
With regard to RDM, the obtained fitness values are remarkably lower for n ≤ 2000 than those of
PSOPP in case of C, but, although the fitness decreases, the gap narrows clearly with increasing n (from
0.43 for n = 1000 to 0.04 for n = 4000), which emphasizes the need for higher time limits. As for HPm
and AC, RDM’s average fitness values only show slight variations with n (on average, RDM yields 0.83
for HPm and 0.91 for AC, both with σ = 0.01) and are – while still being significantly smaller – closer
to PSOPP’s fitness (on average, 0.99 for HPm and 1.00 for AC, both with σ = 0.01) than in case of C.
Hence, C appears to be more difficult than HPm, which, in turn, seems more difficult than AC.
HPs appears to be the easiest of our problems, which already aroused suspicion in the course of the
search for appropriate parameters: Surprisingly, not only PSOPP but also RDM reaches a fitness of
1.00 for all n ≥ 250. With regard to raw values v, PSOPP outperforms RDM by an average of 190.87
(σ = 147.60) over all n ∈ N. When minimizing instead of maximizing the fitness of HPs, the problem
turns out to be much more complex: While PSOPP reaches an almost optimal average fitness value of
0.01 (σ = 0.02), RDM only yields an average of 0.94 (σ = 0.06) over all n ∈ N.
All in all, PSOPP achieves high-quality results for all objectives and a broad range of problem sizes.
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Figure 7.4: PSOPP’s and RDM’s convergence with regard to raw values for n = 2000, #P = 4, and a
time limit of 60s in case of objective C (average of 500 runs). PSOPP achieves an average fitness of 0.89,
0.98, and 1.00 after 10s, 30s, and 60s, respectively. In comparison, RDM obtains 0.54, 0.55, and 0.55.
Consequently, it is ideally suited for the creation of AVPPs whose structure adheres to the formation
criteria presented in Section 6.3.
Convergence
For the evaluation of PSOPP’s convergence, we ran experiments for additional time limits of 30s and
60s for all n ∈ N. Especially objective C benefits from higher time limits in case of n ≥ 2000: On
average, the fitness is 23.49% (σ = 8.70%) and 36.14% (16.97%) higher after 30s and 60s, respectively,
compared to a limited runtime of 10s. The total no. of moves increased up to an average of 361.51%
(σ = 214.19%) after 60s. In HPm and n ≥ 2000, PSOPP already yields high-quality results after 10s.
The fitness therefore only improves by 1.57% (σ = 1.43%) and 1.73% (σ = 1.64%) after 30s and 60s,
respectively, while the total no. of moves grows by 611.48% (σ = 110.75%) in case of a time limit of 60s.
After 60s, PSOPP achieves optimal fitness values for HPm in all runs. We observe a similar behavior in
case of AC and n ≥ 2000: The fitness can only increase by 0.12% (σ = 0.17%) until reaching optimal
values after 30s, while the total no. of moves increases up to 456.56% (σ = 10.15%). In case of HPs, the
average increase of the total no. of moves by 509.39% (σ = 154.26%) does not have a significant effect
on the fitness values since they are already at a very high level after 10s. Figure 7.4 illustrates PSOPP’s
convergence in terms of the mean development of the raw value v for objective C over a time frame
of 60s.
Influence of Partitioning Constraints
To examine the influence of constrained partitionings on PSOPP’s behavior, we additionally used
nmax = n2 , nmin = 0.98 · nmax , smin = 2, and smax = n− (nmin − 1) · smin for C and HPs, and nmin = 2,
nmax = n · 0.02, smin = nnmax , and smax = nnmin for AC and HPm. These parametrizations are compatible
with the average number and size of partitions PSOPP found in the other evaluation scenarios (see
Table 7.1): In C, it is preferred to create partitions that contain two very similar elements (e.g., a
partition containing i and i+1), whereas it is preferred to group two dissimilar elements i and (n−1)− i
with sum n− 1 in order to equalize the sum of the elements of each partition in HPs. AC also favors
to group such dissimilar elements to maximize the sum of the squared Euclidean distances. In our
experiments, AC establishes two big partitions that contain pairs (i, (n− 1)− i). Since both partitions
have a mean of n−12 , optimal results for HPm can be achieved analogously to AC (creating an individual
partition for each pair (i, (n− 1)− i) is an alternative to obtain optimal results for AC and HPm). That
way, we also determined the objective-specific best raw values bo needed for fitness calculations.
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Note – Worst Raw Values for C, AC, HPm, HPs and smin = 2, smax = n
Note that the worst raw value of AC/C corresponds to the best raw value of C/AC. Regarding HPm
and HPs, we calculated the worst raw values wo as follows: For HPs, the worst case is to have two
partitions of equal size, one consisting of the n2 smallest elements and another of the
n
2 largest elements.
In HPm, the worst case partitioning consists of three partitions, where the first partition contains the
smin smallest elements, the second partition the smin largest elements, and the third partition the
remaining elements (the mean of the third partition is n2 ).
For n ≥ 2000, we observed that the new restrictions allow PSOPP to improve the fitness by an
average of 5.66% (σ = 4.04%) in case of C, and 1.73% (σ = 1.64%) in case of HPm. Hence, these
restrictions allowed PSOPP to achieve an optimal fitness even for n ≥ 2000 in all HPm runs. While this
improvement is accompanied by a slight average decline of the total no. of moves by 1.35% (σ = 9.17%)
in C, the total no. of moves significantly increases by 44.39% (σ = 26.19%) in HPm. Restrictions also
have a positive effect on AC: For n = 4000, the increase of the total no. of moves by 9.93% comes along
with the ability to gain optimal fitness values in all runs. In HPs, the average raw value over all n ∈ N
can be decreased by 45.12 (σ = 76.80), although the total no. of moves drops considerably by 19.44%
(σ = 12.17%). As opposed to the other objectives, the fitness does not change. Summarizing, this shows
that PSOPP cannot only deal with constrained partitionings but also benefits from them, especially if
n is large. While the former is not to be taken for granted (as outlined in Section 6.5, to the best of
our knowledge, there is no partitioning algorithm that supports all of these constraints out of the box),
the latter is mainly because the partitioning constraints reduce the size of the search space. Where
appropriate, restricting the search space is thus an alternative to raising the time limit.
Comparison with CPLEX and x-means
As stated before, we used CPLEX and an x-means implementation for comparison. We evaluated
100 runs for the following scenarios. Regarding CPLEX, we formulated the clustering and anticlustering
problems as 0-1 integer programming problems. These are reminiscent of the formalization of the SPP in
Equation (6.7). For n = 100, CPLEX obtains a solution after 30s with an average raw value of 38382.75
and 22.91 that is improved to 23014.93 and 18.10 after 60s in case of C and HPm, respectively (in all
cases, σ = 0.00). PSOPP already yields far better results after 10s (29.33 with σ = 2.04 and 0.00 with
σ = 0.00, respectively). Note that even RDM obtains average raw values of 19198.16 (σ = 1239.23) and
6.98 (σ = 3.52) after 10s. Please take into account that we have wC = 83325.00 and bC = 25.00 for the
worst and the best raw values for C and n = 100. For HPm, we have wHPm = 49.50 and bHPm = 0.00.
While CPLEX even needs about 720s to calculate a solution for n = 250, results for n = 500 cannot be
obtained since it exceeds our 32GB of available memory. This demonstrates the problem’s complexity
and the need for heuristics, such as PSOPP.
Unlike PSOPP, which solves the PP in a general manner, x-means is specialized to problems where
the objective function is additive, which implies that the costs of partitions can be assessed independently
of each other. Therefore, x-means is not compatible with our homogeneous partitioning problems HPm
and HPs. Moreover, PSOPP allows for the restriction of valid partition sizes, which is not possible in
x-means. Because it is not obvious how to extend x-means by this feature, we used smin = 1, smax = n
to compare PSOPP to x-means (note that such a parametrization would not be feasible for creating
reasonable hierarchical system structures). For these experiments, we used objective C and performed
100 x-means runs for each n ∈ N. In this situation, the highly specialized x-means obtains an average
fitness of 1.00 (σ = 0.00) over all n ∈ N. With regard to the fitness FC(v), PSOPP can keep up with
x-means until n = 1000. As for raw values v, after 10s, PSOPP obtains an average of 30.57 (σ = 1.29)
for n = 100 and 101.11 (σ = 5.94) for n = 250, compared to 38.00 (σ = 0.00) and 68.00 (σ = 0.00)
in case of x-means (here, bC = 0.00 for all n ∈ N; wC corresponds to 8.33E4, 1.30E6, and 1.04E7 for
100, 250, and 500 elements, respectively). For n ≥ 500, we have to admit that x-means performs much
better in terms of raw values than PSOPP. In case of n = 500, x-means reaches a raw value of 142.00
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PSOPP x-means
objective HPm objective AC objective C objective C
r¯n [in s] rˆn [in s] r¯n [in s] rˆn [in s] r¯n [in s] rˆn [in s] v¯
#
E
le
m
en
ts
100 0.02(0.02) 0.16
0.07
(0.01) 0.09
0.01
(0.01) 0.08
18.00
(0.00)
250 0.06(0.05) 0.36
0.02
(0.02) 0.16
0.02
(0.03) 0.27
63.43
(24.22)
500 0.21(0.21) 0.98
0.06
(0.07) 0.31
0.08
(0.08) 0.58
604.00
(0.00)
1000 1.11(1.10) 4.88
0.29
(0.31) 1.51
0.41
(0.31) 1.28
5040.00
(0.00)
2000 7.95(8.39) 34.01
1.28
(1.68) 9.20
2.85
(2.22) 8.53
10080.00
(0.00)
3000 28.26(33.64) 148.02
4.18
(5.47) 27.21
9.47
(7.78) 29.80
8420.00
(0.00)
4000 73.49(92.60) 388.23
9.44
(14.40) 77.16
21.98
(17.31) 69.01
20160.00
(0.00)
Table 7.2: The avg. r¯n and the max. rˆn time PSOPP needed to find optimal solutions in its 500·99% = 495
best runs, and the avg. raw value v¯ x-means obtained in its 100 · 99% = 99 best runs limited by the
time rˆn PSOPP needed to find the optimum for C (smin = nmin = 1, smax = nmax = n). Parentheses
contain standard deviations.
on average (σ = 0.00), whereas PSOPP yields 1837.05 (σ = 274.50). A comparable value of 227.52
(σ = 12.31) is achieved after 60s.
However, we observed that PSOPP outperforms x-means when we do not constrain valid partitionings
at all (here, smin = nmin = 1 and smax = nmax = n). Table 7.2 depicts the average r¯n and the maximal
rˆn time the 500 · 99% = 495 best runs of PSOPP needed to find optimal solutions in case of C, AC, and
HPm for all n ∈ N (please note the approximately cubic growth of r¯n and rˆn with n). In contrast to
PSOPP, whose 495 best runs always yielded optimal raw values of 0.00 after rˆn seconds in C, x-means
was not able to find optimal solutions. The average raw values v¯ obtained by x-means after rˆn seconds
are also presented in Table 7.2 (analogously to PSOPP, these data are based on the 100 · 99% = 99 best
runs of x-means).
Optimization of Multiple Heterogeneous Objectives
Finally, we analyzed in which way the combination of our objectives C,AC,HPm, and HPs influences
PSOPP’s ability to obtain high-quality results. For this purpose, we regarded the two three-dimensional
combinations C-HPm-HPs and AC-HPm-HPs, as well as the four-dimensional case C-AC-HPm-HPs.
These combinations conform to the different types of objectives needed for the creation of scalable,
efficient, and stable system structures in our power management case study (see Section 6.3).
In these multi-objective optimizations, we used an a priori prioritization by taking the average of the
fitness values of the corresponding optimization criteria to assess the quality of a candidate solution (each
criteria was thus equally weighted). Our parameter search yielded crdm = 0.2, cBi = 0.1, and cB = 0.7 for
AC-HPm-HPs, and crdm = 0.2, cBi = 0.0, and cB = 0.8 for C-HPm-HPs as well as C-AC-HPm-HPs. In
tune with our previous observations, the valuation of the different parameter sets was mainly influenced,
if not dominated, by C in C-HPm-HPs and C-AC-HPm-HPs, and by HPm in AC-HPm-HPs. Due to
the multi-objective optimization, there is a conspicuous need for a systematic exploration of the search
space in all cases, indicated by the high values of cB.
As for AC-HPm-HPs, the average fitness achieved for a tuple (o, n) (with o ∈ {HPm,HPs,AC} and
n ∈ N) did not drop by more than 0.92%, compared to optimizing for a single objective. Overall, PSOPP
achieves an average fitness of 1.00 (σ = 0.01), compared to 0.90 (σ = 0.00) in case of RDM.
In scenario C-HPm-HPs, the decrease in fitness ranges between 1.55% and 12.50% for C (with an
average of 5.88% and σ = 4.17%). However, the fitness of HPm pays tribute to this relatively small
reduction, in particular for large n ≥ 2000. The drop of HPm’s fitness ranges between 1.72% and 31.85%
(with an average of 13.58% and σ = 13.36%). Again, the fitness of HPs remains at high levels and does
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not diminish by more than 0.77%. Over all n ∈ N, PSOPP achieves an average fitness of 0.89 (σ = 0.11),
compared to 0.73 (σ = 0.04) in case of RDM. So, the distance between PSOPP and RDM is larger
than in case of AC-HPm-HPs, which we attribute to our previous observations testifying that C is more
difficult than AC.
Regarding the four-dimensional case C-AC-HPm-HPs, the decline in HPm’s fitness is much lower
and ranges between 1.13% and 8.32% (with an average of 3.73% and σ = 2.82%). We ascribe this to the
related AC problem that is also solved in this scenario. As a result, HPm and AC weigh more than C.
With respect to AC, the fitness values diminish by at least 0.34% and at most 5.25% (with an average
of 1.86% and σ = 1.92%). This comes at the price of a significant decrease in C’s fitness, which ranges
between 4.92% and 50.45% (with an average of 21.35% and σ = 16.63%). Due to the supposed high
density of high-quality results for HPs, its maximum decline in fitness is only 0.91%. Overall, PSOPP
achieves an average fitness of 0.91 (σ = 0.08), compared to 0.72 (σ = 0.02) in case of RDM.
While one might have to adjust the weights of the different optimization criteria to the needs of
a specific application, these experiments highlight PSOPP’s ability to solve the PP in the context of
multiple heterogeneous objectives as required in the power management case study.
Chapter Summary and Outlook
In this chapter, we introduced PSOPP, a discrete particle swarm optimizer that solves the NP-hard
partitioning problem (PP) outlined in Section 6.2. In contrast to the majority of other approaches,
PSOPP solves the PP in a general manner, i.e., independently of the characteristics of a specific objective
function. To this end, it uses the basic set operations split, join, and exchange to explore the search
space. As a result, PSOPP can be applied to diverse problems in various domains (see Section 6.5 for
examples) by defining an appropriate fitness function that evaluates the quality of candidate solutions.
Possible problems comprise strict partitioning clustering (with outliers), anticlustering, homogeneous
partitioning, and coalition structure generation, among others. Moreover, PSOPP allows the user or the
system to specify valid partitionings in terms of a minimum and maximum number and size of partitions.
That way, it can be directly employed for the self-organized formation of hierarchical system structures
(see Chapter 9). These properties clearly distinguish PSOPP from other partitioning methods. Our
evaluation demonstrates PSOPP’s versatility and shows that it finds high-quality solutions respecting
prescribed partitioning constraints in different evaluation scenarios with a low number of particles.
In future work, we will extend PSOPP’s approach operations so that it can directly solve multiset
partitioning problems in case some of the elements to partition turn out to be identical. Since this
requires a revision of the definition of the similarity of partitionings, it is not sure how these changes
will influence PSOPP’s performance: On the one hand, considering multisets avoids further symmetries.
On the other hand, it complicates the application of approach operators. With regard to multi-objective
optimization, we will allow PSOPP to gather solutions lying on the pareto frontier.
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SPADA – a Decentralized Agent-Based
Partitioning Algorithm
Summary. There are several approaches to deal with the complexity of solving instances of the
partitioning problem (PP). These range from exploiting certain characteristics of the objective
function, over using rigorous restrictions of valid partitionings (e.g, with regard to the size and
number of partitions), to specific representations of the search space, among others. Another
way of handling complexity are decentralized approaches, in which a number of agents solve
the PP cooperatively. In this chapter, we present a decentralized partitioning algorithm, called
SPADA, that solves the NP-hard PP in an iterative and regionalized manner. It is based on
an overlay network the agents use to decompose the overall PP into several sub-problems in
the form of regional partitionings. Because these regional partitionings not only overlap but
also change from one iteration to another, their beneficial characteristics spread out across
other parts, which ultimately leads to a high-quality overall solution. In contrast to many other
approaches, SPADA solves the PP in a general manner. Despite its decentralized nature, it
further guarantees compliance with the partitioning constraints so that it is ideally suited for
the self-organized creation of scalable system structures in large-scale MAS. In our evaluation,
we compare SPADA to the PSOPP algorithm in various scenarios and reveal its strengths when
solving the PP in a multi-objective context. While SPADA’s average solution quality ranges
between 80% and 99% of PSOPP’s in case of single objectives, SPADA outperforms PSOPP
in multi-objective settings where its solutions are, on average, up to 11% better than PSOPP’s.
Publication. In this chapter, we present an advanced version of the SPADA algorithm. Its
basic concepts and preliminary evaluation results have been published in Anders et al. [9].
As outlined in Chapter 6, algorithms solving variants of the PP are either (1) specialized to a particular
problem in a certain domain (cf. [45, 67, 232]), (2) depend on the properties of a specific objective
function (cf. [52, 159, 170]), or are (3) very restrictive with regard to the possibilities for specifying
mandatory characteristics of the resulting partitioning’s structure in the form of the number and the
size of partitions (cf. [3, 98, 199]). On the one hand, these attributes allow the algorithms to exploit
properties of the objective function, such as additivity, to represent the search space in a way that
allows for a systematic search for high-quality solutions (e.g., [170]) or to reduce its size by excluding
specific solutions in advance (e.g., [138]), thereby increasing the algorithms’ efficiency in solving the
NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem. On the other hand, they limit the algorithms’ applicability,
especially with regard to the self-organized formation of hierarchies. An exception to the rule is the
discrete particle swarm optimizer PSOPP we introduced as part of this thesis in Chapter 7.
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OS1,h ... OS1,i
Optimization Cycle 1
n optimization steps
... OSc,j ... OSc,k
Optimization Cycle c
n optimization steps
Figure 8.1: SPADA’s iterative optimization in form of optimization cycles. In every optimization cycle,
each of the n agents participating in the PP performs an optimization step in which it tries to increase
the fitness of its regional partitioning. The agents can perform their optimization steps either sequentially
or in parallel. OSc,j denotes the c-th optimization step of agent aj .
In this chapter, we present an advanced version of SPADA1, which we introduced in [9].2 As
opposed to the afore-mentioned approaches, SPADA (1) implements a decentralized optimization scheme,
(2) solves the PP in a general manner, and (3) allows for specifying suitable ranges for the number as
well as the size of partitions (i.e., it ensures compliance with the partitioning constraints introduced in
Section 6.2). Similar to [159] but in contrast to PSOPP and other approaches (e.g., [3, 170]), SPADA
equips the agents A that have to be partitioned with the ability to solve the PP by themselves. To
comply with large search spaces, SPADA applies a regionalized optimization technique in which the
agents decompose the overall PP into multiple sub-problems. Each of these sub-problems corresponds to
the task of optimizing the composition of a regional partitioning, that is, to improve a partial solution to
the overall PP. These optimizations are performed in a regio-centralized fashion. The decomposition is
obtained on the basis of an overlay network, called acquaintances graph. Its nodes stand for the agents
participating in the self-organization process and its edges indicate the agents’ affiliation to partitions,
among others. The acquaintances graph thus represents a candidate solution the agents optimize in
the course of SPADA’s runtime. The idea of solving a partitioning problem on the basis of an overlay
network that constitutes the candidate solution is inspired by Ogston et al. [159] (cf. the discussion of the
related work in Section 6.5). As is the case with other heuristics, SPADA is an anytime algorithm. As
stated in Section 6.5, this property has proved to be beneficial when solving time-consuming optimization
problems that might have to be interrupted [170]. Compared to a fully localized optimization as shown
in [9, 159], SPADA’s regionalized procedure reduces the attraction of local optima, enables optimization
with regard to non-additive objective functions, and allows the agents to benefit from synergy effects,
which is of particular interest in multi-objective optimization problems.
In SPADA, the PP is solved in an iterative manner. We refer to iterations as optimization cycles. In
each of these cycles, every agent performs an optimization step in which it tries to increase the fitness of
its regional partitioning (see Figure 8.1).3 Since regional partitionings are likely to change from one
step to another, the overall solution results from an iterative refinement of overlapping partial solutions
that is carried out from different perspectives. Its regionalized principle further allows SPADA to make
selective changes with respect to the composition of an existing partitioning, which is beneficial in case
of a reorganization. Due to these characteristics, SPADA can be applied to many different applications
in which solving the PP is relevant. Depending on the employed objective function, SPADA can be
used for homogeneous partitioning, clustering, and anticlustering, among others. Because it ensures
compliance with the partitioning constraints, it is, beyond that, ideally suited for the self-organized
creation of hierarchical system structures. Further details on this matter can be found in Chapter 9.
With regard to the power management case study, SPADA is used for the self-organized formation
of AVPPs. Here, the main objective is to establish a homogeneous partitioning (i.e., similar AVPPs)
1“SPADA” stands for set partitioning in a decentralized and agent-based manner.
2The original version of SPADA did not take the partitioning constraints into account and was not able to profit from
synergy effects when creating the partitioning. These and other advantages are explained in this chapter.
3Please note that the concept of optimization cycles is not mandatory for SPADA’s functionality because it is neither
necessary that the agents perform the same number of optimization steps nor that they take these steps in turns. We use
it here as it helps us in conveying the idea of how the agents work together in solving the problem. For the same reason,
we assume that all optimization steps within an optimization cycle are taken sequentially.
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with respect to various criteria, such as the ratio between the sum of typical variations in prediction
errors of non-dispatchable power plants and the sum of the rate of change of dispatchable power plants,
the average costs per kWh, and the number of dispatchable power plants (see Section 6.3).
The main difference between SPADA and PSOPP is that SPADA deals with the PP’s complexity
by implementing a decentralized agent-based approach instead of a (centralized) population-based
metaheuristic: PSOPP uses multiple particles, each representing a candidate solution, that cooperatively
explore the search space by exchanging information about promising positions. Each particle has global
knowledge. As opposed to that, SPADA holds only a single candidate solution. The group of agents
that is to be partitioned improves this candidate solution itself by decomposing the overall PP into
overlapping sub-problems whose solutions are optimized by means of regional knowledge. We can
think of SPADA as a variant of a distributed constraint optimization problem [231], where the function
that defines which agent is responsible for assigning which variables is not fixed but results from the
autonomous decomposition of the PP into regional partitionings.4
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 8.1 introduces the acquaintances
graph that enables autonomous decomposition of the PP at runtime. SPADA’s regionalized optimization
method is outlined in Section 8.2. In Section 8.3, we explain how SPADA ensures compliance with
the partitioning constraints. Afterwards, we show how the acquaintances graph is modified in order
to improve the candidate solution by moving agents from one partition to another (see Section 8.4).
Last but not least, we compare SPADA’s and PSOPP’s performance in various evaluation scenarios
and demonstrate that SPADA outperforms PSOPP in the context of multi-objective optimization (see
Section 8.5).
8.1 The Acquaintances Graph
SPADA assumes a MAS in which all agents are able to communicate with each other. In order to lower
complexity when solving the PP in large-scale MAS, SPADA operates on an overlay network generated
for the purpose of constraining communication and direct interactions between agents. This property
of overlay networks has been studied, e.g., in peer-to-peer [137] and sensor networks [232]. In SPADA,
the overlay network is a simple directed graph, hereinafter called acquaintances graph, whose nodes
correspond to the agents A = {a1, . . . , an} participating in the PP. The graph’s directed edges symbolize
acquaintance relationships between the agents. An edge (ai, aj) thus indicates that ai is acquainted
with aj .
The acquaintances graph exhibits six important properties, labeled as (P1) – (P6): Since we regard
a simple graph, (P1) each edge is unique. Further, the acquaintance relation is, as there must not be
any loops in simple graphs, (P2) irreflexive (i.e., an agent is not acquainted with itself) and, due to the
directed edges, (P3) not symmetric. Property (P3) states that the existence of an edge (ai, aj) does
not imply – but also not forbid – that there is an edge (aj , ai). Furthermore, the acquaintance relation
is (P4) not transitive so that each agent’s acquaintances are limited to its outgoing edges. Although
(P5) acquaintances may change over time, (P6) each agent is acquainted with the same and constant
number of agents, that is, the nodes’ outdegree is fixed.5 Note that the nodes’ indegree might vary from
node to node and change over time (which is why we do not consider a regular graph). As agents and
partitions (in the sense of a group of agents) can only initiate interactions with their acquaintances,
properties (P4) and (P6) lower and help to control the complexity of decision-making. A very simple
example of an acquaintance graph is depicted in Figure 8.2a.
In SPADA, a partitioning of A is a division of the acquaintances graph into several subgraphs with a
pairwise disjoint set of nodes. Each of these subgraphs stands for a partition. To specify a partitioning,
edges can be marked with a partition-specific flag. A marked edge (ai, aj) between two agents ai, aj states
that ai is acquainted with aj and, additionally, that ai and aj are members of the same partition. For the
4The PP can be formulated as a distributed constraint optimization problem, e.g., by using variables vi with domains
di =P(A) such that each vi represents one of the {nmin , . . . , nmax} partitions that may be created. Here, an assignment
(vi, ∅) stands for a partition that is not to be formed.
5While the number of acquaintances per agent could also vary between a lower and an upper bound, we use a fixed
number of acquaintances in our explanation for the sake of clarity.
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a1 a2 a3
a4 a5 a6
(a) An examplary acquaintances graph.
a1 a2 a3
a4 a5 a6
(b) The represented partitioning.
Figure 8.2: Figure 8.2a shows an acquaintances graph for a set A = {a1, . . . , a6} of six agents, each of
which is represented by a node. There are two acquaintances per agent, symbolized by arcs. Agent a6,
for instance, is acquainted with a2 and a3. Figure 8.2b depicts a partitioning of A consisting of the
three color-coded partitions {a1, a3, a6}, {a2, a4}, and {a5}. Their leaders a1, a4, and a5 are indicated
by double circles. Light thin and dark bold arcs denote unmarked and marked edges, respectively.
sake of clarity, we call edges without such a mark unmarked edges in the following. The acquaintances
graph thus represents a candidate solution that is optimized in the course of SPADA’s runtime.
Strictly speaking, each partition is an arborescence (i.e., a directed rooted tree whose edges point away
from the root) of marked edges. As such, the overall partitioning corresponds to a directed forest. This
means that all operations SPADA performs to come to a solution can be mapped to graph operations
applied to the overlay network. As outlined in Section 8.4, the arborescence property of partitions
simplifies maintaining the properties of the acquaintances graph when modifying partitions.
Each partition always has a designated agent, called leader, that is known to each partition member.
A leader unambiguously identifies its partition. We define that it is given by the corresponding
arborescence’s root. With a an arbitrary agent and R∗me the reflexive transitive closure of the binary
relation Rme induced by marked edges, the set K = {a | l(K) R∗me a} constitutes the partition K of
leader l(K). Hence, two agents can be members of the same partition without a marked edge between
them. Figure 8.2b shows an example of a partitioning grounded on an acquaintances graph.
The main task of each leader is to periodically change the acquaintances of its partition members
and, most importantly, to optimize the composition of a part of the overall partitioning according to
application-specific formation criteria. This part is restricted to the leader’s own as well as its acquainted
partitions. Acquainted partitions are those partitions containing acquaintances of the leader’s partition
members. Therefore, only the members’ unmarked edges are relevant for obtaining the acquainted
partitions. Based on the function partition(aj) that identifies the partition of an agent aj and the function
acqAgents(ai) that gathers the acquaintances of a partition member ai, the set of acquainted partitions
of a partition K is thus defined as acqPartitions(K) = {partition(aj) | ai ∈ K ∧ aj ∈ acqAgents(ai)} \K
(for partitions, the acquaintance relation is irreflexive, too). With regard to Figure 8.2b, the white
partition {a1, a3, a6} is only acquainted with the gray partition {a2, a4} due to its unmarked edges
(a1, a4), (a3, a2), (a6, a2); the unmarked edge (a6, a3) has no influence as a3 is also a member of the white
partition. Limiting a leader’s changes to a part of the entire partitioning restricts the size of its (regional)
search space and thereby reduces its computational cost of finding suitable modifications. That way, the
acquaintances graph is used to decompose the overall PP into multiple sub-problems. Although every
agent is capable of being a leader, there is only one leader per partition to avoid inconsistencies in the
course of the formation process. Consequently, non-leaders show a rather passive behavior until they
become leaders themselves.
Because partitions located in separated subgraphs cannot exchange agents, SPADA is initialized
with a weakly connected acquaintances graph (i.e., the graph’s undirected counterpart is connected).
In Section 8.4, we show that the graph operations modifying the partitions and acquaintances do not
break the weak connectivity. This prevents SPADA from not being able to reach specific positions in
the search space. Figure 8.3 depicts a more extensive example of an acquaintances graph. We will use
this structure to illustrate the SPADA algorithm in the following sections.
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Figure 8.3: An acquaintances graph for a set A = {a1, . . . , a16} of sixteen agents, each having two
acquaintances. The partitioning is composed of five partitions {K, . . . , O}, represented by the five larger
circles. The partitions’ leaders are indicated by double circles. Light thin and dark bold arcs denote
unmarked and marked edges, respectively.
8.2 Decentralized Formation of Partitions
SPADA features two important and interconnected characteristics that foster its ability to find high-
quality solutions for multi-objective optimization problems in large search spaces. These characteristics
go hand in hand with its decentralized nature:
Regionalized Optimization. Leaders do not only try to optimize the composition of their own
partition but of a region, i.e., a regional partitioning, comprising their own as well as acquainted
partitions. Consequently, leaders perform a regionalized in lieu of a fully local optimization.
Concept of Transactions. One possibility for optimizing the partitioning would be to allow each
leader to make incremental changes to its regional partitioning. In such an approach, a leader
would move a partition member to an acquainted partition or vice versa independently of other
possible changes. Instead, leaders determine suitable combinations of moves, so-called transactions,
that are carried out atomically. By restricting each leader’s transactions to moves that involve
its own partition, SPADA promotes agent autonomy rather than heteronomy. Since this measure
constrains feasible moves, it also reduces the size of the leader’s regional search space, which
simplifies the problem of creating suitable transactions.
There are several advantages that accrue from these properties: In a fully local optimization approach
in which leaders create transactions on the basis of their local knowledge, the leader receiving a proposal
for a transaction is likely to have a different opinion concerning the transaction’s valuation than the
proposer. If the disagreeing leader expects a decline in the partitioning’s fitness, it might abort the
transaction. SPADA’s regionalized principle prevents such disagreements, which is beneficial as a
higher-than-necessary number of aborted transactions causes communication overhead. Furthermore, the
concept of transactions is a flexible instrument allowing SPADA to examine the search space in a more
efficient and effective way. In comparison to individual changes, transactions do not only decrease the
algorithm’s runtime but also allow for avoiding local optima. For instance, although both moving agent
a1 from partition K to partition L or agent a2 from partition M to K might decrease the fitness of the
regarded region, moving a1 and a2 together might actually increase its fitness. This example also shows
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Figure 8.4: Actions leaders perform during their optimization step in each optimization cycle.
that the concept of transactions goes hand in hand with the regionalized principle: Although performing
the transaction of moving a1 and a2 might indeed worsen the composition of partitions L and M , it
might, at the same time, improve the composition of partition K to such an extent that the region’s
overall fitness increases. In a nutshell, the concept of transactions and the regionalized optimization
allow SPADA to benefit from synergy effects. These are especially advantageous in multi-objective
optimization problems, as is the case with power systems where partitionings should be formed with
respect to numerous criteria (see Section 6.3). As opposed to this, a fully local optimization or an
approach relying on individual changes is likely to struggle to find single modifications that improve
the fitness among different criteria. In the worst case, such an approach would not be able to proceed
with the optimization. In the following subsections, we sketch SPADA’s decentralized approach to
solve the PP.
Basic Procedure of SPADA
Once a reorganization is triggered, SPADA starts with the initialization of the acquaintances graph for
the agents A participating in the PP. This encompasses (1) the creation of arborescences representing
the partitions, i.e., the (sub)systems, of the partitioning that has to be reorganized as well as (2) the
randomized yet guided generation of unmarked edges. The latter ensures the acquaintances graph’s
weak connectivity as demanded in Section 8.1. In case SPADA is used to create an initial partitioning,
it is initialized with a randomly generated partitioning. We assume that SPADA is always initialized
with a partitioning that satisfies the partitioning constraints. Section 6.4 explains how this is achieved
in case of a reorganization as well as for the creation of an initial partitioning.
Subsequent to the initialization, each agent performs an optimization step in each optimization
cycle. As already mentioned in Section 8.1, non-leaders exhibit a passive behavior and thus finish their
optimization step without performing any action. Figure 8.4 shows the main activities each leader’s
optimization step comprises in order to improve the partitioning’s fitness: If the chosen termination
criterion is not met, the regarded leader first determines a regional partitioning to optimize by choosing
a set of transaction partners from its set of acquainted partitions. Afterwards, it creates candidate
moves, i.e., possible modifications, for its regional partitioning to optimize. Several candidate moves
are then combined to candidate transactions. The concept of candidate transactions allows SPADA to
profit from synergy effects originating from changing the affiliation of two or more agents at once. While
candidate transactions are created in a target-oriented manner such that their application would increase
the region’s fitness, the procedure does not guarantee that the resulting partitioning would satisfy the
partitioning constraints. The sacrifice of creating feasible candidate transactions reduces complexity and
fosters SPADA’s exploratory behavior. However, since the partitioning ultimately has to comply with
the partitioning constraints, the leader corrects the candidate transactions after their creation. To be
able to solve the PP – despite the global minimum- and maximum-number-of-partitions constraints –
in a decentralized manner, SPADA decomposes the global constraints into local counterparts whose
satisfaction implies adherence to the global constraints. Apart from a one-time centralized correction
of the partitioning needed to decompose (i.e., localize) the global constraints, all corrections can thus
be made locally. Having repaired all candidate transactions, the leader applies the best candidate
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transaction that increases the region’s fitness to the acquaintances graph. This means that the changes
stipulated in the candidate transaction are transferred to the underlying graph structure representing
the current partitioning. The global number-of-partitions constraints are localized by providing each
leader with upper bounds for creating and resolving partitions that are updated in accordance with the
applied candidate transaction. Finally, the leader shuffles the acquaintances of its partition members so
that regional partitionings quite certainly change from one optimization step to another. This allows
regional solutions to evolve over time and their beneficial characteristics to spread out across wider
parts of the overall partitioning. The overall solution is thus the result of an iterative refinement of
overlapping partial solutions that is carried out from different perspectives. Note that a concurrent
implementation of this procedure in which multiple overlapping regional partitionings might optimize
themselves at the same time has to rule out conflicting transactions, e.g., by “locking” partitions taking
part in a regional optimization.
In the following, we describe these steps in greater detail. SPADA’s approach to satisfy the
partitioning constraints, including the localization of the global minimum- and maximum-number-of-
partitions constraints as well as the correction of candidate transactions, is outlined in Section 8.3.
Section 8.4 explains how the acquaintances graph is modified in order to comply with the changes
stipulated in the selected candidate transaction on the one hand and the graph’s properties introduced
in Section 8.1 on the other hand.
Termination, Soundness, and Completeness
Similar to PSOPP (see Section 7.2), SPADA provides several termination criteria ranging from a
predefined amount of time or number of optimization cycles to a predefined minimal fitness value.
Also SPADA expects that the termination criterion is formulated as a conjunction of hard constraints.
Other application-specific termination criteria that are in line with the corridor of correct behavior can
therefore be easily integrated into the algorithm. As stated in Section 7.2, we limit the runtime of a
reorganization in the power management case study to ensure that the AVPPs have enough time to
recalculate the schedules.
If a centralized perspective is necessary to decide whether to terminate or not, a dedicated leader
checks if the termination criterion is satisfied at the beginning of each optimization cycle. In case the
number of partitions is restricted, the same leader also takes care of the one-time centralized correction
that ensures compliance with the global number-of-partitions constraints (see Section 8.3). If this
correction has not yet been performed, the dedicated leader repairs the overall partitioning before
returning it as solution. Due to that and because the satisfaction of the partition-size constraints is
ensured during the entire optimization process, SPADA always returns a feasible solution, which is why
SPADA is sound. However, since SPADA is a heuristic, it is not complete in a general sense. Basically,
this can be ascribed to its decentralized regional optimization scheme. While SPADA is complete if
feasible solutions are only restricted by the partitioning constraints, it cannot guarantee to find solutions
exhibiting other mandatory properties, such as a predefined minimal quality. Note that the same applies
to PSOPP.
Problem Decomposition through Regionalized Optimization
To decompose the overall PP into multiple sub-problems, SPADA makes use of the acquaintances graph.
Each sub-problem corresponds to the task of optimizing the composition of a regional partitioning, i.e.,
a part of the overall partitioning. Each regional partitioning is optimized by a specific leader. The set of
partitions contained in a leader’s regional partitioning depends on the acquaintances of the members of
its partition Kopt. With respect to a single optimization cycle, the overall partitioning is thus regarded
and optimized from different perspectives.
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Figure 8.5: An alternative view onto the example given in Figure 8.3: The regional partitioning R =
{K,L,N,O} of partition N is highlighted by the large dark circles. Marked edges are symbolized by the
bold solid arcs. All other arcs denote unmarked edges. The unmarked edges of N are accentuated by
the dashed arcs. A partition’s regional partitioning is defined by the heads of its unmarked edges and
always contains the partition itself. Therefore, N would also be in R if the unmarked edge (a13, a12) did
not exist.
Definition 6 (Regional Partitioning). The regional partitioning R of a leader consists of its own
partition Kopt as well as its acquainted partitions acqPartitions(Kopt):
R = acqPartitions(Kopt) ∪ {Kopt}
Because of the constant number of acquaintances per agent #ACQ, the number of acquainted partitions
is limited by the number of partition members |Kopt|: acqPartitions(Kopt) ≤ #ACQ ·|Kopt|−(|Kopt|−1).
With regard to partition N in Figure 8.5, we have acqPartitions(N) = {K,L,O} for N ’s acquainted
partitions, resulting from the unmarked edges (a13, a4), (a14, a6), (a14, a15), and thus R = {K,L,N,O}
for its regional partitioning.
Each leader is responsible for optimizing the composition of its regional partitioning according to the
application-specific formation criteria specified in the fitness function. This is achieved by moving agents
from its own partition to acquainted partitions or vice versa, or creating a new partition by excluding
some of its partition members. The latter can be beneficial if the partition’s or the corresponding
agents’ properties have changed in a way that the formation criteria no longer favor their inclusion. The
regionalized principle allows SPADA to make selective changes with respect to the composition of an
existing partitioning. This characteristic is particularly beneficial when SPADA is used to reorganize
the structure of a (sub)system. In order to pursue a common objective, the decentralized optimization
scheme requires all agents to use the same fitness function. Of course, it also has to comply with the
function we finally use to evaluate SPADA’s result. For instance, if the goal is to obtain a homogeneous
partitioning, the leaders should also perform a homogeneous partitioning in their region. Due to the
decentralized approach, leaders use regional instead of global knowledge, that is, knowledge of their
regional partitioning, for optimization in order to limit communication efforts. Furthermore, global
information would be outdated as soon as one partition changes its regional partitioning, which decreases
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the information’s significance in case of a concurrent optimization of disjoint regional partitionings.
As discussed in Chapter 6 and demonstrated in Section 7.6, the characteristics of the employed
fitness function dictate the complexity of the PP and thus the algorithm’s performance. This situation
is aggravated when solving the PP in a decentralized manner because it depends on the fitness function
whether the decomposition of the overall PP into sub-problems yields regional partitionings that can
be optimized independently of other disjoint regional partitionings. Basically, such a decomposition is
possible if the fitness function uses only local information to assess the quality of a partition, or, in other
words, if it is additive (i.e., the partitioning’s quality is the sum of the quality of each included partition,
and a partition’s quality does not depend on the composition of the other partitions). In case of the
“classic” k-means distance measure that is used in clustering and anticlustering, for example, a regional
partitioning can be optimized and assessed independently of the others. That is because, in the k-means
distance measure, the costs of the individual partitions stem from the dissimilarity of their composition,
which is evaluated locally without taking account of the other partitions (see Equation (6.4)). This
implies that the partitions’ costs are additive, which is why the overall costs change by the same value
the regional optimization changes the costs of the regional partitioning. Since simultaneous optimizations
of different disjoint parts of the overall partitioning do not interfere with each other, leaders can draw
exact conclusions from possible composition adjustments. Regarding homogeneous partitioning, the
objective is to establish similar partitions (see Section 6.3). In the corresponding fitness function, this
is expressed by calculating the standard deviation of all partitions with respect to a specific property,
such as the mean predictability of partition members. The costs originating from a single partition
therefore depend on the composition of the other partitions, which is why the non-interference property
does not hold for homogeneous partitioning. As opposed to the k-means distance measure, the fitness
function is thus not additive. Since the evaluation of a partition’s costs would require global information,
there is no guarantee that the regional optimization reduces the costs of the overall partitioning. For
this reason, a leader can only assume that its regional partitioning exhibits the basic characteristics of
the overall partitioning and is thus an appropriate representative. The quality of this approximation
depends on the regional partitioning’s size. If it is too small, it can only give a rough indication of the
quality of its partitions. In such a situation, increasing the similarity of the partitions within the regional
partitioning can actually decrease the similarity of the overall partitioning. Consequently, one has to
make a compromise between the significance of the regional partitioning and the size of the regional
search space.
Example – Decentralized Optimization and Homogeneous Partitioning
Let us regard a partitioning P, currently consisting of five partitions {K,L,M,N,O}, each containing
four power plants. In this setting, the goal is to create a partitioning in which each partition has the
same average rate of change (according to Section 6.3, this corresponds to a homogeneous partitioning
mean). In the current partitioning, all power plants in K,L,M,N , and O have a rate of change of
0, 2, 3, 4, and 6, respectively. So the current average rate of change of the partitions is also 0, 2, 3, 4,
and 6. Hence, the standard deviation of the overall partitioning is currently 2. Let us assume that
L performs an optimization of its regional partitioning R = {L,M,N} whose standard deviation is
approximately 0.8. The following two regional optimizations illustrate that the fitness of the overall
partitioning does not necessarily has to increase with the fitness of the regional partitioning:
1. By exchanging two power plants between L and N , L’s leader can optimize the composition of
its regional partitioning: Since the resulting regional partitioning consist of three partitions, each
with an average rate of change of 3, the leader decreased the standard deviation of the regional
partitioning to 0. These changes also increase the fitness of the resulting overall partitioning as
the standard deviation is now approximately 1.9.
2. By merging partitions L and N in R, the average of the resulting partition L′ is 3 and the standard
deviation of the resulting regional partitioning again 0. However, the overall fitness deteriorates
because the standard deviation of the resulting overall partitioning P ′ rises to approximately 2.1.
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SPADA’s potential of performing an iterative optimization from different perspectives becomes evident
in the second case. Given the new overall partitioning P ′ = {K,L′,M,O}, the leader of partition K
with regional partitioning {K,M,O} could now exchange two power plants between partitions K and O
in order to make the partitions in its regional partitioning more similar. In this case, the new resulting
overall partitioning consist of four partitions, each with an average rate of change of 3. Despite the
decentralized optimization, the procedure achieves an optimal standard deviation of 0.
There are several characteristics that promote SPADA’s ability to find high-quality solutions despite
its decentralized nature: With regard to a specific optimization cycle, it is very likely that the partitions’
regional partitionings partly overlap. In Figure 8.5, for instance, both partition N as well as partition M
are acquainted with partition O, and, in fact, all partitions are acquainted with partition L. Assessing and
revising the composition of partitions from different perspectives alleviates the effect of possibly imprecise
approximations, reduces the risk of getting stuck in local optima, and fosters certain characteristics of
promising partial solutions to have a positive influence on the overall solution by diffusing into other
parts of the overall partitioning. These effects are intensified by (1) agents moving from one partition to
another (since these bring along their acquaintances, regional partitionings are likely to change from one
optimization step to another), (2) the decision that leaders shuffle the acquaintances of their members at
the end of each optimization step, and (3) the iterative optimization over multiple optimization cycles.
The two former points also promote exploration as varying acquaintances in the form of agents and
partitions enriches the variety of potential changes.
In this process, the acquaintances graph restricts the size of the regional search space and thus
controls the degree of decomposition. With a fixed number of acquaintances per agent, the degree of
decomposition tends to increase with the number of agents participating in the PP. To further reduce the
size of the regional search space and thereby the leader’s computational cost of finding suitable candidate
transactions (i.e., combinations of partition modifications), the leader determines a non-empty set of
transaction partners (TP) it plans to exchange agents with. The set of selected transaction partners is
therefore not only a subset of its acquainted partitions but also of its regional partitioning. The set
specifies the so-called regional partitioning to optimize.
Definition 7 (Regional Partitioning to Optimize). A leader’s regional partitioning to optimize Ropt
is a subset of its regional partitioning R, consisting of its own partition Kopt and #TP−1 other partitions:
Ropt ⊆ R ∧Kopt ∈ Ropt ∧ |Ropt| = #TP
The regional partitioning to optimize is randomly created by selecting #TP − 1 acquainted partitions
using a uniform distribution. The parameter #TP is used to control the size of the regional partitioning
to optimize dependent on the size of the leader’s partition. Larger partitions are therefore provided with
more options in terms of transaction partners than smaller partitions, which allows them to optimize
larger regions. The randomized selection of transaction partners spurs exploration.
With respect to Figure 8.5, let us assume that #TP = 3 and that the leader of partition N selects
the partitions K and L as transaction partners. As such, we have Ropt = {K,L,N} for N ’s regional
partitioning to optimize.
Creation of Candidate Transactions
Having determined the regional partitioning to optimize, a leader creates a set of candidate moves. Each
candidate move represents a possible modification of the leader’s regional partitioning. A candidate
move proposes either (1) to transfer a specific agent from the leader’s partition to another partition
in Ropt or vice versa, or (2) to exclude one of the leader’s partition members. In the latter case, the
excluded agent becomes a member of a new partition that currently does not exist.
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Definition 8 (Candidate Move). A candidate move cm is a triple (a,Kfrom,Kto) stating that agent a
should be moved from its current partition Kfrom to another partition Kto.
With respect to the regional partitioning to optimize Ropt, we distinguish the two disjoint sets of
candidate moves for integration CM in and candidate moves for exclusion CM out:
CM in = {(a,Kfrom,Kto) | a ∈ Kfrom ∧Kfrom ∈ Ropt \ {Kopt} ∧Kto = Kopt}
CM out = {(a,Kfrom,Kto) | a ∈ Kfrom ∧Kfrom = Kopt ∧Kto ∈ Ropt \ {Kopt} ∪ {∅}}
The set CM in contains all moves transferring a member of an acquainted partition into Kopt. By contrast,
CM out includes all moves transferring a member of Kopt into either an acquainted partition or a new
partition, indicated by Kto = ∅, that currently does not exist.
There are always
⏐⏐⏐⋃Kfrom∈Ropt\{Kopt}Kfrom⏐⏐⏐ candidate moves in CM in and |Kopt|·|Ropt| candidate moves
in CM out. By excluding candidate moves that do not affect the leader’s partition Kopt, SPADA mitigates
heteronomy of the acquainted partitions acqPartitions(Kopt) and thus promotes agent autonomy. As we
will discuss after the following definition of candidate transactions, this restriction also considerably
reduces the size of the regional search space, which simplifies the leader’s search for suitable changes.
With regard to Figure 8.5 and our exemplary regional partitioning to optimize Ropt = {K,L,N},
the leader of partition N obtains CM in = {(a,K,N) | a ∈ {a1, a2, a3, a4}} ∪ {(a5, L,N), (a6, L,N)} and
CM out = {(a,N, P ) | a ∈ {a12, a13, a14} ∧ P ∈ {K,L, ∅}} as sets of candidate moves for integration
and exclusion. The tuple (a1,K, L) is not a valid candidate move as it involves neither the leader’s
partition N nor the empty set ∅.
Leaders combine multiple candidate moves to candidate transactions, each specifying in which way
the regional partitioning to optimize Ropt could be changed in order to increase its fitness.
Definition 9 (Candidate Transaction). A candidate transaction ct is defined as a set of conflict-
free candidate moves cm ∈ CM in ∪ CM out. Two candidate moves (a,Kfrom,Kto), (a′,K ′from,K ′to) ∈
CM in ∪ CM out are considered conflict-free if they regard different agents, i.e., if a ̸= a′.
With regard to our running example and Figure 8.5, ct = {(a4,K,N), (a13, N, ∅), (a14, N, ∅)} is a conflict-
free candidate transaction, whereas ct′ = {(a14, N,K), (a14, N, L)} contains conflicting candidate moves.
Because partitions are disjoint, CM in never contains conflicting candidate moves. By contrast, there are
|Ropt| conflicting candidate moves for each member of Kopt in CM out.
The changes a leader can implement during an optimization step are limited to the application of
a single candidate transaction. This candidate transaction is chosen from the regional search space,
which is defined as the set of all possible resulting regional partitionings. If we did not restrict possible
modifications of Ropt to moves involving Kopt, it would consist of all possible partitionings that can
be formed with the agents in Ropt. With x = |CM in|+ |Kopt| the number of agents in Ropt, the size
of the regional search space would thus be given by the xth Bell number Bx (cf. Chapter 6). Limiting
the modifications to conflict-free combinations of candidate moves from the sets CM in and CM out
significantly decreases the size of the regional search space to |P(CM in)| · (|Ropt|+ 1)|Kopt| (all subsets
of the candidate moves for integration can be combined with the member-specific decisions whether
a member of Kopt should stay, be transferred into an existing partition, or be moved into the new
partition). By itself, the decision to forbid leaders to create more than one new partition per optimization
step decreases the number of possibilities to partition Kopt into new partitions from B|Kopt| − 1 to
|P(Kopt) \ {∅,Kopt}| (for |Kopt| = 10, for instance, there are thus only 1022 instead of 115974 possible
partitionings of Kopt into new partitions). This is of particular interest if partitions have to consist of
more than one member (i.e., if smin > 1): The greater the minimum size of partitions, the more unlikely
the creation of a new partition that satisfies the minimum-size constraint. But the less new partitions
can be created, the more likely it is that they are large enough.
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Algorithm 1 Calculation of the Resulting Partitioning
Require: P is a partitioning, ct is a (conflict-free) candidate transaction.
Ensure: P ′ is the partitioning that would result from applying all candidate moves in ct.
1: procedure DetermineResultingPartitioning(P, ct)
2: P ′ ← ∅ ◃ holds the resulting partitioning
3: ◃ iteratively create the resulting partitioning P ′
4: for all K ∈ P ∪ {∅} do ◃ ∅ represents the possibly newly created partition
5: L← {a | (a,Kfrom,Kto) ∈ ct ∧Kfrom = K} ◃ all agents that are removed from K
6: M ← {a | (a,Kfrom,Kto) ∈ ct ∧Kto = K} ◃ all agents that are transferred into K
7: K ′ ← K \ L ∪M ◃ the updated partition K
8: P ′ ← P ′ ∪ {K ′} ◃ update resulting partitioning
9: end for
10: P ′ ← P ′ \ {∅} ◃ remove all empty partitions
11: return P ′
12: end procedure
Algorithm 1 determines the partitioning that would result if a candidate transaction ct was applied
to Ropt. That is because the underlying acquaintances graph is not modified. The final application of a
selected candidate transaction to the acquaintances graph is explained in Section 8.4. Since a candidate
transaction contains only candidate moves that do not depend on each other, they can be performed in
an arbitrary order. The procedure ensures that all agents whose target partition is specified as Kto = ∅
are assigned to the same new partition (cf. Line 4). Partitions that lose all members in the course of a
candidate transaction’s application dissolve, i.e., they are removed from the partitioning (cf. Line 10).
With regard to our running example, performing the above-given candidate transaction in the context of
N ’s regional partitioning to optimize Ropt yields R′opt = {K \ {a4}, L,N \ {a13, a14} ∪ {a4}, {a13, a14}}.
Because the size of the regional search space decreases exponentially with the cardinality of CM in
and Kopt, SPADA uses a heuristic providing the leaders with the most #CM in and #CM out promising
candidate moves for the creation of candidate transactions.6 To this end, the heuristic utilizes the fitness
function f that evaluates the overall partitioning’s quality in the application-specific setting. Here,
f is used to assess the change in fitness ∆f((a,Kfrom,Kto),Ropt) that would result from the isolated
application of a candidate move (a,Kfrom,Kto) to the regional partition to optimize Ropt:
∆f((a,Kfrom,Kto),Ropt) = f(R′opt)− f(Ropt)
with R′opt = Ropt \ {Kfrom,Kto} ∪ {Kfrom \ {a},Kto ∪ {a}}
The greater ∆f((a,Kfrom,Kto),Ropt), the more promising the candidate move. Of course, the relevance of
the exact value of the change in fitness diminishes when a candidate move is combined with others but still
it gives a rough indication whether it might be able to improve the regional partitioning. The indication’s
relevance mainly depends on the application-specific fitness function used for optimization. For instance,
the locality of the “classic” k-means distance measure – as used in clustering and anticlustering – is likely
to cause more sustainable indications than the fitness functions of homogeneous partitioning where the
quality of a single partition depends on the composition of all other partitions. Applying the heuristic to
CM in and CM out separately ensures that the leaders always keep the ability to incorporate new agents
into and to exclude members from their partition.
In order to find a candidate transaction suitable for application, the leader finally uses Algorithm 2
to create #CT candidate transactions on the basis of the remaining candidate moves CM in and CM out.
This algorithm can be thought of as a random search where the hypersphere contains the remaining
elements of CM in and CM out. All generated candidate transactions are gathered in a set. Having
created the candidate transactions, the leader corrects them as described in Section 8.3 so that they
adhere to the partitioning constraints, chooses the best one for execution, and applies the changes to
the acquaintances graph as explained in Section 8.4.
6#CM in and #CMout depend on the cardinality of CM in and CMout.
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Algorithm 2 Creation of a Candidate Transaction
Require: Ropt is the regional partitioning to optimize, CM in is a proper set of candidate moves
for integration, CM out is the corresponding set of candidate moves for exclusion, pCM in ∈ [0, 1]
parametrizes a Bernoulli distribution used to take candidate moves from CM in with probability pCM in ,
#ITERSmax > 0 is the maximum number of iterations performed and an upper bound for the
number of candidate moves in the generated candidate transaction.
Ensure: ct is a set of not more than #ITERSmax conflict-free candidate moves whose application
would increase the fitness of the regional partitioning to optimize.
1: procedure CreateCandidateTransaction(Ropt, CM in, CM out, pCM in , #ITERSmax)
2: ct ← ∅ ◃ initially empty candidate transaction
3: R′opt ← DetermineResultingPartitioning(Ropt, ct) ◃ resulting regional partitioning
4: tempin ← ∅, tempout ← ∅ ◃ helper sets holding candidate moves that decrease the fitness
5: iter ← 0 ◃ counts the number of iterations
6:
7: ◃ iteratively create the candidate transaction; terminate if max. no. of iterations reached or no
candidate moves are left
8: while iter < #ITERSmax ∧ (CM in ̸= ∅ ∨ CM out ̸= ∅) do
9: CM ← ChooseBernoulli(pCM in ,CM in,CM out) ◃ selects either CM in with probability
pCM in or CM out with probability 1− pCM in ; always chooses a non-empty set
10: (a,Kfrom,Kto)← ChooseUniform(CM ) ◃ arbitrary candidate move
11: ct′ ← ct ∪ {(a,Kfrom,Kto)} ◃ add candidate move to candidate transaction
12: R′′opt ← DetermineResultingPartitioning(Ropt, ct′) ◃ alternative resulting regional
partitioning
13:
14: ◃ decide whether to keep or discard the candidate move
15: if f(R′′opt) > f(R′opt) then ◃ only candidate moves increasing the fitness are kept
16: R′opt ← R′′opt ◃ update the resulting regional partitioning
17: ct ← ct′ ◃ update the candidate transaction
18: ◃ bad candidate moves might have become beneficial
19: CM in ← CM in ∪ tempin,CM out ← CM out ∪ tempout
20: tempin ← ∅, tempout ← ∅
21: ◃ remove all pending candidate moves involving the agent of (a,Kfrom,Kto) from CM out
22: CM confl ← {(a′,K ′from,K ′to) | (a′,K ′from,K ′to) ∈ CM out ∧ a′ = a} ◃ conflicting moves
23: CM out ← CM out \ CM confl ◃ remove conflicting candidate moves
24: else ◃ remember bad candidate move
25: if CM = CM in then
26: tempin ← tempin ∪ {(a,Kfrom,Kto)}
27: else
28: tempout ← tempout ∪ {(a,Kfrom,Kto)}
29: end if
30: end if
31:
32: CM ← CM \ {(a,Kfrom,Kto)} ◃ candidate move has been processed
33: iter ← iter + 1
34: end while
35:
36: return ct
37: end procedure
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Starting with an initially empty candidate transaction ct, Algorithm 2 tries to iteratively extend ct
by beneficial and randomly chosen candidate moves. In each iteration, Algorithm 2 chooses to take a
candidate move from CM in with probability pCM in ∈ [0, 1] or from CM out with probability 1− pCM in
(cf. Lines 9 and 10). Afterwards, it evaluates whether the inclusion of the selected candidate move
further increases the fitness of the partitioning that would result if the candidate transaction ct was
applied to Ropt (cf. Line 15). This procedure allows SPADA to take advantage of synergy effects. If the
fitness continues to increase, the candidate move remains in ct (cf. Line 17) and possibly conflicting
candidate moves are removed from CM out (cf. Lines 22 and 23). Otherwise, the candidate move is
considered inappropriate, which is why it is added to and stays on a blacklist (cf. Lines 25 to 29) until
ct has been extended by another candidate move (cf. Lines 19 and 20). The creation of ct is finished if
either a maximum of #ITERSmax iterations has been performed or CM in as well as CM out are empty.
The latter is the case either if all candidate moves have been added to the candidate transaction, or if
the remaining candidate moves are in conflict or considered to be inappropriate. #ITERSmax is thus an
upper bound for the number of candidate moves in ct.
In order to gain a target-oriented optimization, the most important characteristic of Algorithm 2 is
that it guarantees the generation of candidate transactions whose application would increase the fitness
of Ropt. To achieve a fair balance between computational costs and solution quality, we opted for an
iterative search strategy. For the same reason and in order to stimulate exploration and mitigate the
attraction of local optima, Algorithm 2 does not take the partitioning constraints into account. The
candidate transactions’ compliance with the partitioning constraints is ensured in a dedicated correction
phase afterwards. Because the correction of a candidate transaction can have unexpected effects on the
way its application would change the fitness of Ropt, the leader creates multiple candidate transactions.
That way, it can choose the most profitable transaction subsequent to the correction phase, which
alleviates the unexpected effects the corrections might cause.
Shuffling Acquaintances
Having optimized its regional partitioning, a leader shuffles the acquaintances of its partition members
so that they become acquainted with various different agents over time. Because agents keep their
acquaintances whenever they change partitions, this measure increases the variety in regional partitionings
the leaders regard during the optimization. Due to the broad spectrum of agents and partitions becoming
available as potential members and sources or targets for candidate moves, as well as the different
perspectives from which the leaders assess (regions of) the overall partitioning, SPADA makes better
use of regional knowledge and avoids local optima. Together with the iterative refinement of overlapping
partial solutions, this principle ultimately allows SPADA to form a suitable overall partitioning.
When shuffling acquaintances, a leader modifies only the mapping between its members and their
acquaintances, that is, it shuffles the heads of the unmarked edges of its partition. This entails that
(1) the direction of unmarked edges is not changed and (2) that the partition’s marked edges and
thus the structure of its arborescence are not altered. For example, two unmarked edges (ai, aj) and
(ak, al) can either be replaced by (ai, al) and (ak, aj) or kept unchanged. In any case, shuffling the
acquaintances of the members of a partition Kopt does not change their accumulated set of acquaintances
{acqAgents(a) | a ∈ Kopt}. So if a member of Kopt has been acquainted with an agent am, shuffling
acquaintances ensures that at least one of the members of Kopt will be acquainted with am. Because all
modifications also comply with the other properties of a proper acquaintances graph (cf. Section 8.1),
its weak connectivity is maintained.
8.3 Satisfaction of Partitioning Constraints
To enable the formation of scalable hierarchical system structures, SPADA supports compliance with the
partitioning constraints introduced in Section 6.2. Because leaders disregard the partitioning constraints
during the creation of candidate transactions for the sake of better exploration and reduced complexity,
they correct their created candidate transactions using the technique described at the end of this section.
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Applying a repaired candidate transaction to the regional partitioning to optimize Ropt yields an overall
partitioning that is guaranteed to adhere to the minimum- and maximum-partition-size as well as
the minimum- and maximum-number-of-partitions constraints. Of course, this is only one of several
possible ways to deal with infeasible candidate transactions: Instead of correcting all generated candidate
transactions, leaders could also degrade the fitness of infeasible candidate transactions, which requires
penalties in line with the degree of constraint violation. If the search space is not restricted to the
solution space, the chosen candidate transaction does not necessarily have to be corrected (cf. [52]).
In this case, the overall partitioning must be repaired right before the algorithm terminates in order
to return a feasible solution. These and multiple other constraint handling techniques for heuristics
are discussed in [145]. Since the correction of a candidate solution is likely to change its quality, the
drawback of allowing infeasible interim solutions is that the solution’s actual quality remains unclear
until the algorithm terminates. Furthermore, the evaluation of the PSOPP algorithm showed that the
mere size of the search space favors its restriction to feasible solutions (see Section 7.6). We outline and
justify our approach in the remainder of this section.
While the partition-size constraints are local constraints whose satisfaction can be enforced by each
leader individually on the basis of local information, leaders require global information – namely the total
number of partitions – to make sure that the application of a candidate transaction would satisfy the
number-of-partitions constraints. As we will learn in the following subsection, this global information is
actually only required once for the first correction of the overall partitioning. In all following optimization
cycles, the partitions need only local information to satisfy the constraints.
Localization of the Global Number-of-Partitions Constraints
The first correction of the number of partitions has to be performed by a designated leader for the overall
partitioning, i.e., in a centralized manner. It can be performed either during SPADA’s initialization so
that the number-of-partitions constraints are satisfied in all optimization steps, or after a predefined
optimization cycle. In the latter case, the leaders ignore the number-of-partitions constraints until the
centralized correction has been performed. Preliminary results showed that the accompanying increase in
SPADA’s exploration can turn out to be very beneficial in the context of highly constrained search spaces
that cause sparse solution spaces. In the exploration phase in which SPADA forms a partitioning P
that does not necessarily satisfy nmin ≤ |P| ≤ nmax , SPADA can search for a promising region in the
search space. The one-time centralized correction then transforms the possibly infeasible assignment
of decision variables into a feasible assignment, which is improved in all following optimization steps
without leaving the solution space. Note that the satisfaction of the partition-size constraints is always
ensured since only local knowledge is required.
The designated leader performs the one-time centralized correction of the number of partitions in a
partitioning P by means of Algorithm 3. This algorithm makes minimally invasive changes in order to
satisfy the partitioning constraints but pays no attention to how these changes influence the partitioning’s
fitness. The necessary changes are recorded in an initially empty candidate transaction ct and adopted
by its subsequent application to P. The resulting partitioning P ′ satisfies all partitioning constraints.
For this purpose, Algorithm 3 requires that all partitions K ∈ P satisfy smin ≤ |K| ≤ smax . As stated
above, this is ensured by all leaders locally. Of course, P can only be corrected if the underlying set of
agents A meet Equation (6.3) (this is a prerequisite for running SPADA, though). The algorithm is sound
and complete, i.e., it successfully repairs every partitioning that meets these conditions. In Algorithm 3,
∆n denotes the number of partitions that have to be dissolved (if ∆n < 0) or created (if ∆n > 0) so
that nmin ≤ |P ′| ≤ nmax holds. Lines 4 to 22 and Lines 24 to 43 ensure that P ′ does not exceed nmax
and does not fall below nmin, respectively. If there are too many partitions, Algorithm 3 dissolves
the −∆n = |P ′| − nmax smallest partitions by iteratively moving their members to the next smallest
partition in P ′. Otherwise if there are too few partitions, the algorithm creates ∆n = nmin − |P ′| new
partitions of the smallest possible size smin by iteratively removing an agent from the largest partition
in P ′. In this process, Lines 13 to 17 and 33 to 37 ensure that the candidate transaction ct remains
conflict-free despite its iterative generation.
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Algorithm 3 Correction of the Number of Partitions
Require: ct is a (conflict-free) candidate transaction whose application to P yields partitions of correct
size, P is a partitioning that satisfies the minimum- and maximum-partition-size constraints, ∆n
denotes the number of partitions that have to be dissolved (if ∆n < 0) or created (if ∆n > 0), and
smin is the minimum size of partitions.
Ensure: ct is a candidate transaction whose application to P creates a partitioning that satisfies all
partitioning constraints.
1: procedure RepairNumberOfPartitions(ct, P, ∆n, smin)
2: P ′ ← DetermineResultingPartitioning(P, ct) ◃ resulting partitioning
3:
4: while ∆n < 0 do ◃ too many partitions: max {0,−∆n} partitions have to be merged
5: K ← Smallest(P ′) ◃ smallest partition from the resulting partitioning
6: P ′ ← P ′ \ {K}
7: for all a ∈ K do ◃ dissolve the smallest partition
8: Kto ← Smallest(P ′) ◃ next smallest partition is target for move
9: P ′ ← P ′ \ {Kto} ∪ {Kto ∪ {a}} ◃ adjust P ′ by adding a to Kto
10: Kfrom ← K
11:
12: ◃ prevent conflicting candidate moves: “redirect” conflicting move to Kto
13: if ConstrainsCandidateMoveWithAgent(ct, a) then
14: (a,K ′from,K)← GetCandidateMoveWithAgent(ct, a)
15: ct ← ct \ {(a,K ′from,K)}
16: Kfrom ← K ′from ◃ instead of moving a to K it is now moved to Kto
17: end if
18:
19: ct ← ct ∪ {(a,Kfrom,Kto)} ◃ add new candidate move to candidate transaction
20: end for
21: ∆n← ∆n+ 1
22: end while
23:
24: while ∆n > 0 do ◃ too few partitions: max {0,∆n} partitions have to be created
25: Kto ← ∅ ◃ new initially empty partition
26: while |Kto| < smin do ◃ create new partition of minimal size
27: K ← Largest(P ′) ◃ remove member from the largest partition
28: a← ChooseUniform(K) ◃ arbitrary agent from K
29: P ′ ← P ′ \ {K} ∪ {K \ {a}} ◃ adjust P ′ by removing a from K
30: Kfrom ← K
31:
32: ◃ prevent conflicting candidate moves: “redirect” conflicting move to Kto
33: if ConstrainsCandidateMoveWithAgent(ct, a) then
34: (a,K ′from,K)← GetCandidateMoveWithAgent(ct, a)
35: ct ← ct \ {(a,K ′from,K)}
36: Kfrom ← K ′from ◃ instead of moving a to K it is now moved to Kto
37: end if
38:
39: ct ← ct ∪ {(a,Kfrom,Kto)} ◃ add new candidate move to candidate transaction
40: end while
41: P ′ ← P ′ ∪ {Kto} ◃ add new partition to resulting partitioning
42: ∆n← ∆n− 1
43: end while
44: end procedure
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Subsequent to the one-time centralized correction of P yielding P ′, the designated leader localizes
the global number-of-partitions constraints by decomposing them into several local counterparts. The
localization is achieved by distributing the remaining degrees of freedom in terms of how many partitions
may be created or dissolved without exceeding nmax or falling below nmin to the partitions in P ′. To this
end, partition-specific boundaries ∆nnew(K) and ∆ndis(K) state how many partitions a partition K ∈ P ′
contributes for creation and dissolution the next time it participates in a regional optimization. For
example, a parametrization of ∆nnew(K) = 2 and ∆ndis(K) = 3 means that K contributes the
opportunity of creating up to two and dissolving up to three partitions. Overall, nmax − |P ′| partitions
may be created and |P ′| − nmin partitions may be dissolved after the centralized correction without
violating the number-of-partitions constraints in the upcoming optimization cycle. The designated
leader distributes these degrees of freedom entirely (that is, nmax − |P ′| =
∑
K∈P′ ∆nnew(K) and
|P ′|−nmin =
∑
K∈P′ ∆ndis(K)), but as evenly as possible, to the partitions in P ′. The even distribution
of the remaining degrees of freedom avoids their unintended concentration in specific partitions. This
idea of localizing the global number-of-partitions constraints is inspired by the decomposition of global
quality of service constraints for the distributed composition of web services by Alrifai and Risse [5].
However, the nature of the quality of service constraints and the problem of service composition require
to solve a dedicated optimization problem to determine a proper decomposition. This is, thankfully, not
needed in case of our global number-of-partitions constraints.
Example – Initial Partition-Specific Boundaries for Creating and Dissolving Partitions
Let us regard a partitioning Q consisting of three partitions K,L, and M . Assume that the number-
of-partitions constraints are parametrized with nmin = 1 and nmax = 6. For Q in its entirety, up to
∆nnew(Q) = 6− 3 = 3 partitions may be created and no more than ∆ndis(Q) = 3− 1 = 2 partitions may
be dissolved. In this setting, the following partition-specific boundaries conform with the even distribution
of the degrees of freedom: ∆nnew(K) = ∆nnew(L) = ∆nnew(M) = 1, ∆ndis(K) = ∆ndis(L) = 1, and
∆ndis(M) = 0.
When carrying out a regional optimization, the local correction of candidate transactions explained
at the end of this section ensures compliance with these boundaries. To revise the composition of a
regional partitioning to optimize Ropt, the leader l(Kopt) performing the optimization aggregates the
degrees of freedom of all partitions in Ropt. Hence, l(Kopt) is permitted to create up to ∆nnew(Ropt) =∑
K∈Ropt ∆nnew(K) and dissolve up to ∆ndis(Ropt) =
∑
K∈Ropt ∆ndis(K) partitions for this regional
optimization.
Definition 10 (Localized Number-of-Partitions Constraints). When correcting candidate transactions
during the optimization of a regional partitioning Ropt, the following localized number-of-partitions
constraints replace the global number-of-partitions constraints defined in Equation (6.2):
∆ndis(Ropt) ≤ |R′opt| − |Ropt| ≤ ∆nnew(Ropt) (8.1)
R′opt denotes the regional partitioning that would result from the application of a corrected candidate
transaction to Ropt. The boundaries ∆ndis(Ropt) and ∆nnew(Ropt) are the upper limits for creating and
dissolving partitions in the regional optimization.
After applying a corrected candidate transaction to Ropt, which yields the partitioning R′opt, l(Kopt)
has to update the boundaries for all partitions in R′opt. The remaining degrees of freedom depend
on the number of partitions that have been created or dissolved. To be exact, the new boundaries
for creating and dissolving partitions in R′opt are ∆nnew(R′opt) = ∆nnew(Ropt)− (|R′opt| − |Ropt|) and
∆ndis(R′opt) = ∆ndis(Ropt)+(|R′opt|−|Ropt|). These degrees of freedom are distributed the same way as
explained above, but this time only to the partitions in R′opt. Because all regional optimizations adhere
to and update these boundaries as described, the overall partitioning satisfies the number-of-partitions
constraints.
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Example – Regional Update of the Partition-Specific Boundaries
Regarding the setting in the above-given example, assume that the leader of partition K revises the
regional partitioning to optimize Ropt = {K,M}. In this region, the leader is permitted to create
∆nnew(Ropt) = ∆nnew(K)+∆nnew(M) = 1+1 = 2 and dissolve ∆ndis(Ropt) = ∆ndis(K)+∆ndis(M) =
1 + 0 = 1 partitions. Let us assume that it creates an additional partition N resulting in the updated
regional partitioning R′opt = {K ′,M ′, N} and in the overall partitioning Q′ = {K ′, L,M ′, N}. For
R′opt, ∆nnew(R′opt) = 2− (3− 2) = 1 and ∆ndis(R′opt) = 1 + (3− 2) = 2 are the remaining degrees of
freedom. The following partition-specific boundaries can result from the regional update for the involved
partitions K ′,M ′, N : ∆nnew(K ′) = 1, ∆nnew(M ′) = ∆nnew(N) = 0, ∆ndis(K ′) = ∆ndis(M ′) = 1,
and ∆ndis(N) = 0. Because L is not involved in the regional optimization, it keeps its boundaries
∆nnew(L) = ∆ndis(L) = 1. Consequently, the overall resulting partitioning Q′ is now allowed to create
and dissolve a total of ∆nnew(Q′) = 1 + 1 + 0 + 0 = 2 and ∆ndis(Q′) = 1 + 1 + 1 + 0 = 3 partitions,
compared to ∆nnew(Q) = 3 and ∆ndis(Q) = 2 before the creation of partition N .
Local Correction of Candidate Transactions
In order to abide by the partitioning constraints, each leader corrects its generated candidate transactions
locally before it chooses the best transaction increasing the regional fitness for application. The correction
of candidate transactions is a four-stage process, illustrated in Figure 8.6: (1) The first stage utilizes
remaining candidate moves to repair the candidate transactions by extending them in a target-oriented
manner. In this stage, no guarantees of success can be given. (2) Afterwards, the second correction
stage ensures that all candidate transactions would lead to a partitioning that satisfies the partition-size
constraints. This is achieved by removing a sufficient number of candidate moves from each candidate
transaction. (3) By merging existing or creating new partitions, the number-of-partitions constraints
hold after the third stage. This stage is excluded until the one-time centralized correction has been
performed. (4) The last stage serves as a filter making sure that no candidate transaction can be selected
for application that does not increase the fitness of the regional partitioning to optimize. As stated in
Section 8.2, the correction of a candidate transaction might have unexpected effects on its valuation,
which is why it has to be re-evaluated after the third stage.
In the following paragraphs, we explain the first three correction stages in more detail. The fourth
and last stage simply removes all candidate transactions that do not increase the fitness. Given that
the current partitioning satisfies the partitioning constraints, the presented approach is able to correct
every candidate transaction. So, no matter which transaction is ultimately chosen for application, the
resulting partitioning is valid.
Stage 1 – Extension of Candidate Transactions Before correcting the size and the number of the
resulting partitions in a rather rigorous manner, the leader l(Kopt) performing the optimization of the
region Ropt tries to improve the correctness of the candidate transactions by making use of the remaining
conflict-free candidate moves for integration CM in and exclusion CM out. For each too large partition K
in the resulting region R′opt, l(Kopt) checks if there is a sufficient number of conflict-free candidate moves
that, if added to the candidate transaction, would decrease the size of K to the allowed maximum smax .
If this is the case, l(Kopt) adds |K|−smax of these candidate moves to the candidate transaction. Further,
for each too small partition L ∈ R′opt, l(Kopt) decides whether the remaining conflict-free candidate
moves should be used to increase L’s size so that |L| = smin or to dissolve it. The latter goal is only
pursued if the resulting partitioning would be too large (i.e., if |R′opt| − |Ropt| > ∆nnew(Ropt)). In all
other cases, the former goal is pursued, which improves SPADA’s ability to create new, sufficiently large
partitions. As is the case with too large partitions, too small partitions are only corrected if a sufficient
number of helpful candidate moves exist. All helpful candidate moves are added to the corresponding
candidate transaction.
While this stage is not mandatory for correcting the candidate transactions, it promotes exploration
and increases the probability of creating new, sufficiently large partitions. The resulting candidate
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Figure 8.6: Overview of the four stages to correct candidate transactions.
transactions do not necessarily lead to valid partitionings. This property is obtained by the following
two correction stages.
Stage 2 – Correction of Resulting Partition Sizes The second correction stage repairs the
candidate transactions with regard to the size of the resulting partitions. Instead of extending the
candidate transactions, it selectively removes specific candidate moves from them in an iterative manner.
It guarantees that every candidate transaction can be repaired and that the corrected candidate
transactions comply with the partition-size constraints. This is because the current partitioning satisfies
the partitioning constraints, and, in the worst case, all candidate moves are removed from a candidate
transaction so that no changes would be made. The complete procedure for correcting the partition
sizes of a specific candidate transaction is shown in Algorithm 4. It is performed once for each generated
candidate transaction. When correcting a candidate transaction ct, the leader l(Kopt) considers the two
cases of too large and too small partitions. In the former case, l(Kopt) removes |K ′| − smax candidate
moves that would transfer an agent into the too large partition K ′ (cf. Lines 10 to 15). Hence, only as
many agents as possible are moved into K ′. In the latter case, l(Kopt) distinguishes between already
existing partitions and the new partition that can be created by l(Kopt). If the partition already exists,
l(Kopt) removes smin − |K ′| candidate moves that would take an agent out of K ′ (cf. Lines 17 to 22). In
case of the new but too small partition, l(Kopt) removes all |K ′| candidate moves causing the partition’s
creation (cf. Lines 10 to 15), which highlights the benefit of the first correction stage.
Stage 3 – Correction of the Resulting Number of Partitions Having corrected the candidate
transaction with regard to the partition-size constraints, the leader l(Kopt) makes sure that, in the end,
all partitioning constraints are satisfied. To this end, it utilizes Algorithm 3 – the same algorithm SPADA
employs for the one-time centralized correction of the resulting number of partitions. But this time
Algorithm 3 is called on the basis of regional instead of global knowledge. The number of partitions ∆n
that have to be dissolved or created stems from the resulting regional partitioning to optimizeR′opt and the
regional boundaries indicating how many partitions may be created ∆nnew(Ropt) or dissolved ∆ndis(Ropt).
In case there would be too many partitions, l(Kopt) dissolves −∆n = −(∆nnew(Ropt)− (|R′opt|− |Ropt|))
partitions. If there would be too few partitions, l(Kopt) creates ∆n = −(∆ndis(Ropt)+ (|R′opt|− |Ropt|))
partitions. The accompanying modifications of the candidate transaction have been described at the
beginning of this section. Afterwards, the partition-size as well as the localized number-of-partitions
constraints (cf. Equation (8.1)) hold for each candidate transaction.
Note that the correction of the number of partitions is only possible by permitting the leader to
create and add candidate moves that affect arbitrary agents in Ropt and have arbitrary sources and
targets in Ropt. Consequently, these additional candidate moves are not necessarily contained in the
sets of candidate moves for integration CM in or exclusion CM out. Recalling that the main purpose of
restricting CM in and CM out was to limit the size of the search space (cf. Section 8.2), this restriction is
not needed at this point: Due to the selective changes made to the candidate transactions, the size of
the search space is irrelevant. On the other hand, the restriction has to be omitted in this correction
stage to be able to repair arbitrary candidate transactions.
8.4 Applying Partition Changes to the Acquaintances Graph
Having chosen a suitable candidate transaction, the regarded leader l(Kopt) sequentially carries out
the contained candidate moves. Afterwards, the acquaintances graph reflects the revised partitioning
as given by Algorithm 1. As mentioned before, the order in which the moves are applied is irrelevant.
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Algorithm 4 Correction of the Partitions’ Size
Require: ct is a (conflict-free) candidate transaction, Ropt is a partitioning that satisfies all partitioning
constraints, 1 ≤ smin ≤ smax holds for the minimum smin and maximum smax size of partitions.
Ensure: ct′ is a candidate transaction whose resulting partitioning consists of partitions of correct size.
1: procedure RepairSizeOfPartitions(ct, Ropt, smin, smax)
2: ct′ ← ct ◃ corrected candidate transaction
3: ◃ correct the size of each resulting partition K ′
4: for all K ∈ P ∪ {∅} do ◃ ∅ represents the possibly newly created partition
5: L← {a | (a,Kfrom,Kto) ∈ ct ∧Kfrom = K} ◃ all agents that are removed from K
6: M ← {a | (a,Kfrom,Kto) ∈ ct ∧Kto = K} ◃ all agents that are transferred into K
7: K ′ ← K \ L ∪M ◃ the resulting partition K ′
8: if K ′ ̸= ∅ then ◃ process only non-empty resulting partitions
9: ◃ reduce size of too large partitions or dissolve new partitions of insufficient size
10: while |K ′| > smax ∨ (K = ∅ ∧ 0 < |K ′| < smin) do
11: ◃ remove candidate move that increases the partition’s size
12: (a,Kfrom,K)← ChooseUniform(M)
13: ct′ ← ct′ \ {(a,Kfrom,K)}
14: K ′ ← K ′ \ {a}
15: end while
16: ◃ increase size of too small partitions
17: while |K ′| < smin do
18: ◃ remove candidate move that decreases the partition’s size
19: (a,K,Kto)← ChooseUniform(L)
20: ct′ ← ct′ \ {(a,K,Kto)}
21: K ′ ← K ′ ∪ {a}
22: end while
23: end if
24: end for
25: return ct′
26: end procedure
Although the leader makes sequential changes, the transaction appears to be carried out atomically
since partitions outside Ropt do not interfere with this process. With respect to the acquaintances
graph, moving an agent ai between two existing partitions requires removing the agent from its current
and integrating it into its new arborescence. Both actions are performed by the leaders of the affected
partitions. If the new partition of ai does not yet exist (i.e., if the processed candidate move is the first
with target Kto = ∅), it is sufficient to remove ai from its current partition. Subsequently, ai becomes
the leader l(Knew) = ai of the new partition Knew = {ai}. Note that Knew is a singleton until further
agents are added.
In the two following subsections, we describe the removal and integration of agents in detail and
show that all modifications comply with the properties of a proper acquaintances graph. These comprise,
among others, its weak connectivity, the predefined and constant number of outgoing edges per agent,
and the arborescence property of partitions (see Section 8.1).
Removing Agents from the Partitions’ Arborescence
If the agent to be removed is the only member of its partition, it is not necessary to explicitly remove it
from its arborescence. Instead, it is sufficient to integrate the agent into its new partition as described
in the following subsection. That is because the arborescence’s set of marked edges is empty. Otherwise,
when removing an agent ai from a partition Kfrom with |Kfrom| > 1, the number of modifications needed
depends on the structure of the acquaintances graph and the position of ai in Kfrom’s arborescence.
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l∗(Kfrom) = l(Kfrom)
f(ai)
ai
aj
ak
(a) Before ai’s removal.
l(Kfrom) = ai
l∗(Kfrom) = aj
ak
(b) After ai’s removal.
Figure 8.7: The changes made by a leader l(Kfrom) to detach an agent ai from the arborescence
representing its partition: Figure 8.7a depicts the removal of an internal node that is not the root.
Figure 8.7b shows the removal of the root, i.e., the leader l(Kfrom). In this case, l(Kfrom) appoints one
of its children to be the new leader l∗(Kfrom). In both cases, the root of the resulting arborescence is
indicated by a double circle. Solid bold arcs symbolize existing marked edges, dashed bold arcs symbolize
new marked edges, and dashed non-bold arcs symbolize marked edges that are converted into unmarked
edges.
Basically, Kfrom’s leader removes ai by converting all of its incoming and outgoing marked edges into
unmarked edges by deleting the flag. Afterwards, the leader re-establishes the arborescence property of
the remaining partition Kfrom \ {ai}. As any agent can be removed from a partition, ai can be a leaf or
an internal node, including the root. If ai is the root, it is Kfrom’s leader. In such a situation, the leader
removes itself from Kfrom and determines a new leader from the set of remaining partition members
Kfrom \ {ai}. In the following, we describe the necessary modifications of the acquaintances graph for
both cases.
If ai is a leaf, it can be simply removed by deleting the flag from its incoming marked edge. No
further modifications are necessary. Otherwise if ai is an internal node, let C(ai) be the set of its children,
f(ai) its parent, and l∗(Kfrom) the leader after ai has been removed. Furthermore, let Mrem and Mnew
be two preliminary empty sets of edges. Mrem gathers all marked edges to be converted into unmarked
edges, and Mnew all new marked edges that might replace existing unmarked edges.
If ai is an internal node but not the arborescence’s root, l(Kfrom) remains the partition’s leader (i.e.,
l∗(Kfrom) = l(Kfrom)) and starts with ai’s removal by adding ai’s incoming marked edge (f(ai), ai) to
Mrem (see Figure 8.7a). In any case, l(Kfrom) adds all outgoing marked edges of ai to Mrem, i.e., those
to its children C(ai), in order to separate it from the arborescence. Afterwards, l(Kfrom) selects one of
ai’s children aj ∈ C(ai). If ai is not the root, l(Kfrom) creates a new marked edge (f(ai), aj) and adds
this edge to Mnew. This is necessary to prevent the arborescence from falling apart. If ai is the root, aj
becomes the new root and thus the partition’s new leader l∗(Kfrom) = aj (see Figure 8.7b). To ensure
that all of ai’s children as well as their descendants remain in the arborescence, l(Kfrom) selects a leaf ak
of the subtree with root aj (note that this could be aj itself) and adds a new marked edge (ak, al) for
each child al ∈ C(ai) \ {aj} to Mnew. Except for aj , ak thus becomes the new parent of each child of ai.
Leader l(Kfrom) updates the agents’ outgoing marked edges by adding all edges contained in
Mnew; existing unmarked edges that equal the new marked edges in terms of endpoints are replaced.
Subsequently, l(Kfrom) removes the mark from all edges contained in Mrem so that they become
unmarked edges. These modifications can lead to a situation in which f(ai) or ak exceed the predefined
number of outgoing edges by m. This can be the case because l(Kfrom) created a new marked edge
for f(ai) or |C(ai) \ {aj}| new marked edges for ak (see Figure 8.7a). As these marked edges do not
necessarily replace existing unmarked edges, we have m ≤ 1 or m ≤ |C(ai) \ {aj}|, respectively. If m > 0,
l(Kfrom) removes m unmarked edges for the corresponding agent in order to remedy the deficiency.
When removing these edges, the acquaintances graph stays weakly connected. This can be ensured
because, in case of f(ai), we can simply remove the unmarked edge (f(ai), ai) since f(ai) is acquainted
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with aj via a marked edge, and ai with aj via an unmarked edge. With regard to the former leaf ak, we
guarantee the weak connectivity by making sure that ai is acquainted with m heads of ak’s unmarked
edges so that these edges can be deleted (note that ai might already be acquainted with some of these
agents). Each unmarked edge that has to be newly created for ai replaces one of ai’s unmarked edges
pointing to its former children C(ai) \ {aj} that are now the children of ak. The unmarked edge from ai
to aj must not be removed to guarantee the graph’s weak connectivity.
Having updated the edges, l(Kfrom) informs ai that it has been removed from Kfrom. In case the
leader removed itself from the partition, it informs the remaining partition members about the new
leader l∗(Kfrom). As a result, ai becomes the leader of a new partition M = {ai}. If ai should be moved
into another existing partition, l(Kfrom) informs Kto’s leader l(Kto) that ai is ready for its integration.
Integrating Agents into the Arborescence of Existing Partitions
When integrating an agent ai into its new (existing) partition Kto, we may assume that it is currently a
member of a singleton Kdis = {ai}: Either ai has already been a member of Kdis before applying this
move so that Kdis = Kfrom, or Kdis is the result of removing ai from its former partition Kfrom. After
ai’s integration, partition Kdis dissolves and ai loses its leader status. For ai’s integration into Kto, we
have to distinguish the two following situations:
1. Kto is acquainted with ai: Since there is at least one unmarked edge (aj , ai) pointing from a
member aj ∈ Kto to ai, leader l(Kto) integrates ai into Kto simply by adding its flag to (aj , ai).
Hence, this unmarked edge is converted into a marked edge. Obviously, this does not break the
acquaintances graph’s weak connectivity.
2. Kto is not acquainted with ai: Such a situation can arise because a leader optimizes its
regional partitioning (that encompasses an entire region of the overall acquaintances graph) by
creating candidate transactions without taking account of whether or not a member of Kto is
acquainted with ai.
Since there is no unmarked edge between Kto and ai, l(Kto) has to create a new unmarked
edge (aj , ai) originating from one of its members aj ∈ Kto. As the creation of this edge requires
l(Kto) to delete one of aj ’s unmarked edges, we have to make sure that the acquaintances graph
remains weakly connected. In this case, we take advantage of the fact that the partition Kopt of the
leader l(Kopt) that created the candidate move is acquainted with Kto, and had been acquainted
with Kfrom before executing the transaction. Depending on which other modifications have already
been made, Kopt’s acquaintance with Kfrom might still be present. To ensure the graph’s weak
connectivity, we have to consider three different cases:
a) If aj holds an unmarked edge into its own partition Kto, this edge can be replaced by the
required unmarked edge (aj , ai). The weak connectivity is maintained because of the marked
edges constituting Kto (i.e., there is still an edge that connects aj with Kto).
b) Otherwise if aj holds an unmarked edge into Kopt, this edge can be replaced by the required
unmarked edge (aj , ai). The weak connectivity is maintained because Kopt is still acquainted
with Kto.
c) Otherwise, aj holds an unmarked edge (aj , am) pointing to an agent am of a further partitionN ,
with N ̸= Kdis ∧N ̸= Kto ∧N ̸= Kopt. Let us assume that Kopt’s acquaintance with Kto is
realized by the unmarked edge (ak, al), with ak ∈ Kopt and al ∈ Kto. In this situation, l(Kto)
replaces (aj , am) by the required unmarked edge (aj , ai) and leader l(Kopt) replaces (ak, al)
by a new unmarked edge (ak, am).
If Kdis = Kfrom (i.e., Kfrom = {ai}), Kopt is acquainted with Kdis and thus ai. Hence, the
weak connectivity is maintained because Kopt keeps its acquaintance with Kto (due to ai’s
integration into Kto) and becomes acquainted with N .
Otherwise, Kdis is the result of extracting ai from Kfrom. Because of the procedure of
removing agents from partitions explained in the previous subsection, we can be sure that ai
and Kfrom are weakly connected: If ai was an internal node, ai is acquainted with Kfrom; if ai
was a leaf, Kfrom is acquainted with ai. Having integrated ai, Kto is thus weakly connected
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with Kfrom. Further, Kopt is still acquainted with Kfrom or, due to ai’s integration, with Kto.
Finally, the weak connectivity is guaranteed because Kopt becomes acquainted with N .
Afterwards, l(Kto) proceeds as described in case 1 “Kto is acquainted with ai”.
Having integrated ai into Kto, ai is a leaf with parent aj in the arborescence representing Kto. The
application of the candidate move is completed.
Note – Dealing with the Dynamics of MAS
Although we assume that the set of agents A participating in solving the PP does not change during
SPADA’s runtime, SPADA is, in principle, able to deal with agents joining and leaving A at runtime.
Despite the dynamic nature of MAS, SPADA can ensure a constant number of acquaintances per agent
as well as the arborescence property of partitions. However, when agents leave A, the weak connectivity
of the acquaintances graph cannot be guaranteed without its reinitialization on the basis of global
knowledge. We assume that messages are processed correctly and malfunctioning agents or those leaving
A become unavailable. If a new agent joins A, it broadcasts a message and creates unmarked edges
to a random subset of agents that reply to this message. Further, some agents replace one of their
unmarked edges by a new unmarked edge to the new agent if this does not break the weak connectivity.
To identify unavailable agents, the agents periodically ping their acquaintances and their leader. If an
agent detects that the head of an unmarked edge is unavailable, it creates a new arbitrary acquaintance.
Moreover, if an agent notices that a head of its marked edges is unavailable, it informs its leader which,
in turn, removes the unavailable agent from its partition. In case a leader left A, each member of the
corresponding partition temporarily assumes that it is the leader of a new partition and sends this
information to the heads of its marked edges. Agents that receive such a message adopt the sender as
leader and forward the message to the heads of their marked edges, thereby recreating a new arborescence
in a top-down manner.
8.5 Evaluation and Comparison to PSOPP
In our evaluation, we analyze SPADA’s performance with regard to the objectives strict partitioning
clustering (C), anticlustering (AC), as well as homogeneous partitioning mean (HPm) and sum (HPs).
Since we are particularly interested in SPADA’s performance in the context of multi-objective optimiza-
tion, we also evaluate different combinations of these objectives. Based on different parametrizations
of the partitioning constraints, we further examine the influence of dense and sparse solution spaces
on SPADA’s behavior. By varying the number of agents participating in the partitioning problem, we
additionally investigate its ability to find high-quality solutions in search spaces of different size.
Hereinafter, we compare SPADA and PSOPP (see Chapter 7) because they can solve exactly the same
problems. In particular, both algorithms guarantee that solutions comply with the specified partitioning
constraints. In SPADA’s evaluation, we therefore deliberately abstain from further comparisons to
related approaches that proved to be unsuited in Sections 6.5 and 7.6. PSOPP serves as an adequate
benchmark because it is a centralized optimizer whose particles can make use of global knowledge.
Moreover, PSOPP benefits from parallelization as the particles concurrently explore the search space.
Before we present our evaluation results, we introduce the test bed.
Test Bed
Our implementation of SPADA resides in a simulation environment that uses a sequential, round-based
execution model. With respect to Figure 8.1, each optimization cycle corresponds to a specific round.
In each optimization cycle, the agents’ optimization steps are performed in an arbitrary sequential order
that might change from one optimization cycle to another. Consequently, SPADA does not profit from
parallelization in its current implementation. Our evaluation results show that this potential drawback
does not prevent SPADA from obtaining better results than PSOPP in the context of multi-objective
optimization, though.
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Size of Partitions No. of Partitions
n smin smax nmin nmax Dimensions
Pr
ob
le
m
St
ru
ct
ur
e
PS-01 500 1 n 1 n 1
PS-02 1000 1 n 1 n 1
PS-03 2000 1 n 1 n 1
PS-04 1000 2 20 1 n 1
PS-05 1000 7 20 1 n 1
PS-06 1000 14 20 1 n 1
PS-07 1000 2 20 123 427 1
PS-08 1000 2 20 196 354 1
PS-09 1000 2 20 270 280 1
PS-10 1000 20 50 20 40 6
PS-11 4000 40 100 40 80 6
Table 8.1: The 11 different problem structures considered for SPADA’s evaluation. Each problem
structure defines the number n of agents participating in the partitioning problem, the parametrization
of the partitioning constraints, as well as the dimensions of the optimization problem (i.e., the number
of objectives).
We analyze SPADA’s performance with regard to different numbers n of agents A participating in the
partitioning problem as well as different parametrizations of the partitioning constraints. In detail, we
evaluated 11 different problem structures. These are listed in Table 8.1. For each problem structure, we
generated 20 initial (flat) system structures that differed in the initial number of partitions (such an initial
system structure corresponds to a partitioning – possibly residing in a hierarchy – that is to be reorganized).
To minimize the influence of the initial number of partitions on our conclusions, we generated these
structures in a way that the initial number of partitions was equidistantly distributed between a lower
and an upper bound. If the number of partitions was restricted, we used the minimum nmin and
the maximum nmax number of partitions for these bounds. In case of unrestricted instances of the
partitioning problem, we set the lower bound to 2 and the upper bound to n2 .
For each generated initial system structure, the set of agents G was created in exactly the same
randomized manner as in the evaluation of PSOPP. Each agent was equipped with a number of properties
that corresponds to the number of objectives combined in the objective function. For each dimension,
each agent holds a property from the set {0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1} which is unique in this specific dimension.
Again, this can be thought of as a very heterogeneous set of power plants that requires well-considered
decisions in order to obtain an adequate partitioning (i.e., AVPPs).
For each evaluation scenario (that is, a combination of a set of objectives and a problem structure),
we performed 100 simulation runs (5 runs for each of the 20 different initial system structures per
problem structure). In each run, SPADA’s and PSOPP’s task was to optimize the initial system
structure according to the given objectives. In all evaluation scenarios, we used a predefined time limit
as termination criterion.
As is the case with the evaluation of PSOPP, we normalize the objectives’ raw values to the interval
[0, 1] for better comparability of the obtained solutions (recall that the raw values correspond to the
(negative) sum of the squared Euclidean distances in case of the objectives C and AC, and standard
deviations in case of the objectives HPm and HPs). For this purpose, we reuse the fitness function
Fo(v) = 1.0− bo−vbo−wo , which yields a normalized fitness value for a specific raw value v. It is based on
calculated worst wo and best bo values of v for the objective o ∈ {C,AC,HPm,HPs}. For all objectives,
SPADA’s and PSOPP’s goal was to maximize the fitness. The higher the fitness, the better the created
partitioning.
We use worst and best raw values determined in the context of unrestricted partitionings in all
following experiments. In case of restricted partitionings, these serve as lower and upper bounds for
the actually obtainable values. Using the same worst and best raw values in all evaluation scenarios
improves comparability of the results. The worst raw value wo of an objective o ∈ {C,AC,HPm,HPs}
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objective C objective AC objective HPm objective HPs
n 500 1000 4000 1000 4000 1000 2000 4000 1000 4000
wo 1.04E7 8.33E7 5.33E9 0.00 0.00 499.00 999.00 1999.00 3.53E5 5.66E6
bo 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.33E7 5.33E9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Table 8.2: Overview of the worst and the best raw values used to calculate normalized fitness values for
the different objectives o ∈ {C,AC,HPm,HPs} and for different numbers n of agents participating in
the partitioning problem.
is calculated as described in Section 7.6. With regard to the best raw value bo, we have 0 for the
objectives C, HPm, and HPs because the agents can form the grand coalition in case of HPm and HPs
(which yields a standard deviation of 0), and partitionings in which all partitions are singletons in case
of C (yielding a sum of squared Euclidean distances of 0). While the grand coalition is not the only
optimal solution for HPm and HPs in this setting, a partitioning algorithm has to create singletons in
order to obtain an optimal result for C. Recall that we have wAC = bC and bAC = wC for objective AC.
Table 8.2 gives an overview of the worst and the best raw values used to derive the normalized fitness
values Fo(v).
With regard to the algorithms’ parametrization, we used the parameters we found in Section 7.6
for PSOPP. Suitable parametrizations of SPADA were identified in the course of extensive preceding
experiments. Where not stated otherwise, we used the following parameters for SPADA:
• For the number of acquaintances per agent, we used #ACQ = 10.
• The number of transaction partners #TP of a leader (i.e., the size of the regional partitioning to
optimize) is defined as a multiple of the size of its partition. Here, we used a factor of 0.05 for
objective C and 2.60 for HPm.
• For the creation of candidate transactions, leaders regarded the 20% (15%) best candidate moves
for integration or exclusion in case of C (HPm).
• For the maximum number of iterations #ITERSmax for the creation of candidate transactions, we
used 4 times the number of the best candidate moves for integration and exclusion.
• As for maximum number created candidate transactions #CT , we used 10 for C and 20 for HPm.
For further comparison, we performed all experiments with a procedure that corresponds to a random
walk through the solution space (referred to as RDM in the following). To this end, we used another
instance of PSOPP that was parametrized with crdm = 1.0, cBi = 0.0, cB = 0.0, and a single particle.
Unrestricted Partitionings
In case of unrestricted partitionings, we have smin = 1 and smax = n for the minimum and the maximum
partition size, and nmin = 1 and nmax = n for the minimum and the maximum number of partitions.
To compare SPADA’s and PSOPP’s performance with regard to a single objective, we opted for the two
objectives C and HPm. We made this decision on the basis of our findings in Section 7.6. There, C and
HPm turned out to be the most challenging objectives when optimizing for a single objective. At the
end of this section, we consider the two other objectives AC and HPs in the context of multi-objective
optimization.
We evaluated objective C in combination with the problem structures PS-01 and PS-02 from Table 8.1.
We observe that PSOPP features a much higher rate of convergence than SPADA (see Figures 8.8a
and 8.8b). On the one hand, this can be attributed to the fact that PSOPP is a centralized optimizer
that relies on global instead of regional knowledge. On the other hand, PSOPP is a population-based
approach and thus has the advantage of maintaining multiple candidate solutions. In our evaluation,
PSOPP makes use of 4 particles, meaning that it has information of up to 9 different candidate solutions
(4 candidate solutions representing the particles’ current positions, 4 best found solutions in the particles’
neighborhoods, and, finally, the global best found solution). These factors allow PSOPP to considerably
improve the quality of the global best found solution right at the beginning of the optimization. The
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(a) Objective C with 500 agents (PS-01).
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(b) Objective C with 1000 agents (PS-02).
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(c) Objective HPm with 1000 agents (PS-02).
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(d) Objective HPm with 2000 agents (PS-03).
Figure 8.8: Unrestricted partitionings: Development of the fitness values obtained by SPADA, PSOPP,
and RDM for objectives C and HPm over a time frame of 10 s. All fitness values are averaged over
100 runs. In case of PSOPP, the data reflects the development of the fitness of the global best found
solution.
availability of multiple candidate solutions is especially beneficial if there is a high risk of getting trapped
in local optima, as is the case with objective C. In contrast to PSOPP, SPADA holds only a single
candidate solution that is modified by the agents in the hope of finding an even better solution. In
Figure 8.8a, the small jumps in SPADA’s fitness after approximately 2.5 s, 6 s, and 7 s point to situations
in which SPADA was able to leave local optima. For the same reasons, SPADA’s rate of convergence
decreases more than PSOPP’s when increasing the number of agents from 500 to 1000. While SPADA
is able to yield almost optimal partitionings after 8 s for 500 agents and after 10 s for 1000 agents,
PSOPP achieves comparable values after much shorter runtimes of 0.6 s and 1.2 s, respectively. After
10 s, PSOPP yields optimal partitionings consisting of 500 (1000) partitions for 500 (1000) agents in all
runs. On average, SPADA creates partitionings with 475.42 partitions (standard deviation σ = 107.68)
for 500 agents and 835.78 partitions (σ = 253.83) for 1000 agents. While SPADA detects that forming
singletons is advantageous in this setting, some agents are still grouped with others. This is why it did
not always come up with optimal results. Both algorithms achieve significantly better solutions than
RDM. Because RDM features a better rate of convergence than SPADA during the first 0.3 s, it might
be advantageous to allow the agents to perform a random walk for a short time frame after SPADA’s
initialization.
As for objective HPm, we used the problem structures PS-02 and PS-03 (see Table 8.1). We note
that SPADA’s and PSOPP’s rates of convergence are much more similar than in case of objective C
(see Figures 8.8c and 8.8d). Again, PSOPP exhibits a strong increase in fitness right at the beginning
of the optimization and is able to keep this lead until termination. After 10 s, PSOPP created an
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Evaluation
Scenario
objective C
500 agents (PS-01)
objective C
1000 agents (PS-02)
objective HPm
1000 agents (PS-02)
objective HPm
2000 agents (PS-03)
SPADA 0.999 (0.005) 0.947 (0.219) 0.968 (0.025) 0.858 (0.097)
PSOPP 1.000 (0.000) 1.000 (0.000) 1.000 (0.003) 0.914 (0.100)
Table 8.3: Unrestricted partitionings: Mean fitness values obtained by SPADA and PSOPP for different
combinations of objectives and problem structures after a runtime of 10 s. All fitness values are averaged
over 100 runs. Values in parentheses denote standard deviations.
average number of 2.16 partitions (σ = 7.67) for 1000 agents and 236.83 partitions (σ = 264.36) for
2000 agents. SPADA established, on average, 219.13 partitions (σ = 112.85) for 1000 agents and 494.87
partitions (σ = 290.87) for 2000 agents. As mentioned before, creating the grand coalition is not the
only optimal partitioning in this setting. For this reason, both algorithms are able to create high-quality
partitionings with a very different number of partitions. However, PSOPP can provide solutions whose
quality is comparable to those SPADA obtains at the end of the optimization process already after 4.0 s
for 1000 agents and after 4.8 s for 2000 agents. Again, both algorithms significantly outperform RDM.
Table 8.3 lists the fitness values SPADA and PSOPP achieve for the different evaluation scenarios
after 10 s. Although SPADA uses only a single candidate solution and regional knowledge to solve the
PP, the quality of its solutions for C and HPm is 94% of the one provided by PSOPP.
Restricted Size of Partitions
As explained in Section 8.3, leaders only require local knowledge to ensure that a partitioning complies
with the minimum- and maximum-partition-size constraints. In the following, we examine in which
way such restrictions influence SPADA’s performance. We expect that the minimum partition size smin
has a stronger influence on SPADA’s performance than the maximum partition size smax because large
values for smin hamper the creation of candidate transactions that yield partitions of sufficient size. For
this reason, we regard three different restrictions of smin ∈ {2, 7, 14} in combination with smax = 20.
In detail, we consider the problem structures PS-04, PS-05, and PS-06 listed in Table 8.1. All of them
consist of 1000 agents and do not restrict the minimum and the maximum number of partitions (i.e.,
nmin = 1 and nmax = 1000). To investigate the impact of the different parametrizations of smin, we
employed objective C because it prefers small partitions in our setting.
In contrast to the evaluation scenarios with unrestricted partitionings, SPADA has to make use of
its ability to correct candidate transactions to be able to find high-quality solutions that abide by the
partitioning constraints. The success rate of enlarging too small partitions during the local correction of
candidate transactions increases with the number of available candidate moves (see Section 8.3). We
therefore raised the factor defining the number of a leader’s transaction partners #TP dependent on the
size of its partition from 0.05 to 1.50.
We notice that increasing smin significantly reduces the number of high-quality solutions in the search
space. This is indicated by the considerable drop in the mean fitness value of the solutions provided by
RDM from 0.548 for smin = 2 over 0.177 for smin = 7 to 0.108 for smin = 14 (see Figure 8.9). Hence, we
expect that the more restricted the partition size, the lower SPADA’s and PSOPP’s rates of convergence.
As for smin = 2 (see Figure 8.9a), SPADA’s behavior in terms of the fitness development is reminiscent
of the one it showed in the unrestricted case (see Figure 8.8b). Interestingly, PSOPP’s rate of convergence
decreases to a greater extent. These observations can also be made for smin = 7. In these cases, SPADA
seems to profit from the automatic increase in exploration that originates from the correction of candidate
transactions. The tighter the bounds for the partition size, the higher the exploration rate. As in the
unrestricted evaluation scenario, SPADA yields solutions whose quality is about 95% of those provided
by PSOPP after the time limit of 10 s. However, PSOPP now needs 5.7 s and 7.7 s to achieve fitness
values comparable to those SPADA attains at the end of the optimization process for smin = 2 and
smin = 7, respectively. Recall that this value was only 1.2 s in the unrestricted case. We attribute this
to SPADA’s increase in exploration.
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(a) smin = 2, smax = 20 (PS-04).
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(b) smin = 7, smax = 20 (PS-05).
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(c) smin = 14, smax = 20 (PS-06).
Figure 8.9: Restricted size of partitions: Development of the fitness values obtained by SPADA, PSOPP,
and RDM for objective C, 1000 agents, and different restrictions of the minimum and the maximum
partition size over a time frame of 10 s. All fitness values are averaged over 100 runs. In case of PSOPP,
the data reflects the development of the fitness of the global best found solution.
Problem
Structure
smin = 2, smax = 20
(PS-04)
smin = 7, smax = 20
(PS-05)
smin = 14, smax = 20
(PS-06)
SPADA 0.932 (0.045) 0.896 (0.060) 0.767 (0.120)
PSOPP 0.983 (0.002) 0.934 (0.012) 0.960 (0.004)
Table 8.4: Restricted size of partitions: Mean fitness values obtained by SPADA and PSOPP for
objective C, 1000 agents, and different restrictions of the minimum and the maximum partition size after
a runtime of 10 s. All fitness values are averaged over 100 runs. Values in parentheses denote standard
deviations.
Interestingly, PSOPP yields better solutions when using smin = 14 instead of smin = 7 (SPADA’s
solution quality declines with smin). Accordingly, PSOPP’s rate of convergence increases substantially.
Here, PSOPP seems to benefit from the reduced size of the search space. We cannot make these
observations for SPADA, which we ascribe to SPADA’s difficulty in creating new partitions if smin is
large. We therefore suppose that we could resolve this problem by using a parametrization that allows
for a higher number of candidate moves and candidate transactions. For smin = 14, SPADA’s solution
quality is 80% of PSOPP’s. PSOPP needs 2.7 s to obtain such solutions.
Table 8.4 provides an overview of the fitness values obtained by SPADA and PSOPP after 10 s.
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Restricted Size and Number of Partitions
In Section 8.3, we outlined that SPADA ensures compliance with the global number-of-partitions
constraints. After a one-time centralized correction, SPADA guarantees the compliance on the basis of
local information. In the following, we first investigate whether our principle of localizing the number-of-
partitions constraints outperforms a centralized approach to the correction of partitionings. Afterwards,
we compare the influence of the number-of-partitions constraints on SPADA’s performance and compare
the results to those obtained by PSOPP. As with the restricted size of partitions, we ran experiments
for objective C.
Comparison of the Local to the Centralized Approach to Comply with the Specified Num-
ber of Partitions For the centralized correction of partitionings, we employed the same procedure
SPADA uses for the one-time centralized correction necessary to localize the number-of-partitions
constraints. As it would be computationally inefficient to perform the centralized correction after each
optimization step, we decided for its application after each optimization cycle. Recall that the centralized
correction transforms an invalid partitioning into a valid partitioning by means of minimally invasive
changes. In spite of that, it is unsure how these changes affect the partitioning’s fitness. By contrast,
our localized principle of complying with the constraints allows the leaders to repair multiple candidate
transactions and to choose the best transaction increasing the fitness of their regional partitioning for
application. We therefore claim that our local correction not only provides better partitionings but
also more stable results in terms of the fitness’s standard deviation. To validate this claim, we ran
experiments for problem structure PS-09 (1000 agents, and smin = 2, smax = 20, nmin = 270, and
nmax = 280 as parametrization of the partitioning constraints, cf. Table 8.1).
Our results confirm the expected advantages of localizing the global number-of-partitions constraints,
which allows for a more target-oriented optimization of partitionings than the centralized approach.
In case of our local correction, SPADA is able to steadily increase the fitness until the optimization
terminates after 15 s (see Figure 8.10a). That is because the local correction allows the leaders to select
those candidate transactions for application that promise the highest increase in the partitioning’s fitness.
The one-time centralized correction of the partitioning is performed after a runtime of approximately 5.0 s,
which is reflected in the plateau of more or less constant fitness values between 5.0 s and 6.5 s. After
15 s, the local correction yields an average fitness value of 0.986 with a very low standard deviation
of σ = 0.005.
By contrast, the centralized correction is not able to further increase the fitness after a runtime of
9.5 s. The fitness oscillates around a value of 0.867. We ascribe this to the application of candidate
transactions that temporarily increase the fitness but actually produce invalid partitionings. The
subsequent centralized correction of a partitioning is detrimental to its fitness. As opposed to our local
correction that ensures compliance with the number-of-partitions constraints in each optimization step,
the centralized correction requires a final correction of the partitioning before it is returned as solution.
Although the centralized correction yields a maximum mean fitness of 0.879 (note that the associated
partitionings might have been invalid), the actually feasible solution that is returned after the final
correction only achieves an average fitness of 0.702 (σ = 0.032).
With respect to the development of the standard deviation of the fitness depicted in Figure 8.10b,
we observe that the local correction of candidate transactions yields a far more stable solution quality
than the centralized correction. In case of the local correction, the standard deviation increases until
the one-time centralized correction. This can be regarded as an exploration phase. Afterwards, the
local correction ensures that the partitioning constraints hold in every optimization step, which is why
the standard deviation decreases continuously. Using the centralized correction, the standard deviation
remains at a relatively high level until SPADA terminates. The final correction of the partitioning
present after 15 s significantly reduces the standard deviation of the actual solution that abides by the
partitioning constraints, though.
Comparison to PSOPP To analyze in which way a restricted number of partitions affects SPADA’s
performance, we utilized the problem structures PS-07 (nmin = 123, nmax = 427), PS-08 (nmin = 196,
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Figure 8.10: Comparison of the local to the centralized correction method: Development of the fitness
values (see Figure 8.10a) and the corresponding standard deviations (see Figure 8.10b) obtained by
SPADA using either the local correction of candidate transactions or the centralized correction of
partitionings. Although we limited SPADA’s runtime to 15 s, we show data for 16 s because the
centralized approach has to perform a final correction before returning the solution. The fitness values
are averages over 100 runs. In all runs, we used objective C in combination with problem structure
PS-09 consisting of 1000 agents (smin = 2, smax = 20, nmin = 270, and nmax = 280).
nmax = 354), and PS-09 (nmin = 270, nmax = 280). All these problem structures consist of 1000 agents
and set the minimum and the maximum partition size to smin = 2 and smax = 20.
As indicated by the development of the mean fitness for RDM, tighter bounds for the number of
partitions lead to search spaces that contain less high-quality solutions (see Figure 8.11). After 10 s,
RDM achieves mean fitness values of 0.494 for PS-07, 0.422 for PS-08, and 0.345 for PS-09. In case of an
unrestricted number of partitions, RDM obtained a fitness of 0.548 for structure PS-04 (see Figure 8.9a).
First of all, we observe that SPADA’s rate of convergence is slightly higher when using a broader
range for the number of partitions (see Figure 8.11). That is because the one-time centralized correction
of the number of partitions can temporarily impair the quality of a partitioning. The tighter the bounds
for the number of partitions, the more changes are necessary, and thus the more likely the one-time
centralized correction causes a temporary decline in fitness.
PSOPP’s rate of convergence is similarly resistant to restrictions of the number of partitions as
SPADA. After the time limit of 15 s, PSOPP obtains slightly higher fitness values than SPADA (see
Table 8.5). The quality of SPADA’s solutions now ranges between 98% and 99% of PSOPP’s. PSOPP
needs 12.0 s, 12.5 s, and 14.0 s to obtain SPADA’s final fitness values for PS-07, PS-08, and PS-09,
respectively. While we observe that PSOPP is less sensitive to restrictions of the number of partitions
than SPADA, SPADA seems to benefit from tighter bounds. SPADA can improve the fitness from
0.932 (σ = 0.045) to 0.986 (σ = 0.005), compared to the setting where the number of partitions was not
restricted (problem structure PS-04). We attribute this to the higher degree of exploration originating
from the correction of candidate transactions when using tighter bounds as well as the accompanying
reduction of the size of the search space. Note that objective C favors small partitions and all regarded
problem structures allow for a relatively high number of partitions.
Multi-Objective Optimization with Restricted Partitionings
Last but not least, we investigate SPADA’s behavior in case of partitioning problems that involve
restricted partitionings as well as multiple objectives. This corresponds to a setting as imposed by our
power management case study, where the task is to partition a set of power plants into a set of AVPPs on
the basis of several formation criteria (see Section 6.3). In this context, the partitioning constraints are
used to guide the self-organized hierarchical decomposition of the scheduling problem (see Section 6.2).
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(a) nmin = 123, nmax = 427 (PS-07).
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(c) nmin = 270, nmax = 280 (PS-09).
Figure 8.11: Restricted size and number of partitions: Development of the fitness values obtained by
SPADA, PSOPP, and RDM for objective C, 1000 agents, and different restrictions of the number-of-
partitions constraints over a time frame of 15 s. All fitness values are averaged over 100 runs. In case of
PSOPP, the data reflects the development of the fitness of the global best found solution.
Problem
Structure
nmin = 123,
nmax = 427 (PS-07)
nmin = 196,
nmax = 354 (PS-08)
nmin = 270,
nmax = 280 (PS-09)
SPADA 0.978 (0.014) 0.983 (0.006) 0.986 (0.005)
PSOPP 0.992 (0.001) 0.994 (0.001) 0.994 (0.001)
Table 8.5: Restricted size and number of partitions: Mean fitness values obtained by SPADA and PSOPP
for objective C, 1000 agents, and different restrictions of the number-of-partitions constraints after a
runtime of 15 s. All fitness values are averaged over 100 runs. Values in parentheses denote standard
deviations.
To assess the fitness of a candidate solution, we use an a priori prioritization of the different objectives,
just as we did in the evaluation of PSOPP (see Section 7.6). In detail, a candidate solution’s fitness is
the average of the fitness values for the single dimensions (each dimension was thus equally weighted).
In a preceding parameter search, we identified the following parametrization for SPADA (we only list
those values that differ from the parametrization listed before):
• We set the factor defining the number of transaction partners #TP dependent on a leader’s
partition size to 10.
• For the creation of candidate transactions, leaders regarded the 30% best candidate moves for
integration or exclusion.
• We allowed leaders to create a maximum of #CT = 20 candidate transactions.
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Figure 8.12: First multi-objective evaluation scenario: Development of the fitness values (see Figure 8.12a)
and the corresponding standard deviations (see Figure 8.12b) attained by SPADA, PSOPP, and RDM
over a time frame of 120 s. Results are obtained for the problem structure PS-10 (1000 agents, smin = 20,
smax = 50, nmin = 20, and nmax = 40) in a multi-objective setting combining one objective for C, one
objective for HPm, and four objectives for HPs. The fitness values are averages over 100 runs. In case
of PSOPP, the data is based on the global best found solution.
Note that these parameters enlarge the size of the leaders’ regional search space. That way, we increase
the chances that leaders can create and apply candidate transactions that improve the fitness of multiple
objectives at the same time.
In our following experiments, we utilize the two problem structures PS-10 and PS-11 (see Table 8.1).
PS-10 consists of 1000 agents and uses a minimum and maximum partition size of smin = 20 and
smax = 50. The range for the allowed number of partitions is defined by nmin = 20 and nmax = 40.
We suppose that this parametrization of the partitioning constraints leads to an adequate hierarchical
structure. In terms of our case study, PS-10 restricts the maximum size of AVPP to smax = 50 power
plants. When creating a new layer of AVPPs, a solution to the corresponding partitioning problem
contains at most nmax = 40 new AVPPs that have to be integrated below an existing AVPP in the
hierarchy. PS-11 considers the case of 4000 agents, which is why we increase the boundaries for the
size and the number of partitions to smin = 40, smax = 100, nmin = 40, and nmax = 80. Both problem
structures regard a combination of 6 objectives. Based on these problem structures, we created three
different evaluation scenarios. We suppose that the presence of multiple objectives leads to a decline in
SPADA’s as well as PSOPP’s rate of convergence.
First Multi-Objective Evaluation Scenario In our first multi-objective evaluation scenario, we
combined PS-10 with one objective for clustering (C), one objective for homogeneous partitioning
mean (HPm), and four objectives for homogeneous partitioning sum (HPs). For PSOPP, we used the
parameters crdm = 0.2, cBi = 0.0, and cB = 0.8 that we identified for the combination C-HPm-HPs in
Section 7.6. Due to our findings in PSOPP’s evaluation, we hypothesize that the objectives C and HPm
have the strongest influence on the composition of the created partitioning.
As expected, the rate of convergence decreases for all considered algorithms (see Figure 8.12a). The
development of the fitness obtained by RDM, which remains more or less at the same level over the entire
time frame of 120 s, highlights the need for a systematic search for high-quality solutions. In contrast to
the evaluation scenarios with a single objective, SPADA now achieves substantially higher fitness values
than PSOPP for time limits greater than 2.5 s. SPADA needs only 13 s to achieve the fitness PSOPP
reaches after a runtime of 120 s. On average, PSOPP yields solutions whose quality is about 93% of
those provided by SPADA. In detail, SPADA obtains an average fitness of 0.969 (σ = 0.003), compared
to 0.904 (σ = 0.065) in case of PSOPP. As depicted in Figure 8.12b, SPADA not only calculates better
solutions on average, but also more reliably since the standard deviation of PSOPP’s solutions is 20 times
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Dimension Dim. 1:obj. C
Dim. 2:
obj. HPm
Dim. 3:
obj. HPs
Dim. 4:
obj. HPs
Dim. 5:
obj. HPs
Dim. 6:
obj. HPs
Total
Fitness
SPADA 0.830(0.016)
0.998
(0.002)
0.996
(0.002)
0.996
(0.001)
0.997
(0.001)
0.996
(0.001)
0.969
(0.003)
PSOPP 0.463(0.369)
0.979
(0.015)
0.995
(0.002)
0.995
(0.002)
0.995
(0.002)
0.995
(0.002)
0.904
(0.065)
Table 8.6: First multi-objective evaluation scenario: Overview of the mean fitness values attained by
SPADA and PSOPP for the six dimensions of a multi-objective setting after a runtime of 120 s. The set
of objectives comprises one objective for C, one objective for HPm, and four objectives for HPs. It is
performed on the basis of problem structure PS-10. All fitness values are averaged over 100 runs. Values
in parentheses denote standard deviations.
higher after the time limit of 120 s.
When taking a look at the fitness values for the single dimensions (see Table 8.6), we notice that
SPADA achieves much better solutions for objective C (0.830 with σ = 0.016 compared to 0.463 with
σ = 0.369) and slightly better solutions for objective HPm (0.998 with σ = 0.002 compared to 0.979 with
σ = 0.015). We attribute this to the regionalized optimization principle in which the agents iteratively
refine the composition of overlapping regional partitionings from different perspectives. Together with
SPADA’s ability to benefit from synergy effects, this principle reduces the risk of getting trapped in
local optima. Furthermore, we presume that PSOPP is more afflicted by sparse solution spaces in a
multi-objective context. With regard to the four HPs objectives, SPADA and PSOPP obtain a similar
quality. As shown in Section 7.6, it is relatively easy to find good solutions for HPs, which is why RDM
also provides solutions with relatively high fitness values (see Figure 8.12a).
Second Multi-Objective Evaluation Scenario In our second multi-objective evaluation scenario,
we reused PS-10 but, compared with the previous evaluation scenario, we replaced objective C with
an objective for anticlustering (AC). For PSOPP, we used the parameters crdm = 0.2, cBi = 0.1, and
cB = 0.7 that we identified for the combination AC-HPm-HPs in Section 7.6. In this evaluation scenario,
we expect that SPADA reaches slightly higher fitness values than in the first multi-objective evaluation
scenario. We further suppose that PSOPP creates partitionings whose quality is closer to those obtained
by SPADA than before because AC is less prone to local optima than C.
Figure 8.13 shows the expected behavior. PSOPP is able to obtain a high fitness value of 0.990 after
9.4 s. Over the remaining 53.8 s, PSOPP is not able to substantially improve its solutions, though. This
is why its final solutions still have an average fitness of 0.990 (σ = 0.004) after reaching the time limit of
60 s. SPADA provides the same average quality already after 5.5 s and is even able to slightly increase
the fitness to an average of 0.998 (σ = 0.004). In this situation, PSOPP yields solutions whose quality is
about 99% of those provided by SPADA.
These findings are also reflected by the fitness values for the single dimensions provided in Table 8.7:
SPADA and PSOPP achieve similar fitness values for objective AC (0.998 with σ = 0.001 compared
to 0.993 with σ = 0.004) and, again, more or less identical values for the four HPs dimensions. The
differences concerning objective HPm are most noticeable but still comparable to those observed in
the first multi-objective evaluation scenario. These observations confirm that SPADA is well suited
for solving the partitioning problem in the context of constrained partitionings and a combination of
multiple objectives.
Third Multi-Objective Evaluation Scenario In our third and last multi-objective evaluation
scenario, we used the same combination of objectives as in the first multi-objective evaluation scenario,
but, this time, in combination with problem structure PS-11 that consists of 4000 agents and calls for
larger and more partitions (smin = 40, smax = 100, nmin = 40, and nmax = 80). Because the increase in
the number of agents leads to a significantly larger search space, we hypothesize that, in comparison to
the first multi-objective evaluation scenario, the differences in the fitness values obtained by SPADA
and PSOPP become more prominent.
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Figure 8.13: Second multi-objective evaluation scenario: Development of the fitness values attained by
SPADA, PSOPP, and RDM over a time frame of 60 s. Results are obtained for the problem structure
PS-10 (1000 agents, smin = 20, smax = 50, nmin = 20, and nmax = 40) in a multi-objective setting
combining one objective for AC, one objective for HPm, and four objectives for HPs. All fitness values
are averaged over 100 runs. In case of PSOPP, the data reflects the development of the fitness of the
global best found solution.
Dimension Dim. 1:obj. AC
Dim. 2:
obj. HPm
Dim. 3:
obj. HPs
Dim. 4:
obj. HPs
Dim. 5:
obj. HPs
Dim. 6:
obj. HPs
Total
Fitness
SPADA 0.998(0.001)
0.999
(0.000)
0.997
(0.001)
0.997
(0.001)
0.997
(0.001)
0.997
(0.001)
0.998
(0.000)
PSOPP 0.993(0.004)
0.975
(0.015)
0.994
(0.002)
0.994
(0.002)
0.994
(0.002)
0.994
(0.002)
0.990
(0.004)
Table 8.7: Second multi-objective evaluation scenario: Overview of the mean fitness values attained by
SPADA and PSOPP for the six dimensions of a multi-objective setting after a runtime of 60 s. The set
of objectives comprises one objective for AC, one objective for HPm, and four objectives for HPs. It is
performed on the basis of problem structure PS-10. All fitness values are averaged over 100 runs. Values
in parentheses denote standard deviations.
Figure 8.14 confirms our expectations. The increased size of the search space causes a decline in the
rate of convergence of both SPADA and PSOPP. After a runtime of 120 s, SPADA and PSOPP obtain a
mean fitness of 0.886 and 0.840, respectively. Note that these values are significantly lower than those
obtained in the first multi-objective evaluation scenario where SPADA and PSOPP obtained a mean
fitness of 0.969 and 0.904, respectively. SPADA is able to improve the mean fitness to 0.952 (σ = 0.026)
using the full runtime of 400 s, though. The increase in fitness provided by PSOPP turns out to be
lower (mean fitness of 0.856 with σ = 0.029). Apart from objective C, the fitness values for the single
dimensions are almost identical to those achieved in the first multi-objective evaluation scenario where
the search space was defined by 1000 instead of 4000 agents (see Table 8.8). The fact that SPADA can
keep the fitness for objective C at a moderate value of 0.733 (σ = 0.155) – compared to 0.167 (σ = 0.167)
in case of PSOPP – again demonstrates the advantage of SPADA’s regionalized optimization principle
in a multi-objective setting. On average, PSOPP creates solutions whose quality is about 90% of those
provided by SPADA.
Summary of the Evaluation Results
To summarize, PSOPP outperforms SPADA in case of single objectives where its centralized and
population-based approach helps in exploiting specific characteristics of the fitness landscape, such as
gradients. On the other hand, SPADA finds superior partitionings in the presence of multiple objectives,
even in sparse solution spaces. In such situations and especially in large search spaces, SPADA benefits
from its regionalized optimization principle that reduces the risk of getting trapped in local optima.
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Figure 8.14: Third multi-objective evaluation scenario: Development of the fitness values attained by
SPADA, PSOPP, and RDM over a time frame of 400 s. Results are obtained for the problem structure
PS-11 (4000 agents, smin = 40, smax = 100, nmin = 40, and nmax = 80) in a multi-objective setting
combining one objective for AC, one objective for HPm, and four objectives for HPs. All fitness values
are averaged over 100 runs. In case of PSOPP, the data reflects the development of the fitness of the
global best found solution.
Dimension Dim. 1:obj. C
Dim. 2:
obj. HPm
Dim. 3:
obj. HPs
Dim. 4:
obj. HPs
Dim. 5:
obj. HPs
Dim. 6:
obj. HPs
Total
Fitness
SPADA 0.733(0.155)
0.997
(0.002)
0.996
(0.001)
0.996
(0.001)
0.996
(0.001)
0.996
(0.001)
0.952
(0.026)
PSOPP 0.167(0.167)
0.978
(0.013)
0.997
(0.001)
0.997
(0.001)
0.997
(0.001)
0.997
(0.001)
0.856
(0.029)
Table 8.8: Third multi-objective evaluation scenario: Overview of the mean fitness values attained by
SPADA and PSOPP for the six dimensions of a multi-objective setting after a runtime of 400 s. The set
of objectives comprises one objective for C, one objective for HPm, and four objectives for HPs. It is
performed on the basis of problem structure PS-11. All fitness values are averaged over 100 runs. Values
in parentheses denote standard deviations.
Moreover, our evaluation highlighted that SPADA’s approach to localize the global number-of-partitions
constraints should be preferred to a centralized correction of partitionings.
Chapter Summary and Outlook
In this chapter, we presented a decentralized agent-based algorithm, called SPADA, that solves the
partitioning problem (PP) introduced in Section 6.1 in an iterative and general manner. In contrast to
our centralized particle swarm optimizer PSOPP (see Chapter 7), SPADA enables the group of agents
that is to be partitioned to solve the PP by themselves. To cope with large search spaces, the agents make
use of an overlay network to autonomously decompose the overall PP into overlapping sub-problems.
Each of these sub-problems corresponds to the task of optimizing the composition of a specific regional
partitioning, i.e., to improve a partial solution to the overall PP. This is achieved in a regio-centralized
way. Because the regarded sub-problems change from one iteration to another, the optimization is carried
out from different perspectives so that a high-quality overall solution evolves over time. This procedure
reduces the attraction of local optima, which is of particular interest in multi-objective optimization
problems and constrained search spaces. The latter results from the partitioning constraints whose
satisfaction is guaranteed by SPADA. SPADA is therefore ideally suited for the self-organized creation of
hierarchical system structures as explained in Chapter 9. To be able to solve the PP – despite the global
number-of-partitions constraints – in a decentralized manner, SPADA decomposes the global constraints
into local counterparts whose satisfaction implies adherence to the global constraints. Our evaluation
demonstrates that SPADA’s average solution quality ranges between 80% and 99% of PSOPP’s in case
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of single objectives. In case of multi-objective optimization problems, SPADA outperforms PSOPP. Here
its solutions are, on average, up to 11% better than PSOPP’s.
Future work includes the investigation of SPADA’s performance in a simulation environment that
allows for the concurrent optimization of regional partitionings. Furthermore, we want to examine
different possibilities for guiding the optimization of regional partitionings on the basis of the partitioning
constraints. This would improve the systematic search for high-quality solutions, e.g., by promoting
SPADA’s ability to create new partitions despite high values for the minimum size of partitions. In
this context, an interesting idea might be to integrate PSOPP’s move operations with the creation of
candidate transactions for the optimization of regional partitionings. Moreover, we will analyze SPADA’s
performance in highly dynamic systems in which the set of agents to be partitioned might change at
runtime.
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Chapter 9
Self-Organized Formation of
Hierarchical System Structures
Summary. If a group of agents has to solve an optimization problem whose complexity is
subject to the number of participating agents and if this problem can be decomposed in a
hierarchical manner, hierarchical system structures enable scalability with regard to the number
of agents involved. An example of such an optimization problem is the scheduling problem
considered in this thesis. A self-organizing hierarchy that can adapt its structure to the current
environmental conditions and the system’s internal state, allows the agents to come to a
compromise between solution quality (in terms of the satisfaction of the demand and costs)
and runtime performance themselves. In this chapter, we present a control loop for creating
and maintaining adequate hierarchical system structures at runtime. To form stable hierarchies
whose structure support the system’s goals, the control loop recursively solves partitioning
problems by means of a partitioning algorithm, such as PSOPP or SPADA. That way, the system
structure is optimized according to application-specific formation criteria. In our evaluation,
we show that this scheme establishes hierarchies that, compared to a centralized approach,
considerably reduce the time needed to create power plant schedules. We further demonstrate
that the concepts of partitioning constraints and homogeneous partitioning devised in this thesis
are fundamental ingredients to obtain stable and scalable self-organizing hierarchies that allow
for high-quality solutions to the scheduling problem.
Publication. The Hierarchical Control Loop has been introduced in Stegho¨fer et al. [207]. The
evaluation is based on the findings that have been published in Anders et al. [16].
As described in Chapter 6, hierarchical system structures enable scalability with regard to the number of
agents participating in the scheduling problem. Our evaluations confirm that deep hierarchies – in which,
on average, intermediaries control a lower number of agents – can remarkably decrease the time needed
to create schedules. We noticed that short maximum sequential scheduling times come at the expense of
solution quality, though. As explained in Section 6.2, this can be ascribed to the observation that deep
hierarchies suffer from fragmentation leading to inaccuracies in the intermediaries’ abstracted control
models. Moreover, increasing the number of subsystems or the hierarchy’s height does not necessarily
cause shorter max. seq. scheduling times (see Section 9.2). Hence, there is a trade-off between the depth
and the width of a hierarchy influencing both runtime performance and solution quality.
Due to the dynamic environment and changes in the agents’ behavior, there is a need to establish
and maintain suitable hierarchical system structures in response to the current environmental conditions
and the system’s internal state at runtime. If the hierarchy is created in a self-organizing manner and
in compliance with the current circumstances under which the scheduling problem has to be solved,
the system is able to find a suitable trade-off between the time needed to create schedules and the
solution quality itself. That way, self-organization serves as a dynamic and autonomous form of problem
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decomposition that scales with the number of agents schedules have to be created for.
To obtain a self-organizing hierarchy, we reuse the principle of problem decomposition through
partitioning a set of agents into several pairwise disjoint partitions, i.e., subsystems, in accordance with
application-specific objectives (see Chapter 6). Recall that if this set of agents corresponds to all agents
in the system, we gain a flat hierarchy of height two (see Figure 6.1b). In this structure, each created
subsystem is represented by an intermediary which controls its subordinate agents. These intermediaries
are, in turn, controlled by the top-level intermediary which constitutes the hierarchy’s root. Compared
to this structure, the centralized system has a height of 1 and all agents are directly controlled by the
top-level intermediary (see Figure 6.1a). The partitioning constraints introduced in Section 6.2 are used
to specify an appropriate degree of decomposition by prescribing ranges for the number and the size
of the subsystems. Using ranges instead of fixed values provides the system with degrees of freedom
needed to optimize the partitionings’ composition according to application-specific formation criteria.
With regard to a specific subsystem, the scheduling problem can be decomposed once more by solving
the partitioning problem recursively – but now with respect to the children of the regarded intermediary
(in a hierarchy, such a child might be an intermediary itself). Because each created subsystem is again
represented by a new intermediary, the height of the corresponding subtree in the hierarchy increases
by one, which is why the its leaves do not have to have the same depth. The fact that we solve a
partitioning problem when extending the hierarchy ensures that its overall composition complies with the
application-specific formation criteria. To maintain suitable partitionings, each intermediary monitors
the composition of the partitioning its children are situated in and triggers a reorganization, i.e., a
re-partitioning, if the partitioning violates a composition constraint. Note that, in a hierarchy, such a
partitioning consists of the intermediary’s children and nephews. While this control action optimizes the
partitioning’s composition, it does not change the hierarchy’s height. Because the decomposition of a
subsystem into further subsystems as well as the re-partitioning a specific region of the hierarchy requires
solving an instance of the partitioning problem, the algorithms PSOPP and SPADA (see Chapters 7
and 8) take on a central role in such a self-organizing hierarchy. The only control action that comes
by without solving a partitioning problem is the one that reduces the degree of decomposition within
a specific subsystem. In this case, it is sufficient to dissolve an existing intermediary. The height of
the corresponding subtree in the hierarchy decreases by one. The dissolution of an intermediary is
advantageous if scheduling times are shorter than necessary. Since the degrees of freedom increase,
solution quality is likely to be improved. Note that the top-level intermediary must not be dissolved as
this would break the hierarchical structure.
The result of these control actions is a self-organizing hierarchy as depicted in Figure 6.1c. In this
structure, each intermediary is an internal node and represents the root of a specific subtree. Because
each intermediary thus represents an entire subsystem, the overall system constitutes a system of systems.
A reorganization might cause an intermediary to switch from one subsystem to another. In such a
situation, not only the intermediary but its entire subtree changes its position within the hierarchy. With
regard to the case study, intermediaries and leaves correspond to AVPPs and physical power plants,
respectively. An example of a hierarchy of AVPPs and physical power plants is shown in Figure 2.1.
The decisions when to dissolve an existing intermediary, when to introduce new intermediaries, or
when to reorganize partitionings within the hierarchy are handled by the so-called Hierarchical Control
Loop (in [207], we referred to the control loop as “HiSPADA” – however, to avoid any confusion with the
SPADA algorithm, we do not use the term here). The Hierarchical Control Loop mainly constitutes a
partitioning control and runs on each intermediary. To take account of existing organizational structures,
such as utilities and grid operators, or physical infrastructure, such as the power grid, the Hierarchical
Control Loop allows for self-organization on top of partially predefined system structures. To this
end, predefined organizational entities are simply represented by non-dissolvable intermediaries. The
partitioning control creates a sub-hierarchy for each of these predefined organizational entities at runtime.
However, if the predefined structure is too rigid, the partitioning control is not able to tackle the
scalability issues it is intended for.
In the remainder of this chapter, we introduce the Hierarchical Control Loop for the self-organized
formation of hierarchies in Section 9.1 before we discuss our evaluation results in the context of the
decentralized power management case study in Section 9.2.
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Figure 9.1: The Hierarchical Control Loop as performed by an intermediary λ: The intermediary monitors
the violation of specific constraints, depicted as guards on the transitions. In case of a violation, it
triggers an associated control action that either introduces new intermediaries, dissolves the intermediary,
or reorganizes the partitioning its children belong to. In the latter case, the neighborhood denotes the
set of agents to be re-partitioned. It consists of the intermediary’s children and nephews. Adapted
from [207].
9.1 The Hierarchical Control Loop
The Hierarchical Control Loop’s main purpose is to monitor the intermediary it runs on and to react to
the violation of three basic constraints that are depicted as guards on the transitions in Figure 9.1. The
composition constraint (see Section 6.4) aims at maintaining suitable partitionings within the hierarchy.
It is evaluated in the context of the partitioning the intermediary’s children belong to. A violation
indicates that the partitioning features an unwanted composition. The satisfaction is re-established
by means of a reorganization. The set of affected agents, i.e., those participating in the corresponding
partitioning problem, is called the intermediary’s neighborhood. It comprises its children and nephews.
The other two constraints address the system’s performance in terms of runtime. In case of the violation
of the so-called introduction constraint, the intermediary triggers the introduction of new intermediaries.
Otherwise if the so-called dissolution constraint is violated, the intermediary dissolves itself. Both
“horizontal” and “vertical” reorganizations are control actions that attempt to restore a violated constraint.
This behavior conforms to the Restore Invariant Approach described in Section 1.4. With regard to our
case study, the Hierarchical Control Loop runs on each AVPP.
The Hierarchical Control Loop is independent of the concrete partitioning algorithm used. Its
only requirements are that it must be possible to (1) limit the partitioning algorithm to an arbitrary
set of agents, (2) define application-specific formation as well as termination criteria, and (3) specify
partitioning constraints (such as the minimal number of partitions to be formed) to steer the degree of
decomposition and thus the hierarchy’s shape. The two partitioning algorithms PSOPP and SPADA
meet all of these requirements. In the following, we describe the three control actions triggered by the
Hierarchical Control Loop in more detail.
Dissolving Intermediaries
In order to maintain a system structure that features an appropriate balance between scheduling time and
solution quality, each intermediary observes the time it needs to create schedules. If the runtime of the
scheduling algorithm falls below a given threshold, the corresponding intermediary observes a violation
of the dissolution constraint. In such a case, the intermediary risks to achieve short runtimes at the
cost of solution quality. Before the intermediary is deleted, it transfers its children to its superordinate
intermediary (i.e., its parent), which, in turn, assumes control over these agents. Figure 9.2 shows the
effect of dissolving an intermediary.
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...
(a) Before dissolution.
...
(b) After dissolution.
Figure 9.2: Dissolution of an intermedi-
ary: The initiating agent is marked in
gray. Before its dissolution, it transfers
its children “⊙” to its parent “⊗”.
Before performing this type of vertical reorganization, the initiating intermediary λ has to check
if it can be dissolved under the current circumstances. The predicate canDissolveIntermediary(λ)
indicates if this is possible:
canDissolveIntermediary(λ) :⇔isDissolvable(λ)
∧ notInReconf(children(λ) ∪ {parent(λ), λ})
The predicate checks if λ can be dissolved at all (cf. isDissolvable(λ)) and if none of the participating
agents is currently involved in another reorganization (cf. notInReconf(. . .)). An intermediary is not
dissolvable if it is top-level intermediary Λ (i.e., the hierarchy’s root) or if it represents a predefined
organization (e.g., a specific electricity supplier – that is, a non-virtual organization – whose power plants
should not be mixed with others). The control action must not be carried out if λ, its parent parent(λ),
or its children children(λ) participate in another reorganization because interleaved, i.e., interfering,
reorganizations might cause an inconsistent organizational structure. The predicate notInReconf(K)
evaluates to true if and only if none of the agents in K participates in another reorganization:
notInReconf(K) :⇔ ∀a ∈ K : notInReconf(a)
To avoid fluctuations, it is also possible to extend canDissolveIntermediary(λ) by a check if a period
of grace has expired. This prevents newly created intermediaries from being dissolved right away. The
same applies to the predicates canIntroduceIntermediaries(λ) and canReorganizePartitioning(λ)
that become relevant in the two following subsections.
If canDissolveIntermediary(λ) holds, the intermediary λ informs its parent and its children about
taking part in this vertical reorganization. This measure prevents clashes with other reorganizations by
upholding the non-interference property between concurrent reorganizations.
With regard to the scheduling problem, the former children of the dissolved intermediary λ can
keep their current schedules until parent(λ) creates new ones. This is possible since an intermediary’s
scheduled supply is entirely provided by its children. In our power management case study, for instance,
an AVPP’s output originates from its underlying physical power plants.
Introducing New Intermediaries
If the time needed to create schedules for subordinate agents exceeds a predefined threshold, an interme-
diary λ observes a violation of the introduction constraint. In such a situation, the intermediary further
decomposes the scheduling problem by triggering the partitioning of its children. The corresponding
partitioning problem for the set of agents A = children(λ) is solved by PSOPP or SPADA with respect
to the partitioning constraints and application-specific formation criteria, such as, partitions with a
similar number of dispatchable power plants. The minimum number of partitions must be at least two
to achieve an actual decomposition (this would not be the case if we permitted the “grand coalition”).
Note that it is important to solve a partitioning problem instead of creating partitions at random in
order to obtain a stable and efficient problem decomposition and system behavior (cf. Section 6.3). Each
resulting partition is represented by a newly created intermediary. These agents become the children of
the initiating intermediary and the new parents of its former children. Figure 9.3 illustrates this process.
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...
(a) Before introduction.
...
(b) After introduction.
Figure 9.3: Introduction of new inter-
mediaries: The initiating intermediary
is marked in gray. Its children – high-
lighted by the rectangle – participate in
a partitioning problem. Each created
partition is represented by a new inter-
mediary “⊕” shown in black.
In contrast to the dissolution of an intermediary, this type of vertical reorganization may be triggered
by intermediaries that cannot be dissolved:
canIntroduceIntermediaries(λ) :⇔canSatisfyPartitioningConstraints(children(λ))
∧ notInReconf(children(λ) ∪ {λ})
Note that the control action cannot be performed if the children of intermediary λ do not satisfy
Equation (6.3). A violation of Equation (6.3) indicates an incompatible parametrization of the partitioning
constraints. In particular, λ has to control a sufficient number of children to be able to form an adequate
partitioning that fulfills |children(λ)| ≥ smin ·nmin . Furthermore, the control action cannot be executed
if λ or one of its children are already involved in another reorganization. To preserve the hierarchy’s
consistency, λ informs its children about the reorganization if canIntroduceIntermediaries(λ) holds.
Similar to the dissolution of an intermediary, λ’s former children children(λ) can simply supply
resources according to their current schedules until new ones are created. The next time schedules are
created, λ assigns schedules to the new intermediaries. To ensure that these schedules comply with their
current state and capabilities, each newly created intermediary uses model abstraction to provide λ with
an adequate representation of its collective as explained in Chapter 6.
Re-Partitioning an Intermediary’s Neighborhood
To ensure that all partitionings within the hierarchical system structure support the system’s goals,
each intermediary monitors if the partitioning its children belong to adheres to the application-specific
composition constraint. Recall that the composition constraint is a conjunction of the constraints defining
the general properties of a partitioning, the partitioning constraints, and constraints subsuming different
formation criteria. In the power management case study, one aspect encapsulated in this constraint is the
even distribution of uncertainties resulting from non-dispatchable power plants over the AVPPs, which
aims at supporting the system’s ability to balance supply and demand (see Section 6.3 for other criteria).
The partitioning an intermediary λ observes consists of its children and those nephews that belong
to dissolvable siblings. The restriction to dissolvable siblings is necessary to ensure that predefined
organizations are not changed – bear in mind that λ and its involved siblings will be replaced as a result
of the re-partitioning. We call the set of agents to be re-partitioned λ’s neighborhood N(λ):
N(λ) := {a | a ∈ children(λ) ∨ (∃λ′ ∈ siblings(λ) : isDissolvable(λ′) ∧ a ∈ children(λ′))}
As soon as λ monitors the violation of the composition constraint, it tries to trigger a re-partitioning,
that is, a horizontal reorganization, of the agents A = N(λ). The partitioning to be reorganized is likely
to be a reasonable starting point for finding an adequate partitioning fulfilling the formation criteria. For
this reason and to promote surgical modifications that re-establish the satisfaction of the composition
constraint, it is beneficial to initialize the employed partitioning algorithm with the current partitioning
(see Section 6.4). In case of PSOPP, this is achieved by initializing a predefined number of particles
with the current partitioning (see Section 7.2). As for SPADA, λ simply initializes the acquaintances
graph with the current partitioning (see Section 8.2). Figure 9.4 shows an example of re-partitioning an
intermediary’s neighborhood.
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...
(a) Before reorganization.
...
(b) After reorganization.
Figure 9.4: Reorganization of an inter-
mediary’s neighborhood: The initiat-
ing intermediary is marked in gray. Its
neighborhood is highlighted by the rect-
angle. The dashed intermediary rep-
resents a predefined organization and
cannot be dissolved, which is why its
children are excluded from the neigh-
borhood. After the reorganization, the
intermediaries “⊖” are replaced by new
intermediaries “⊕” shown in black.
After the re-partitioning of λ’s neighborhood N(λ), λ and the participating siblings are replaced
by new intermediaries representing the new partitioning. Since this not only changes the parent-child
relationships of the agents in N(λ) but also of λ’s parent, the control action cannot be performed if λ, its
parent, one of the agents in N(λ), or a participating sibling is already involved in another reorganization.
As is the case with the dissolution of an intermediary, the control action further cannot be carried out if
λ must not be dissolved:
canReorganizePartitioning(λ) :⇔isDissolvable(λ)
∧ notInReconf(N(λ) ∪ siblings(λ) ∪ {parent(λ), λ})
If canReorganizePartitioning(λ) evaluates to true, λ informs its parent, all participating siblings,
and all agents in N(λ) about the reorganization to prevent interfering reorganizations.
Similar to the dissolution of an intermediary or the introduction of new ones, all agents in N(λ)
can stick to their current schedules until the next schedule creation. The next time parent(λ) creates
schedules, the newly created intermediaries send the current state as well as the abstraction of the
control models of their collectives (cf. Chapter 6).
9.2 Evaluation in the Decentralized Power Management Case Study
Stegho¨fer [206] provided a first basic evaluation of the Hierarchical Control Loop in the context of our
power management case study. In this evaluation, the system was initialized with different predefined
hierarchical structures. At a certain point in time, the predictability of the weather-dependent power
plants was changed. Due to the initial hierarchical structure and because the disturbance of the
predictability was only of temporary nature, the evaluation mainly addressed the following two points:
(1) On the one hand, it demonstrated the ability of the Hierarchical Control Loop to trigger a control
action in response to the violation of the composition constraint. This violation was caused by the
change in the weather-dependent power plants’ predictability. The corresponding control action was
carried out by the SPADA algorithm introduced in Chapter 8. In the evaluation, SPADA was able to
re-establish a homogeneous partitioning with regard to the AVPPs’ mean predictability. (2) On the
other hand, the evaluation investigated how the hierarchy changes over time (e.g., in terms of its height)
with respect to different parametrizations of the dissolution and the introduction constraints.
In this thesis, we substantially extend this existing evaluation in several important aspects:
1. We show that the system is actually able to autonomously decompose the scheduling problem.
Starting with a centralized system structure, the system is able to form a hierarchical structure
that drastically reduces the time needed to create schedules.
2. We investigate different factors influencing the stability of the hierarchical structure. In this
context, we demonstrate that the structure’s stability not only hinges on the parametrization of
the dissolution and the introduction constraints. In particular, its stability depends on the size and
the number of the created partitions and the objective function used when solving the partitioning
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problem. While the partition’s size and number is steered by the partitioning constraints presented
in Section 6.2, homogeneous partitioning again turns out to foster the structure’s stability (cf. our
results for flat system structures discussed in Section 6.3).
3. We examine the impact of the shape of the self-organizing structure and the above-mentioned
factors on the quality of the created schedules in terms of the accuracy of the satisfaction of the
demand and the resulting costs.
4. We show that a partitioning algorithm, such as PSOPP, is able to establish high-quality partitionings
within the hierarchical structure.
Based on our power management case study, the results presented in this section show that the use
of the partitioning constraints, the organizational paradigm of homogeneous partitioning, a partitioning
algorithm like PSOPP or SPADA, and an adequate parametrization of the dissolution and introduction
constraints lead to a self-organizing hierarchical system structure that comes to a compromise between
stability, runtime performance, and the quality of solutions to the underlying resource allocation problem.
Before we discuss our evaluation results, we introduce our test bed as well as the different examined
configurations.
Test Bed
We perform the evaluation in our simulation environment for autonomous power systems. It is composed
of 173 dispatchable and 350 non-dispatchable power plants of different types (hydro, biofuel, and gas
power plants as well as solar plants and wind generators). Each power plant is modeled as an individual
agent. The consumers are represented by a single agent. The demand, i.e., residual load, originates
from weather-dependent power plants and the consumers. We use real world data for the capabilities of
physical power plants1 (such as production boundaries), the load curves2, and the simulated weather
conditions3 influencing the output of weather-dependent power plants. Each dispatchable power plant’s
inertia is defined within typical boundaries. The production costs, i.e., the unit price of electricity, range
from 6.50 euro centkWh to 17.50
euro cent
kWh . In each simulation run, power plants have to satisfy a prescribed
residual load over a period of a full day, corresponding to 96 time steps, each representing 15min.
Every 15min, AVPPs create schedules for the next hour on the basis of the predicted residual load. We
also use a resolution of 15min for the schedules so that each of them comprises 4 time steps. AVPPs
create schedules according to the regio-central approach sketched in Section 2.2. As formalized in
Equation (2.1), the AVPPs’ primary goal is to create schedules that satisfy the predicted residual load
as accurately as possible. The secondary goal is to minimize the costs. The optimization problems that
have to be solved for creating the schedules are formulated as mixed integer linear programs and solved
by the standard mathematical programming software IBM ILOG CPLEX4.
In each simulation run, we initialized the system with a centralized structure. As depicted in
Figure 6.1a, the centralized structure consists of a single AVPP that controls all power plants. Besides
creating schedules on the basis of the predicted residual load, the system’s task was, starting from the
centralized structure, to self-organize into an adequate hierarchy. The system’s ability to self-organize
was activated after the 16-th time step so that the system could adapt its structure in 80 of the overall
96 time steps per run. As we wanted to focus on vertical reorganizations in this evaluation (i.e., the
dissolution and the introduction of AVPPs), we disabled the observation of the composition constraint
in these experiments. With regard to the partitioning problem that has to be solved to introduce new
AVPPs, the goal was to create a homogeneous partitioning in which the partitions’ mean predictability
(captured in the power plants’ trust values) is as similar as possible. To solve the partitioning problem
in response to the violation of the introduction constraint, each AVPP was equipped with an instance
of the PSOPP algorithm (parameters were chosen according to the results of the parameter search
1Energymap (Bavaria), 2012: http://www.energymap.info, retrieved in 2012.
2LEW, 2012: http://www.lew-verteilnetz.de, retrieved in 2012.
3LfL (Bavaria), 2010: http://www.lfl.bayern.de/agm/ , retrieved in 2012.
4IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer, Version 12.4, 2011: https://www-01.ibm.com/software/commerce/optimization/
cplex-optimizer/ , retrieved on March 1, 2016.
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presented in Section 7.6). We opted for PSOPP in this evaluation as it turned out to be more suitable
for one-dimensional partitioning problems than SPADA (see Section 8.5). While we evaluated different
ranges for the size of partitions, we used a fixed number of partitions to reduce the size of the parameter
space. We used nmin = 5 and nmax = 523 for the minimum and the maximum number of partitions,
respectively. In all experiments, the threshold for the dissolution of an AVPP (i.e., the minimal allowed
scheduling time) was set to 20ms. To obtain the results summarized at the beginning of this section,
we generated 33 different configurations. These stem from the different combinations of the following
parametrizations:
1. To investigate the impact of the threshold of the introduction constraint, we used maximal allowed
scheduling times of 60ms, 120ms, 240ms, and 600ms.
2. As for the influence of different ranges for the size of partitions, we used configurations with a
minimum and maximum partition size of smin = 2 and smax = 15 (called “Small Partitions”) and
another set of configurations with smin = 8 and smax = 80 (called “Large Partitions”).
3. To demonstrate that PSOPP is able to establish high-quality partitionings within the hierarchy and
to investigate the influence of homogeneous partitioning on the system’s stability, its performance
in terms of the maximum sequential scheduling time (i.e., the longest of all serial paths that result
from adding the scheduling times for each branch in the hierarchy; see Equation (6.1)), its ability
to satisfy the residual load, and the resulting costs, we used two different objective functions for the
partitioning problem. In one half of the configurations, we maximize the fitness of homogeneous
partitioning mean. In the other half, we do the opposite by minimizing the corresponding fitness.
Where not stated otherwise, we regard configurations in which the fitness is maximized.
4. One half of the experiments was run in configurations in which a single violation of a dissolution or
introduction constraint caused a vertical reorganization. The other half was based on configurations
that employed the concept of MaxSPAN constraints introduced in [206]. In case of MaxSPAN
constraints, the dissolution or introduction constraint only triggered a reorganization if the
corresponding threshold was violated the second time within the last four time steps. Where not
stated otherwise, we regard configurations using the MaxSPAN constraint.
To have a baseline for scheduling times and solution quality in terms of residual load satisfaction and
costs, we used an additional configuration that prevented the system from changing its centralized
structure in all 96 time steps. For each configuration, we performed 100 runs.
Results
In the following discussion of our evaluation results, we investigate the self-organizing hierarchy’s stability
and its quality in terms of the AVPPs’ composition on the one hand, and its influence on the system’s
scalability in terms of scheduling times and the quality of the created schedules on the other hand.
Tables 9.1 and 9.2 present an overview of our evaluation results for the different configurations. We refer
to these values in the course of our discussion.
Stability of the Hierarchical Structure and Quality of the Created Partitionings
As discussed in Section 6.3, a major concern is to establish a stable structure of AVPPs. When considering
hierarchical system structures, stability not only depends on the need for horizontal reorganizations
(which we investigated in Section 6.3), but also on the need for vertical reorganizations.
The evaluation provided by Stegho¨fer [206] pointed out that the stability of the hierarchy (measured
by the number of reorganizations) can be increased by using MaxSPAN constraints instead of triggering
a reorganization as soon as an AVPP’s scheduling time falls below or exceeds the predefined thresholds.
We can reproduce these observations in our experiments using the AVPPs’ average lifetime as metric for
stability.
Moreover, we expect the structure to be more stable, the larger the interval defined by the minimal
and maximal (allowed) scheduling times. That is because fluctuations in the scheduling times leading to
singular outliers do not immediately cause a violation of the dissolution or the introduction constraint.
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Large Partitions Small Partitions Centralized
Maximal Scheduling Time [ms] 60 120 240 600 60 120 240 600 SODisabled
AVPP Lifetime per Run [ticks] 75.92(2.25)
75.39
(2.55)
62.42
(9.08)
79.73
(3.92)
19.26
(1.66)
45.22
(5.84)
50.25
(5.35)
49.53
(6.15)
96.00
(0.00)
#Reorganizations per Run 9.61(2.90)
8.91
(2.41)
4.87
(2.07)
1.08
(0.31)
433.56
(58.35)
58.73
(17.85)
43.53
(11.18)
43.83
(12.61)
0.00
(0.00)
Quality of Partitionings
per Time Step
0.03
(0.02)
0.03
(0.02)
0.05
(0.03)
0.01
(0.01)
0.06
(0.02)
0.04
(0.02)
0.05
(0.02)
0.05
(0.02) –
Hierarchy’s Height
per Time Step
2.97
(0.16)
2.98
(0.16)
2.89
(0.31)
2.00
(0.06)
6.55
(1.20)
4.10
(0.67)
3.35
(0.52)
3.17
(0.41)
1.00
(0.00)
#AVPPs per Time Step 47.71(7.29)
46.29
(7.12)
23.50
(7.18)
11.72
(2.77)
110.44
(16.53)
59.72
(10.58)
54.59
(12.27)
52.96
(12.86)
1.00
(0.00)
#Children per AVPP and
Time Step
12.71
(5.73)
13.01
(5.52)
25.61
(8.61)
47.66
(9.29)
5.83
(0.72)
9.97
(1.34)
10.98
(1.95)
11.35
(2.12)
523.00
(0.00)
Max. Sequential Scheduling
Time per Time Step [s]
264.22
(61.25)
264.40
(62.35)
307.31
(78.83)
342.10
(75.46)
352.16
(69.50)
299.00
(70.19)
298.68
(63.95)
301.56
(67.11)
13134.50
(6839.08)
Scheduling Time per AVPP
and Time Step [s]
56.65
(14.78)
57.28
(14.15)
85.66
(20.83)
137.16
(23.22)
39.30
(2.35)
50.05
(3.70)
52.59
(4.93)
53.43
(5.54)
13134.50
(6839.08)
Total Violation of the
Assigned Residual Load per
Time Step [kW]
10973.08
(11932.17)
11059.16
(13206.28)
1619.53
(4901.14)
175.76
(1581.84)
39335.36
(28958.82)
29464.34
(27712.99)
21880.10
(25262.69)
16723.61
(17501.21)
0.76
(54.96)
Violation of the Assigned
Residual Load per AVPP and
Time Step [kW]
222.51
(239.86)
230.67
(279.51)
61.65
(185.53)
16.07
(147.58)
353.32
(256.34)
487.85
(447.20)
381.63
(421.04)
300.47
(293.21)
0.76
(54.96)
Relative Violation of the
Assigned Residual Load per
AVPP and Time Step [%]
0.04
(0.18)
0.04
(0.30)
0.02
(0.10)
0.00
(0.02)
0.98
(26.45)
0.69
(49.14)
0.08
(0.55)
0.07
(0.26)
0.00
(0.00)
Total Costs of Schedules per
Time Step [1000€]
142.07
(43.25)
142.90
(42.82)
144.54
(42.31)
141.40
(43.32)
140.18
(43.39)
140.92
(43.15)
138.92
(43.93)
138.62
(43.74)
123.13
(48.47)
Table 9.1: Evaluation results for different combinations of the maximal scheduling times and the size of
partitions (“Large Partitions”: smin = 8 and smax = 80; “Small Partitions”: smin = 2 and smax = 15)
using MaxSPAN constraints as dissolution and introduction constraints. Agents aimed for homogeneous
partitionings. All data is based on 100 runs, each comprising 96 time steps. Values in parentheses denote
standard deviations. To avoid that an AVPP can decrease its costs by not covering its assigned residual
load, we imposed a penalty of 17.50 euro centkWh for violated assigned residual loads.
With regard to a specific AVPP, such fluctuations occur because scheduling times depend on the
concrete instance of the scheduling problem, which comprises the power plants’ current state as well
as the residual load to distribute. Based on our findings in Section 6.3, we further hypothesize that
homogeneous partitioning not only decreases the need for horizontal but also for vertical reorganizations
and thus contributes to the hierarchy’s stability. The same applies to increasing the size of partitions,
i.e., AVPPs. We justify this claim based on the fact that homogeneous partitioning – as applied in this
evaluation – aims for AVPPs of similar mean predictability. Consequently, each AVPP consists of some
well-predictable dispatchable power plants on the one hand, and some non-dispatchable power plants
that are rather hard to predict on the other hand. The larger an AVPP, the lower the influence of a
single power plant on its aggregated, i.e., collective, behavior, and thus the more stable the system’s
structure.
Figure 9.5 confirms our expectations. Apart from the results for the runs without the MaxSPAN
constraints, the figure is based on data provided in Tables 9.1 and 9.2). The runs without the MaxSPAN
constraints achieved standard deviations of 5.65, 3.22, 12.83, and 10.94 time steps (ordered according to
the “No-MaxSPAN” configurations shown in Figure 9.5). The highest average lifetime is achieved when
employing MaxSPAN constraints, using a high maximal scheduling time, establishing homogeneous
partitionings, and forming large partitions. Interestingly, the type of partitioning and the size of the
partitions have a particularly significant effect on the system’s stability: Especially for lower maximal
scheduling times, maximizing the partitionings’ fitness according to homogeneous partitioning mean
causes much higher AVPP lifetimes than minimizing the fitness (cf. the “Min. Fitness” configurations).
When minimizing the fitness, we obtain AVPPs that are either dominated by dispatchable or non-
dispatchable power plants, which results in inhomogeneous scheduling times. This increases the need for
dissolving existing or introducing new AVPPs and thus deteriorates the AVPPs’ lifetime.
Similar observations can be made with regard to the development of the mean number of reor-
ganizations depicted in Figure 9.6. As can be seen, the agents begin to form a hierarchical system
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Large Partitions (Minimize Fitness) Small Partitions (Minimize Fitness) Centralized
Maximal Scheduling Time [ms] 60 120 240 600 60 120 240 600 SODisabled
AVPP Lifetime per Run [ticks] 28.88(3.35)
41.85
(3.71)
45.25
(5.42)
62.55
(5.25)
23.31
(1.65)
35.20
(4.01)
36.43
(4.35)
37.70
(3.44)
96.00
(0.00)
#Reorganizations per Run 77.43(14.83)
33.23
(5.00)
16.59
(3.83)
4.35
(1.24)
334.95
(39.14)
133.66
(36.44)
119.62
(29.70)
107.75
(24.28)
0.00
(0.00)
Quality of Partitionings
per Time Step
0.17
(0.09)
0.20
(0.09)
0.21
(0.09)
0.25
(0.08)
0.12
(0.05)
0.13
(0.06)
0.13
(0.06)
0.11
(0.07) –
Hierarchy’s Height
per Time Step
5.19
(1.49)
3.12
(0.42)
2.94
(0.24)
2.01
(0.11)
7.87
(2.60)
4.76
(0.98)
3.95
(0.67)
3.13
(0.44)
1.00
(0.00)
#AVPPs per Time Step 34.58(5.68)
28.02
(4.50)
18.70
(3.26)
11.15
(1.05)
114.96
(15.30)
84.27
(21.29)
79.16
(21.76)
73.85
(22.98)
1.00
(0.00)
#Children per AVPP and
Time Step
16.75
(4.44)
20.21
(4.05)
29.81
(5.30)
48.16
(3.94)
5.62
(0.57)
7.53
(1.40)
8.01
(1.59)
8.63
(1.90)
523.00
(0.00)
Max. Sequential Scheduling
Time per Time Step [s]
342.52
(73.16)
296.12
(66.85)
313.88
(84.06)
388.57
(91.62)
416.00
(94.20)
347.88
(91.20)
353.98
(86.14)
435.59
(98.10)
13134.50
(6839.08)
Scheduling Time per AVPP
and Time Step [s]
66.13
(11.41)
75.06
(10.78)
96.35
(13.72)
140.17
(15.75)
37.95
(2.50)
43.36
(4.26)
44.67
(4.76)
45.22
(5.17)
13134.50
(6839.08)
Total Violation of the
Assigned Residual Load per
Time Step [kW]
36124.08
(26157.45)
28840.83
(24688.44)
6574.78
(12540.40)
99.40
(766.74)
43346.91
(45936.47)
29424.70
(23429.52)
22043.76
(19917.29)
13487.27
(16120.52)
0.76
(54.96)
Violation of the Assigned
Residual Load per AVPP and
Time Step [kW]
1031.57
(752.36)
1001.45
(842.97)
330.56
(635.39)
8.76
(67.60)
377.83
(387.56)
357.61
(285.52)
275.50
(237.88)
174.94
(207.56)
0.76
(54.96)
Relative Violation of the
Assigned Residual Load per
AVPP and Time Step [%]
0.13
(0.30)
0.26
(14.50)
0.03
(0.09)
0.00
(0.04)
4.78
(209.28)
0.21
(4.56)
0.11
(0.33)
0.17
(6.27)
0.00
(0.00)
Total Costs of Schedules per
Time Step [1000€]
144.07
(42.32)
141.33
(43.67)
144.11
(42.54)
140.67
(43.91)
141.08
(42.17)
139.74
(42.60)
137.04
(43.16)
130.96
(45.92)
123.13
(48.47)
Table 9.2: Evaluation results for different combinations of the maximal scheduling times and the size of
partitions (“Large Partitions”: smin = 8 and smax = 80; “Small Partitions”: smin = 2 and smax = 15)
using MaxSPAN constraints as dissolution and introduction constraints. In contrast to Table 9.1, agents
aimed for partitionings that minimize the fitness of homogeneous partitioning. All data is based on
100 runs, each comprising 96 time steps. Values in parentheses denote standard deviations. To avoid
that an AVPP can decrease its costs by not covering its assigned residual load, we imposed a penalty of
17.50 euro centkWh for violated assigned residual loads.
structure as soon as their ability to self-organize is enabled after the 16-th time step. This is indicated
by the initial peak of the number of reorganizations between time steps 17 and 25 (depending on the
chosen configuration). Although this peak is followed by a decline in the number of reorganizations
for all depicted configurations, the structure stabilizes best when forming large AVPPs, establishing
homogeneous partitionings, and using a relatively high threshold for the maximal scheduling time. With
respect to Figure 9.6, the hierarchical structure stabilizes if the number of reorganizations converges
to 0. As is the case with the AVPPs’ lifetime, we observe that the structure’s stability hinges on the
characteristics of the created partitionings in particular.
When taking a closer look at the development of the hierarchy’s height (see Figure 9.7a), we notice
that, as expected, the hierarchy remains the flatter, the higher the maximal scheduling time. We further
observe that all curves converge to a specific value (the rate and the actual value depend on the maximal
scheduling time). This suggests that the structure stabilizes for maximal scheduling times of 60ms,
240ms, and 600ms. However, as the development of the number of AVPPs shows (see Figure 9.7b),
this is actually only the case for 600ms (note that the number of AVPPs can be changed without
modifying the hierarchy’s height). In case of a low threshold of 60ms, the system creates more or less
instantaneously a deep hierarchy comprising a large number of small AVPPs. As some of these AVPPs
dissolve over time, it seems that the agents overreact during the first time steps in which they can
reorganize the structure. Using a threshold of 240ms lowers the rate of convergence of the hierarchy’s
height. The system keeps on creating more and more AVPPs. The threshold of 600ms seems to be
most suitable in terms of stability. While the structure remains relatively flat on average, the number of
AVPPs stabilizes quickly; only slight adjustments are needed over time. Evidently, using tighter bounds
for the partitions’ maximum size results in deeper hierarchies and more AVPPs (cf. Tables 9.1 and 9.2).
As indicated by the different values for the quality of the created partitionings when minimizing
or maximizing the fitness, the hierarchical structure does not prevent a partitioning algorithm, such
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Figure 9.6: Development of the mean number of reorganizations performed over time. The agents’ ability
to self-organize is enabled after time step 16. For all configurations, results are averaged over 100 runs.
The lower the number of reorganizations, the more stable the system structure.
as PSOPP or SPADA, from finding partitionings that comply with the employed objective function
(the following data are aggregates of those listed in Tables 9.1 and 9.2): When maximizing the fitness,
PSOPP obtains mean qualities of 0.03 (standard deviation σ = 0.01) and 0.05 (σ = 0.01) for large and
small partitions, respectively (the lower the value for the mean quality, the better). Otherwise, when
minimizing the fitness, PSOPP yields mean qualities of 0.21 (σ = 0.03) and 0.12 (σ = 0.01) for large
and small partitions, respectively (the higher the value for the mean quality, the better).
To summarize these insights, despite the hierarchical structure, it is very important to optimize the
AVPPs’ composition according to a specific objective function and to control the size and the number of
created subsystems by means of the partitioning constraints. Taking this into account, the agents are
able to reorganize the initially centralized system structure into a stable hierarchical structure.
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Figure 9.8: Development of the maximum sequential scheduling time for a centralized system without
the capability to self-organize, compared to a configuration in which the agents’ ability to self-organize
is enabled after the 16-th time step. For both configurations, results are averaged over 100 runs. The
development of the scheduling times of the centralized system reveals that the complexity of solving the
scheduling problem varies with the time of day.
Scheduling Times
With regard to scheduling times, we suppose that the self-organized formation of a hierarchical system
structure significantly reduces the maximum sequential scheduling time needed for schedule creation
in a centralized system. Figure 9.8 confirms that this is indeed the case. In time step 17 – right
after enabling the system’s ability to self-organize –, the self-organizing system obtains a max. seq.
scheduling time of only 371.15ms (σ = 40.40ms), compared to 16512.83ms (σ = 3987.14ms) in case of
the centralized system. Since the coefficient of variation decreases from 3987.1416512.83 ≈ 0.24 to 40.40371.15 ≈ 0.11,
the self-organizing hierarchy also provides much more stable scheduling times. On average, the max. seq.
scheduling time is reduced by 97.40% when using a threshold of 600ms for the introduction constraint.
Interestingly, as shown by the scheduling times of the centralized system, the complexity of solving the
scheduling problem varies with the time of day. As stated before, the scheduling problem’s complexity
depends on different factors, including the power plants’ state and the residual load to distribute. This
highlights the need for a self-organizing system structure that can adapt in response to changes in the
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Figure 9.9: Comparison of the development of the maximum sequential scheduling time for different
configurations in which the agents’ ability to self-organize is enabled after the 16-th time step. For all
configurations, results are averaged over 100 runs.
environmental conditions and the agents’ internal states.
With respect to the self-organizing hierarchy, we hypothesize that not only the maximal (allowed)
scheduling time and thus the hierarchy’s height, the AVPPs’ size, as well as their number have an
influence on the max. seq. scheduling time, but also the objective function used for optimizing the
AVPPs’ composition. Concerning the latter, we expect that the use of homogeneous partitioning reduces
the max. seq. scheduling time because it favors AVPPs featuring an optimized balance of dispatchable
and non-dispatchable power plants. That way, homogeneous partitioning “distributes” the complexity
of schedule creation evenly among the AVPPs, which results in a shorter max. seq. path with regard
to the scheduling times. Otherwise, when minimizing the fitness, AVPPs are more dissimilar so that
one AVPP is likely to need more time for creating schedules than another, which is why the max. seq.
scheduling time is not efficiently reduced.
Figure 9.9 shows the hypothesized behavior for configurations in which we prescribe the creation of
large partitions. Compared to a threshold of 600ms for the maximal scheduling time, a threshold of
60ms causes significantly smaller AVPPs (see Figure 9.7b). As a consequence, the lower threshold yields
shorter max. seq. scheduling times (on average, 264.22ms with σ = 61.25ms compared to 342.10ms
with σ = 75.46ms when maximizing the fitness, and 342.52ms with σ = 73.16ms compared to 388.57ms
with σ = 91.62ms when minimizing the fitness). As for the influence of homogeneous partitioning, the
configuration “Large Partitions (Max. Sched. Time 600ms)” can obtain similar max. seq. scheduling times
as the configuration “Large Partitions (Max. Sched. Time 60ms, Min. Fitness)”. For all combinations of
maximal scheduling times and prescribed ranges for the size of partitions, the max. seq. scheduling time
is higher when minimizing the fitness, i.e., creating dissimilar AVPPs (see Tables 9.1 and 9.2).
The data for the mean scheduling time per AVPP additionally support our hypothesis. The negative
impact of dissimilar AVPPs becomes evident when comparing Figure 9.10 with Figure 9.9: Figure 9.10
shows that the mean scheduling time per AVPP is much shorter when using the lower threshold of
60ms, which results in smaller AVPPs. The fact that the configuration “Large Partitions (Max. Sched.
Time 600ms)” obtains approximately the same max. seq. scheduling time as the configuration “Large
Partitions (Max. Sched. Time 60ms, Min. Fitness)” points out that a structure consisting of similar
AVPPs should be preferred to one comprising dissimilar AVPPs.
The data listed in Tables 9.1 and 9.2 show that deeper hierarchies consisting of a higher number
of smaller AVPPs do not necessarily lead to shorter max. seq. scheduling times. In case of “Large
Partitions”, we actually reach the shortest average max. seq. scheduling time of 264.22ms (σ = 61.25ms)
with a threshold of 60ms, which causes relatively deep hierarchies (average height of 2.97 with σ = 0.16)
consisting of relatively small AVPPs (12.71 children per AVPP on average, with σ = 5.73). At first
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Figure 9.10: Comparison of the development of the mean scheduling time per AVPP for different
configurations in which the agents’ ability to self-organize is enabled after the 16-th time step. For
all configurations, results are averaged over 100 runs. Regarding the average of the mean scheduling
time per AVPP over all time steps, we obtain 56.65ms (σ = 14.78ms) for “Large Partitions (Max.
Sched. Time 60 ms)”, 66.13ms (σ = 11.41ms) for “Large Partitions (Max. Sched. Time 60 ms, Min.
Fitness)”, 137.16ms (σ = 23.22ms) for “Large Partitions (Max. Sched. Time 600 ms)”, and 140.17ms
(σ = 15.75ms) for “Large Partitions (Max. Sched. Time 600 ms, Min. Fitness)”.
glance, this seems to contradict our statement. However, this scheduling time is shorter than the
352.16ms (σ = 69.50ms) obtained with the same threshold when demanding the formation of small
partitions. Here, the hierarchy’s average height is 6.55 (σ = 1.20) and AVPPs have only 5.83 children on
average (σ = 0.72). In case of “Small Partitions”, a threshold of 240ms yields the shortest max. seq.
scheduling time of 298.68ms on average (σ = 63.95ms), based on hierarchies with a mean height of 3.35
(σ = 0.52) and an average of 10.98 children per AVPP (σ = 1.95). Even the max. seq. scheduling time
obtained with a threshold of 600ms is shorter than the one obtained with a threshold of 60ms. With
regard to “Large Partitions (Minimize Fitness)” and “Small Partitions (Minimize Fitness)”, a threshold
of 120ms yields the shortest max. seq. scheduling times of 296.12ms (σ = 66.85ms) and 347.88ms
(σ = 91.20ms), respectively. Again, the call for large partitions results in shorter max. seq. scheduling
times. Note that, in all cases, the mean scheduling time per AVPP increases with the threshold for the
maximal scheduling time, though. The higher the maximal scheduling time, the larger the AVPPs and
the flatter the hierarchy.
On the one hand, these results demonstrate the need for self-organizing system structures that allow
the agents to adapt to changes in their internal states and their environment. On the other hand, they
show that a partitioning algorithm (in this case PSOPP), combined with the Hierarchical Control Loop,
is able to autonomously form an adequate hierarchical structure at runtime. Further, our data confirmed
the advantage of creating hierarchical structures on the basis of homogeneous partitioning and the
partitioning constraints since a hierarchy of appropriate height consisting of similar AVPPs of adequate
size and number significantly increases the system’s runtime performance.
Quality of Created Schedules
Based on the observations we made when creating schedules in static hierarchies (cf. the short summary
at the beginning of Chapter 6), we expect that the hierarchy’s height as well as the size and the number
of AVPPs have a significant influence on the schedules’ quality in terms of the violation of the assigned
residual load and the costs. While deep hierarchies consisting of small AVPPs can decrease the max. seq.
scheduling time (as discussed above, there are sweet spots), they come at the expense of solution quality
due to fragmentation. Fragmentation gives rise to abstraction errors which cause AVPPs to under- or
overestimate the capabilities of subordinate AVPPs when creating schedules. Underestimations typically
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lead to false or suboptimal decisions that directly worsen the schedules’ quality (e.g., underestimating
an AVPP’s price-performance ratio can increase the costs of energy provision). Overestimations can
be cushioned if the affected AVPP features a sufficient amount of degrees of freedom (depending on
the controllability of its dispatchable power plants) and redundancy (e.g., multiple similar low-priced
power plants). Increasing fragmentation intensifies the negative impact of overestimations because it
reduces the AVPPs’ degrees of freedom and redundancy. Hence, there is a trade-off between the max.
seq. scheduling time and the schedules’ quality. The data provided in Tables 9.1 and 9.2 capture this
trade-off.
The negative consequences of fragmentation become especially visible when comparing the results
for maximal scheduling time thresholds of 60ms and 600ms. For “Large Partitions” (see Table 9.1),
for instance, we obtain an average total violation5 of the assigned residual load of 10973.08 kW (σ =
11932.17 kW) and 175.76 kW (σ = 1581.84 kW), respectively. So the violation resulting from the 600ms
threshold is only 1.60% of the violation caused by the fragmented structure when using a 60ms threshold.
On the other hand, the max. seq. scheduling times show only minor differences (on average, 264.22ms
with σ = 61.25ms for the 60ms threshold compared to 342.10ms with σ = 75.46ms for the 600ms
threshold). Note that the violation of the centralized system is only 0.76 kW (σ = 54.96 kW). Similar
observations can be made with regard to the mean violation of the assigned residual load per schedule
creation: Here, we obtain mean violations of 222.51 kW (σ = 239.86 kW) and 16.07 kW (σ = 147.58 kW),
respectively. Fortunately, the mean relative violations per schedule creation of 0.04% (σ = 0.18%)
for 60ms and 0.00% (σ = 0.02%) for 600ms remain low for both thresholds. So despite significant
differences in the absolute numbers of the total violation of the assigned residual load and of the mean
violation of the assigned residual load per schedule creation, the residual load was sufficiently satisfied
in both configurations. For “Large Partitions”, the mean total costs only show slight differences for
different thresholds (the costs for the 60ms threshold are, on average, 0.47% higher than those for the
600ms threshold) but are approximately 15% higher than those obtained by the centralized approach.
The lower costs obtained by the higher threshold can be attributed to the flatter hierarchy (mean height
of 2.00 with σ = 0.06 compared to 2.97 with σ = 0.16). We deduce this from the more considerable
increase in the total costs with the hierarchy’s height when minimizing the fitness (see Table 9.2), e.g.,
14.58% in case of “Small Partitions (Minimize Fitness)”.
Apart from the threshold used for the introduction of new AVPPs, also the employed objective
function of the partitioning problem and the parametrization of the partitioning constraints effect
the system’s fragmentation (see Tables 9.1 and 9.2): When maximizing the fitness of homogeneous
partitioning, the mean total violation of the assigned residual load is 5956.89 kW (σ = 5085.01 kW)
and 26850.86 kW (σ = 8514.15 kW) for large and small partitions, respectively. By contrast, when
minimizing the fitness, the mean violation sums up to 17909.77 kW (σ = 14974.48 kW) and 27075.66 kW
(σ = 10957.14 kW) for large and small partitions, respectively. Similar results are obtained for the mean
violation of the assigned residual load per schedule creation. Regarding the relative violation per schedule
creation, we obtain means of 0.03% (σ = 0.02%) for large partitions and 0.46% (σ = 0.39%) for small
partitions when maximizing the fitness. When minimizing the fitness, the mean relative violations
increase to 0.11% (σ = 0.10%) and 1.32% (σ = 2.00%), respectively. In tune with our previous
observations, homogeneous partitioning and a parametrization of the partitioning constraints that allows
for the creation of larger partitions increase the system’s ability to achieve its goal of satisfying the
residual load. Interestingly, we make contrary observations with respect to the mean total costs (see
Tables 9.1 and 9.2). Here, small partitions – residing in a relatively flat hierarchy that reduces the
probability of abstraction errors – yield the lowest costs (cf. “Small Partitions (Minimize Fitness)” in
combination with a threshold of 600ms). We ascribe this to the fact that, using a fixed number of
sampling points, the cost functions of smaller AVPPs are more accurate than those of large AVPPs. We
suppose that we could decrease the costs caused by large AVPPs if we increased the number of sampling
points. We leave the analysis of this phenomenon for future work.
5Note that we concentrate on the AVPPs’ ability to redistribute the assigned residual load instead of measuring the
deviation between actual production and consumption in this evaluation.
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Chapter Summary and Outlook
In this chapter, we presented the Hierarchical Control Loop that is run on each intermediary in the
hierarchy to regulate the self-organized formation of hierarchical system structure. To this end, the
Hierarchical Control Loop associates three elementary constraints – the dissolution, the introduction,
and the composition constraint – with a constraint-specific control action that is triggered as soon as a
violation of the associated constraint is observed. If the scheduling time falls below (violation of the
dissolution constraint) or exceeds (violation of the introduction constraint) a predefined threshold a
vertical reorganization is triggered that dissolves the initiating intermediary or increases the degree of
problem decomposition by introducing a new set of intermediaries. If a violation of the composition
constraint is monitored, the corresponding intermediary triggers a horizontal reorganization that re-
establishes an adequate partitioning in terms of the application-specific formation criteria. At its heart,
the Hierarchical Control Loop employs a partitioning algorithm, such as PSOPP or SPADA, because
horizontal reorganizations as well as the introduction of new intermediaries require solving instances of
the partitioning problem.
Our evaluation confirmed that, in conjunction with the Hierarchical Control Loop, a partitioning
algorithm, such as PSOPP, enables a system to self-organize into a structure that significantly reduces
the time needed to create schedules. Based on suitable thresholds for the dissolution and introduction of
AVPPs, the system is able to maintain an adequate quality of the created schedules. We expect that
the formation of the hierarchy scales up to arbitrary large systems because reorganizations only affect
specific subsystems whose sizes can be controlled by the partitioning constraints. While this reduces the
complexity of the partitioning problems to be solved, PSOPP’s and SPADA’s ability to partition large
sets of agents additionally support our hypothesis (see Sections 7.6 and 8.5). Throughout our evaluation,
homogeneous partitioning as well as the ability to steer the degree of problem decomposition by means
of the partitioning constraints proved to be beneficial to increase (1) the structures’ stability, (2) the
system’s performance in terms of scheduling times, and (3) the schedules’ quality. These observations
are in line with those we made for flat system structures of height 2 in Section 6.3.
In future work, we want to apply this principle of autonomous problem decomposition to other
application domains. Our evaluation showed that the quality of a structure depends heavily on the
thresholds for the scheduling times and an appropriate parametrization of the partitioning constraints.
Because it is not feasible to specify a set of suitable parameters for all possible situations at design time,
new techniques have to be devised that enable the system to find these parameters itself at runtime.
Such parameters yield structures that allow for short scheduling times and high-quality schedules. Given
that scheduling times and solution quality depend on various factors, such as the composition of the
subsystems within the hierarchy, the agents’ current state, and the predicted demand, a solution to this
problem has to cope with a very large search space.
The following part tackles the challenge of creating robust solutions to the resource allocation problem
on the basis of the hierarchical system structures introduced in this chapter.
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Part IV
Robust Solutions to
the Resource Allocation Problem
in Self-Organizing Hierarchies
In this thesis, we regard a resource allocation problem that has to be solved by a
group of dispatchable agents whose behavior is subject to inertia. For this reason,
they have to create schedules on the basis of demand predictions for a specific time
span in advance. However, solving the scheduling problem is NP-hard with regard
to the number of dispatchable agents involved and time steps schedules have
to be created for. Furthermore, the agents have to balance supply and demand
despite inaccurate demand predictions and dispatchable agents that struggle to
contribute as scheduled.
In this part, we introduce techniques for finding robust solutions to the resource
allocation problem in self-organizing hierarchies. Chapter 10 outlines an auction-
and trust-based mechanism, called TruCAOS, for scalable schedule creation in
large-scale systems. Among other trust-based measures, it implements a risk-
avoidance strategy that mitigates uncertainties originating from schedule violations.
In Chapter 11, we borrow and adapt techniques from the field of online stochastic
optimization [83] to create schedules that enable the system to deal with several
possible developments of volatile demand that follows different behavioral patterns.
To this end, we apply the concept of Trust-Based Scenario Trees (TBSTs)
presented in Chapter 5 to hierarchical schedule creation. Together with the
ability to choose the most suitable scenario at runtime, TBST-based schedules
avoid situations in which deviations between supply and demand are higher than
(technically) allowed, or where their compensation is either very costly or not
feasible due to the dispatchable agents’ inert behavior. To improve the dispatchable
agents’ ability to deal with unforeseen situations, we further allow them to schedule
an appropriate amount of degrees of freedom, i.e., reserves. Although the demand
has to be satisfied in a fine-grained time pattern, the scheduling problem’s
complexity and the uncertainties involved call for rather coarse-grained schedules.
To maintain the balance between supply and demand at all times, the dispatchable
agents have to reactively adapt their supply in compliance with the actual demand
and their scheduled contribution. In Chapter 12, we show that TBST-based
schedules proactively guide the dispatchable agents’ permanent reactive supply
adjustments. To live up to the strongly connected nature of the addressed issues,
Chapter 13 provides a cumulative discussion of the related work. Nevertheless,
we still refer to related work in the other chapters where appropriate.
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Chapter 10
TruCAOS – an Auction- and Trust-Based
Mechanism for Scalable Schedule Creation
Summary. In this chapter, we introduce an auction-based mechanism, called TruCAOS, that
solves the scheduling problem in hierarchical systems in a cooperative and regionalized manner.
In contrast to the regio-central approach (see Section 2.2) which accumulates the complexity of
solving the scheduling problem in intermediaries, TruCAOS enables an intermediary’s dispatchable
agents to actively participate in the process of schedule creation. Because this reduces the
complexity of schedule creation, the agents can self-organize into larger subsystems, which results
in flatter and more stable hierarchies, prevents the introduction of unnecessary abstraction errors,
and is thus advantageous to the schedules’ quality. These characteristics qualify TruCAOS
for scalable schedule creation in large-scale systems. To cope with uncertain supply and
demand, TruCAOS implements a variety of trust-based measures. In particular, TruCAOS
actively reduces uncertainties stemming from schedule violations by “moving” the dispatchable
agents’ supply into regions in which their behavior is more predictable. In case of avoidable
misbehavior, a payment function that distributes rewards according to the agents’ actual instead
of their scheduled supply and that penalizes schedule violations incentivizes compliance with
schedules. TruCAOS further uses trust values to quantify and anticipate systematic deviations
from demand predictions. Our evaluation confirms that these characteristics allow TruCAOS to
create high-quality schedules in much shorter time than the regio-central approach. We also
demonstrate that TruCAOS’s trust-based measures reduce the impact of inaccurate demand
predictions and the presence of aleatoric uncertainties originating from schedule violations.
Publication. The concepts and results outlined in this chapter have been published in Anders
et al. [10, 14].
As demonstrated in Section 9.2, self-organizing hierarchical system structures significantly reduce the
time needed to create schedules. However, decreasing scheduling times by introducing new hierarchy
levels increases the system’s fragmentation and thus usually comes at the expense of solution quality
in terms of demand satisfaction and costs. A fragmented system is mainly characterized by small
subsystems that form a relatively deep hierarchy. This gives rise to abstraction errors that cause
intermediaries to under- or overestimate the capabilities of subordinate intermediaries when creating
schedules. Aside from that, the environment’s dynamic and uncertain nature requires to revise the
schedules frequently (see Section 1.3). It is therefore more beneficial to be able to update schedules
frequently with a fast but possibly sub-optimal method than spending much time on calculating optimal
schedules for a problem whose conditions might change during calculation. In other words, sparing no
effort in finding an optimal solution to the scheduling problem would be out of proportion to the benefit.
This not only justifies our approach to decompose the scheduling problem by means of a self-organizing
hierarchical system structure as shown in Part III, but also the application of heuristics for solving the
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scheduling problem within each organization (i.e., AVPP).
Interestingly, fast scheduling algorithms do not only allow the system to update schedules frequently,
but also to solve the scheduling problem for a large group of dispatchable agents in short time. In
comparison to less efficient scheduling algorithms, agents can thus self-organize into flatter hierarchies
consisting of larger subsystems. Because such structures are more stable and less susceptible to abstraction
errors (see Section 9.2), fast scheduling algorithms lay the foundation for high-quality schedules in terms
of demand satisfaction and costs.
In this chapter, we introduce an auction-based algorithm, called TruCAOS1, that solves the scheduling
problem in a cooperative and regionalized manner. As the provision and consumption of resources, such
as electricity, are already subject to rewards and costs in real systems, a market-based approach is a
natural choice [220]. Together with the principle of self-organized hierarchical problem decomposition,
TruCAOS enables the creation of high-quality schedules in large-scale systems.
Just as the regio-central approach (see Section 2.2), TruCAOS creates schedules in a top-down
manner. But instead of accumulating the complexity of schedule creation in the intermediaries and
assigning schedules to subordinates, TruCAOS enables an intermediary’s dispatchable agents to actively
participate in the schedule creation. When creating schedules, an intermediary merely acts in the role
of an auctioneer that redistributes its fraction of the overall demand in an iterative and incremental
process. In each iteration, subordinate dispatchable agents generate proposals that contain an agent’s
updated schedule. The intermediary identifies and accepts a combination of proposals that increases the
satisfaction of the demand at low costs. Because these auctions are limited to an intermediary’s directly
subordinate agents, we refer to TruCAOS as a regionalized approach.
Moreover, TruCAOS implements a variety of trust-based measures that allow for the creation of
adequate schedules despite inaccurate demand predictions and dispatchable agents that struggle to
contribute as promised. Here, we distinguish between deviations from contracts that originate from
unavoidable and avoidable misbehavior. Unavoidable misbehavior comprises deviations that result
from, e.g., inaccurate consumption or production predictions due to outdated standard load profiles
or inaccurate sensors. Avoidable misbehavior refers to deviations that could have been prevented. For
instance, the owner of a biogas power plant could ensure that the plant is in a proper condition, which
prevents schedule violations. Intentional misbehavior (e.g., lying) can always be classified as avoidable
misbehavior because it can be avoided by an adequate incentive mechanism (e.g., the owner of a biogas
power plant is incentivized that its plant is able to comply with its schedule). By contrast, it is often not
possible to avoid unintentional misbehavior. An agent cannot be incentivized to behave benevolently if
it is not in its power to change its behavior, e.g., if its behavior is governed by environmental conditions,
such as the weather. In particular, we presume that imprecise demand predictions always result from
unavoidable misbehavior. As for the dispatchable agents’ supply, we assume that schedule violations can
stem from both unavoidable as well as avoidable misbehavior. For this reason, we differentiate between
a dispatchable agent’s (internal and private) scheduled supply, its promised supply communicated in
the form of a proposal, and its actual supply. The scheduled supply is the supply an agent is actually
willing to provide. If we may assume that agents do not make false reports about their scheduled supply,
scheduled and promised supply do not have to be distinguished. While we primarily focus on methods for
dealing with unavoidable misbehavior, we do not exclude avoidable misbehavior from our investigations
in this chapter.
In general, TruCAOS employs trust models to (1) anticipate aleatoric, i.e., intrinsic random and
irreducible, uncertainties, (2) decrease epistemic, i.e., systematic, uncertainties, and (3) reduce the
presence of aleatoric uncertainties. While TruCAOS uses trust values to alleviate epistemic uncertainties
in demand predictions, we concentrate on uncertain supply in this chapter. To cope with uncertain
supply, each intermediary assesses the behavior of each of its subordinate dispatchable agents by means
of the two trust values presented in Section 4.2: The first trust value records a dispatchable agent’s mean
deviation from its promised supply and thus captures systematic misbehavior. The second trust value is
used to mirror a dispatchable agent’s predictability and thus the risk that the goal of balancing supply
and demand is not achieved because the agent does not provide resources as promised or expected.
1“TruCAOS” stands for trust- and cooperation-based algorithm for open MAS.
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Both trust values are assessed as a function of an agent’s scheduled supply. Intermediaries incorporate
these trust values when selecting winner proposals to anticipate uncertainties and incentivize benevolent
behavior: Instead of relying on a proposed supply, intermediaries use a dispatchable agent’s first trust
value to determine its expected supply, thereby reducing epistemic uncertainties. Furthermore, the
algorithm makes decisions that favor predictable agents. These “move” the dispatchable agents’ supply
into regions in which their behavior is more predictable, which reduces aleatoric uncertainties. This can
be thought of as preferring a biased, thus more predictable, coin favoring tail with 90% to a perfectly fair,
hence unpredictable, coin. In conjunction with a payment function that distributes rewards according
to the agents’ actual instead of their scheduled supply and that penalizes schedule violations, these
measures do not only lower the influence of unavoidable misbehavior but also incentivize benevolent
behavior.
In Section 10.1, we explain how a hierarchy of dispatchable agents creates schedules by means of
TruCAOS. Section 10.2 outlines the intermediaries’ procedure for identifying an appropriate set of
proposals that should be accepted. In its simplest form, TruCAOS does not include any measures
of prediction accuracy and does not allow intermediaries to identify dispatchable agents that make
erroneous proposals. In Section 10.3, we therefore present two trust metrics TruCAOS employs to
quantify and anticipate deviations between predicted and actual demand, and promised and actual
supply. These trust metrics are build on the basic trust model defined in Section 4.2. Based on these
trust metrics, we introduce TruCAOS’s trust-based measures to deal with uncertain demand and supply
in Section 10.4. In Section 10.5, we demonstrate that these measures mitigate the influence of imprecise
demand predictions and can actively reduce deviations from promised supply. Furthermore, we show
that TruCAOS creates high-quality schedules in much shorter time than the regio-central approach.
We discuss related work from the field of trust-based resource allocation in Chapter 13. In Chapter 11,
we enhance TruCAOS in two ways that improve the system’s robustness with regard to uncertain demand:
First, we enable TruCAOS to create schedules for several possible developments of volatile demand that
follows different behavioral patterns on the basis of Trust-Based Scenario Trees (see Chapter 5). Second,
we allow dispatchable agents to schedule reserves, i.e., an adequate amount of degrees of freedom. These
promote the agents’ ability to reactively adjust their supply according to the actual demand.
10.1 Basic Procedure of TruCAOS
Similarly to the regio-central approach sketched in Section 2.2, TruCAOS determines schedules in a
top-down manner. The schedule creation is triggered by the top-level intermediary Λ by retrieving an
aggregated demand prediction DˆW for all N time steps in the scheduling window W = {tnow + i ·∆τ ≤
tnow +H | i ∈ N≥1} from all non-dispatchable agents (in our case study, non-dispatchable consumers
and weather-dependent power plants). Subordinate intermediaries λ ∈ I \ {Λ} are responsible for
recursively distributing their fraction of the overall demand, that is, their scheduled supply Sλ. In
contrast to the regio-central approach, which assigns schedules, TruCAOS does not accumulate the
complexity of solving the scheduling problem in the intermediaries, though. To decrease complexity,
each intermediary’s subordinate dispatchable agents Vλ become an active part in the scheduling process
by enabling them to sell or buy resources according to the demand it has to distribute. This is done in
an iterative and incremental process that, in its basic form, is reminiscent of an iteratively performed
first-price sealed-bid auction in which intermediaries act as auctioneers (see, e.g., [119]). Figure 10.1
gives an overview of the single steps this process comprises.
Since the scheduled supply Sa of each dispatchable agent a ∈ V must be feasible with respect to
its control model (see Equation (1.3)), all intermediaries λ ∈ I ask their subordinate dispatchable
agents Vλ to perform and communicate so-called schedule corrections before the iterative and incremental
distribution of the demand is started. We elaborate on why this is necessary and on how this step is
accomplished in the course of the following more detailed description of TruCAOS.
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Figure 10.1: TruCAOS’s basic procedure.
Distribute Remaining Demand
In all bidding iterations, an intermediary λ has the goal to increase the satisfaction of their fraction of the
overall demand stipulated in their scheduled supply Sλ (the schedule SΛ of the top-level intermediary Λ
is equivalent to the aggregated demand prediction DˆW). To this end, λ announces an auction in which
its subordinate dispatchable agents a ∈ Vλ can bid for a part of the remaining demand Dremλ [t] =
Sλ[t]− SˆVλ [t] that λ has to distribute (note that Dremλ [t] might also be negative in some time steps). Here,
SˆVλ [t] =
∑
a∈Vλ Sˆa[t] is the total promised supply of λ’s directly subordinate dispatchable agents Vλ.
The corresponding call for proposals (CFP) contains a fraction g ∈ [0, 1] of Dremλ and is sent to all
a ∈ Vλ.2 If g < 1, the demand is distributed among the best bidders in the course of multiple bidding
iterations, resulting in a fairer allocation of resources, in particular among agents whose proposals are of
similar quality. For the sake of simplicity, we deliberately describe the algorithm without making explicit
use of this concept so that CFP = (⟨Dremλ [tnow +∆τ ], . . . , Dremλ [tnow +H]⟩,W) is a 2-tuple consisting
of the remaining demand Dremλ and information about the regarded scheduling window W.
Each agent a ∈ Vλ that receives the CFP and wants to sell or buy resources to or from λ re-
sponds with a proposal, i.e., a proposed schedule, Sˆproa = (⟨Sˆproa [tnow +∆τ ], . . . , Sˆproa [tnow +H]⟩, κproa )
that includes a promised supply Sˆproa [t] for all t ∈ W as well as the average costs κproa , i.e., a re-
muneration, for making a contribution. In the power management case study, κproa is the unit
price of electricity, i.e., the price per kilowatt-hour. For example, a power plant could send a
proposal Sˆproa = (⟨20MW, 40MW, 20MW⟩, 15 euro centkWh ) for a scheduling window comprising three
time steps. While the costs of the proposed supply Sˆproa [t] in a time step t ∈ W are thus given as
κ(Sˆproa , t) = κproa · |Sˆproa [t]|, the total costs of Sˆproa are defined as the sum κ(Sˆproa ) =
∑
t∈W κ(Sˆproa , t) of
the costs of the supply over all time steps in W. Note that a proposer could also offer money to its
intermediary (then κproa < 0). For example, this might be the case if it wants to lower its contribution or
buy resources.
Having gathered the proposals of all bidders in a set P, λ completes this bidding iteration by
identifying and accepting one or more suitable winner proposals Pw ⊆ P as explained in Section 10.2.
2 In applications that allow for the exclusion of dispatchable agents from this process, the CFP could only be sent
to dispatchable agents whose trust value is above a predefined threshold, thereby forming a so-called Implicit Trusted
Community [37]. In [10], we showed that this measure can incentivize individually rational agents to behave benevolently.
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All other proposals are rejected. In the possibly following bidding iteration, all proposers – including the
“winners” – are allowed to send new proposals in order to refine their schedules.
Themost recently accepted proposal Sˆproa of a dispatchable agent a defines its promised schedule Sˆa =
(⟨Sˆa[tnow +∆τ ], . . . , Sˆa[tnow +H]⟩, κa), which is a contract between a and its intermediary λ for all time
steps in the scheduling window W : a has to comply with its promised schedule in exchange for payment.
For this reason, whenever a wants to change its scheduled supply, it has to make a proposal Sˆproa that, if
accepted, replaces the previously accepted proposal Sˆa.
In TruCAOS, a schedule Sˆa does not become invalid if a new schedule creation is started. Instead,
it is refined in the course of successive schedule creations if N > 1. As a result, intermediaries, acting
as auctioneers, as well as proposers can rely on their negotiated contracts. When initializing Dremλ in
the first iteration, an intermediary λ therefore subtracts the most recently accepted proposals of all
subordinate dispatchable agents a ∈ Vλ from the demand it has to distribute according to its schedule Sλ.
In case the most recently accepted proposal Sˆa of an agent a ∈ Vλ was accepted in a previous schedule
creation, λ presumes that a makes a neutral contribution of Sˆa[t] = 0 for each future time step t ∈ W
that is not covered by Sˆa. Moreover, in case there is no most recently accepted proposal Sˆa for a, λ
assumes a neutral contribution of Sˆa[t′] = 0 for all t′ ∈ W as well as neutral costs of κa = 0. Note that
these assumptions might result in a schedule that contradicts a’s control model, as is the case if Smina > 0
and a cannot be turned off. In such a case, a has to correct this infeasible assignment by means of a
so-called schedule correction that is guaranteed to be accepted by the intermediary. As explained at the
end of this section, intermediaries gather such schedule corrections before they trigger the iterative and
incremental distribution the demand.
In TruCAOS, the dispatchable agents create their proposals Sˆproa by solving a constraint optimization
problem that is very similar to the one solved by intermediaries in the regio-central scheduling approach
(see Section 2.2): Proposals depend on a’s control model including a cost function, its current state, and
the remaining demand specified in the CFP. Differences between the constraint optimization problem
presented in Equation (2.1) and those solved by the individual agents can stem from additional individual
technical constraints and – because an agent might change its behavior at runtime – variable objectives.
However, since each dispatchable agent now only has to determine the scheduled supply for itself,
TruCAOS mitigates the scalability issues discussed in Sections 1.3 and 2.2. Instead of O
(
2|Vλ|·N
)
, the
complexity of solving the scheduling problem for a subsystem Aλ with dispatchable agents Vλ is only
O
(
jtotal ·
(|Vλ| · 2N + 2|Vλ|)), with Vλ = P, jtotal the total number of iterations needed to solve the
scheduling problem, and O
(
2|Vλ|
)
the complexity of selecting winner proposals Pw from P. Note that
we still benefit from a hierarchical approach due to the complexity of proposal selection.3 Because of
the top-down creation of schedules, intermediaries submit bids before their subordinates. Therefore,
they have to be aware of the capabilities of their collective to avoid infeasible schedules that would have
to be corrected. Since intermediaries do not impose schedules on subordinates in TruCAOS, they can
use the abstracted control model of their collective to create their own proposals in O
(
2N
)
instead of
O
(
2|Vλ|·N
)
(see Chapter 6).
The iterative process of distributing the remaining demand Dremλ terminates either if it is sufficiently
satisfied (i.e., if its absolute values are below a predefined threshold Dremmax so that ∀t ∈ W : |Dremλ [t]| ≤
Dremmax), if λ did not receive any proposals (i.e., P = ∅), if there is no proposal that increases the demand’s
satisfaction, or if a maximum number of bidding iterations jmax is exceeded. The information about
termination originates from the top-level intermediary and propagates downwards in the hierarchy.
Ask Subordinate Intermediaries to Calculate Schedules and Send Corrections
Subsequent to the bidding phase, the intermediary λ asks its directly subordinate intermediaries Iλ
to solve the scheduling problem for their own subsystems. Whenever an intermediary λ′ ∈ Iλ receives
such a request, it starts the procedure we outlined above, i.e., it distributes its remaining demand in a
number of bidding iterations until at least one termination criterion holds.
3Bear in mind that model abstraction requires additional computational effort (see Chapter 6).
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As stated above, intermediaries (except for the top-level intermediary) have to allocate resources
when taking part in the schedule creation of their superior before they know which contributions their
subordinate agents actually can or want to make. To obtain a scalable approach, intermediaries have
to rely on abstracted control models when creating proposals. However, since abstracted models do
not always perfectly reflect the represented collective’s capabilities, abstraction errors might cause
situations in which the demand cannot be completely satisfied at the end of the bidding iterations. In
such a situation, an intermediary has to inform its superior about the mismatch between the allocated
resources of its subordinate agents and its own promised supply, i.e., the final remaining demand.
Otherwise, it could not adhere to its promised schedule. This information is sent in the form of a
schedule correction ∆Sλ = ⟨∆Sλ[tnow +∆τ ], . . . ,∆Sλ[tnow +H]⟩ to the superior. The promised Sˆλ and
scheduled Sλ contributions are modified accordingly by adding each ∆Sλ[t] to its counterparts Sˆλ[t]
and Sλ[t]. Furthermore, the superior adjusts the average costs κλ of Sˆλ in such a way that Sˆλ’s total
costs (i.e., the stipulated remuneration) decrease by
∑
t∈W |κλ| · |∆Sλ[t]|. Agents are thus incentivized
to avoid corrections. Having sent a schedule correction, an intermediary waits for further instructions
from its superior.
After collecting the corrections of all subordinate intermediaries, the intermediary adds the corrections
to the remaining demand and adjusts the promised schedules as described above. If the remaining
demand has changed, is not satisfied, and the maximum number of correction iterations kmax is not
exceeded, the intermediary starts a new bidding phase as explained before in order to reallocate the
received corrections. This procedure ensures that corrections made at lower levels do only propagate to
the next higher level if other subordinate agents are not able to adjust their supply. This is advantageous
as it decreases the probability that, first, the intermediary has to send a correction to its superior (which
would reduce its reward) and, second, that more agents are involved in solving the problem. Moreover,
due to limiting the locality to one intermediary first, several corrections can be dealt with in parallel
before escalating to the next higher level.
If the top-level intermediary observes that at least one termination criterion is met, it informs
its subordinate intermediaries that the schedule calculation is finished (see discussion below). If the
intermediary is not the top-level intermediary, it waits for further instructions from its superior.
Inform Subordinate Intermediaries about Termination and Reward Agents
The information that the calculation of schedules is finished originates from the top-level intermediary
and propagates downwards with respect to the hierarchy as each intermediary forwards the information
to its subordinate intermediaries.
Subsequent to the schedule creation, an intermediary distributes a reward ra to each subordinate
dispatchable agent a ∈ Vλ for its supply in the previous time step tnow −∆τ that matches the schedule
time pattern. The reward depends on a’s promised supply Sˆa[tnow −∆τ ] and on the average costs κa
stipulated in the schedule Sˆa that was valid in tnow −∆τ :
ra = κ(Sˆa, tnow −∆τ) = κa ·
⏐⏐⏐Sˆa[tnow −∆τ ]⏐⏐⏐ (10.1)
Note that agents must bear the costs resulting from corrections since these affect their net reward. As
agents might not adhere to their promised supply, we redefine the reward in Section 10.4.
Gather Schedule Corrections From Subordinate Agents
As stated before, for each future time step t ∈ W that is not covered by a most recently accepted
proposal Sˆa, an intermediary assumes that the corresponding agent a does not contribute (i.e., Sˆa[t] = 0).
However, this contribution might not be feasible for a if it contradicts its control model, e.g., its inertia
or minimal or maximal supply. Each agent therefore has the opportunity to adjust its promised Sˆa
and scheduled Sa supply by sending a schedule correction ∆Sa to its intermediary before the iterative
process of distributing the remaining demand is started. These schedule corrections are created in a
bottom-up manner, meaning that all leaves in the hierarchy create and send their corrections to their
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superior intermediary. An intermediary, in turn, aggregates the corrections of its subordinate agents and
forwards this aggregated correction to its own superior. In contrast to schedule corrections that are sent
by intermediaries if they cannot completely redistribute their fraction of the overall demand, only those
contributions can be adjusted that are not already covered by the most recently accepted proposal Sˆa.
Let us assume, e.g., a most recently accepted proposal Sˆa = (⟨30MW, 20MW, 20MW⟩, 11 euro centkWh ) of
power plant a that was created for the previous scheduling windowW ′ = {10:00, 10:15, 10:30}. Given the
current time 10:00 a.m. and the current scheduling window W = {10:15, 10:30, 10:45}, a’s intermediary
assumes a neutral contribution of Sˆa[10:45] = 0MW for 10:45 a.m. Hence, a’s most recently accepted
proposal is implicitly updated to Sˆa = (⟨20MW, 20MW, 0MW⟩, 11 euro centkWh ). If we assume that the
power plant has a maximal rate of change of 10 MW15 min , decreasing the output from 20MW to 0MW
within 15min contradicts its control model so that a schedule correction ∆Sa = ⟨0MW, 0MW, 10MW⟩
is needed. A schedule correction ∆Sa = ⟨0MW,−10MW, 0MW⟩ is not allowed because corrections are
restricted to the output scheduled for 10:45 a.m.
Again, the promised Sˆa and scheduled Sa contributions are modified according to the correction ∆Sa.
The average costs κa stipulated in Sˆa are changed so that Sˆa’s total costs (i.e., the agent’s remuneration)
increase by
∑
t∈W
1
2 · κmina ·∆Sa[t]. Note that this growth is based on κmina , which stands for the
minimum average costs of the agent’s accepted proposals. By multiplying κmina by the arbitrary
decreasing constant 12 , the product
1
2 · κmina is strictly less than κavga , which denotes the mean of
the agent’s average costs of accepted proposals.4 The agent is thus incentivized to participate in
the auctions where it can assess higher costs for its contributions instead of using corrections to
increase its reward. If we assume κmina = 6 euro centkWh in the above-given example, the power plant’s
schedule correction ∆Sa = ⟨0MW, 0MW, 10MW⟩ results in the updated promised schedule Sˆa =
(⟨20MW, 20MW, 10MW⟩, 9.4 euro centkWh ). Note that the average costs decreased from 11 euro centkWh to
9.4 euro centkWh =
11·(20+20)+0.5·6·10
20+20+10
euro cent
kWh .
The principle of schedule corrections allows agents to communicate a scheduled supply that has not
been accepted in the form of a proposal. Consequently, TruCAOS can also deal with dispatchable agents
that have to make a contribution regardless of whether their proposals have been accepted or not, such
as washing machines and other so-called “deferrable consumers”. An in-depth investigation of such types
of participants is a part of future work.
10.2 Identification of Winner Proposals
The regarded scheduling problem is a multi-objective optimization problem. While the primary objective
is to satisfy the demand as accurately as possible, the secondary objective is to achieve the primary
objective at minimal costs (see Equation (1.3a)). TruCAOS solves the scheduling problem by means
of a multi-stage decision process that is based on heuristics. It is evident that this procedure does not
guarantee to find optimal solutions. But, as stated at the beginning of this chapter, optimal solutions are
not required due to the environment’s dynamic uncertain nature which requires to revise the schedules
over time.
The intermediary determines the set of winner proposals Pw ⊆ P on the basis of a three-step process
depicted in Figure 10.2. First, invalid proposals are filtered out, then the quality of the remaining
proposals is assessed and low-quality proposals are sorted out, and finally the best suited proposals are
accepted:
1. Filter out Invalid Proposals: Proposals that do not improve the overall satisfaction of the total
remaining demand by a minimum value are sorted out.
2. Filter out Low-Quality Proposals: The proposals’ quality is assessed with regard to their price-
performance ratio. Only those proposals whose quality is better than a dynamic threshold pass
this filtering stage. If no such proposal exists, the best-rated proposals are passed to the third step
in order to allow the algorithm to make any progress.
4For the sake of simplicity, we assume here that κmina , κ
avg
a > 0. The minimum average costs κmina as well as the mean
of the average costs κavga are calculated over a fixed number of the last time steps.
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Figure 10.2: The steps performed for the activity “Identify and Accept Winner Proposals” in Figure 10.1.
3. Determine Winner Proposals: The set of winner proposals Pw is determined by solving a combi-
natorial optimization problem in which the gain in satisfaction of the total remaining demand is
to be maximized. This objective should be achieved at minimal costs. These objectives as well
as their lexicographical order correspond to those of the scheduling problem’s definition. The
preceding filtering stages reduce the complexity of the combinatorial optimization problem, which
depends on the number of acceptable proposals.
Proposals that do not pass the filtering stages or are not selected as a winner proposal are rejected.
Having introduced the basic idea of each of the three steps, we explain them in more detail in the
following subsections.
Filter out Invalid Proposals
To satisfy the demand, only those proposals Sˆproa ∈ P that would improve the overall satisfaction of the
total remaining demand by a minimum value of Gmin > 0 are regarded as valid and pass the filtering stage.
To identify which proposals improve the satisfaction, we define Dproλ (Sˆproa , t) = Dremλ [t] + Sˆa[t]− Sˆproa [t]
as the remaining demand for time step t ∈ W that would result if Sˆproa was accepted and thus replaced
Sˆa. The resulting improvement is called the gain in satisfaction G(Sˆproa ) and is defined as follows:
G(Sˆproa ) =
∑
t∈W
|Dremλ [t]| −
⏐⏐⏐Dproλ (Sˆproa , t)⏐⏐⏐
As stated above, a proposal Sˆproa is valid if G(Sˆproa ) ≥ Gmin holds.
Filter out Low-Quality Proposals
In order to keep the costs down, the quality Q(Sˆproa ) of each proposal Sˆproa is evaluated with respect
to its gain in satisfaction as well as the change in costs ∆κ(Sˆproa ) that would result in case Sˆproa was
accepted and replaced Sˆa. The quality Q(Sˆproa ) is thus defined as a tuple:
Q(Sˆproa ) =
(
G(Sˆproa ),∆κ(Sˆproa )
)
with ∆κ(Sˆproa ) =
∑
t∈W
κ(Sˆproa , t)− κ(Sˆa, t)
To compare different proposals with regard to the above-mentioned quality criteria, we define a total
order on the proposals where we distinguish proposals based on their cost impact. The previous decision
stage guarantees that the gain in satisfaction of all proposals is positive in this stage. All proposals Sˆproa
with ∆κ(Sˆproa ) > 0 (i.e., the proposals that offer a better satisfaction for higher costs) can therefore be
sorted according to their price-performance ratio Θ(Sˆproa ), which is defined as the ratio of a proposal’s
gain in satisfaction G(Sˆproa ) to its change in costs ∆κ(Sˆproa ):
Θ(Sˆproa ) =
G(Sˆproa )
∆κ(Sˆproa )
The greater the price-performance ratio, the higher the quality of the proposal. While this measure
allows smaller dispatchable agents with very limited resources to compete with larger dispatchable agents,
it might increase the number of bidding iterations needed to satisfy the demand. In case the change
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in costs ∆κ(Sˆproa ) of a proposal is not positive (i.e., we get a better satisfaction while not facing any
additional costs but possibly even cost reductions), we do not assess the proposal’s quality on the basis
of its price-performance-ratio but define that the quality is the higher, the smaller ∆κ(Sˆproa ). We further
specify that a proposal with ∆κ(Sˆproa ) ≤ 0 is better than any proposal with positive change in costs.
Together, these properties yield a quality relation Sˆproa1 ≻ Sˆproa2 in which a proposal Sˆproa1 is “better”
than another proposal Sˆproa2 if and only if the following condition holds:(
∆κ(Sˆproa1 ) ≤ 0 ∧∆κ(Sˆproa1 ) < ∆κ(Sˆproa2 )
)
∨
(
∆κ(Sˆproa1 ) > 0 ∧∆κ(Sˆproa2 ) > 0 ∧Θ(Sˆproa1 ) > Θ(Sˆproa2 )
)
Clearly, a merit order approach that can only accept the proposals of highest quality leads to low-priced
allocations. However, it is computationally inefficient because it needs a large number of bidding
iterations to satisfy the demand, which is also accompanied by an increase in the number of messages
sent and proposals to generate. For the selection of winner proposals Pw, we therefore opt for a
compromise between the number of bidding iterations and resulting monetary costs. In particular, we
enable intermediaries to accept a combination of proposals, which allows for taking advantage of synergy
effects (these are especially beneficial in the context of multi-objective optimization) and reduces the
overhead introduced by additional bidding iterations. To ensure that acceptable proposals and thus the
overall result feature a sufficient quality, each intermediary keeps track of the proposals it accepted in a
fixed number of the last schedule creations and evaluates the average of each quality criterion separately.
Based on this information, only those proposals whose quality is not worse than the average quality
of accepted proposals can be accepted in the following decision stage “Determine Winner Proposals”.
While this procedure does not yield minimal costs, it ensures that the average quality in terms of costs
does not increase. It inherently assumes that there might be less expensive yet suitable proposals in
the next bidding iteration. In case no proposal is rated better than the average, only the proposals of
highest quality pass the filtering stage to allow the algorithm to make any progress.
Determine Winner Proposals
In case only a single proposal is available in this stage, this proposal is accepted and wins the auction
of this iteration. Otherwise, the intermediary determines the set of winner proposals Pw by solving a
multi-objective combinatorial optimization problem, that is, the so-called combinatorial auction problem.
More precisely, the intermediary chooses Pw in such a way that there is no other combination of
acceptable proposals that yields a greater gain in satisfaction of the total remaining demand. The second
and subordinate objective is to achieve the primary goal at a minimal aggregated change in costs (i.e.,∑
Sˆproa ∈Pw ∆κ(Sˆ
pro
a ) should be as low as possible). These objectives as well as their lexicographical order
correspond to the definition of the scheduling problem in Equation (1.2).
Finally, for all t ∈ W, the total promised supply SˆVλ [t] is updated according to the sum of the
accepted proposed contributions
∑
Sˆproa ∈Pw Sˆ
pro
a [t] of all winner proposals Pw.
Note – Identifying, Dealing with, and Leaving Local Optima
When solving the combinatorial auction problem, an intermediary might realize that its subsystem
is situated in a local optimum in the sense that no dispatchable agent can propose to change its
scheduled supply in a way that unilaterally improves the satisfaction of the total remaining demand
(and thus satisfies the condition G(Sˆproa ) ≥ Gmin of the first filtering stage). To avoid such a situation,
the intermediary would have to know which proposals will actually be made by its subordinate agents in
advance so that it knew which proposals to accept or reject without getting stuck in a local optimum in
subsequent bidding iterations.
Once being trapped in a local optimum, it is very unlikely that the affected subsystem can leave
it if the agents propose to change their schedule independently of the decisions of the others. If we
wanted to solve the problem in a decentralized manner, the agents would thus have to coordinate their
decisions. In our approach, an intermediary meets this challenge by making use of the control models
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of its subordinate dispatchable agents (recall that an intermediary uses an abstracted version of these
control models to create its own proposals). More precisely, an intermediary can use these control
models (1) to identify if its subsystem is in a local optimum and (2) to propose schedule corrections
to its subordinate dispatchable agents that actually allow the subsystem to leave the local optimum
(evidently, such corrections should be as small as possible).
Basically, the intermediary creates suggested schedule corrections by solving the scheduling problem
by means of the regio-central approach (see Section 2.2) with additional constraints that minimize
changes. If no suggestions can be generated that increase the demand’s satisfaction, the subsystem
does not seem to be able to satisfy the demand the intermediary scheduled when taking part in the
schedule creation of its superior. This situation can result from abstraction errors. In such a situation,
the intermediary communicates the remaining demand to its superior as described in Section 10.1. The
superior, in turn, tries to redistribute the remaining demand to other subordinate dispatchable agents.
Otherwise, if the intermediary can identify suitable changes that improve the demand’s satisfaction, it
sends them in the form of a schedule correction ∆Sa to the corresponding subordinate agents. Along
with such a correction, the intermediary suggests a reward for adjusting the supply. To be more specific,
it suggests to change the average costs κa of the corresponding agent’s most recently accepted proposal
Sˆa in such a way that the total costs of Sˆa increase by
∑
t∈W κ
avg
a · |∆Sa[t]| (we assume that κavga > 0).
Since the agents’ scheduled contributions have to comply with their control models and we do not
assume that intermediaries have perfect knowledge about them (e.g., due to abstraction errors in case of
subordinate intermediaries), the agents are allowed to adjust suggested corrections. After the agents sent
the adjusted corrections back to the intermediary, it selects and accepts suitable corrections that allow
the subsystem to leave the local optimum with a procedure similar to the one described in “Determine
Winner Proposals” (see above).
10.3 Trust Metrics for Quantifying and Anticipating Uncertainties in
Promised Supply and Predicted Demand
To cope with uncertainties stemming from predicted demand and promised supply, we extend TruCAOS
by additional measures based on computational trust. In this section, we devise trust metrics that allow
intermediaries to identify and anticipate uncertainties in the form of deviations between predicted and
actual demand or promised and actual supply. These metrics are based on the basic trust model we
presented in Section 4.2. Based on these metrics, we introduce different measures the intermediaries
employ to deal with uncertainties at runtime (see Section 10.4). Some of these measures incentivize
dispatchable agents that show avoidable misbehavior to behave benevolently.
A Trust Metric to Quantify and Anticipate Uncertainties in Promised Supply
With respect to uncertain supply, TruCAOS uses trust values to assess the risk that a dispatchable
agent violates its contract, i.e., its promised schedule Sˆa. In each time step t that matches the
schedule time pattern and for each subordinate dispatchable agent a ∈ Vλ, an intermediary λ gains an
experience Ea[t] = (Sacta [t], Sˆa[t], t−∆τ, t) that captures the deviation δ(Ea[t]) = Sacta [t]− Sˆa[t] between
a’s actual Sacta [t] and promised Sˆa[t] supply at time step t.5 An intermediary holds the na newest
experiences with a dispatchable agent a in a sequence Ea = ⟨Ea[tnow − (na + 1) ·∆τ ], . . . , Ea[tnow]⟩. As
is the case with the basic trust model, we only regard the na newest experiences because an agent’s
behavior may change over time and we assume that more recent behavior can give a better indication of
an agent’s future behavior (see Section 4.2).
5Note that intermediaries only evaluate the quality of promised contributions made for the next time step that matches
the schedule time pattern. Given that schedules are periodically revised, we focus on short-term behavior. Here we assume
that schedules are revised after the time span ∆τ . Intermediaries thus only gain one experience per dispatchable agent
and time step.
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Figure 10.3: A biogas power plant’s predictability dependent on its output: We assume that the power
plant’s gas storage is constantly filled at a rate r. Usually, such a power plant can burn gas at a higher
rate than r, which allows the operator to regulate the pressure in the storage by adjusting the power
plant’s output. If the storage’s capacity reaches an upper bound, the power plant’s output has to be
increased in order to decrease the pressure in its gas storage. Note that this measure might violate
the power plant’s schedule (i.e., it misbehaves). As a consequence, the power plant features a medium
predictability in situations in which it should be turned off. On the other hand, if the power plant runs
at (almost) full capacity for a longer period of time, the gas pressure can reach a lower bound. In such a
situation, the power plant might violate its schedule since it has to decrease its output. This causes a
medium to low predictability at higher output levels. To reduce aleatoric uncertainties originating from
this power plant, its scheduled output should be shifted into regions of higher predictability.
To improve the intermediaries’ ability to anticipate a dispatchable agent’s actual supply, we extend
our basic trust model in two ways: First, we introduce a trust context that allows an intermediary to
assess a dispatchable agent’s trustworthiness – in terms of its mean deviation from promised supply
Twµ (Eca) as well as its predictability Twv (E∆c,ca ) – dependent on a certain stipulated supply c. This is
achieved by deriving Twµ (Eca) and Twv (E∆c,ca ) from the set of experiences Eca ⊆ Ea that contains the
n′a ≤ na experiences that are – with regard to their promised supply Sˆa[t] – most similar to c (n′a being
constant). That way, the intermediary can detect situations in which a’s behavior depends on the
amount of resources c it professes to provide in the future. For instance, because of technical difficulties,
there might be a power plant that makes rather accurate predictions in case its promised supply is rather
low, but very inaccurate predictions if its promised supply is high. Figure 10.3 depicts an example of a
biogas power plant that features an output-specific predictability.
Second, because of the dispatchable agents’ possibly contribution-specific and dynamic behavior,
we weight experiences when calculating the trust values. More precisely, we weight each experience
Ea[t] ∈ Eca according to the dissimilarity ∆dis(Ea[t]) = |c− Sˆa[t]| between the given supply c and Ea[t]’s
promised supply Sˆa[t] on the one hand, and according to its age ∆age(Ea[t]) = tnow − t on the other
hand. The less similar Ea[t]’s promised supply is to c and the older Ea[t], the higher the values for
∆age/dis and, consequently, the lower should be its weight.6
The function wage/dis(Ea[t], Eca) ∈ [0, 1] summarizes these properties in a more formal way. It
determines the weight of an experience Ea[t] either with regard to its age or dissimilarity to c (in this
context, ∆maxage/dis(Eca) yields the maximum ∆age(Ea[t]) or ∆dis(Ea[t]) of all experiences in Eca; smallest
values are provided by ∆minage/dis(Eca)):
wage/dis(Ea[t], Eca) =
⎧⎨⎩
∆maxage/dis(Eca)−∆age/dis(Ea[t])
∆maxage/dis(Eca)−∆minage/dis(Eca)
if ∆maxage/dis(Eca) ̸= ∆minage/dis(Eca)
1 else
6Note that we write “age/dis” to either refer to “age” or “dissimilarity”.
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The actual weight w(Ea[t], Eca) = wage(Ea[t],E
c
a)+wdis(Ea[t],Eca)
2 of an experience is the mean of its age and
dissimilarity weights wage(Ea[t], Eca) and wdis(Ea[t], Eca).
Because of a dispatchable agent’s possibly contribution-specific behavior, we use the concept of
impartiality with regard to its behavior in a certain contribution range ∆c: If there is no experience
Ea[t] with ∆dis(Ea[t]) ≤ ∆c, the intermediary adds an artificial experience Ea[tnow] = (0, 0, tnow, tnow)
of assumed benevolent behavior to Eca. When calculating the trust value, this experience has the greatest
influence on the result. This principle of relying on artificial experiences in certain situations is similar
to the well-known concept of initial trust [144] (see Section 4.1).
Based on the experiences Eca, the trust value Twµ (Eca) represents the expectation that a dispatchable
agent a makes a contribution c. It is defined as the weighted mean of measured differences between
actual and promised supply that have been recorded in the experiences Ea[t]:
Twµ (Eca) =
⎧⎨⎩ 1∑Ea[t]∈Eca w(Ea[t]) ·
∑
Ea[t]∈Eca
(
w(Ea[t]) · δ(Ea[t])δmaxVλ
)
if δmaxVλ > 0
0 else
To assess the behavior of a in relation to the behavior of its siblings Vλ \ {a}, an intermediary λ
uses the maximum absolute deviation δmaxVλ = max {|δ(Ea′ [t])| | Ea′ [t] ∈ Ea′ ∧ a′ ∈ Vλ} it observed as
normalization factor. As is the case with our basic trust metric (see Equation (4.1)), Twµ (Eca) is from the
interval [−1, 1] and represents a’s expected deviation E(δca) = Twµ (Eca) · δmaxVλ from a stipulated supply
c = Sˆ(pro)a [t] (we use “Sˆ(pro)a [t]” to refer to a promised Sˆa[t] or a proposed supply Sˆproa [t]). The greater
|Twµ (Eca)|, the less trustworthy a. If Twµ (Eca) < 0, λ expects that a’s actual supply Sacta [t] will be lower
than Sˆ(pro)a [t]. If Twµ (Eca) > 0, λ expects that Sacta [t] is greater than Sˆ(pro)a [t]. Otherwise if Twµ (Eca) = 0,
λ expects a to comply with its stipulated supply (i.e., Sacta [t] = Sˆ
(pro)
a [t]).
As introduced in our basic trust model, we use the concept of predictability to assess the risk that an
agent does not make a contribution as stipulated or expected. In line with the trust value Twµ (Eca) – the
weighted mean of observed deviations –, we define the predictability Twv (E∆c,ca ) ∈ [0, 1] of an agent a in
the context of a supply c as the corresponding weighted standard deviation of the experiences E∆c,ca ⊆ Eca.
The set E∆c,ca only contains those experiences Ea[t] ∈ Eca whose dissimilarity ∆dis(Ea[t]) is in a certain
range [0,∆c] (this set is non-empty since it contains at least the artificial experience). That way, we take
account of the characteristic that an agent’s behavior can depend on its stipulated supply. If we did not
focus on those experiences that satisfy ∆dis(Ea[t]) < [0,∆c], the standard deviation of experiences in Eca
could be very high although the agent’s behavior is quite predictable in different contribution ranges.
Again, expected variations are defined as v(δ∆c,ca ) = Twv (E∆c,ca ) · δmaxVλ .
A Trust Metric to Quantify and Anticipate Uncertainties in Predicted Demand
Please note that, in this chapter, only the top-level intermediary Λ assesses the quality of aggregated
demand predictions provided by non-dispatchable agents. For this purpose, it uses the trust metric
outlined above. However, since we assume that predictions become more accurate as the point in time
they are made for approaches, we integrate the prediction horizon ∆h as trust context – analogously to
our basic trust model in Section 4.2.
As a consequence, the intermediary evaluates the expected deviation E(δ∆h,dD ) = Twµ (E∆h,dD ) · δmaxD
from a demand prediction d = DˆW [t] (with t ∈ W) in the context of the temporal distance ∆h = t− tnow.
The trust value Twµ (E∆h,dD ) ∈ [−1, 1] is derived from the experiences E∆h,dD ⊆ E∆hD . While E∆hD contains
the nD newest experiences, E∆h,dD comprises the n′D ≤ nD experiences that are – in terms of the predicted
demand – most similar to d (n′D being constant). The maximum absolute deviation from a demand
prediction, δmaxD ≥ 0, serves as normalization factor.
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10.4 Trust-Based Measures to Deal with Uncertain Supply and Demand
In TruCAOS, intermediaries use trust values in various ways to identify and deal with uncertainties
originating from both non-dispatchable as well as dispatchable agents. On the one hand, TruCAOS’s trust-
based measures allow the agents to cope with unavoidable misbehavior, such as inaccurate consumption
or production predictions due to outdated standard load profiles or inaccurate sensors. On the other
hand, TruCAOS imposes indirect, trust-based sanctions as well as direct sanctions in the form of punitive
fines in order to lower the utility of (uncooperative) dispatchable agents that show avoidable misbehavior
(i.e., deviation that could have been prevented). In case of avoidable misbehavior, these measures
incentivize benevolent behavior (e.g., the owner of a biogas plant is incentivized to ensure that the
promised output can actually be provided), which corresponds to the idea of mechanism design [58]
(we discuss the similarities and differences to mechanism design in Chapter 13). We therefore assume
that the agents know how misbehavior is sanctioned and that the opportunity cost the sanctions incur
imply that it is in their best interest to behave benevolently – i.e., we assume them to be individually
rational. Under the assumption that the superior of an intermediary λ employs the trust-based measures
we describe in the following, it is also in λ’s best interest to maintain a good trust value itself. Since an
intermediary’s supply is the aggregate of the supply of its subordinate dispatchable agents, it should
accept proposals in such a way that the subordinate dispatchable agents’ promised contributions are as
similar as possible to their actual contributions. The following enumeration summarizes the trust-based
measures by which we enhance TruCAOS:
1. Rewarding Agents: To incentivize agents to comply with their promised supply, we adjust the
reward function defined in Equation (10.1). Intermediaries distribute rewards according to the
agents’ actual instead of their promised supply. Deviations from promised supply are penalized by
lowering the corresponding agent’s reward.
2. Expected Demand and Supply: Intermediaries use trust values to form expectations of the remaining
demand and scheduled supply instead of relying on predictions and promises. As our evaluation
shows, scheduling on the basis of expectations reduces the probability of deviations between actual
demand and supply because our trust model allows intermediaries to lower epistemic uncertainties
(see Section 10.5).
3. Redefining Valid Proposals: A proposal is now regarded as valid if the expected gain in satisfaction
is improved. This expectation is also derived from the information provided by trust values.
4. Expected Quality and Price-Performance Ratio: A proposal’s quality is now assessed by using
an expectation of the change in costs on the basis of the idea of the revised reward function.
Furthermore, we make use of the concept of predictability. Recall that the predictability represents
the risk that the goal of balancing supply and demand is not achieved because the agent does
not provide resources as stipulated or expected. The predictability thus quantifies aleatoric
uncertainties. Because of an agent’s possibly contribution-specific behavior, its predictability
might change as a result of accepting its proposal. We therefore map the change in predictability
to costs that are incorporated into a proposal’s quality assessment. As our evaluation confirms,
this measure allows us to efficiently put the agents into states of less aleatoric uncertainties (see
Figure 10.3 for an illustration). As before, only those proposals can be accepted that feature a
sufficient quality.
Note that only the first measure exclusively addresses avoidable misbehavior. All other measures aim
at enabling the system to deal with uncertainties resulting from both avoidable and, in particular,
unavoidable misbehavior. We outline these trust-based measures in more detail in the following
subsections.
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Rewarding Agents
First, as the actual supply Sacta [t] of a dispatchable agent a in a time step t might differ from its promised
supply Sˆa[t], we redefine the reward ra the agent a receives as follows:
ra = κ(Sˆa, tnow −∆τ)−
(
max
{|κa|, |κavgVλ |} · ⏐⏐⏐Sˆa[tnow −∆τ ]− Sacta [tnow −∆τ ]⏐⏐⏐) (10.2)
In contrast to the definition of the reward function in Equation (10.1), we now charge the agent for
the deviation
⏐⏐⏐Sˆa[tnow −∆τ ]− Sacta [tnow −∆τ ]⏐⏐⏐ from its promised supply. The punishment is based on
the maximum of the absolute value of the stipulated average costs κa in the corresponding schedule Sˆa
and the absolute value of the subsystem’s mean average costs of accepted proposals κavgVλ . The latter
is calculated over a fixed number of the last time steps. Using absolute values ensures that the agent
is punished for deviations, regardless of whether its actual supply is higher or lower than its promised
supply, thereby incentivizing benevolent behavior. Dispatchable agents that abide by their promises
obtain the same reward as before (cf. Equation (10.1)).
Please note that schedule corrections – which an intermediary λ sends to its superior if it cannot
completely satisfy its fraction of the overall demand – also lower λ’s reward (see Section 10.1). However,
λ’s superior still has the opportunity to compensate for the schedule correction before the contribution
actually has to be made. The reduction of λ’s reward caused by such schedule corrections is therefore
not greater but usually lower than the punishment for a non-communicated deviation from a promised
supply.
Expected Demand and Suppy
In this version of TruCAOS, the top-level intermediary Λ makes use of the trust values assessing the
quality of demand predictions to determine expectations of the future demand (see Section 10.3). The
expected demand DW [t] = DˆW [t] + E(δ∆h,dD ) (with ∆h = t− tnow) in a time step t ∈ W is defined on
the basis of the demand prediction d = DˆW [t] and the expected deviation E(δ∆h,dD ) that results from
the corresponding trust value Twµ (E∆h,dD ). This corresponds to the definition of the expected demand in
our basic trust model in Section 4.2.
Analogously, every intermediary λ forms expectations of future contributions. The expected supply
S
(pro)
a [t] = Sˆ
(pro)
a [t] + E(δca) of a dispatchable agent a is defined on the basis of its stipulated supply
c = Sˆ(pro)a [t] and the expected deviation E(δca) that originates from the corresponding trust value
Twµ (Eca) (see Section 10.3). Similarly to Sˆa and Sˆproa , we define the expected schedule Sa = (⟨Sa[tnow +
∆τ ], . . . , Sa[tnow +H]⟩, κa) as well as the expected schedule Sproa = (⟨S
pro
a [tnow +∆τ ], . . . , S
pro
a [tnow +
H]⟩, κproa ) that would result in case a proposal Sˆproa was accepted. Note that the average costs κ(pro)a are
the same for S(pro)a and Sˆ
(pro)
a . Based on these expectations, the call for proposals now contains the
expected remaining demand Dremλ [t] = Sλ[t]− SVλ [t].
Redefining Valid Proposals
The remaining demand Dproλ (Sˆproa , t) = Dremλ [t]+Sa[t]−S
pro
a [t] for a time step t ∈ W that would result if
Sˆproa was accepted (see Section 10.2) is now based on the expected change in contribution Sa[t]− S
pro
a [t],
which results from an agent’s trust value Twµ (Eca). The gain in satisfaction G(Sˆproa ) is thus an expectation.
Because of contribution-specific uncertainties associated with a dispatchable agent a, note that Sproa [t]
might be smaller than Sa[t], although Sˆproa [t] is greater than Sˆa[t]. For the same reason, regarding two
proposals Sˆproa1 and Sˆ
pro
a2 of two agents a1 and a2, the expected gain in satisfaction G(Sˆproa1 ) might be
higher than G(Sˆproa2 ), although the overall supply predicted in Sˆproa1 is smaller than in Sˆproa2 .
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Expected Quality and Price-Performance Ratio
As defined in Section 10.2, a proposal’s quality Q(Sˆproa ) and price-performance ratio Θ(Sˆproa ) are based
on the change in costs ∆κ(Sˆproa ). Here, we redefine the change in costs to use expectations. More
precisely, we seize the idea of the updated reward function (see Equation (10.2)) to determine the
expected change in costs ∆κ(Sproa ). Instead of actual contributions and actual deviations from promised
supply (both values are obviously not known in advance), the intermediary uses expected contributions
S
(pro)
a [t] as well as expected deviations E(δca) to evaluate ∆κ(S
pro
a ):
∆κ(Sproa ) =
∑
t∈W
E(κ(Sproa , t))− E(κ(Sa, t))
with E(κ(S(pro)a , t)) = κ(S
(pro)
a , t)−
(
max{|κa|, |κavgVλ |} · |E(δca)|
)
and c = S(pro)a [t]
Apart from the change in costs, a proposal’s quality Q(Sˆproa ) and price-performance ratio Θ(Sˆproa )
also rely on the corresponding agent’s trustworthiness as the gain in satisfaction G(Sˆproa ) is based on
the trust value Twµ (Eca). However, as discussed in Section 4.2, positive and negative deviations can
cancel each other out, which might result in a high trust value, quality, and price-performance ratio
although the agent’s compliance with its proposed supply is hard to predict. To master such situations,
we incorporate an agent’s predictability Twv (E∆c,ca ) when assessing the quality of its proposals. Since we
want to effectively reduce the presence of aleatoric uncertainties, intermediaries evaluate the change in
predictability ∆v(S
pro
a ) when deciding whether a proposal Sˆproa should be accepted and replace Sˆa:
∆v(S
pro
a ) =
∑
t∈W
v(δ∆c,c1a )− v(δ∆c,c2a ), with c1 = S
pro
a [t] and c2 = Sa[t]
If ∆v(S
pro
a ) < 0, the intermediary assumes that the predictability increases and the risk of imbalances
between demand and supply decreases. By multiplying the change in predictability ∆v(S
pro
a ) by a factor
κv, we map the value to costs (e.g., costs that would occur to compensate for a deviation from an
expected supply at runtime, such as reserves activated by primary control in power systems). This
mapping allows us to incorporate the change in predictability into the intermediary’s decisions by adding
the costs ∆v(S
pro
a ) · κv to the change in costs ∆κ(S
pro
a ). The result is the so-called risk-based change in
costs ∆κrisk(S
pro
a ) that would result in case Sˆproa was accepted and replaced Sˆa:
∆κrisk(S
pro
a ) = ∆κ(S
pro
a ) + ∆v(S
pro
a ) · κv
The greater the factor κv, the more risk-averse an intermediary’s decisions. Certainly, intermediaries
have to come to a compromise between costs and risk. When evaluating the quality Q(Sˆproa ) of a proposal
Sˆproa or its price-performance ratio Θ(Sˆproa ), an intermediary now uses ∆κrisk(S
pro
a ) instead of ∆κ(S
pro
a ).
Due to these influences of an agent’s trustworthiness on the quality and price-performance ratio of
its proposals, trustworthy agents can charge higher prices for a contribution than untrustworthy agents.
This incentivizes benevolent behavior. In economics, such financial benefits are known as price premiums
and price discounts [25]. This illustrates that trust in the sense of benevolent behavior yields and, at
the same time, embodies a form of social capital [163].
To summarize, all these measures are aimed at reducing epistemic as well as the presence of
aleatoric uncertainties. The latter is achieved on the basis of the concept of predictability, which allows
intermediaries to anticipate aleatoric uncertainties with regard to the dispatchable agents’ states. In
turn, this information is used to actively put the agents into states of less aleatoric uncertainties as
illustrated in Figure 10.3.
10.5 Evaluation in the Decentralized Power Management Case Study
We evaluate TruCAOS in the context of our power management case study in two different settings. In
the first setting, we primarily investigate in which way TruCAOS can deal with uncertain demand and
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supply. In the second setting, we analyze TruCAOS’s runtime performance and the quality of created
schedules in a hierarchy of AVPPs. We compare the results to those achieved with the regio-central
approach RegioC sketched in Section 2.2. For each evaluation scenario regarded in these two settings, we
performed 200 simulation runs. Where not stated otherwise, presented data are average values. Before
we discuss our results, we introduce our general test bed.
General Test Bed
We perform the evaluation in our simulation environment for autonomous power systems that contains
dispatchable and non-dispatchable power plants of different types (hydro, biofuel, and gas power plants
as well as solar plants and wind generators). Each power plant is modeled as an individual agent.
The consumers are represented by a single agent. The demand, i.e., the residual load, originates from
weather-dependent power plants and the consumers. We use real world data for the capabilities of
physical power plants7 (such as production boundaries), the load curves8, and the simulated weather
conditions9 influencing the output of weather-dependent power plants. Each dispatchable power plant’s
inertia is defined within typical boundaries. The production costs, i.e., the average costs of providing a
contribution, range from 6.50 euro centkWh to 17.50
euro cent
kWh .
The evaluation is implemented in a sequential, round-based execution model in which each round
corresponds to a specific time step t ∈ T . Dispatchable power plants have to satisfy a prescribed residual
load over an evaluation-scenario-specific period of |T | time steps, each representing a time span of 15min.
In each time step, AVPPs create schedules for the next H = 1hour on the basis of the predicted residual
load retrieved from the consumers and the weather-dependent power plants. We also use a resolution of
15min for the schedules so that each of them comprises N = 4 time steps. In case of TruCAOS, AVPPs
consider the remaining residual load satisfied in case its absolute values are below Dremmax = 1kW. As for
the incremental distribution of the remaining residual load Dremλ , AVPPs use a fraction g = 0.5 of Dremλ
if Dremλ · g > 40 kW, and g = 1 otherwise.
The optimization problems that have to be solved to generate proposals, determine winner proposals,
and leave local optima in TruCAOS, as well as those of the regio-central approach RegioC are formulated
as mixed integer linear programs and solved by the standard mathematical programming software IBM
ILOG CPLEX10. As the utmost goal is to satisfy the residual load, followed by the goal to provide energy
at a low price, we use α∆ = 100.0 euro centkWh and αΓ = 1.0 to weight the total residual load violation ∆
and the total costs Γ accordingly (regarding Equation (1.3a)), note that ∆ is given in kWh and Γ in
euro cent). It is thus more expensive to not produce a requested amount of energy than to produce it.
Where not stated otherwise, dispatchable power plants generate proposals that minimize the remaining
residual load specified in the AVPPs’ call for proposals in order to be competitive. Physical power
plants demand remunerations proportionally to their output and their individual unit price of electricity.
Each AVPP uses its subsystem’s mean average costs of accepted proposals κavgVλ (see Equation (10.2))
– calculated over the last 5 time steps – as the average costs κproa of its proposals. In line with the
definition of the maximum sequential scheduling time, we assume that an intermediary’s subordinate
dispatchable power plants create their proposed schedules in parallel.
Dealing with Uncertain Demand and Supply
We evaluate TruCAOS’s performance in uncertain environments by means of a system that contains a
single AVPP. For comparison, we regard two different evaluation scenarios. In the first scenario “E-nt”,
TruCAOS does not make any use of trust values. We change this in the second scenario “E-t” in which
we enable TruCAOS’s trust-based measures (na = 100, n′a = 5, nD = 50, and n′D = 5 turned out to be
beneficial parameters for our trust metrics in a preceding parameter search).
7Energymap (Bavaria), 2012: http://www.energymap.info, retrieved in 2012.
8LEW, 2012: http://www.lew-verteilnetz.de, retrieved in 2012.
9LfL (Bavaria), 2010: http://www.lfl.bayern.de/agm/ , retrieved in 2012.
10IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer, Version 12.4, 2011: https://www-01.ibm.com/software/commerce/optimization/
cplex-optimizer/ , retrieved on March 1, 2016.
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Test Bed
The single AVPP controls 20 dispatchable power plants (hydro, biofuel, and gas power plants) that have
different capabilities, e.g., in terms of production boundaries. In each simulation run, these power plants
have to satisfy a predefined actual residual load D[t] ∈ [1342 kW, 2157 kW], i.e., a demand, over a period
of four days, which corresponds to 384 time steps (i.e., T = {1, . . . , 384}).
Each time the AVPP creates schedules, the consumers and the weather-dependent power plants
create a residual load prediction for the following N = 4 time steps by adding a random prediction error –
generated using a Gaussian distribution – to the actual residual load. In the course of the four simulated
days, the residual load shows two different behaviors rl1 and rl2. For rl1, we use a mean prediction
error of µrl1 = 50 kW and a standard deviation of σrl1 = 5kW. The residual load behaves according to
rl1 in time steps t ∈ {1, . . . , 48} ∪ {97, . . . , 144}. In time steps t ∈ {49, . . . , 96} ∪ {145, . . . , 384}, we use
rl2 with µrl2 = −100 kW and σrl2 = 10 kW. The mean prediction error increases with the prediction
horizon by 10 kW for rl1 and | − 20 kW| for rl2.
Except for a “misbehaving dispatchable power plant” (MPP), which features a maximum output of
SmaxMPP = 450 kW (this is about a fifth of the maximum residual load in this setting), all dispatchable
power plants behave benevolently, meaning that they comply with their promised supply. The MPP’s
promised outputs SˆMPP deviate from its actual and scheduled output (here SactMPP = SMPP) according to
two different predefined behaviors mpp1 and mpp2. Regarding mpp1 /mpp2, the MPP adds a random
deviation that is, on average, 30%/ 10% higher than promised if SˆMPP[t] = SminMPP = 0kW, and, on
average, 30%/ 10% lower than promised if SˆMPP[t] = SmaxMPP = 450 kW. Again, random numbers are
generated using a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of σmpp1 = 13.5 kW / σmpp2 = 4.5 kW.
Between SminMPP and SmaxMPP, the deviation changes linearly with SˆMPP[t] such that the power plant does
not deviate from its promises at its sweet spot SˆMPP[t] = 225 kW. The MPP shows behavior mpp1 in
time steps t ∈ {1, . . . , 72} and behavior mpp2 in time steps t ∈ {73, . . . , 384}. To estimate the MPP’s
predictability, we use ∆c = 112.5 kW (i.e., 25% of SmaxMPP) as contribution range in E-t. To investigate
in which way the MPP influences the creation of schedules, the AVPP contains a dispatchable power
plant, called the MPP’s “twin”, that is – apart from the fact that it behaves benevolently – identical to
the MPP. Because the twin does not deviate from its promises, its behavior is very predictable. The
concept of the MPP’s twin allows us to examine TruCAOS’s trust-based decisions independently of the
other power plants’ physical capabilities.
Results
In the evaluation scenario E-nt, the AVPP relies on the predicted residual load Dˆ when creating schedules.
As depicted in Figure 10.4, the mean absolute deviation ∆(D, Dˆ) between the actual D and the predicted
Dˆ residual load varies with the residual load’s behavior rl1 and rl2 (the average of ∆(D, Dˆ) is 60.87 kW
with a standard deviation of σ = 15.56 kW). Regarding E-t, the AVPP assesses the quality of residual
load predictions by means of the presented trust metric and solves the scheduling problem on the basis of
the expected residual load D. The small mean absolute deviation ∆(D,D) between D and D indicates
that the AVPP is able to anticipate systematic prediction errors, i.e., epistemic uncertainties, very
accurately (the average of ∆(D,D) is 11.38 kW, σ = 11.66 kW). The expected residual load D is thus
81.30% more accurate than its prediction Dˆ.
The rather high values of ∆(D,D) around the time steps 48, 96, and 144 coincide with the change
in the residual load’s behavior. While ∆(D,D) sometimes exceeds ∆(D, Dˆ) at these time steps, the
short time frames in which these deviations are present indicate that the trust values quickly adapt to
behavioral changes. This can be attributed to our trust metric that weights experiences according to
their age. Further, only the last nD = 50 experiences are used for the calculation of the trust values.
With regard to E-nt, the MPP’s promised supply SˆMPP correlates with the predicted residual load
Dˆ, which is mirrored in the shapes of the two corresponding curves (see Figures 10.4 and 10.5). In time
step 72, the change in the MPP’s behavior from mpp1 to mpp2 is clearly visible. Figure 10.5 illustrates
that the mean absolute deviation ∆(SMPP, SˆMPP) between the MPP’s actual SMPP and promised SˆMPP
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Figure 10.4: The mean predicted Dˆ, expected D,
and actual D residual load. The mean absolute
deviation ∆(D, Dˆ) between D and Dˆ reflects the
predefined randomly generated prediction error.
As for E-t, the mean absolute deviation ∆(D,D)
betweenD andD mirrors the accuracy ofD, which
is provided by the presented trust metrics.
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Figure 10.5: The promised SˆMPP and actual SMPP
supply of the MPP in E-nt. The mean abso-
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Figure 10.6: The promised SˆMPP, expected SMPP,
and actual SMPP supply of the MPP in E-t.
As in Figure 10.5, the mean absolute deviation
∆(SMPP, SˆMPP) between SMPP and SˆMPP mirrors
the MPP’s varying behavior. The fact that the
mean absolute deviation ∆(SMPP, SMPP) between
SMPP and SMPP is smaller than ∆(SMPP, SˆMPP)
confirms that TruCAOS’s trust-based decisions
mitigate epistemic uncertainties.
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Figure 10.7: The mean absolute deviation
∆(D,SV) between the actual residual load D and
the total actual supply SV in E-nt compared to
E-t. TruCAOS’s trust-based decisions significantly
decrease ∆(D,SV).
supply depends on SˆMPP. The MPP’s behavior causes an average ∆(SMPP, SˆMPP) of 44.25 kW with
σ = 27.55 kW.
As for the evaluation scenario E-t, Figure 10.6 depicts how the AVPP allocates resources of the
MPP in case trust-based decisions are made. The AVPP needs approximately 18 time steps until the
trust value accurately reflects the MPP’s behavior. After these time steps, TruCAOS’s trust-based
principle allows the AVPP to significantly reduce the deviation between the MPP’s expected SMPP and
actual SMPP supply. The MPP’s behavior causes an average absolute deviation ∆(SMPP, SMPP) of only
7.34 kW with σ = 10.77 kW. At time step 72, the MPP changes its behavior, which is reflected in the
peak of ∆(SMPP, SMPP). About 20 time steps are needed to adapt to the new behavior. During these
time steps, SˆMPP is actually more accurate than SMPP. However, starting at time step 144, the curves
of SMPP, SˆMPP, and SMPP almost coincide. The MPP’s promised and actual contributions are thus very
different from those it makes in the evaluation scenario E-nt in which the AVPP does not employ the
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Figure 10.8: The number of actual contributions of the MPP’s twin (see Figure 10.8a) and the number
of expected contributions of the MPP (see Figure 10.8b) for time steps t ∈ [192, 384]. The width of the
intervals corresponds to 10 kW. The MPP’s sweet spot of high predictability can be found at 225 kW.
The MPP’s twin always complies with its scheduled supply and is thus very predictable.
concept of predictability (see Figure 10.5). This is mainly because, in the evaluation scenario E-t, the
risk-averse AVPP allocates the resources of the MPP in such a way that SˆMPP is near its sweet spot of
high predictability at 225 kW (see Figure 10.6). Recall that, at its sweet spot, the MPP does not deviate
from its promises and is thus very predictable. Hence, the mean values of SMPP, SˆMPP, and SMPP
are approximately equal (the average of ∆(SMPP, SˆMPP) is 31.43 kW with σ = 28.93 kW). As a result,
the expected supply SMPP is 76.65% more accurate than the promised supply SˆMPP. In comparison
to E-nt, uncertainties in promised supply – measured as the average of ∆(SMPP, SˆMPP) – could be
reduced by 28.97%. This behavior is also visualized in the histograms in Figure 10.8: The MPP’s twin
is almost always allowed to contribute with its maximum capacity (see Figure 10.8a). This corresponds
to the curve of the MPP’s actual supply SMPP for the evaluation scenario E-nt in Figure 10.5. As
opposed to that, the AVPP’s trust-based and risk-averse decisions shift the contributions of the MPP
into the region around its sweet spot in E-t (see Figure 10.8b). This shows that TruCAOS actively and
effectively mitigates the presence of aleatoric uncertainties by accepting proposals in a way that allows
intermediaries to increase the dispatchable agents’ predictability. Because the contributions of the MPP
are much lower than those of its twin, TruCAOS’s trust-based decisions further incentivize dispatchable
agents to behave benevolently. In electric power systems, this means that a power plant’s operator is
incentivized to ensure that it can comply with its schedule (see Chapter 13).
Figure 10.7 summarizes our observations: By using trust-based techniques in E-t, the average of the
mean absolute deviation ∆(D,SV) between the actual residual load D and the total actual supply SV
is only 15.74 kW (σ = 14.24 kW), compared to 84.27 kW (σ = 31.76 kW) without trust-based measures
in E-nt. As for E-t, this results in an average total violation of the residual load of 6044.55 kW per
run. This is 81.32% lower than in case of E-nt, where we have a total violation of the residual load of
32360.15 kW. On average, TruCAOS terminated after 5.58 (σ = 0.44) bidding iterations in E-nt and
5.55 (σ = 0.40) iterations in E-t. Hence, trust-based measures did not have a significant influence on the
number of bidding iterations.
To assess TruCAOS’s runtime performance and the quality of created schedules in this setting, we
use an additional evaluation scenario without any uncertainties originating from the dispatchable power
plants’ supply or residual load predictions. For comparison, we employ the regio-central approach RegioC.
In this additional evaluation scenario, TruCAOS as well as RegioC are able to satisfy the entire
residual load in all time steps (this corresponds to the scheduling problem’s primary objective). RegioC
needs 260.10ms (σ = 66.42ms) on average to create schedules for all dispatchable power plants. By
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incorporating exclusively cheap hydro power plants (this is possible because their aggregated maximum
output exceeds the maximum residual load), RegioC obtains optimal average costs of 6.50 euro centkWh
(σ = 0.0 euro centkWh ). In this evaluation scenario, TruCAOS also achieves optimal costs but needs only an
average of 57.13ms (σ = 15.23ms) to create schedules. Consequently, TruCAOS is 78.04% faster than
RegioC. Please note that, in the worst case, the algorithms could choose an allocation of resources that
perfectly satisfies the residual load but causes average costs of 17.50 euro centkWh , which are 169.23% higher
than those found by TruCAOS and RegioC.
Although we only regarded a single misbehaving dispatchable agent in our empirical analysis, we
expect intermediaries to behave in a very similar way in the presence of multiple misbehaving dispatchable
agents. We hypothesize that intermediaries shift the contributions of misbehaving dispatchable agents
into ranges in which they are more predictable as long as a sufficient amount of trustworthy dispatchable
agents is available that, together, are able to compensate for the adjustments made with respect to
the misbehaving dispatchable agents’ supply. In this context, the factor κv that maps changes in
predictability to costs can be used to steer the intermediaries’ attitude towards risk (see Section 10.4).
Analysis of the Runtime Performance and Schedule Quality in Hierarchical
Systems
In the second half of our evaluation, we investigate the impact of different hierarchies of AVPPs on
TruCAOS’s performance in terms of scheduling times and the schedules’ quality. Again, the regio-central
approach RegioC serves as benchmark. Note that we refrain from regarding uncertainties in this
evaluation setting, i.e., all power plants and consumers adhere to their promises and predictions. As for
uncertain supply, that is because it is far from obvious how to implement effective trust-based measures
in RegioC’s optimization problems so that they can be efficiently solved by CPLEX. We basically
would have to encode the complete trust model for measuring uncertain supply, which we presented in
Section 10.3, in CPLEX’s optimization programming language (OPL). Especially the non-linear and
non-monotonic characteristic of the function mapping a dispatchable agent’s scheduled supply to its
expected supply (i.e., increasing a power plant’s scheduled output could actually decrease its expected
output) complicates CPLEX’s search for high-quality solutions. This problem does not exist in case
of TruCAOS since intermediaries only have to choose from a set of received proposals. Regarding
uncertain demand, RegioC can employ the same trust model as TruCAOS. For the comparison of the two
algorithms, it thus makes no difference whether schedules are created for the predicted or the expected
demand.
Test Bed
To investigate the influence of hierarchical system structures on TruCAOS’s and RegioC’s performance,
we performed our evaluations on four different structures called “superflat”, “flat”, “deep”, and “deeper”
of height 1, 2, 3, and 5, and with an average number of 173, 14.23, 6.55, and 2.42 dispatchable power
plants per AVPP, respectively. All these structures were generated offline on the basis of the same set of
173 dispatchable and 350 non-dispatchable power plants. The “superflat” structure corresponds to a
centralized system and serves to evaluate the algorithms’ ability to create schedules for a large group
of dispatchable agents. In Section 9.2, a hierarchy of height 2 allowed RegioC to obtain an adequate
compromise between runtime performance and solution quality, which is why we additionally consider
the “flat” structure of height 2 in this evaluation. The purpose of the structures “deep” and “deeper”
is to examine the effect of deeper hierarchies on the algorithms’ behavior. In our experiments, we
disabled the system’s ability to change these structures to be able to analyze their influence on the
algorithms’ performance. In each of the 200 simulation runs, the dispatchable power plants have to
satisfy a prescribed residual load over a period of one day, which corresponds to |T | = 96 time steps.
In a nutshell, we examine the following three questions of interest: (1) Does TruCAOS outperform
RegioC in terms of runtime performance? (2) Does TruCAOS obtain better results w.r.t. demand
satisfaction and costs? (3) How does the hierarchical system structure affect the schedules’ quality and
runtime performance?
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superflat flat deep deeper
RegioC TruCAOS RegioC TruCAOS RegioC TruCAOS RegioC TruCAOS
#Dispatchable Power
Plants per AVPP 173.00 14.23 6.55 2.42
Max. Seq. Scheduling Time
per Time Step [ms]
13612.19
(6264.49)
228.89
(59.87)
405.96
(139.57)
369.08
(645.09)
412.03
(143.70)
510.18
(321.91)
467.26
(128.86)
740.50
(464.30)
Scheduling Time per AVPP
and Time Step [ms]
13612.19
(6264.49)
228.89
(59.87)
131.35
(70.38)
46.29
(5.08)
72.30
(49.25)
33.14
(2.70)
40.17
(33.48)
18.35
(1.79)
#Bidding Iterations per
AVPP and Time Step –
3.97
(0.66) –
2.49
(0.53) –
3.01
(0.53) –
1.88
(0.51)
#Detected Local Optima
per Time Step –
0.00
(0.00) –
0.18
(0.04) –
2.96
(0.20) –
14.24
(1.31)
Total Violation of the
Residual Load per Run [kW]
0.00
(0.00)
2.40
(0.02)
0.00
(0.00)
6.98
(0.05)
926.97
(479.21)
80.99
(2.75)
2905.38
(1144.81)
140.93
(1.44)
Unit Price of Electricity per
Time Step [euro cent/kWh]
10.32
(1.11)
10.32
(1.11)
11.22
(0.74)
11.46
(0.91)
12.07
(0.49)
12.69
(0.72)
12.71
(0.29)
12.69
(0.61)
Table 10.1: Evaluation results obtained by TruCAOS and RegioC for different hierarchies of AVPPs. All
results are averaged over the 200 runs per evaluation scenario. Values in parentheses denote standard
deviations.
Results
Table 10.1 shows the results obtained for the different hierarchical structures. Unsurprisingly, RegioC
struggles with the large number of power plants schedules have to be created for in the “superflat”
scenario. While RegioC requires an average of 13612.19ms to create valid schedules, TruCAOS only
needs remarkable 228.89ms on average. This is 98.32% faster. As discussed in Section 10.1, that is
because TruCAOS distributes the computational complexity of schedule creation among all participating
agents. In particular, dispatchable power plants create proposals for their schedules themselves. Beyond
that, TruCAOS obtains a lower coefficient of variation of scheduling times than RegioC ( 59.87228.89 ≈ 0.26
compared to 6264.4913612.19 ≈ 0.46), meaning that TruCAOS’s scheduling times are about twice as stable
as those of RegioC. Further, TruCAOS is able to satisfy the demand at the same optimal costs of
10.32 euro centkWh as RegioC. Please note that the cheapest dispatchable power plants have production
costs of 6.50 euro centkWh and that, in the worst case, the algorithms could opt for an allocation that
accurately satisfies the residual load but leads to a unit price of electricity of 17.33 euro centkWh . Under these
circumstances, TruCAOS’s results are quite remarkable.
RegioC significantly benefits from the scheduling problem’s decomposition in case of the “flat”
hierarchy. The maximum sequential scheduling time (i.e., the longest of all serial paths that result from
adding the scheduling times for each branch in the hierarchy; see Equation (6.1)) drops to 405.96ms
and an AVPP only needs 131.35ms on average to calculate schedules. We can explain this by the
lower number of power plants schedules have to be created for (14.23 on average compared to 173 in
case of the “superflat” structure). On the other hand, the costs slightly increase by 8.72% due to
abstraction and indirections. While the mean scheduling time per AVPP significantly decreases to
46.29ms for TruCAOS, we see that the mean max. seq. scheduling time increases by 61.25% compared
to the “superflat” hierarchy. We explain this behavior by three observations: First, due to the complexity
of the AVPPs’ control models, AVPPs need more time for generating proposals than physical power
plants. Second, additional hierarchy layers introduce additional overhead: Now, multiple AVPPs have to
solve the combinatorial auction problem, and, depending on their relative position in the hierarchy, these
problems have to be solved sequentially, thereby adding to the max. seq. scheduling time. Top-down
dependencies also restrict the parallel creation of proposed schedules to specific subsets of dispatchable
power plants. Third, intermediaries require a larger number of schedule corrections to meet the residual
load in systems consisting of smaller AVPPs. These corrections add to the max. seq. scheduling time.
However, although TruCAOS’s max. seq. scheduling time increases, it is still shorter than RegioC’s. The
costs TruCAOS obtains are also still comparable to those of RegioC.
With regard to TruCAOS, the mean scheduling time per AVPP further decreases – whereas the max.
seq. scheduling time continues to grow – when we further decompose the scheduling problem by means
of the structures “deep” and “deeper” (see Table 10.1). TruCAOS’s costs exceed those of RegioC in
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case of the “deep” structure but are comparable to the costs of RegioC in case of the structure “deeper”.
Since RegioC’s max. seq. scheduling times also increase in these scenarios, we can conclude that – with
respect to RegioC – the hierarchy “flat” is a sweet spot where RegioC achieves low max. seq. scheduling
times at adequate costs. As for TruCAOS, the sweet spot is the hierarchy “superflat” which allows
the algorithm to obtain lower costs and shorter max. seq. scheduling times than RegioC in the “flat”
hierarchy. Both algorithms satisfy the residual load very accurately for these structures.
The total violation of the residual load grows considerably with the height of the hierarchy, though.
As discussed and investigated in Part III, this can be attributed to an increase in fragmentation and
resulting abstraction errors. Because increasing fragmentation reduces the AVPPs’ degrees of freedom,
this phenomenon manifests in a considerable increase in the number of detected local optima by TruCAOS
(cf. hierarchies “deep” and “deeper”). As for RegioC, the total violation of the residual load reaches
high values of 2905.38 kW for the hierarchy “deeper”. In comparison, TruCAOS achieves relatively
low deviations of only 140.93 kW for the same hierarchy. We ascribe TruCAOS’s ability to deal with
fragmentation and abstraction errors to its principle of schedule corrections (see Section 10.1). These
allow the AVPPs to iteratively compensate for deviations between scheduled supply and assigned residual
load during the schedule creation. On the flip side, this leads to longer max. seq. scheduling times.
Note that these observation are in tune with those we made in the evaluation of the self-organized
formation of scalable hierarchical system structures in Section 9.2. There, we already observed that
deeper hierarchies consisting of a higher number of AVPPs do not necessarily lead to shorter max. seq.
scheduling times but come at the expense of solution quality.
To summarize, TruCAOS allows for the creation of schedules for a large number of dispatchable agents
in short time. Even in large systems, the agents can thus self-organize into relatively flat hierarchies.
Because this characteristic avoids fragmentation and increases the system structures’ stability (see
Section 9.2), it is also advantageous with regard to the quality of created schedules in terms of the
violation of the demand and costs.
Chapter Summary and Outlook
In this chapter, we presented an auction- and trust-based mechanism, called TruCAOS, that solves
the scheduling problem in hierarchical systems in a cooperative and regionalized manner. Instead of
assigning schedules to subordinates, an intermediary acts in the role of an auctioneer that redistributes
its fraction of the overall demand in an iterative and incremental process. Subordinate dispatchable
agents actively participate in the process of schedule creation by making suggestions of how they could
adapt their schedules to increase the demand’s satisfaction. Because this principle reduces the scheduling
problem’s complexity, TruCAOS allows the agents to self-organize into flatter hierarchies consisting
of larger subsystems than the regio-central approach, which prevents the introduction of unnecessary
abstraction errors and improves the system structures’ stability. Our evaluations in Sections 9.2 and 10.5
confirm that this is advantageous to the schedules’ quality in terms of demand satisfaction and costs.
TruCAOS is therefore ideally suited for creating high-quality schedules in large scale systems in short
time. To deal with uncertain supply and demand, TruCAOS augments the process of schedule creation
by several trust-based measures that address both unavoidable as well as avoidable misbehavior. We
demonstrated that TruCAOS reduces the influence of systematic uncertainties in demand predictions and
promised supply by forming expectations of the agents’ future behavior. Moreover, TruCAOS mitigates
the presence of aleatoric uncertainties by accepting proposals in a way that allows intermediaries to
put dispatchable agents into states of higher predictability. This is obtained by decreasing the price-
performance ratio of agents that propose to make contributions in ranges of low predictability. Although
this measure primarily addresses unavoidable misbehavior, trustworthy dispatchable agents can charge
higher prices for a contribution than untrustworthy agents, which results in price premiums and price
discounts. In conjunction with a payment function that distributes rewards according to the agents’
actual instead of their scheduled supply and that penalizes schedule violations, the measures thus also
incentivize benevolent behavior.
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In future work, we will investigate how and to what degree we can integrate the dispatchable agents’
individual preferences, e.g., expressed in the form of constraint relationships [188], into the schedule
creation. To this end, we have to extend the optimization problems solved for proposal generation and
for identifying suitable winner proposals in a way that takes both individual as well as organizational
objectives into account.
In the next chapter, we enhance TruCAOS by the ability to create schedules for different possible
development of the demand. Based on the concept of Trust-Based Scenario Trees (see Chapter 5), this
allows the system to cope with volatile demand that follows different behavioral patterns. In Chapter 12,
we show how agents utilize these schedules to reactively compensate for deviations between the actual
demand and supply at runtime without having to recalculate schedules.
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Chapter 11
Robust Solutions to the Scheduling Problem
on the Basis of Trust-Based Scenario Trees
Summary. One way to deal with volatile demand that follows different behavioral patterns is
to take several scenarios for its development into account. To this end, we adopt techniques
from the field of online stochastic optimization [83] in order to find robust solutions to the
scheduling problem. By utilizing the concept of Trust-Based Scenario Trees (TBSTs) presented
in Chapter 5, intermediaries can create a probabilistic model of such volatile demand at runtime.
Creating schedules on the basis of TBSTs allows intermediaries (1) to anticipate aleatoric, i.e.,
intrinsic random and irreducible, uncertainties by considering multiple scenarios, and (2) to
reduce epistemic, i.e., systematic, uncertainties by putting more effort into the optimization
of likely scenarios. By taking the trees’ structure into account, the agents self-improve their
flexibility in adapting to the actual demand as they can switch to the most appropriate schedule
at runtime. To support such switches and to strengthen the agents’ ability to meet the demand
even if it does not correspond to one of the considered scenarios, we enable the agents to
schedule an appropriate amount of degrees of freedom, i.e., reserves. These are used for
reactive supply adjustments. To cope with the complexity of the extended scheduling problem,
we show how TBST-based schedules can be created in hierarchical systems. Furthermore,
we enhance the auction-based scheduling mechanism TruCAOS for the creation of TBST-
based schedules and the provision of reserves. To avoid that deviations between supply and
demand propagate through the system, each intermediary takes responsibility for scheduling its
subordinate dispatchable agents in a way that allows them to compensate for such deviations
locally, i.e., in the intermediary’s subsystem. Our evaluations reveal the advantage of anticipating
prediction errors locally and demonstrate that TruCAOS clearly outperforms the regio-central
approach when searching for robust solutions to the scheduling problem.
Publication. The concepts and results outlined in this chapter have been published in Anders
et al. [11] and Kosak et al. [123].
As stated before, a major challenge is to create schedules that enable the dispatchable agents to satisfy
the demand despite inaccurate predictions, fluctuations, and unexpected events. In terms of the residual
load, fluctuations originate from changing weather conditions and stochastic consumer behavior, among
others. For the system’s stable and efficient operation, the agents have to quantify and anticipate these
uncertainties and to incorporate this information into their scheduling decisions. While Chapter 10
primarily focused on how to deal with an uncertain provision of scheduled or promised resources, this
chapter focuses on uncertain volatile demand that follows different behavioral patterns.
In Chapter 5, we presented the concept of Trust-Based Scenario Trees (TBSTs). A TBST is a
probabilistic model that approximates the stochastic process governing the behavior of a single or
a group of non-dispatchable agents. It consists of a number of Trust-Based Scenarios (TBSs), each
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indicating an expectation, i.e., a possibility, of how the agents’ behavior might develop in a sequence of
future time steps. Furthermore, each TBS has a certain probability of occurrence so that the complete
TBST describes an empirical probability mass function specifying a discrete probability distribution over
multiple time steps. As we demonstrated in Section 5.3, this allows TBSTs to capture volatile behavior
that follows different behavioral patterns.
With regard to the resource allocation problem, each intermediary uses TBSTs to quantify deviations
from its local demand predictions and to deduce expected deviations. Recall that an intermediary’s
local demand is the aggregate of the demand resulting from its subordinate non-dispatchable agents and
intermediaries. As explained in Section 5.2, creating a single TBST for the group of its subordinate
non-dispatchable agents allows an intermediary to capture statistical relationships between the agents’
behavior. This might be necessary to derive adequate expected deviations (e.g., think of weather
predictions for adjacent regions or consumer attitude). The corresponding deviation tree is composed of
deviation scenarios, each representing a possible sequence of deviations from a demand prediction. By
adding a given predicted demand to each deviation scenario, an intermediary derives a so-called demand
tree that consists of demand scenarios (see Section 5.2). A demand tree represents different expected
developments of the demand.
If intermediaries created schedules for a single demand scenario, they would have to decide for a
specific TBS, such as the anticipated scenario (i.e., the most likely development of the demand) or
the riskiest demand scenario with regard to a certain measure. Since this decision can turn out to
be wrong, it is rather risky for an intermediary and the whole system to rely on a single demand
scenario. That is because the dispatchable agents might not be able to change their supply quickly
enough to reactively adapt to the actual demand. A risk-averse intermediary would be well-advised to
take several demand scenarios as well as their probabilities into account. In the literature, one can find
different approaches that take account of multiple scenarios when solving an optimization problem under
uncertainty (Sahinidis [183] surveys numerous methods for optimization under uncertainty). In terms of
our scheduling problem, these approaches presume that reducing the risk of not being able to deal with
the actual demand, i.e., its realization, outweighs the higher unit price of supply that probably results
from considering multiple scenarios.
Robust optimization (cf. [32, 134]) as known in mathematical optimization (not to be confused with
the general term of “robust optimization” as used in this thesis), for instance, assumes that uncertain
parameters, such as the demand, can be either restricted to a certain interval or a set of scenarios.
Uncertainties might further be subject to the variable assignment. Usually, robust optimization does not
assume that a probability distribution of the uncertain parameters is known. For such situations, it
proposes to solve a minimax optimization problem whose objective is to minimize the costs that result
from the (possibly assignment-specific) worst-case scenario. With regard to the power management case
study, one could schedule a group of power plants in a way that minimizes the maximum amount of
expensive reserves that have to be activated by the primary control system in order to meet another
residual load scenario. The residual load scenario maximizing these expenses corresponds to the worst
case scenario for the created schedules.
Another well-known framework for optimization problems in uncertain environments is stochastic
programming [198]. In contrast to robust optimization, stochastic programming assumes that a discrete
probability distribution of the uncertain parameters is available, e.g., in the form of a scenario tree.
Based on this knowledge, stochastic programming suggests to minimize the expected value of a chosen
cost function. Applied to power systems, the idea is, e.g., to minimize the expected deviation between
production and consumption. As depicted in Figure 11.1, this principle yields robust solutions as the
effect of changes in the environment or the decision variables is less severe than in a situation in which
only a single scenario is regarded [42].1 We thus refer to robust solutions to the scheduling problem as
robust schedules.
Indeed, TBSTs specify a discrete probability distribution over multiple time steps so that we can
make use of the principle of stochastic programming. By taking the scenarios’ probabilities into account,
1According to Branke [42], another possibility for obtaining robust solutions would be to maximize the probability of
keeping the value of a cost function (e.g., the violation of the residual load) below a certain threshold.
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Figure 11.1: A fitness landscape illustrating the idea of robust solutions (according to [42]): A conventional
optimization method searches for the optimal solution that might only be feasible for a specific scenario
(e.g., it finds the least expensive schedules for a residual load of 10MW). In case of disturbances, the
solution’s actual fitness might turn out to be much lower, though (e.g., assume that the actual residual
load is 12MW so that a costly peaking power plant has to be ramped up to satisfy the additional
demand). A robust optimization method incorporates uncertainties in the form of multiple scenarios.
Robustness is achieved by, for instance, searching for a plateau of good fitness values that yields a higher
expected fitness than the solution of the conventional optimization method (e.g., as a residual load of
either 10MW or 12MW is expected, it schedules the power plants in such a way that the residual load
can be satisfied with inexpensive power plants in both scenarios).
intermediaries create schedules that minimize the expected violation of the demand. As we explain
in Section 11.1, each intermediary creates schedules for the entire demand tree and thus solves a
so-called multi-stage stochastic program. Due to the computational complexity of multi-stage stochastic
programs [197], most of the scenario-based approaches that can be found in the literature (e.g., [178, 193])
use a two-stage stochastic program as approximation. A two-stage stochastic program has the following
form [198]:
minimize
x,yω
cTx+
∑
ω∈Ω pω · (dTyω)
subject to Ax ≤ b
Bωx+Cωyω ≤ eω,∀ω ∈ Ω
x ≥ 0,yω ≥ 0,∀ω ∈ Ω
A solution to a two-stage problem is composed of a first- and a second-stage decision. Applied to our
scheduling problem, the first-stage decision x states how many resources the agents should provide
independently of the realization of the uncertain demand that has to be met in tnow +∆τ (recall that
we defined ∆τ as a schedule’s resolution in Section 1.2). Feasible assignments for x are subject to the
linear constraints Ax ≤ b. For instance, if the vector x defines the dispatchable agents’ scheduled
supply, the product of the identity matrix A and x must not exceed the agents’ maximal supply
stated in the vector b. x prescribes a partial solution that is well positioned for all possible scenarios
(e.g., dispatchable power plant a should provide 10MW). The second-stage decision yω serves as a
scenario-specific corrective, i.e., a recourse action, that is carried out to balance supply and demand
as soon as its realization is known (e.g., in case of scenario ω′, the power plant a should provide an
extra 5MW). A typical example would be to take the risk of buying resources at a higher price once
the actual demand is known instead of pre-ordering them due to storage costs and the possibility of a
surplus. For each scenario ω ∈ Ω with probability pω, the vector yω has to be chosen in a way that the
scenario-specific constraints Bωx+Cωyω ≤ eω are satisfied (Bω and Cω are scenario-specific matrices
and eω is a scenario-specific vector that holds, e.g., the expected demand in scenario ω). A solution to a
specific demand scenario ω is thus a combination of x and the recourse action yω. For instance, in case
of scenario ω′, power plant a has to provide 10MW+ 5MW = 15MW.
The concept of recourse actions (which is also used in multi-stage problems) is, however, not applicable
to our resource allocation problem because inertia is likely to prevent the dispatchable agents from
performing the action as scheduled. For example, because of its limited rate of change, power plant a
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(a) Multi-Stage Problem.
r
(b) Two-Stage Problem.
r
(c) Variant of a Two-Stage Problem.
Figure 11.2: Different ways to consider and deal with the scenarios contained in a scenario tree (scenarios
are color-coded): While multi-stage problems take account of the tree structure (see Figure 11.2a), two-
stage problems consider the same scenarios in the form of a fan of unrelated scenarios (see Figure 11.2b).
Figure 11.2c shows a variant of two-stage problems presented in [193]. This variant abolishes recourse
actions for the next relevant time step (cf. the root’s child) by representing the uncertainties by a single
expected value. The expected value is the average of the root’s children in Figure 11.2a. Evidently,
regarding an expected value does not allow for encoding strategies for how to react to different situations.
cannot instantly provide the extra 5MW. As opposed to this, the dispatchable agents have to monitor
the development of the demand and to make reactive supply adjustments in order to maintain the
balance as well as possible (see Chapter 12).
Apart from inertia, permanent reactive adjustments are necessary because of the following three
reasons: (R1) The scheduling problem’s complexity and the uncertainties involved call for rather
coarse-grained schedules, which is why we create them for time steps that are multiples of ∆τ . Still,
the demand has to be satisfied in a fine-grained time pattern of ∆t ≤ ∆τ (see Section 1.2). In the
synchronous grid of Continental Europe, for instance, schedules are typically created with a resolution
of ∆τ = 15min, whereas imbalances have to be detected and compensated for within seconds (e.g.,
∆t = 5 s) to ensure the grid’s stable operation [214]. (R2) Some agents might contribute according to
the wrong scenario. Such a mistake is caused by a false expectation of how the demand will develop,
e.g., from tnow until tnow +∆τ . For instance, the agents might contribute according to the anticipated
scenario, but a less probable scenario actually occurs. (R3) The system must be able to deal with
unforeseen developments of the demand, i.e., even those that are not captured by any demand scenario
in the demand tree.
In the context of permanent reactive adjustments, considering a multi-stage instead of a two-stage
problem is advantageous because scenarios are treated as a tree instead of a fan of unrelated scenarios
(see Figure 11.2).2 By taking account of the demand tree’s structure (this means that we schedule
contributions for nodes, which might be part of multiple scenarios), we ensure that the agents cannot
only provide the scheduled output in tnow + ∆τ but also in subsequent time steps (note that there
might be a branch following a node in tnow +∆τ). This characteristic allows the agents to delay their
decision which demand scenario to choose, i.e., their assumption in which direction the demand develops,
until the time step a branch in the tree has to be taken. In this context, TBST-based schedules encode
strategies that indicate how many resources dispatchable agents have to provide in which situation.
In terms of stochastic programming, they constitute a decision rule [198]. In Chapter 12, we show
that TBST-based schedules proactively guide permanent reactive adjustments, i.e., self-adaptation, of
inert agents, thereby improving the system’s efficiency, stability, and robustness. To strengthen the
dispatchable agents’ ability to deal with unforeseen situations (i.e., aleatoric uncertainties) by means of
reactive supply adjustments, we additionally enable them to increase their available degrees of freedom
by scheduling feedback-driven reserves.
All these aspects, anticipating uncertainties, creating schedules on the basis of demand trees that have
been learned online, and incorporating reserves aim at proactively increasing the system’s robustness
with respect to epistemic and aleatoric uncertainties. In terms of the two dimensions of robustness
introduced in Section 1.4, these aspects proactively increase the system’s ability to remain in acceptable
states and thus to maintain its functionality despite detrimental influences (first dimension), and
2In stochastic programming, this is obtained by so-called non-anticipativity constraints.
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to return into an acceptable state after a disturbance occurred that caused the system to leave the
acceptance space (second dimension). Our approach to deal with the computational complexity of
solving multi-stage stochastic optimization problems and scheduling reserves is (1) to make use of the
self-organizing hierarchical system structure to decompose the overall scheduling problem, and (2) to
solve the scheduling problem within each organization (i.e., AVPP) by means of an extended version
of the auction-based scheduling mechanism TruCAOS presented in Chapter 10. As stated before, the
environment’s dynamic and uncertain nature justifies the application of these heuristics since they enable
the system to update schedules more frequently on the basis of up-to-date data than a method that
guarantees optimal solutions at the expense of much higher runtimes.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: In Section 11.1, we formulate the scheduling
problem defined in Section 2.2 on the basis of TBSTs and the idea of online stochastic optimization [83],
which combines online algorithms and stochastic programming. Afterwards, we outline the top-down
TBST-based schedule creation in hierarchical systems in Section 11.2. The presented approach allows
each subsystem to compensate for deviations between supply and demand locally, i.e., right where they
occur. This prevents their propagation through the system. An empirical evaluation at the end of
Section 11.2 demonstrates the advantage of using TBSTs in the context of the scheduling problem,
and the benefit of enabling each intermediary to anticipate and quantify inaccuracies in its individual
local demand predictions. Subsequently, we augment the TBST-based scheduling problem by the
provision of feedback-driven reserves in Section 11.3. This improves the dispatchable agents’ ability to
reactively compensate for deviations between supply and demand without having to recalculate schedules.
Sections 11.1 to 11.3 explain the top-down creation of TBST-based schedules and the provision of reserves
in hierarchical system structures from the regio-central perspective. For finding high-quality solutions to
the enhanced scheduling problem in large-scale hierarchical systems in short time, we extend TruCAOS
by the ability to create TBST-based schedules and to schedule reserves in Section 11.4. Our empirical
evaluation provided in Section 11.5 shows that TruCAOS significantly outperforms the regio-central
approach that is based on a state-of-the-art optimizer.
Related work in the context of algorithms for scenario-based resource allocation and the provision of
reserves is discussed in Chapter 13. In Chapter 12, we describe how TBST-based schedules proactively
guide the dispatchable agents’ permanent reactive supply adjustments.
11.1 Formalization of the Scenario-Based Scheduling Problem
In the following, we describe the creation of TBST-based schedules from the perspective of an arbitrary
intermediary λ ∈ I, taken from somewhere in the hierarchy. As before, λ creates schedules for its
subordinate dispatchable agents Vλ for the scheduling window W = {tnow+ i ·∆τ ≤ tnow+H | i ∈ N≥1}.
The main difference between the scheduling problem as formulated in Equation (2.1) and the TBST-based
reformulation is that λ creates schedules according to the demand tree DT,disλ instead of the expected
demand DWλ (or the demand prediction DˆWλ ). The demand tree D
T,dis
λ specifies the demand λ has to
distribute to its subordinate dispatchable agents Vλ. For now, we assume DT,disλ to be given (we abandon
this assumption in Section 11.2). Further, we assume that DT,disλ is based on λ’s local deviation tree δTλ
so that DT,disλ captures the uncertainties in λ’s local demand predictions. Consequently, both trees have
the same shape. Every time schedules are calculated, λ updates δTλ on the basis of its latest experiences.
When calculating schedules, λ now stipulates the supply STa [n] of a subordinate dispatchable
agent a ∈ Vλ for each node n ∈ DT,disλ \ {r}. The schedule STa of an agent a is thus a tree (indicated by
the superscript “T”) whose root reflects a’s current state, which includes its current supply. This is in
contrast to the former definition of the scheduling problem, where a dispatchable agent’s schedule Sa
was a sequence of scheduled contributions Sa[t], one for each time step t ∈ W . With regard to an agent’s
schedule STa and the demand tree D
T,dis
λ , each node n ∈ DT,disλ is associated with exactly one node
n′ ∈ STa so that a demand DT,disλ [n] unambiguously identifies the corresponding scheduled supply STa [n′]
(therefore, we also write STa [n] instead of STa [n′]). Further, each node in STa is associated with at least
one node in DT,disλ . These characteristics allow λ to encode strategies for supply adjustments needed to
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Figure 11.3: The power plants use TBST-based schedules as a blueprint for how much power to provide
in which situation. For each node, the sum of the scheduled output (upper half of the nodes) of the
base load and the peaking power plant matches the corresponding expected residual load (lower half
of the nodes). For instance, the base load power plant should provide 60MW and the peaking power
plant 20MW in case of a residual load of 80MW in t1 (here, ti = tnow + i ·∆τ with i = {1, 2, 3}). While
the base load power plant should provide an output that is more or less constant and independent of
changes in the residual load, the peaking power plant – whose maximum output is 20 MW – should
make adjustments in accordance with residual load changes.
deal with the uncertainties captured in λ’s local deviation tree δTλ and, in turn, to meet the different
demand scenarios in DT,disλ . That way, TBST-based schedules proactively guide the agents’ decisions of
how many resources to provide in which situation. An example illustrating this principle is depicted
in Figure 11.3 where the combined scheduled output of a base load and a peaking power plant has
to satisfy different residual load scenarios. In Chapter 12, we show how dispatchable agents use their
schedule as a source of information for adequate reactive output adjustments that comply with the
actual demand, and demonstrate that this approach improves the system’s efficiency and robustness. To
promote the dispatchable agents’ ability to adapt their supply to unforeseen situations, intermediaries
schedule additional reserves (i.e., they proactively increase the dispatchable agents’ available degrees of
freedom) as explained in Section 11.3.
The online multi-stage stochastic optimization problem (cf. [83]) the intermediary λ solves to create
robust TBST-based schedules for its subordinate dispatchable agents Vλ can be formalized as follows:
minimize
STa [n]
α∆ · E(∆) + αΓ · E(Γ) (11.1a)
subject to ∀a ∈ Vλ,∀n ∈ DT,disλ \ {r} :
∃[x, y] ∈ Lθ(n)a : x ≤ STa [n] ≤ y, (11.1b)
−→
S mina
(
STa [f(n)]
) ≤ STa [n] ≤ −→S maxa (STa [f(n)]) , (11.1c)
with E(∆) =
∑
n∈DT,dis
λ
\{r}
p(n) · |STVλ [n]−DT,disλ [n]|, (11.1d)
E(Γ) =
∑
a∈Vλ,
n∈DT,dis
λ
\{r}
p(n) · κa(STa [n]), (11.1e)
and STVλ [n] =
∑
a∈Vλ
STa [n]
In this optimization problem, the scheduled contributions STa [n] for the subordinate dispatchable
agents a ∈ Vλ and nodes n ∈ DT,disλ \ {r} are the decision variables. A dispatchable agent’s current
supply STa [r] is represented by the root r of its schedule. Since scheduling is performed for the scheduling
window W, each node n ∈ DT,disλ is assigned to a specific time step t ∈ W ∪ {tnow} by means of the
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Figure 11.4: An example of a demand tree DT,disλ specifying the residual load the AVPP λ has to
distribute (lower part of the nodes) and a corresponding schedule STa for a peaking power plant a ∈ Vλ
(upper part of the nodes): Here, we regard a scheduling window W = {tnow +∆τ, . . . , tnow + 3 ·∆τ}.
As for the demand tree DT,disλ , each path from the root r to a leaf is a TBS that embodies a possible
development of the residual load λ is accountable for. Except for r, every node represents an expected
residual load in a future time step t ∈ W (all values in MW). With respect to the schedule STa , each
node specifies the supply the peaking power plant should provide in case the actual residual load is
equal to the corresponding expected residual load. For instance, if the actual residual load equals
80MW in time step tnow + 2 ·∆τ , the peaking power plant should provide an output of 20MW. If the
residual load is only 60MW, the peaking power plant should be turned off. The values at the TBST’s
edges indicate the conditional probabilities that the residual load changes from one value to another.
As stated in Section 5.2, we define the probability p(n) that a node n occurs as follows: p(r) = 1,
n ̸= r → p(n) = p(n | f(n)) · p(f(n)), where the function f returns the parent of a node n. Hence, a
TBS’s probability of occurrence is equal to that of the corresponding leaf. The highlighted path indicates
the anticipated scenario, i.e., the most likely development of the residual load.
function θ. We use this function to identify an agent’s (possibly) time-dependent list of feasible supply
ranges Lθ(n)a (see Equation (11.1b)). In addition to Lθ(n)a , an agent’s inertia is regarded by the functions−→
S mina and
−→
S maxa that restrict the agent’s contribution STa [n] for a node n depending on the agent’s
contribution STa [f(n)] in n’s parent f(n) (see Equation (11.1c)). To attain scalability by means of
hierarchical system structures, the intermediary λ uses an abstracted control model for each subordinate
intermediary λ′ ∈ Iλ as described in Chapter 6. As before, λ’s goal is to find an allocation that meets
the demand DT,disλ which it has to distribute as closely and cost-effectively as possible. Since each node
n ∈ DT,disλ has a probability of occurrence p(n), λ obtains a robust solution with regard to the primary
objective by minimizing the expected total demand violation E(∆) (see Equation (11.1d)). This violation
is defined as the expected value of the absolute deviation between the total scheduled contribution STVλ [n]
and the demand DT,disλ [n], calculated over all n ∈ DT,disλ \ {r} (by summing up absolute violations,
negative and positive deviations cannot cancel each other out).3 Similarly, λ achieves a robust solution
with regard to the secondary objective by minimizing the expected total costs E(Γ) that are based on
the agent-specific cost functions κa (see Equation (11.1e)). Again, we use the parameters α∆ and αΓ to
establish the desired prioritization of the two objectives (see Equation (11.1a)).
Note that the minimization of expected values E complies with the general objective function proposed
by stochastic programming.4 Based on the empirical discrete probability distributions provided by
TBSTs, we thus obtain robust solutions [42] that allow the system to operate efficiently and effectively
in various likely situations.
Figure 11.4 depicts an example of a TBST-based schedule STa that is based on an exemplary demand
3Technically, we calculate the expected value of the demand violation over all time steps given the probabilities of the
individual demand scenarios in the demand tree. It can be shown that our formulation based on nodes is equivalent to
that, although p(n) is not a probability distribution over all nodes.
4Optimizing expectations yields some kind of “soft robustness”. As opposed to “hard robustness”, “soft robustness”
does not guarantee that each scenario’s demand is met to a certain degree. Because this would require complete (and
presumably exponential) search algorithms, obtaining “hard robustness” would prevent us from hierarchically decomposing
the overall scheduling problem and from employing heuristics that make use of local knowledge, such as the auction-based
scheduling mechanism TruCAOS.
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tree DT,disλ . By taking account of D
T,dis
λ ’s structure and scheduling contributions for nodes (note that
multiple TBSs might share a path from the root to a node within the TBST) depending on the scheduled
contributions in the corresponding parent and child nodes, TBST-based schedules always represent
feasible solutions. This means that we ensure that the transitions from one node to another comply
with the regarded agent’s control model. In Figure 11.4, for instance, the transitions from the schedule’s
root r to 20MW and to 0MW are guaranteed to be feasible. The same holds for the transitions from
the scheduled output of 20MW in tnow + 2 ·∆τ to an output of 20MW or 0MW in tnow + 3 ·∆τ . That
way, agents can delay their decision which contribution to make, i.e., according to which scenario to
contribute, until the time step a branch in their schedule STa has to be taken. By heading for the most
promising direction (i.e., taking the most suitable branch), the system self-improves its ability to deal
with uncertain demand.
Note – Dealing with Uncertain Supply by Means of TBSTs
Note that we do not use TBSTs to deal with uncertainties in the dispatchable agents’ supply. If we
did, we would be faced with the problem that changing the scheduled contribution of a dispatchable
agent ai in response to the TBST for a dispatchable agent aj could cause a change in the TBST for ai,
whereupon the contribution of aj would have to be adjusted and so on and so forth. It is not guaranteed
that there is a fixed point, i.e., a steady state.
11.2 Top-Down Creation of Scenario-Based Schedules
In the TBST-based formulation of the scheduling problem, each intermediary λ ∈ I creates schedules for
its subordinate dispatchable agents Vλ on the basis of an individual demand tree DT,disλ . In this section,
we clarify how an intermediary’s demand tree DT,disλ is actually defined. For the top-down creation of
TBST-based schedules, we explain how the top-level intermediary Λ creates its own demand tree DT,disΛ ,
and how the other intermediaries λ′ ∈ I \ {Λ} derive their demand trees DT,disλ′ from their schedules STλ′ .
Before we explain the so-called meso-level approach – our intended method for the creation of robust
TBST-based schedules –, we briefly sketch a much simpler and, at first glance, intuitive method, called
macro-level approach. In our evaluation provided at the end of this section, we use an implementation of
the macro-level approach to reveal the advantages of the more complex meso-level approach that allows
intermediaries to anticipate and compensate for deviations locally, i.e., right where they occur.
Dealing with Uncertainties at the Macro-Level
In the macro-level approach, each non-top-level intermediary λ ∈ I \ {Λ} simply redistributes the
demand stipulated in its schedule STλ so that D
T,dis
λ = STλ . This approach clearly does not allow the
intermediaries to take their local uncertainties in the form of their local deviation trees δTλ into account
when creating schedules for their subordinates. Instead, uncertainties are exclusively regarded by the
top-level intermediary at the macro level.
Here, the top-level intermediary Λ triggers the top-down creation of schedules by determining its
local demand prediction DˆWΛ . To this end, it requests a demand prediction DˆWa from each of its
subordinate non-dispatchable agents UΛ and its subordinate intermediaries IΛ (demand predictions
of subordinate intermediaries correspond to their own local demand predictions). The resulting local
demand prediction DˆWΛ =
∑
a∈UΛ∪IΛ Dˆ
W
a is equivalent to the demand prediction DˆW =
∑
a∈U Dˆ
W
a
aggregated over all non-dispatchable agents. Here, the deviation tree δTΛ of Λ reflects the accuracy of
previous aggregated demand predictions. By adding the prediction DˆWΛ to each scenario in Λ’s deviation
tree δTΛ (cf. the explanation provided in Section 5.2 and the example in Figure 5.2), Λ derives the demand
tree DT,disΛ that specifies the demand it has to distribute to its subordinate dispatchable agents VΛ as
described in Equation (11.1). As stated above, all non-top-level intermediaries λ ∈ I \ {Λ} understand
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their schedules STλ as the demand D
T,dis
λ they have to redistribute to their subordinate dispatchable
agents Vλ. As for the schedule of the top-level intermediary Λ, we have STΛ = DT,disΛ .
The advantage of this approach is that it allows the top-level intermediary to detect statistical
relationships between the non-dispatchable agents’ behavior. However, considering uncertainties exclu-
sively at the macro-level prevents other intermediaries from scheduling their subordinate dispatchable
agents in a way that allows them to locally compensate for deviations between supply and demand that
originate from their own subsystems. By contrast, an intermediary λ1 might have to deal with demand
scenarios that stem from deviations that usually occur in the subsystem of another intermediary λ2 that
is situated in a different subtree of the hierarchy. Consequently, deviations as well as corresponding
countermeasures propagate through and possibly affect other parts of the system. This can turn out to
be problematic, especially if the hierarchy evolved on the basis of an existing physical or organizational
infrastructure. In power systems, the intermediaries λ1, λ2 might, for instance, reside at different voltage
levels or in different subnetworks with severely limited power flows between them. But even in systems
that do not impose such restrictions, an approach that anticipates and compensates for deviations
locally can mitigate the effects of uncertainties more effectively than the macro-level approach. This is
confirmed by the empirical evaluation provided at the end of this section.
Dealing with Uncertainties at the Meso-Level
The meso-level approach enables each subsystem to anticipate and compensate for deviations between
supply and demand locally. Hence, it avoids the propagation of deviations to higher levels and other
subtrees in the hierarchy. The main idea is to derive the demand tree DT,disλ of an intermediary λ ∈ I
from its local deviation tree δTλ . Consequently, D
T,dis
λ captures the uncertainties in λ’s local demand
predictions DˆWλ and has the same shape as δTλ . As described in Section 11.1, this allows λ to encode
strategies that define how many resources its dispatchable agents Vλ have to provide in which situation
in order to locally balance supply and demand. If each intermediary fulfills this task, the utmost goal at
the macro level – that is to satisfy the demand as accurately as possible – is achieved. Note that an
intermediary’s local deviation tree δTλ intentionally does not capture uncertainties resulting from the
local demand of subordinate intermediaries. This is not necessary because an intermediary that cannot
compensate for its local uncertainties within its subsystem – and thus has to propagate at least a part
of its local deviations to its superordinate intermediary – is indicative of an improper system structure.
In such a situation, a reorganization has to be triggered that re-establishes a suitable distribution of
uncertainties and degrees of freedom among the subsystems (see Part III). The self-organizing system
structure further promotes the local compensation for deviations since it aims for subsystems that
feature a similar ratio between uncertainty (i.e., predictability) and degrees of freedom in terms of
controllability.
Again, the top-level intermediary Λ triggers the top-down creation of schedules by determining its local
demand prediction DˆWΛ . However, instead of reporting their own local demand prediction DˆWλ to their
superior, all non-top-level intermediaries λ ∈ I \ {Λ} now send the anticipated local demand DTλ defined
by the anticipated scenario of their local demand tree DTλ to their superordinate intermediary λ′. Hence,
we now have DˆWλ′ =
∑
a∈Uλ′ Dˆ
W
λ′ +
∑
λ∈Iλ′ D
T
λ for the local demand prediction of an intermediary λ′ ∈ I.
By reporting the anticipated local demand in lieu of the local demand prediction, intermediaries alleviate
the effect of propagating uncertainties in the form of likely deviations to higher levels. By doing so,
an intermediary λ affirms its superordinate intermediary that the anticipated local demand will occur.
At the same time, this means that λ takes responsibility for scheduling its subordinate dispatchable
agents Vλ in a way that allows them to reactively and locally compensate for deviations from the
anticipated local demand (strategies of how such reactions might look like are encoded in the subordinate
dispatchable agents’ schedules).
Example – Determining and Communicating the Anticipated Local Demand
The procedure of determining the anticipated local demand is depicted in the steps (1a) and (2) in
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Figure 11.5: Top-down creation of TBST-based schedules according to the meso-level approach. The
bold arcs in scenario trees highlight the anticipated scenario. The steps (1b), (3), (4a), and (4b) are
performed by the top-level intermediary Λ, whereas the steps (1a), (2), (5), (6a), and (6b) are performed
by the intermediary λ2. The value −1 between the steps (1a) and (2) represents λ2’s local demand
prediction. The local demand prediction of Λ is composed of λ1’s anticipated local demand of 4 (shown
between the steps (1b) and (3)) and λ2’s anticipated local demand of −3. The latter is extracted from
λ2’s local demand tree in step (2). The actions performed by the intermediaries λ1, λ3, and λ4 are
equivalent to those performed by λ2. For the sake of clarity, we do not depict these actions in the figure.
We explain this figure step by step in the course of the examples given in this section.
Figure 11.5: The intermediary λ2 combines its local deviation tree δTλ2 (cf. step (1a)) with its local
demand prediction of DˆWλ2 = −1 (note that λ2 acquires its local demand prediction from its subordinate
intermediaries λ3 and λ4 in the same manner). The combination yields λ2’s local demand tree DTλ2
(cf. step (2)). As for the anticipated scenarios, we have δTλ2 = −2 for λ2’s local deviation tree (i.e., the
local demand is expected to be 2 less than predicted) and DTλ2 = −3 = −2− 1 for λ2’s local demand
tree. λ2 sends its anticipated local demand D
T
λ2 = −3 to its superordinate intermediary Λ. Further, we
assume that the intermediary λ1 sends the anticipated local demand D
T
λ1 = 4 to Λ (cf. the value in the
circle between the steps (1b) and (3)).
Having determined its local demand prediction DˆWΛ , the top-level intermediary Λ determines the
demand DT,disΛ it has to distribute by adding DˆWΛ to its local deviation tree δTΛ . For the creation of
schedules for its subordinate dispatchable agents VΛ, Λ proceeds as explained in Section 11.1.5 Again,
we have STΛ = D
T,dis
Λ for the schedule of the top-level intermediary Λ.
Example – Determining the Demand the Top-Level Intermediary Has to Distribute
The top-level intermediary Λ determines the demand DT,disΛ (cf. step (3) in Figure 11.5) it has to
distribute by adding the local demand prediction DˆWΛ = D
T
λ1 + D
T
λ2 = 4 − 3 = 1 to each scenario
in its local deviation tree δTΛ (cf. step (1b)). Afterwards, it creates the schedules for its subordinate
dispatchable agents λ1 and λ2 (cf. steps (4a) and (4b)). In the example, the schedules of λ1 and λ2 are
5 Each intermediary λ is responsible for compensating for deviations from the reported anticipated local demand. Due
to the top-down creation of schedules, λ has to make sure that its superior λ′ creates schedules that do not unnecessarily
eat up λ’s degrees of freedom, i.e., its flexibility. That is because λ needs this flexibility in order to create schedules
that allow for the local compensation for uncertainties in its local demand. These uncertainties are captured in λ’s local
deviation tree. For this reason, λ slightly modifies its abstracted control model that is sent to λ′ by adding information
about the required flexibility, which is extracted from λ’s local deviation tree. λ′ ensures that, if possible, the required
flexibility is available.
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identical. Both have to provide a supply of 1 if Λ’s local demand turns out to be 2. If Λ’s local demand
equals 0, λ1 and λ2 should not make a contribution.
To redistribute the assigned fraction of the overall demand and, at the same time, incorporate
uncertainties originating from its local demand, each intermediary λ ∈ I \ {Λ} extracts the anticipated
scenario from its schedule STλ , subtracts the anticipated deviation of its local deviation tree δTλ and adds
the resulting sequence to each scenario in δTλ . This procedure yields λ’s demand tree D
T,dis
λ specifying the
demand it has to be distribute to its subordinate dispatchable agents Vλ. Because DT,disλ is based on λ’s
local deviation tree δTλ , both trees have the same shape and D
T,dis
λ captures the uncertainties in λ’s local
demand predictions. Note that we have to subtract the anticipated scenario of δTλ because this expected
deviation was already included in the anticipated local demand DTλ reported to λ’s superordinate
intermediary. That means if the realization of λ’s local demand corresponds to the anticipated local
demand DTλ , λ just has to provide resources according to the anticipated scenario in its schedule STλ .
Because λ affirms its superordinate intermediary that the anticipated local demand DTλ will occur, it
creates schedules in a way that its subordinate dispatchable agents compensate for deviations from DTλ .
Example – Determining the Demand a Non-Top-Level Intermediary Has to Distribute
The non-top-level intermediary λ2 generates its demand tree DTλ2 (cf. step (5) in Figure 11.5) by
subtracting its anticipated local deviation δTλ2 = −2 (cf. step (1a)) from the anticipated scenario S
T
λ2 = 1
of its schedule (cf. step (4b)), and adding the result STλ2 − δ
T
λ2 = 1 − (−2) = 3 to all scenarios in its
local deviation tree δTλ2 . λ2 redistributes the demand D
T
λ2
to its subordinate dispatchable agents λ3
and λ4 (cf. steps (6a) and (6b)). λ3 and λ4 use the same procedure to redistribute their fraction of the
overall demand. Note that DTλ2 and δ
T
λ2
have the same shape. Recall that δTλ2 = −2 states that λ2’s
local demand is expected to be 2 less than predicted (i.e., −3 instead of −1). If the actual deviation
turns out to be 0 or 1 instead of δTλ2 = −2, λ2 thus has to make a contribution of 3 or 4 instead of
S
T
λ2 = 1 in order to confront Λ with the (anticipated) local demand of D
T
λ = −3 and to satisfy the
assigned demand of STλ2 = 1. For instance, in case of an actual deviation of δ = 1, λ2 has to make a
contribution of STλ2 + δ − δ
T
λ2 = 1 + 1− (−2) = 4.
Note that an intermediary only combines the anticipated scenario STλ of its schedule with its local
deviation tree δTλ to obtain the demand tree D
T,dis
λ . We deliberately abstain from combining the complete
schedule STa with δTλ because of the following reasons: The Cartesian product of STa and δTλ is not only
likely to cause a huge number of scenarios at lower levels of the hierarchy, but also to yield TBSTs
that do not accurately approximate the underlying stochastic process (i.e., they probably contain many
unrealistic scenarios and inaccurate probabilities). Instead, it would be necessary to analyze correlations
between the scenarios in STa and δTλ , and to join those that are related to each other. We leave such
an investigation for future work. In our approach, intermediaries mitigate the effect of not considering
the complete schedule STa by scheduling each subordinate intermediary in a way that its utilization is,
with regard to a specific time step, as independent of a specific TBS as possible. This is achieved by
minimizing the mean absolute deviation of the scheduled contributions in each regarded time step in W
(deviations are weighted proportionally to the nodes’ probabilities). As a result, local uncertainties are
preferably addressed by engaging dispatchable agents that represent physical devices. Note that this
procedure additionally reduces the propagation of uncertainties to lower levels. With regard to the
power management case study, this means that AVPPs are scheduled like a specific type of base load
power plant whose scheduled output for a specific time step is more or less independent of the different
residual load scenarios.
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In the end, each dispatchable agent a ∈ V has a schedule STa for all scenarios of the local deviation
tree δTλ of its superordinate intermediary λ. If each intermediary acts as described, the whole system
achieves its primary goal of maintaining the balance between supply and demand.
Comparison of the Macro- and the Meso-Level Approach
In the following, we compare the macro- and the meso-level approach in our simulation environment
for autonomous power systems. We primarily investigate their influence on scheduling times and the
system’s ability to anticipate inaccuracies in demand predictions. While we already identified the
advantage of being able to switch to the most suitable demand scenario at runtime in Section 5.3, we
want to reproduce these findings in the context of schedule creation at this place. For this purpose,
we compare situations in which AVPPs schedule dispatchable power plants for the entire demand tree
(“ma-TBST”, “me-TBST”) to others in which schedules are only created for the anticipated demand
scenario (“ma-1-TBS”, “me-1-TBS”). The prefixes “ma” and “me” stand for the macro- and the meso-
level approach, respectively. Hereinafter, we refer to ma-TBST, me-TBST, ma-1-TBS, and me-1-TBS
as “modes”. The combination of a specific mode and system structure represents a certain evaluation
scenario. For each of a total of 18 evaluation scenarios, we performed 100 simulation runs.
Test Bed
We base our evaluation on a system consisting of 173 dispatchable and 350 non-dispatchable power
plants of different types (hydro, biofuel, gas power plants as well as solar plants and wind generators).
As before, each power plant is modeled as an individual agent and non-dispatchable consumers are
represented by a single agent that is assigned to the top-level AVPP. The demand, i.e., the residual
load, originates from weather-dependent power plants and the consumers. We use real world data for
the capabilities of physical power plants6 (such as minimal and maximal production boundaries), the
load curves7, and the simulated weather conditions8 influencing the output of weather-dependent power
plants. Each dispatchable power plant’s inertia is defined within typical boundaries. The production
costs, i.e., the unit price of electricity, range between 9.00 euro centkWh and 11.00
euro cent
kWh .
The evaluation is implemented in a sequential, round-based execution model in which each round
corresponds to a specific time step t ∈ T . The dispatchable power plants have to satisfy a prescribed
residual load over a period of 24 hours, corresponding to |T | = 96 time steps, each representing a time
span of 15min. Every 15min, AVPPs update their local deviation trees for the local residual load
and create schedules for the next hour with a resolution of ∆τ = 15min on the basis of residual load
predictions provided by non-dispatchable power plants and consumers. Each schedule thus comprises
N = 4 time steps. Dispatchable power plants provide resources according to the anticipated (local)
residual load scenario. AVPPs employ the regio-central approach RegioC for schedule creation. The
corresponding optimization problems are formulated as mixed integer linear programs and solved by the
standard mathematical programming software IBM ILOG CPLEX9. With regard to Equation (11.1a),
the parameters α∆ and αΓ are fixed in a way that establishes the desired prioritization among the
different objectives.
Uncertainty in residual load predictions is generated by means of Markov models that randomly
modify the actual behavior of non-dispatchable power plants and consumers. To reflect sequential
dependencies in the predictions’ accuracy (as is the case with the quality of weather predictions, for
instance), the prediction error of a specific time step depends on prediction errors of previous time steps.
The stochastic process is further designed in a way that short-term predictions are more precise than
long-term predictions, and that predictions become more accurate as a future point in time approaches.
The accuracy of predictions of non-dispatchable power plants within the same AVPP is coupled as is the
6Energymap (Bavaria), 2012: http://www.energymap.info, retrieved in 2012.
7LEW, 2012: http://www.lew-verteilnetz.de, retrieved in 2012.
8LfL (Bavaria), 2010: http://www.lfl.bayern.de/agm/ , retrieved in 2012.
9IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer, Version 12.4, 2011: https://www-01.ibm.com/software/commerce/optimization/
cplex-optimizer/ , retrieved on March 1, 2016.
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superflat flat deep deeper deepest
me ma me ma me ma me ma
#Dispatchable Power
Plants per AVPP 173.00 12.06 6.55 2.42 2.35
TBST
Max. Seq. Scheduling Time
per Time Step [ms]
2060.27
(153.38)
413.12
(24.74)
420.34
(34.68)
313.67
(35.28)
297.24
(20.31)
336.31
(18.21)
303.40
(15.92)
408.32
(37.17)
368.66
(18.05)
Scheduling Time per AVPP
and Time Step [ms]
2060.27
(153.38)
138.29
(22.79)
89.03
(14.48)
81.16
(3.29)
51.85
(5.16)
40.60
(1.26)
26.82
(0.38)
40.41
(1.08)
26.65
(0.32)
#TBSs per Schedule 2.55(0.17)
2.26
(0.11)
1.29
(0.11)
2.28
(0.10)
1.26
(0.18)
2.22
(0.09)
1.10
(0.02)
2.20
(0.08)
1.12
(0.02)
Reduction of Prediction
Error per AVPP and Time
Step (Anticipated TBS) [%]
55.66
(3.46)
61.11
(2.18)
56.46
(2.98)
61.11
(1.95)
55.96
(3.61)
60.21
(1.93)
56.05
(3.35)
60.26
(1.84)
55.62
(3.31)
Reduction of Prediction
Error per AVPP and Time
Step (Best TBS) [%]
74.35
(1.55)
75.39
(0.93)
74.74
(1.53)
75.29
(1.01)
74.38
(1.54)
75.07
(0.95)
74.76
(1.53)
75.04
(0.90)
74.33
(1.67)
Unit Price of Electricity per
AVPP and Time
Step [euro cent/kWh]
9.37
(0.01)
9.63
(0.07)
9.64
(0.06)
9.64
(0.09)
9.63
(0.07)
9.65
(0.08)
9.66
(0.06)
9.65
(0.06)
9.66
(0.06)
1 TBS
Max. Seq. Scheduling Time
per Time Step [ms]
767.40
(6.86)
207.63
(8.95)
207.39
(8.41)
164.94
(4.20)
166.49
(3.66)
206.10
(9.04)
198.38
(6.18)
246.97
(7.74)
244.99
(7.57)
Scheduling Time per AVPP
and Time Step [ms]
767.40
(6.86)
70.81
(10.31)
72.69
(10.54)
44.03
(0.79)
44.69
(0.73)
25.19
(0.27)
25.43
(0.30)
25.00
(0.24)
25.07
(0.23)
Unit Price of Electricity per
AVPP and Time
Step [euro cent/kWh]
9.36
(0.01)
9.63
(0.07)
9.46
(0.07)
9.62
(0.09)
9.47
(0.06)
9.66
(0.06)
9.49
(0.06)
9.65
(0.06)
9.50
(0.06)
Table 11.1: Evaluation results for me-TBST, ma-TBST, me-1-TBS, and ma-1-TBS in combination with
different hierarchical structures of AVPPs. All results are averaged over 100 simulation runs for each
evaluation scenario. Values in parentheses denote standard deviations. “Prediction error” stands for
the difference between the expected residual load and the actual residual load. In case of me-1-TBS
and ma-1-TBS, the results for the reduction of the prediction error correspond to the reduction by the
anticipated TBS of the modes me-TBST and ma-TBST, respectively.
case with weather predictions for different locations. The top-level AVPP is able to measure the quality
of residual load predictions with an accuracy of 1.5% of the mean local residual load recorded in the
experiences that are used for the generation of the local deviation tree. All other AVPPs can perceive
erroneous predictions with an accuracy of 10.0%. We use a higher resolution for the top-level AVPP
because its local residual load includes the consumption and is thus much higher than the local residual
load of the other AVPPs.
We performed our simulation runs on five different structures called “superflat”, “flat”, “deep”,
“deeper”, and “deepest”. These structures are of height 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7, and exhibit an average number of
173, 12.06, 6.55, 2.42, and 2.35 dispatchable power plants per AVPP, respectively. They were generated
offline on the basis of the same set of power plants. To examine the influence of these hierarchies on
scheduling times and the dispatchable power plants’ ability to anticipate uncertainties in residual load
predictions, we did not allow the agents to change the structures at runtime. Note that the macro-
and the meso-level approach are equivalent when applied to a centralized system, i.e., the “superflat”
structure, which is why we regard a total of 18 evaluation scenarios.
Results
Table 11.1 lists the results obtained for the 18 evaluation scenarios. For all modes, the structure
“superflat” – which corresponds to a centralized scheduling approach – unsurprisingly yields the longest
maximum sequential scheduling time (i.e., the longest of all serial paths that result from adding the
scheduling times for each branch in the hierarchy; see Equation (6.1)). The structure “deep” represents
a sweet spot where RegioC achieves the shortest max. seq. scheduling times for all modes. In case of
me-TBST, for instance, RegioC is 84.78% faster when using “deep” instead of “superflat”.
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In mode ma-TBST, AVPPs consider only about 60% of the TBSs regarded in mode me-TBST.
That is because ma-TBST only allows the top-level intermediary to capture prediction errors. The
lower number of TBSs in mode ma-TBST results from schedules in which AVPPs should provide the
same output sequence in two or more scenarios. Consequently, two or more residual load scenarios
considered by their superior can be regarded as a single scenario when they redistribute the assigned
demand to subordinate dispatchable power plants. The fact that the number of TBSs considered in the
“superflat” structure is even slightly larger than those for the other system structures in mode me-TBST
confirms that we did not unfavorably handicap ma-TBST’s ability to anticipate prediction errors. In
accordance with the difference in the number of TBSs, the mean scheduling time per AVPP is also
about 60% lower when using ma-TBST instead of me-TBST. ma-TBST’s max. seq. scheduling times
are, however, only slightly shorter than those of me-TBST. This is indicative of a system structure in
which the scheduling times of siblings are rather dissimilar, which most likely results from siblings that
consider a different number of scenarios in mode ma-TBST. As for the unit price of electricity, there is
no significant difference between ma-TBST and me-TBST, meaning that satisfying the residual load for
a larger number of TBSs did not add to the costs.
While the top-level AVPP reduces the prediction error of the overall residual on the basis of the
anticipated residual load scenario by an average of 56.02% (standard deviation σ = 0.30%) in case of
ma-TBST, the prediction error is even reduced by 60.67% (σ = 0.44%) in case of me-TBST (averages
are calculated over all structures exclusive of the “superflat” structure where ma and me are equivalent).
Consequently, the larger number of TBSs the mode me-TBST takes into account can be regarded as
a reasonable investment in the system’s robustness. However, as schedules are not only created for
the anticipated residual load scenario but for a whole TBST, power plants can switch to the most
suitable residual load scenario at runtime (see Chapter 12). In this case, the prediction error can even be
reduced by an average of 74.57% (σ = 0.19%) in mode ma-TBST and by 75.20% (σ = 0.15%) in mode
me-TBST. Note that me-TBST and ma-1-TBS yield a very similar reduction of the prediction error
by means of the most suitable TBS, whereas me-TBST’s anticipated scenario obtains a significantly
higher reduction of the prediction error than ma-TBST’s anticipated scenario. This demonstrates the
advantage of enabling intermediaries to anticipate prediction errors locally (me-TBST) instead of dealing
with uncertainties exclusively on the macro level (ma-TBST). Switching from one scenario to another
is evidently not possible in case of ma-1-TBS and me-1-TBS, where schedules are only created for the
anticipated residual load scenario.
While me-TBST and ma-TBST achieve average max. seq. scheduling times of 367.85ms (σ = 43.65ms)
and 347.41ms (σ = 50.56ms), me-1-TBS and ma-1-TBS obtain an average of 206.41ms (σ = 1.96ms)
and 204.31ms (σ = 1.80ms), respectively. The max. seq. scheduling times for a complete TBST is
thus, on average, 1.5 as long as those for a single TBS, which is a sign of the complexity of multi-stage
stochastic optimization problems. Nonetheless, the hierarchical system structure enables AVPPs to
create TBST-based schedules in adequate time.
As for the unit price of electricity, Table 11.1 shows that the schedules created in the “superflat”
structure are most cost-efficient, regardless of whether they are created for a complete TBST or only for
a single TBS. As we could observe in our previous evaluations, runtime performance thus comes at the
expense of an increased unit price of electricity. ma-1-TBS is slightly more expensive with average prices
of 9.48 euro centkWh (σ = 0.01
euro cent
kWh ). Even if the meso-level approach only takes account of a single TBS
(cf. mode me-1-TBS), locally dealing with uncertainties increases costs to an average of 9.64 euro centkWh
(σ = 0.01 euro centkWh ). We ascribe this to the overhead resulting from the fact that positive and negative
deviations cannot cancel each other out. The costs when creating schedules for a complete tree are very
similar, 9.64 euro centkWh for me-TBST and 9.65
euro cent
kWh for ma-TBST (both σ = 0.01
euro cent
kWh ). However,
the meso-level approach allows AVPPs to reduce the influence of prediction errors right where they
occur, thereby avoiding their propagation to other parts of the hierarchy.
To summarize, the evaluation confirms that the meso-level approach compensates for uncertainties
more accurately than the macro-level approach. Furthermore, we could reproduce the advantage of
being able to choose the most suitable scenario at runtime in the context of the schedule creation.
Evidently, creating robust solutions to the scheduling problem comes at the expense of higher costs.
However, as stated at the beginning of this chapter, approaches to solving optimization problems under
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uncertainty generally presume that reducing the risk of not being able to deal with the actual demand
outweighs higher costs. The hierarchical creation of TBST-based schedules enables the agents to come
to a compromise between economic efficiency, runtime performance, and robustness.
11.3 Provision of Reserves in Hierarchical Systems
As motivated at the beginning of this chapter (see (R1), (R2), (R3)), it is crucial to enable dispatchable
agents to deviate from their scheduled contributions in order to balance supply and demand. In
Chapter 12, we discuss how the subordinate dispatchable agents a ∈ Vλ of an intermediary λ can use
their schedules STa as a blueprint for how to reactively adjust their supply to compensate for differences
between λ’s actual and anticipated local demand. Although TBST-based schedules always contain
feasible transitions (see Section 11.1), due to inertia, spontaneous switches (i.e., those after a branch
had to be taken) from one targeted contribution to another are only possible if the dispatchable agents
feature an adequate amount of reserves in the form of additional degrees of freedom. In a nutshell, the
idea of provisioning reserves is to improve the system’s ability to balance supply and demand by means
of permanent reactive supply adjustments. Our self-organizing system structure promotes the provision
of reserves by balancing the subsystems’ ratio between uncertainty (i.e., predictability) and degrees of
freedom in terms of controllability (see Part III).
For illustration, let us consider the schedule depicted in Figure 11.4 and assume that this schedule
belongs to an AVPP consisting of base load as well as peaking power plants. Further, assume that
the AVPP produces 5MW in tnow and decided in tnow to deliver 20MW in tnow + ∆τ because the
corresponding node has the highest conditional probability of 70%. Consequently, the AVPP starts
to increase its output in tnow so that it finally reaches its target of 20MW in tnow +∆τ . If, in a time
step t between tnow and tnow +∆τ , the AVPP realizes that the actual residual load in tnow +∆τ will be
lower than expected (say 70MW instead of 80MW), it might have difficulties in decreasing its output
fast enough (e.g., to corresponding 10MW) if it ramped up slow base load power plants. This problem
can even occur if it turns out that the residual load develops according to the lower scenario so that it
reaches 60MW in tnow +∆τ . If the AVPP expected that it might have to decrease its output, it would
be well-advised to increase the output of responsive peaking power plants that are able to decrease their
output fast enough.
With regard to the scheduling problem, incorporating reserves, i.e., flexibility, is an additional
objective that must not hinder an intermediary λ from satisfying its demand DT,disλ . Because the
provision of reserves comes at a price, we propose that each intermediary λ uses its knowledge about
prior reactive supply adjustments as feedback to estimate its locally required negative Rreq,−λ [n] and
positive Rreq,+λ [n] reserves that should be available between two nodes f(n), n ∈ DT,disλ . This is why
we speak of feedback-driven reserves. The feedback is provided by the algorithm dispatchable agents
use to apply their schedules and to make reactive supply adjustments (see Chapter 12). When creating
schedules, λ now not only distributes the demand DT,disλ but also reserves to its subordinate dispatchable
agents a ∈ Vλ. In the following, we describe the scheduling of reserves from the perspective of an
arbitrary intermediary λ, taken from somewhere in the hierarchy. We only refer to positive reserves in
our explanations. The provision of negative reserves is analogously defined. Note that the expectations
E(Rvio) and E(Rvio↓) defined in Equations (11.2b) and (11.2c) refer to the expected sum of positive and
negative reserve violations.
The reserves Rdis,+λ [n] = R
req,+
λ [n] +R
ass,+
λ [n] that λ has to distribute to its subordinate dispatch-
able agents Vλ are defined by the sum of the locally required reserves Rreq,+λ [n] and λ’s assigned
reserves Rass,+λ [n]. The latter are prescribed in λ’s schedule STλ that was created by λ’s superordinate
intermediary (note that we have Rass,+Λ [n] = 0 for the top-level intermediary Λ). When scheduling
reserves, λ tries to minimize the expected violation E(Rvio) of the reserves Rdis,+λ [n] it has to distribute
(see Equations (11.2b) and (11.2d)). λ’s ability to schedule reserves in a node n ∈ DT,disλ \ {r} hinges
on the additional reserves Radd,+a [n] λ’s subordinate agents a ∈ Vλ can promise to provide for λ in n
(see Equation (11.2e)). The additional reserves Radd,+a [n] are subject to a’s available reserves Ravl,+a [n]
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as well as the reserves Rreq↓,+a [n] required by a’s subsystem. a’s available reserves Ravl,+a [n] mainly
depend on a’s control model and the scheduled contribution in the nodes f(n) and n (we provide an
illustration of available positive reserves depending on an agent’s scheduled supply at the end of this
section). The reserves Rreq↓,+a [n] required by a’s subsystem are defined as follows: If a is an intermediary
(i.e., if a ∈ I), the reserves Rreq↓,+a [n] = Rreq,+a [n] +
∑
λ′∈Ia R
req↓,+
λ′ [n] required by a’s subsystem are
defined as the sum of a’s locally required reserves Rreq,+a [n] and the sum of the reserves R
req↓,+
λ′ [n]
subordinate intermediaries λ′ ∈ Ia require for their own subsystems. That way, a aggregates the locally
required reserves of its entire subtree in the hierarchy. In this case, a’s additional reserves Radd,+a [n]
are those reserves that are not needed to compensate for possible deviations in its own subtree of the
hierarchy. The surplus can thus be provided to its superordinate intermediary. For instance, if a has
Ravl,+a [n] = 12MW reserves available according to its current schedule, has locally required reserves
of Rreq,+a [n] = 1MW, and its subtree requires a total of
∑
λ′∈Ia R
req↓,+
λ′ [n] = 9MW reserves, it can
provide its superior with Radd,+a [n] = 2MW additional reserves. Otherwise if a represents a physical
device (i.e., if a /∈ I), it does not require any reserves for its subsystem so that Rreq↓,+a [n] = 0 and
Radd,+a [n] = Ravl,+a [n].
To ensure that each subsystem represented by a subordinate intermediary λ′ ∈ Iλ has the chance to
schedule sufficient reserves itself, λ additionally tries to minimize the expected value E(Rvio↓) of the
violations Rvio↓,+λ′ [n] of its subordinate subsystems’ required reserves R
req↓,+
λ′ [n] (see Equations (11.2c)
and (11.2f)). To preserve the subsystems’ autonomy and for a local compensation for deviations, we
regard the minimization of E(Rvio↓) as more important than the minimization of E(Rvio). Again, we
use the parameters αRvio↓ and αRvio to obtain this prioritization (see Equation (11.2a)). While the
satisfaction of the demand remains paramount, we degrade the minimization of the costs to reflect our
risk-averse attitude. Hence, we extend the objective function of the scheduling problem formalized in
Equation (11.1) as follows:
minimize
STa [n], R
ass,+
a [n]
α∆ · E(∆) + αΓ · E(Γ) + αRvio · E(Rvio) + αRvio↓ · E(Rvio↓) (11.2a)
with E(Rvio) =
∑
n∈DT,dis
λ
\{r}
p(n) ·
(
Rvio,+λ [n] +R
vio,−
λ [n]
)
, (11.2b)
E(Rvio↓) =
∑
λ′∈Iλ,
n∈DT,dis
λ
\{r}
p(n) · (Rvio↓,+λ′ [n] +Rvio↓,−λ′ [n]), (11.2c)
and Rvio,+λ [n] = max
{
0, Rdis,+λ [n]−
∑
a∈Vλ
Radd,+a [n]
}
, (11.2d)
Radd,+a [n] = max
{
0, Ravl,+a [n]−Rreq↓,+a [n]
}
, (11.2e)
Rvio↓,+λ′ [n] =
⏐⏐⏐min{0, Ravl,+λ′ [n]−Rreq↓,+λ′ [n]}⏐⏐⏐ , (11.2f)
Analogously for Rvio,−λ [n], R
add,−
a [n], R
vio↓,−
λ′ [n]:
Rvio,−λ [n] = max
{
0, Rdis−λ [n]−
∑
a∈Vλ
Radd,−a [n]
}
,
Radd,−a [n] = max
{
0, Ravl,−a [n]−Rreq↓,−a [n]
}
,
Rvio↓,−λ′ [n] =
⏐⏐⏐min{0, Ravl,−λ′ [n]−Rreq↓,−λ′ [n]}⏐⏐⏐
Figure 11.6 illustrates the available positive reserves Ravl,+a [n] of a dispatchable agent a ∈ V between
the two nodes f(n) and n in its schedule STa . In general, the amount of available reserves is subject to
the agent’s control model and depend on whether the supply should be increased or decreased from
f(n) to n. Both cases are depicted in Figure 11.6. The corresponding cases for the available negative
reserves can be obtained by reflecting the lines and points across the horizontal axes through the agent’s
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Time
Supply
t−∆τ (t−∆τ) + ∆t t−∆t t
Smaxa
Smina
STa [n1, t−∆t]
Cmax,+a [n2]
Cmax,+a [n1]
STa [f(n)]
STa [n1]
−→
S maxa (STa [f(n)])
Ravl,+a [n1]
STa [n2, t−∆t]
STa [n2]
Ravl,+a [n2]
Figure 11.6: Two illustrations of the available positive reserves Ravl,+a [n] a dispatchable agent a ∈ V
representing a physical device can provide between two nodes f(n) and n ∈ {n1, n2} (available reserves
are indicated by the gray areas): n1 stands for the case in which the agent a should increase its supply
from t−∆τ to t, whereas n2 represents the case in which a should decrease its supply. The amount of
Ravl,+a [n] is subject to a’s scheduled supply STa [f(n)] and STa [n] as well as its control model. The latter
captures a’s inertia represented by the function −→S maxa as well as its minimal Smina and maximal Smaxa
supply, among others. With regard to its scheduled supply STa [f(n)] and STa [n] (we assume a linear
change of a’s supply between f(n) and n), Ravl,+a [n] denotes, e.g., the minimum (in case of a pessimistic
approach) of the maximal additional supply that a can mobilize within the single time steps between
f(n) and n. In this context, Cmax,+a [n] is the maximal supply a can provide between f(n) and n if it
increases its supply as much as possible from one time step to another. Clearly, Cmax,+a [n] is bounded
by Smaxa . If STa [f(n)] > STa [n] (case n = n2 in our illustration), a can provide more reserves than in case
of STa [f(n)] < STa [n] (case n = n1 in our illustration) because it can also include reserves that result
from not decreasing the supply from one time step to another.
supply STa [f(n)]. Our calculations assume that reserves are to be mobilized from one time step to
another, i.e., from t to t+∆t.
Note – Calculation of Available Positive Reserves
In accordance with Figure 11.6, the positive available reserves a dispatchable agent a ∈ V representing a
physical device can provide from a time step t to a time step t+∆t are calculated as follows:
Ravl,+a [n] = Cmax,+a [n]− Cref ,+a [n] + wa[n]
with Cref ,+a [n] = max
{
STa [f(n)], STa [n]
}
,
Cmax,+a [n] = min
{
Smaxa , C
ref ,+
a [n] + va[n]
}
,
va[n] = (
−→
S maxa (STa [f(n)])− Cref ,+a [n])/∆τ ·∆t,
wa[n] = max
{
0, STa [f(n)]− STa [n]
}
/∆τ ·∆t
Here, Cref ,+a [n] corresponds to the maximum of the scheduled supply in f(n) and n and serves as
reference for calculating the available positive reserves. Cmax,+a [n] corresponds to the maximal possible
supply that can be achieved between the nodes f(n) and n. So the difference Cmax,+a [n] − Cref ,+a [n]
represents the available reserves the agent can provide by increasing its supply as much as possible
from one time step to another (possibly faster than stipulated in its schedule). For situations in which
the agent’s schedule states that it should decrease its supply from f(n) to n, wa[n] stands for positive
reserves that stem from not decreasing the agent’s supply.
Analogously, we obtain available negative reserves. When determining available reserves for an
intermediary λ ∈ I, Cmax,+a [n] is restricted to the intermediary’s time-dependent list of feasible supply
ranges Ltλ instead of Smaxλ and Sminλ .
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Finally, an intermediary λ prescribes the assigned reserves Rass,+a [n] for each subordinate dispatchable
agent a ∈ Vλ proportionally to Rdis,+λ [n] and the agent’s additional reserves Radd,+a [n], and inversely
proportional to the subordinate agents’ total additional reserves Radd,+total [n] =
∑
a′∈Vλ R
add,+
a′ [n] (with
Rass,+Λ [n] = 0):
Rass,+a [n] =
⎧⎨⎩Radd,+a [n] ·min
{
1, R
dis,+
λ
[n]
Radd,+total [n]
}
if Radd,+total [n] ̸= 0
0 else
(11.3)
Note that the information about how many reserves may be assigned emerges in a bottom-up manner,
whereas reserves are assigned in a top-down manner. The evaluation of alternative strategies for assigning
reserves that could take additional optimization criteria into account, such as the dispatchable agents’
costs, are subject to future work.
11.4 Robust and Cooperative Resource Allocation with TruCAOS
Our evaluation in Section 11.5 demonstrates that the decision to underpin the system’s robustness by
creating schedules for several demand scenarios, and the optimized provision of reserves complicate
the search for high-quality solutions, especially in hierarchical systems consisting of relatively small
subsystems. For this reason, we extend TruCAOS (see Chapter 10) – the auction-based heuristic for
creating schedules in hierarchical systems – by the ability to obtain robust solutions by (1) creating
schedules on the basis of demand trees and (2) optimizing the provision of required reserves in the
form of additional degrees of freedom. In other words, we enable TruCAOS to solve the scheduling
problem outlined in Sections 11.1 and 11.3. To this end, intermediaries deal with uncertainties in the
local demand as described for the meso-level approach in Section 11.2.
In contrast to the regio-central approach in which intermediaries assign schedules to subordinates,
TruCAOS enables intermediaries to distribute the demand in an iterative and incremental process that,
in its basic form, is reminiscent of an iteratively performed first-price sealed-bid auction. By allowing
an intermediary’s dispatchable agents to sell or buy resources according to the demand that has to
be distributed, they become an active part in the scheduling process. That way, TruCAOS does not
accumulate the complexity of solving the scheduling problem in the intermediaries, which is advantageous
to the creation of TBST-based schedules.
Only slight adjustments are necessary to obtain robust solutions with TruCAOS. As opposed to
the basic procedure explained in Section 10.1, intermediaries now consider the demand that has to
be distributed as a tree. Also the dispatchable agents’ proposals and schedules have the shape of a
tree. In all bidding iterations, an intermediary λ acting in the role of an auctioneer now has the goal
to increase the expected satisfaction of the demand tree DT,disλ . This corresponds to minimizing the
expected total demand violation E(∆) in Equation (11.1a). In accordance with Equation (11.1d), the
expected satisfaction is based on the demand scenarios’ probabilities of occurrence.
Recall that, in TruCAOS, a schedule STa does not become invalid if a new schedule creation is
started. Instead, it is refined in the course of successive schedule creations. When initializing the
remaining demand Dremλ that has to be distributed to subordinate dispatchable agents a ∈ Vλ, λ
therefore subtracts the agents’ existing schedules from the initial demand tree DT,disλ that has to be
distributed. However, due to dynamic uncertainties in λ’s local demand, the shape of DT,disλ can change
from one schedule creation to another and thus differ from the shape of the existing schedules of λ’s
subordinate dispatchable agents. For such situations, we use a greedy algorithm to find an adequate
mapping of the scenarios of existing schedules to those in DT,disλ . Such a mapping is determined by each
intermediary before the first bidding iteration of a schedule creation. For nodes that were not regarded
in the previous schedule creation (i.e., those outside the previous scheduling window), auctioneers and
proposers assume a neutral contribution of zero. Because the resulting schedule might contradict an
agent’s control model, we reuse the dedicated phase in which the agents can correct their schedules. As
described in Section 10.1, minimally inverse corrections are incentivized. This ensures that the agents
do not misuse this feature for their own sake, which might impair the quality of the solution.
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Having gathered the proposals of all bidders in a set P, an intermediary completes the bidding
iteration by identifying and accepting one or more suitable winner proposals Pw ⊆ P. For the selection
of Pw, we abide by the compromise between the number of bidding iterations and resulting monetary
costs. To keep the costs down, intermediaries filter out, i.e., reject, proposals with a price-performance
ratio worse than a historical average, calculated as a moving average over the last kppr schedule creations
as explained in Section 10.2. As before, intermediaries select the winner proposals from the remaining
set of valid proposals by solving the combinatorial auction problem. By allowing intermediaries to
accept a combination of proposals, they can take advantage of synergy effects and reduce the number of
bidding iterations. Besides being beneficial in multi-objective optimization, synergy effects are especially
advantageous when creating TBST-based schedules because not only a single but several demand
scenarios have to be satisfied.
Now, an intermediary λ chooses Pw in such a way that there is no other combination that yields a
greater expected gain in satisfaction of the remaining demand. In this context, λ’s secondary and tertiary
goals are to minimize the expected violation E(Rvio) of the reserves Rdis,+λ [n] = R
req,+
λ [n] +R
ass,+
λ [n] it
has to distribute in the nodes n ∈ DT,disλ \ {r} (the same holds for negative reserves Rdis−λ [n]) and to
minimize the expected costs, respectively. Note that these objectives as well as their lexicographical
order correspond to those defined in Equation (11.2a). The only but important difference is that λ
does not have to care about the satisfaction of the required reserves on subordinate system levels
by minimizing E(Rvio↓) (i.e., the expected violation of reserves required by subordinate subsystems)
because each subordinate dispatchable agent a ∈ Vλ determines suitable contributions and additional
reserves Radd,+a [n] it can provide for λ by itself. As λ is merely informed about Radd,+a [n] in the agents’
proposals, computational costs are reduced. Analogously to Equation (11.3), TruCAOS assigns the
reserves Rass,+a [n] proportionally to R
dis,+
λ [n] and Radd,+a [n], and inversely proportional to R
add,+
total [n].
As before, each dispatchable agent a ∈ V creates its proposals by solving an optimization problem
that corresponds to the one solved by intermediaries in the regio-central approach (see Equations (11.1)
and (11.2)): The demand tree that has to be distributed corresponds to the demand specified in the
call for proposals (CFP) the agent received from its intermediary. The set of agents schedules have to
be created for only contains the agent a. While, in general, the dispatchable agents could incorporate
individual and variable objectives when generating proposals, we assume that they generate their
proposals as follows in order to remain competitive: According to the intermediaries’ primary objective,
a dispatchable agent a ∈ V creates proposals that maximize the expected satisfaction of the demand
announced in the CFP. Maximizing the expected additional reserves Radd,+a [n] that can be provided
to its intermediary λ is secondary. In case a is an intermediary, suggesting Radd,+a [n] makes sure that
it has sufficient degrees of freedom to satisfy the reserves Rreq↓,+a [n] required by its subsystem when
it is its turn to calculate schedules. This procedure leads to a top-down assignment of reserves. As
before, we assume that agents stipulate their remunerations according to their cost functions κa (see
Equation (11.1e)).
11.5 Evaluation in the Decentralized Power Management Case Study
The goal of our evaluation is to investigate if TruCAOS is more suitable for obtaining robust solutions
than the regio-central approach RegioC explained in Section 2.2. For this purpose, we evaluate TruCAOS
as well as RegioC in three different modes in the context of our case study: In the first mode, called
“E-nu”, demand predictions are not subject to uncertainties. In the second and third mode, called “E-nr”
and “E-r”, uncertainties are present but reserves are only scheduled in E-r. All modes were performed
in combination with four different hierarchies of AVPPs, amounting to 12 evaluation scenarios. For each
evaluation scenario, we performed 100 runs.
Test Bed
The basic setting of the evaluation environment corresponds to the one sketched in the evaluation
provided at the end of Section 11.2. Here, the production costs, i.e., the average costs of providing a
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contribution, range from 6.50 euro centkWh to 17.50
euro cent
kWh . Power plants have to satisfy a prescribed residual
load over a period of half a day, corresponding to 240 time steps, each representing ∆t = 3min. Every
15min, AVPPs update their local deviation trees and create schedules for the next hour with a resolution
of ∆τ = 15min on the basis of residual load predictions. Again, schedules comprise N = 4 time steps.
Given that schedules are recalculated every 15min, required reserves only have to be scheduled for the
next 15min, i.e., for all TBST nodes n ∈ DT,disλ that map to a time step t ∈ W with t− tnow = 15min.
Each AVPP λ ∈ I uses the maximum of its negative and positive reactive supply adjustments within the
last 30min as required negative Rreq,−λ [n] and positive R
req,+
λ [n] reserves. Reactive supply adjustments
are made using the procedure explained in Chapter 12.
The optimization problems that have to be solved to generate proposals and determine winner
proposals in TruCAOS as well as those of RegioC are formulated as mixed integer linear programs
and solved by IBM ILOG CPLEX. Regarding Equation (11.2), the parameters α∆, αΓ, αRvio↓ , and
αRvio are fixed in a way that establishes the desired prioritization among the different objectives. For
TruCAOS, we initialize the parameters introduced in Sections 10.1 and 11.4 as follows: AVPPs consider
the remaining residual load satisfied in case its absolute values are below Dremmax = 5kW. As for the
incremental distribution of the remaining residual load Dremλ , AVPPs use a fraction g = 0.2 of Dremλ
if Dremλ · g > 1000 kW, and g = 1 otherwise. The average price-performance ratio used to filter out
inappropriate proposals is calculated over the last kppr = 5 schedule creations.
To keep the scheduling times of RegioC within reasonable bounds, each AVPP stops the schedule
creation after 15 s if a feasible solution is present. If not, it gives CPLEX another 10min. If this threshold
is exceeded, no solution is found and the run is aborted. In most cases, the time span of 15 s is sufficient
to create high-quality schedules.
We examine the following four questions of interest: (1) Does TruCAOS outperform RegioC in terms
of runtime performance? (2) Does TruCAOS obtain better results w.r.t. expected demand satisfaction,
provision of required reserves, and costs? (3) How does the hierarchical system structure affect solution
quality? (4) Are hierarchical problem decomposition and heuristics, such as TruCAOS, adequate means to
deal with the complexity of solving multi-stage stochastic optimization problems and scheduling reserves?
To investigate the impact of hierarchical system structures on TruCAOS’s and RegioC’s performance,
we performed our evaluations on four different structures called “superflat”, “flat”, “deep”, and “deeper”
of height 1, 2, 3, and 5, and with an average number of 173, 14.23, 6.44, and 2.42 dispatchable power
plants per AVPP, respectively. All these structures were generated offline on the basis of the same set
of power plants. To be able to analyze the hierarchies’ influence on the algorithms’ performance, we
disabled the system’s ability to change the structures at runtime.
Results
Table 11.2 shows the results for the three modes E-nu, E-nr, and E-r in combination with the four
different system structures. The characteristics of the results for mode E-nu – in which residual load
predictions are not subject to uncertainties – are similar to those we obtained for different hierarchical
system structures in Section 10.5. Differences originate from the prescribed residual load, the evaluated
time span, and the changes made to TruCAOS in Section 11.4.
In mode E-nu, RegioC achieves its shortest maximum sequential scheduling time (i.e., the longest
of all serial paths that result from adding the scheduling times for each branch in the hierarchy; see
Equation (6.1)) of 118.08ms with structure “deep”. However, these are accompanied by significant
violations of the assigned residual load of 7453.83 kW and relatively high mean total costs of the schedules
of 164.89 k€ per time step. Note that we imposed a penalty of 17.50 euro centkWh , that is, the maximum
unit price of electricity, for violated assigned residual loads. Hence, the algorithms could not hold down
costs by scheduling less electricity than required. Based on the “superflat” structure, RegioC obtains its
lowest violation of the assigned residual load of only 0.10 kW and its lowest costs of 161.91 k€. The max.
seq. scheduling time increases to 5652.60ms, though. These observations are in line with those we made
in the evaluation of the self-organized hierarchical problem decomposition (see Section 9.2). In case of
TruCAOS, “superflat” again turns out to be the best structure for the considered set of power plants:
The max. seq. scheduling time of 330.37ms is remarkably short, especially given that the violation of the
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superflat flat deep deeper
E-nu RegioC TruCAOS RegioC TruCAOS RegioC TruCAOS RegioC TruCAOS
#Runs Exceeding the Max.
Scheduling Time 0 — 0 — 0 — 0 —
Max. Seq. Scheduling Time
per Time Step [ms]
5652.60
(1022.87)
330.37
(69.73)
150.86
(34.45)
514.88
(265.77)
118.08
(34.05)
948.46
(122.84)
124.73
(33.23)
1684.54
(122.20)
Scheduling Time per AVPP
and Time Step [ms]
5652.60
(1022.87)
330.37
(69.73)
60.85
(20.42)
173.49
(107.96)
31.56
(12.21)
174.07
(91.13)
16.91
(6.64)
100.78
(99.17)
Total Violation of the
Assigned Residual Load per
Time Step [kW]
0.10
(0.02)
0.35
(0.75)
225.31
(884.35)
67.12
(309.12)
7453.83
(2944.87)
387.16
(1031.02)
42875.82
(6706.31)
9670.69
(9525.34)
Total Costs of Schedules per
Time Step [1000€]
161.91
(24.41)
156.19
(24.64)
163.82
(24.24)
159.32
(20.93)
164.89
(21.27)
153.56
(23.29)
173.99
(21.33)
169.51
(16.85)
superflat flat deep deeper
E-nr RegioC TruCAOS RegioC TruCAOS RegioC TruCAOS RegioC TruCAOS
#Runs Exceeding the Max.
Scheduling Time 39 — 0 — 0 — 0 —
#TBSs per Schedule 1.62(0.96)
1.75
(1.15)
1.98
(1.30)
1.95
(1.29)
1.95
(1.32)
1.92
(1.30)
1.83
(1.32)
1.83
(1.32)
Max. Seq. Scheduling Time
per Time Step [s]
46.37
(77.51)
1.10
(0.79)
0.43
(0.34)
1.23
(0.85)
0.22
(0.10)
1.87
(0.55)
0.20
(0.07)
2.98
(0.65)
Scheduling Time per AVPP
and Time Step [s]
46.37
(77.51)
1.10
(0.79)
0.14
(0.17)
0.34
(0.31)
0.06
(0.04)
0.28
(0.20)
0.03
(0.02)
0.15
(0.16)
Total Exp. Violation of the
Assigned Residual Load per
Time Step [kW]
10.92
(127.28)
0.54
(0.98)
457.95
(1066.28)
156.77
(477.06)
8212.31
(5100.85)
1123.09
(1637.33)
39572.63
(13010.64)
13756.14
(9831.97)
Total Exp. Costs of Schedules
per Time Step [1000€]
150.67
(38.45)
153.85
(38.69)
163.44
(33.83)
167.47
(32.31)
165.50
(32.45)
162.66
(35.98)
177.16
(28.80)
177.41
(26.33)
Total Exp. Violation of Req.
Reserves per Time Step [kW]
41679.20
(2101.53)
41556.09
(2595.41)
64017.60
(3298.07)
74053.92
(4961.36)
66985.54
(3371.81)
70029.36
(2957.42)
73376.43
(3929.13)
87332.14
(9571.86)
superflat flat deep deeper
E-r RegioC TruCAOS RegioC TruCAOS RegioC TruCAOS RegioC TruCAOS
#Runs Exceeding the Max.
Scheduling Time 68 — 20 — 7 — 5 —
#TBSs per Schedule 1.65(0.97)
1.76
(1.18)
1.97
(1.29)
1.96
(1.31)
1.97
(1.34)
1.96
(1.36)
1.85
(1.34)
1.82
(1.31)
Max. Seq. Scheduling Time
per Time Step [s]
126.38
(129.21)
1.45
(1.09)
111.80
(213.37)
1.64
(0.91)
27.94
(59.84)
2.66
(0.78)
16.68
(20.15)
4.61
(1.18)
Scheduling Time per AVPP
and Time Step [s]
126.38
(129.21)
1.45
(1.09)
10.20
(64.49)
0.42
(0.38)
1.51
(11.37)
0.36
(0.30)
0.25
(2.11)
0.20
(0.25)
Total Exp. Violation of the
Assigned Residual Load per
Time Step [kW]
60.04
(1464.10)
0.45
(0.93)
1131.58
(11309.59)
164.28
(516.05)
13250.51
(13672.30)
1089.03
(1704.78)
52904.41
(20112.41)
12526.38
(7893.77)
Total Exp. Costs of Schedules
per Time Step [1000€]
149.69
(38.09)
153.92
(38.54)
161.67
(34.04)
167.06
(32.39)
166.92
(31.95)
163.38
(36.03)
175.29
(29.36)
177.73
(26.09)
Total Exp. Violation of Req.
Reserves per Time Step [kW]
9.93
(24.63)
1.50
(14.96)
15805.11
(2417.76)
8678.90
(1637.53)
27095.42
(2667.58)
7886.57
(1352.67)
42192.57
(3734.92)
20106.47
(2686.00)
Table 11.2: Evaluation results obtained by TruCAOS and RegioC for modes E-nu (no uncertainties,
optimized provision of reserves disabled), E-nr (uncertain residual load, optimized provision of reserves
disabled), and E-r (uncertain residual load, optimized provision of reserves enabled) in combination with
different hierarchies. “#Runs Exceeding the Max. Scheduling Time” denotes the number of RegioC runs
that were aborted due to an exceeded maximal scheduling time of 10min. All other results are averaged
over the 100 runs per evaluation scenario. Values in parentheses denote standard deviations. Apart from
mode E-nu, all scheduling times are presented in seconds. To avoid that an AVPP can decrease its costs
by not covering its assigned residual load, we imposed a penalty of 17.50 euro centkWh for violated assigned
residual loads.
assigned residual load only amounts to 0.35 kW. TruCAOS’s costs of 156.19 k€ are even 3.53% below
those of RegioC. These numbers highlight the benefit of enabling all dispatchable agents to actively
participate in the process of schedule creation.
Still regarding mode E-nu, TruCAOS achieves much lower violations of the assigned residual load
than RegioC in regard to deep hierarchies consisting of small AVPPs. In case of the structure “deep”,
for instance, TruCAOS’s residual load violation is only 5.19% of RegioC’s. The principle of schedule
corrections that allows TruCAOS to create high-quality schedules in fragmented systems comes at the
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expense of longer scheduling times, though. This is why TruCAOS’s max. seq. scheduling time amounts
to an average of 948.46ms in the “deep” hierarchy. The same applies to the other hierarchies. Apart
from that, we explain TruCAOS’s increase of the max. seq. scheduling time with the height of the
hierarchy by the overhead introduced by additional hierarchy levels (cf. Section 10.5): First, due to
the complexity of the AVPPs’ control models, AVPPs need more time for generating proposals than
physical power plants. Second, additional hierarchy layers introduce additional overhead because more
AVPPs have to solve the combinatorial auction problem, and, depending on their relative position in
the hierarchy, these problems have to be solved sequentially, thereby adding to the max. seq. scheduling
time. Top-down dependencies also restrict the parallel creation of proposed schedules to specific subsets
of dispatchable power plants.
When disabling TruCAOS’s price-performance filtering discussed in Sections 10.2 and 11.4, we obtain
an algorithm that, with regard to the costs, randomly assigns schedules to power plants. In this case, the
mean costs over all hierarchies are 171.80 k€ (standard deviation σ = 2.25 k€) in mode E-nu. Given that
TruCAOS attains mean costs of 159.65 k€ (σ = 6.05 k€), this demonstrates the importance of optimizing
schedules with regard to the resulting costs. RegioC yields mean costs of 166.15 k€ (σ = 4.65 k€) that
are lower than the costs of the random approach, but notably higher than those of TruCAOS.
When creating schedules in the presence of uncertain residual load predictions in modes E-nr and
E-r, we observe that – with regard to a specific combination of system structure and mode – TruCAOS
and RegioC had to deal with quite the same degree of uncertainties. This is mirrored in the mean
number of considered TBSs in each schedule creation. Variations between different system structures
result from different local residual loads.
The computational complexity introduced by the creation of TBST-based schedules and the optimized
provision of reserves is reflected in the max. seq. scheduling times: TruCAOS’s mean max. seq. scheduling
time over all structures increases from 0.87 s (σ = 0.52 s) for E-nu, over 1.80 s (σ = 0.74 s) for E-nr,
to 2.59 s (σ = 1.26 s) for E-r. As for RegioC, it raises from 1.51 s (σ = 2.39 s) for E-nu, over 11.81 s
(σ = 19.96 s) for E-nr, to 70.70 s (σ = 48.83 s) for E-r. Note that the growth of the max. seq. scheduling
time is much lower in case of TruCAOS than in case of RegioC. Above that, the mean costs over all
hierarchies obtained by the random approach increase from 171.80 k€ (σ = 2.25 k€) for E-nu, over
179.66 k€ (σ = 2.89 k€) for E-nr, to 183.05 k€ (σ = 1.90 k€) for E-r. For TruCAOS, we also observe
an increase from 159.65 k€ (σ = 6.05 k€) for E-nu, over 165.35 k€ (σ = 8.51 k€) for E-nr, to 165.52 k€
(σ = 8.52 k€) for E-r. Interestingly, the mean costs actually decline in case of RegioC: from 166.15 k€
(σ = 4.65 k€) for E-nu, over 164.19 k€ (σ = 9.40 k€) for E-nr, to 163.39 k€ (σ = 9.28 k€) for E-r. When
taking a closer look at the different evaluation scenarios, we realize that this decrease mainly stems from
the “superflat” structure, as the costs of the other structures remain relatively stable. We ascribe this
observation to the increase in the optimization problem’s complexity. This counterintuitive explanation
results from the fact that CPLEX comes up with feasible but not necessarily optimal solution after 15 s
in mode E-nu. In case of the more complex optimization problems E-nr and E-r, CPLEX is occasionally
not able to find a solution within 15 s so that it has to rely on the extra 10min. This extra time often
leaves RegioC enough room to create more cost-efficient schedules than in mode E-nu.
With regard to RegioC and E-r, we notice that RegioC’s average max. seq. scheduling time significantly
declines with the height of the hierarchy; from 126.38 s to 16.68 s. This comes along with a decrease
in the average scheduling time per AVPP from 126.38 s to 0.25 s as well as a remarkably drop in the
number of runs without a solution, i.e., those that had to be aborted by RegioC due to an exceeded
maximal scheduling time of 10min. The expected violation of the assigned residual load increases with
the height of the hierarchy from 60.04 kW to 52.90MW (the mean residual load was about 1.5GW),
though. The same applies to the total costs of the schedules per time step which rise by about 25 k€
from “superflat” to “deeper”, and the violation of required reserves. All this can be attributed to a
higher degree of the system’s fragmentation and errors introduced by model abstraction. While “deeper”
has the least number of aborted runs, “deep” yields an acceptable trade-off between solution quality,
scheduling times, and aborted runs for E-r. The same observations can be made for E-nr, where “flat”
yields an acceptable trade-off. While these observations highlight the benefit of problem decomposition,
they also demonstrate the necessity of the techniques presented in Part III that allow the system to
come to such compromises in a self-organized manner. Due to the optimized provision of reserves in E-r,
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RegioC’s violation of reserves is considerably smaller in E-r than in E-nr. However, compared to E-nr,
RegioC’s number of aborted runs is significantly higher for E-r. Moreover, RegioC obtains a shorter
average max. seq. scheduling time, which is between 46.37 s and 0.20 s, and a lower average expected
violation of the assigned residual load, ranging between 10.92 kW and 39.57MW in mode E-nr.
With regard to TruCAOS, we also notice that hierarchical problem decomposition leads to a decline
in the average scheduling time per AVPP; from 1.10 s to 0.15 s in case of E-nr and from 1.45 s to 0.20 s in
case of E-r. In contrast to RegioC, TruCAOS’s max. seq. scheduling time increases with the height of the
hierarchy, though (cf. the discussion of the results for mode E-nu). In spite of this behavior, TruCAOS
does not only achieve much lower max. seq. scheduling times for E-r (1.45 s for “superflat”) than RegioC
(27.94 s for “deep”), but it also obtains better solutions in terms of the violation of the assigned residual
load. While fragmentation also leads to a growth of the expected violation of the assigned residual
load with the hierarchy’s height, it only increases from 0.54 kW to 13.76MW in case of E-nr and from
0.45 kW to 12.53MW in case of E-r. In particular, the values for “superflat” and “flat” are remarkably
low. Compared to RegioC, TruCAOS’s accuracy in case of E-nr comes at the expense of higher max.
seq. scheduling times though: 1.10 s for “superflat” and TruCAOS, compared to 0.43 s in case of “flat”
and RegioC. Further, TruCAOS is able to satisfy the required reserves in E-r’s “superflat” runs very
accurately (average violation of 1.50 kW); also note that TruCAOS completed all runs as opposed to
RegioC. Compared to RegioC, the average violation of reserves of 7.89MW in case of “deep” – which
constitutes RegioC’s sweet spot for E-r where it achieves an average violation of 27.10MW – is also
very low. Given that RegioC’s average expected costs range between approximately 150 k€ and 177 k€,
TruCAOS achieves very promising results of about 154 k€ for “superflat”. The benefit of TruCAOS’s
price-performance filtering becomes again evident when disabling its functionality: Then, the costs rise
to approximately 180 k€ in case of “superflat” and E-r.
We observe that incorporating reserves into the scheduling problem drastically decreases the violation
of the required reserves. Note that an AVPP that cannot provide its required reserves might have to ask
other AVPPs for reactive supply adjustments. However, these AVPPs did not expect this request when
they created the schedules for their subordinates. Therefore, it is very likely that these supply adjustments
come at unnecessarily high costs. Situations in which AVPPs repeatedly have to ask their neighbors for
reactive supply adjustments are indicative of an improper system structure. A reorganization that, in
terms of homogeneous partitioning, balances the AVPPs’ ratio between uncertainties and controllability
re-establishes the system’s ability to locally deal with uncertainties (see Part III). That way, dependencies
on the scheduled reserves of other AVPPs are mitigated. This results in loosely coupled subsystems,
which is beneficial with regard to the decomposition of the scheduling problem (see Sections 6.3 and 9.2).
In an additional evaluation setting, we obtained results that confirm that TruCAOS’s runtime
performance actually profits from hierarchical problem decomposition under certain circumstances, as is
the case with RegioC. Basically, this setting corresponds to the mode E-nr, but it complicates the search
for high-quality robust solutions by exposing the system to a higher degree of uncertainty, which is
reflected in a larger average number of scenarios per schedule of 2.76 (σ = 0.25). As a result, TruCAOS
reaches its lowest max. seq. scheduling times of 1.37 s on average (σ = 0.80 s) using the “flat” structure.
The average max. seq. scheduling times for the other system structures are 1.97 s (σ = 1.07 s), 2.20 s
(σ = 0.59 s), and 3.58 s (σ = 0.89 s) for the structures “superflat”, “deep”, and “deeper”, respectively.
To sum up, we observed that hierarchical problem decomposition and heuristics, such as TruCAOS,
are appropriate means to deal with the complexity of solving multi-stage stochastic optimization problems
and scheduling reserves. As adequate structures that achieve a suitable trade-off between solution quality
and scheduling times depend on many factors, such as the size of the system, the regarded optimization
problem, and the uncertainties involved, they have to be formed at runtime using the techniques
introduced in Part III. Furthermore, our empirical evaluation confirms that TruCAOS significantly
outperforms RegioC in terms of solution quality and runtime performance, in particular, when creating
schedules in uncertain environments. TruCAOS is not only able to deal with larger subsystems but even
takes advantage of their combinatorial variety. In turn, this promotes its ability to find high-quality
robust solutions to the scheduling problem.
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Chapter Summary and Outlook
In this chapter, we explained how dispatchable agents obtain robust solutions to the scheduling problem
in the light of volatile demand that follows different behavioral patterns. To allow the agents to deal with
different demand scenarios and, at the same time, lay the foundations for reactive supply adjustments, we
combined techniques from online stochastic optimization with the provision of feedback-driven reserves.
In this context, intermediaries use Trust-Based Scenario Trees (TBSTs) to derive empirical discrete
probability distributions of prediction errors. To cope with systems of large size, we formalized the
TBST-based scheduling problem for self-organizing hierarchical system structures. Further, we extended
the auction-based scheduling mechanism TruCAOS for the creation of TBST-based schedules and the
provision of reserves. To avoid that deviations between supply and demand propagate through the
system, we explained how to create schedules that allow an intermediary and its subordinate agents
to anticipate and compensate for inaccurate demand predictions locally, i.e., in their subsystem. Our
empirical evaluation demonstrates the advantage of this approach. Especially when searching for robust
solutions to the scheduling problem, TruCAOS clearly outperforms the regio-central approach in terms
of scheduling times, demand satisfaction, provision of reserves, and costs.
In future work, we will investigate if the system’s robustness further increases when merging an
intermediary’s demand tree with multiple scenarios of its schedule (see Section 11.2). In order to derive a
meaningful TBST in this situation, the intermediary has to identify correlations between the prediction
errors of its own local demand and those of the demand at higher system levels. As for TruCAOS, we
want to enable heterogeneous agents, e.g., peaking and base load power plants, to follow individual
preferences and learn strategies for making proposals that match their type, thereby increasing the
overall system’s performance. For instance, overall costs could be decreased if base load power plants
proposed schedules in which their output is not subject to the different residual load scenarios. Moreover,
we will examine possibilities for obtaining a fair allocation of resources. As fairness increases the agents’
willingness to participate, it is a necessary property en route to the practical application of a scheduling
algorithm like TruCAOS. Given that schedules address multiple demand scenarios and also incorporate
the provision of reserves, appropriate fairness metrics have to be identified that take account of the
different responsibilities an agent can take on in the system.
In the following chapter, we show how dispatchable agents meet the actual demand by reactively
adapting their supply in compliance with their schedules. In this context, dispatchable agents utilize
their TBST-based schedules as a blueprint for how much resources to provide in which situation.
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Proactively Guided
Reactive Supply Adjustments
Summary. Due to the dispatchable agents’ inertia, their supply has to be specified proactively
by the means of schedules. The scheduling problem’s complexity and the uncertainties involved,
however, call for rather coarse-grained schedules although the demand has to be satisfied for a
much finer time pattern. Furthermore, deviations between supply and demand stemming from
inaccurate demand predictions and from dispatchable agents that cannot comply with their
schedules have to be cushioned. To compensate for deviations between the actual demand and
supply, the dispatchable agents thus have to make reactive adjustments. These, however, have
to be made in compliance with their scheduled contribution to be able to satisfy the future
demand despite the agents’ inertia, and to respect the objectives that have been regarded
during the schedules’ creation. In this chapter, we show that schedules based on Trust-Based
Scenario Trees (TBSTs) proactively guide the dispatchable agents’ permanent reactive supply
adjustments. Our evaluation confirms that taking account of the information provided by
TBST-based schedules allow the dispatchable agents to respect those objectives that can be
encoded in the agents’ sensitivity to changes in the demand. With regard to the resource
allocation problem, this characteristic increases the system’s efficiency in terms of costs and
avoids the top-down propagation of deviations within the hierarchical system structure.
Publication. The concepts and results outlined in this chapter have been published in Anders
et al. [12].
Due to the following reasons, dispatchable agents have to make reactive supply adjustments to satisfy
the demand: (R1) The scheduling problem’s complexity and the uncertainties involved call for rather
coarse-grained schedules, which is why we create them for time steps that are multiples of ∆τ . Still,
the demand has to be satisfied in a fine-grained time pattern of ∆t ≤ ∆τ (see Section 1.2). Even if the
demand the agents expect for tnow +∆τ turns out to be correct, they must not assume that it develops
linearly from tnow to tnow +∆τ . In the synchronous grid of Continental Europe, for instance, schedules
are typically created with a resolution of ∆τ = 15min, whereas imbalances have to be detected and
compensated for within seconds (e.g., ∆t = 5 s) to ensure the grid’s stable operation [214]. Nowadays,
the balance is maintained by a series of three successive interdependent control actions. While primary
control underlies a globally standardized mechanism, the currently semi-automatic and centralized
secondary control may be realized differently in each control area. This gives room for new approaches
like the one presented in this chapter. (R2) Some agents might contribute according to the wrong
scenario. Such a mistake is caused by a false expectation of how the demand will develop, e.g., from
tnow until tnow +∆τ . For instance, the agents might contribute according to the anticipated scenario,
but a less probable scenario actually occurs. (R3) The system must be able to deal with unforeseen
developments of the demand, i.e., even those that are not captured by any demand scenario in the
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Figure 12.1: The power plants use TBST-based schedules as a blueprint for how much power to provide
in which situation. For each node, the sum of the scheduled output (upper half of the nodes) of the
base load and the peaking power plant matches the corresponding expected residual load (lower half
of the nodes). For instance, the base load power plant should provide 60MW and the peaking power
plant 20MW in case of a residual load of 80MW in t1 (here, ti = tnow + i ·∆τ with i = {1, 2, 3}). While
the base load power plant should provide an output that is more or less constant and independent of
changes in the residual load, the peaking power plant – whose maximum output is 20 MW – should
make adjustments in accordance with residual load changes. The dotted line symbolizes the development
of the selection of the most suitable scenario, i.e., the scenario the power plants identified as closest to
the actual residual load, which is indicated by the light curve. Between tnow and t1, the power plants
reactively switch from one scenario to another after they noticed that the demand tends to be closer to
60MW instead of 80MW.
demand tree. Further, deviations resulting from agents that do not comply with their schedules (e.g., due
to technical difficulties) have to be cushioned. Additionally, (R4) an intermediary has to reactively and
locally compensate for deviations between the anticipated local demand (i.e., the “presumed realization”
of the local demand) it reported to its superior in the course of the schedule creation and the local
demand’s (actual) realization (see Section 11.2).
To hold the balance between the aggregated supply CV [t] and the demand D[t], each dispatchable
agent a ∈ V thus has to decide about a supply Ca[tnext] for the next time step tnext = tnow + ∆t
such that the aggregated supply CV [tnext] of all dispatchable agents V matches D[tnext] in tnext as
accurately as possible (please note that we use a slightly different notation in this chapter to deal
with the characteristics of reactive resource allocation). Because D[tnext] is not known beforehand, the
dispatchable agents have to determine and adjust their supply according to a demand target DT[tnext].
This basically means that the agents have to compensate for the deviation between their scheduled
supply for tnext and DT[tnext]. With regard to specific demand scenario ωi, we assume that the scheduled
supply STa [ωi, t′] for a time step t′ that was not contained in the last scheduling window W is given by
the linear interpolation (STa [ωi, t1] · (t2 − t′) + STa [ωi, t2] · (t′ − t1))/∆τ of the scheduled contributions
STa [ωi, t1] and STa [ωi, t2] for the two time steps t1, t2 ∈ W adjacent to t′ (i.e., t1 < t′ < t2). In the
following, we call the problem of finding adequate reactive supply adjustments the reactive compensation
problem (RCP).
Clearly, uncertainties require that we allow the dispatchable agents to temporarily disregard their
scheduled supply. However, because schedules have been optimized with regard to the dispatchable
agents’ ability to satisfy the future demand as well as with regard to economic efficiency, we want the
agents to comply with their schedules as accurately as possibly. So, if the current circumstances require
an agent to deviate from its schedule, we have to make sure that it can quickly return to its scheduled
supply in the next time steps. Note that if we did not strive for such schedule-compliant reactive
adjustments, we could abstain from creating schedules at all. Besides schedule-compliant adjustments,
the agents should respect non-functional objectives that have been regarded in the course of the schedule
creation, such as satisfying the demand at low costs or avoiding the propagation of deviations to lower
levels (see Sections 11.1 and 11.2), when determining reactive supply adjustments.
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In Chapter 11, we explained that schedules created on the basis of Trust-Based Scenario Tress (TBST)
encode strategies that indicate how many resources which dispatchable agent has to provide in which
situation. To achieve the above-mentioned goals, our central idea is to make use of TBST-based schedules
to proactively guide reactive supply adjustments of inert agents in order to ensure the system’s efficiency,
stability, and robustness. An example illustrating this principle is depicted in Figure 12.1 where the
combined scheduled output of a base load and a peaking power plant has to satisfy different residual load
scenarios. The figure also depicts the advantage of being able to switch to the most suitable scenario
in the context of reactive supply adjustments. While the base load power plant should provide an
output that is more or less constant and independent of changes in the residual load, the peaking power
plant should make adjustments in accordance with residual load changes. Hence, an agent’s sensitivity
– defining when and how strongly to react to deviations between supply and demand – describes the
role the agent should take on in the system. This role is predefined by the scheduling algorithm and
encoded in the TBST-based schedules. An agent’s role (e.g., base load or peaking power plant) depends
on its control model and its production costs in relation to the other agents in the system. In general, a
dispatchable agent’s control model serves as an additional source of sensitivity that defines its ability to
return to its scheduled supply.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: In Section 12.1, we introduce a bottom-up
approach to the local compensation for deviations in the hierarchical system structure. Section 12.2
outlines how TBST-based schedules proactively guide the dispatchable agents’ supply adjustments, and
how schedule-compliance is achieved. The empirical evaluation provided in Section 12.3 demonstrates
that, when making reactive adjustments, TBST-based schedules allow the dispatchable agents to respect
those objectives of the scheduling problem that can be encoded in the agents’ sensitivity to changes in
the demand. Related work is discussed in Chapter 13.
12.1 Reactive Compensation for Deviations in Hierarchical Systems
In the hierarchical system structure, each individual subsystem pursues the goal of balancing supply
and demand by compensating for deviations locally. This avoids their propagation through the system.
With respect to a subsystem Aλ represented by an intermediary λ, the objective of λ’s subordinate
dispatchable agents a ∈ Vλ is to determine their supply Ca[tnext] for the next time step such that their
aggregated supply CVλ [tnext] corresponds to λ’s local demand target DTλ [tnext]. As is the case with the
creation of schedules (see Section 2.2), each intermediary is thus responsible for satisfying its fraction
of the overall demand. The self-organizing system structure that strives for organizations with similar
ratios between uncertainty (i.e., predictability) and degrees of freedom in terms of controllability (see
Section 6.3), promotes the intermediaries’ ability to achieve this goal and thus prevents the propagation
of uncertainties to higher levels.
Because of the dispatchable agents’ limited supply and inertia, there might be, however, situations in
which a subsystem is not able to provide the necessary supply on its own. In such a case, the remaining
deviation ∆Rλ between the local demand target and the subsystem’s supply has to be compensated for
by “external” dispatchable agents a /∈ Vλ (recall that subordinate intermediaries Iλ are also contained in
Vλ). The remaining deviation is therefore communicated to λ’s superordinate intermediary λ′. Because
λ is part of λ′’s subsystem, λ′ is, in turn, responsible for compensating for ∆Rλ . In case of the top-level
intermediary Λ, ∆RΛ should only be nonzero if the whole system is not able to meet the overall demand
target DT[tnext].
Based on the hierarchical system structure, we propose an iterative bottom-up solution to the
RCP. A bottom-up procedure is especially suitable for the local compensation for uncertainties. An
intermediary λ only communicates the remaining deviation ∆Rλ to its superordinate intermediary if it
is not possible to compensate for ∆Rλ in its subtree. Although each dispatchable agent autonomously
decides how much to contribute in the next time step (see Section 12.2), the process of adjusting the
dispatchable agents’ supply in the context of a so-called compensation round is coordinated by their
intermediaries. Because the bottom-up propagation of deviations should be prevented, an intermediary λ
that already compensated for its local deviations might decide to cover a fraction of a deviation that has
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Figure 12.2: An intermediary’s basic procedure applied to compensate for deviations by means of reactive
supply adjustments. The actual compensation for the deviation present in the intermediary’s subsystem
is performed in the activity “Coordinate Compensation for Deviations”. Each time the intermediary
calls this activity, a new compensation round is started.
to be cushioned by its superior λ′. Because λ, in turn, has to redistribute this fraction to its subordinates,
intermediaries might perform multiple compensation rounds per time step. Figure 12.2 depicts the
responsibilities of each intermediary when compensating for deviations by means of reactive supply
adjustments. In the following, we explain this basic procedure step by step.
Basic Procedure
Regarding a new time step tnow, an intermediary λ first determines its local demand target DTλ [tnext],
that is, the contribution its subordinate dispatchable agents should make in the next time step tnext. In
case tnow matches the scheduling time pattern, the local demand target is determined after updating the
schedules. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that an intermediary uses its current demand to satisfy
DSλ [tnow] as target DTλ [tnext]. If the period ∆t between two successive time steps is short enough so
that the demand does not change significantly from one time step to another, this allows for balancing
supply and demand. Note that this assumption can be replaced by an arbitrary complex method that
determines the local demand target.
As stated before, we want to avoid the propagation of uncertainties to higher levels. This means
that each intermediary λ has to cancel out the difference between its actual local demand DLλ [tnow] and
the anticipated local demand DLλ [ωα, tnow] it sent to its superordinate intermediary in the course of
the schedule creation (recall that we defined that the local demand originates from subordinate non-
dispatchable agents as well as subordinate intermediaries in Section 2.2). The current demand DSλ [tnow]
an intermediary has to satisfy is thus defined as the sum of its scheduled supply STλ [ωα, tnow] for the
anticipated scenario ωα and the above-mentioned difference between actual and anticipated local demand:
DSλ [tnow] = STλ [ωα, tnow] +
(
DLλ [tnow]−DLλ [ωα, tnow]
)
For instance, if an AVPP λ communicated an anticipated local demand of DLλ [ωα, tnow] = −5MW to its
superior, if its scheduled supply STλ [ωα, tnow] for ωα is 20MW, and if its actual local demand DLλ [tnow]
is −2MW, the current demand this AVPP has to satisfy amounts to DSλ [tnow] = 20MW+ (−2MW−
(−5MW)) = 23MW.
Since we use DSλ [tnow] as target DTλ [tnext], subordinate dispatchable agents have to cushion the local
deviation ∆Lλ = DTλ [tnext] − CCλ [tnext], which we define as the mismatch between DTλ [tnext] and the
intermediary’s schedule-compliant supply CCλ [tnext] =
∑
a∈Vλ C
C
a [tnext] for the next time step. We define
the schedule-compliant supply of a dispatchable agent a ∈ V representing a physical device as the supply
that is closest to a’s scheduled supply STa [ωρ, tnext] for a given scenario ωρ while not violating a’s control
model. Note that a dispatchable agent might not be able to reach its scheduled supply STa [ωρ, tnext] in
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the next time step. That is because a dispatchable agent’s current supply Ca[tnow] does not necessarily
equal its scheduled supply STa [ωρ, tnow] as a result of the reactive compensation for deviations. The
concept of the schedule-compliant supply helps to reduce the frequency of such situations. Note that an
intermediary λ assumes that subordinate intermediaries λ′ ∈ Iλ stick to their scheduled supply for the
anticipated scenario ωα, i.e., CCλ′ [tnext] = STλ′ [ωα, tnext] (an explanation for this assumption follows).
Although we have to allow the dispatchable agents to deviate from their schedules in order to balance
supply and demand, we want them to stick to their schedules as closely as possible in order to increase
the system’s efficiency. Recall that TBST-based schedules prescribe how much a dispatchable agent
should contribute in which situation in order to achieve the system’s goals (i.e., demand satisfaction and
low costs). These are encoded in the scheduling problem’s objective function (see Equation (11.1a)).
Because the deviation between the actual demand and a demand scenario contained in the schedule
might only be of temporary nature, the system’s efficiency increases if the dispatchable agents are able
to quickly return to their scheduled supply. The ability to return to a scheduled supply can be expressed
as the time a dispatchable agent needs to adjust its actual supply until contributing as scheduled.
In case of a constant maximal rate of change ∆Ca, this time corresponds to the ratio between the
schedule deviation |STa [ωρ, tnext]−CCλ [tnext]| and ∆Ca. Fairness is regarded in the way that we want an
intermediary’s subordinate dispatchable agents to be equally capable of returning to their scheduled
supply (i.e., the variance of the time needed to return to the scheduled supply should be small).
When compensating for deviations, intermediaries can take advantage of TBST-based schedules by
switching to the scenario ωρ that represents the current situation as well as possible (instead of sticking
to a predetermined scenario until TBSTs and schedules are recalculated). Hereinafter, we call ωρ the
preferred scenario. It is defined as the scenario that – with regard to last nωρ time steps – comes closest
to the actual local demand DLλ . By laying stress on newer measurements, intermediaries adapt to new
situations in short time. For each dispatchable agent, the preferred scenario specifies the scheduled
supply STa [ωρ, tnext] it should be able to return to. Intermediaries identify and inform their subordinate
dispatchable agents about the preferred scenario before starting the actual compensation for deviations.
As we regard a bottom-up approach, an intermediary λ does not start the compensation for its
own local deviation ∆Lλ = DTλ [tnext] − CCλ [tnext] until all its subordinate intermediaries λ′ ∈ Iλ have
solved their subsystems’ RCP. Once a subordinate intermediary λ′ has solved the RCP, it informs
λ about its remaining deviation ∆Rλ′ . As soon as all remaining deviations are available, λ initiates
the compensation for ∆Lλ as well as for the remaining subordinate deviation ∆
↓
λ =
∑
λ′∈Iλ ∆
R
λ′ . λ’s
subordinate dispatchable agents compensate for the deviation by iteratively adjusting their supply
Ca[tnext] for tnext (see Section 12.2 for more details). The compensation is completed if the deviation
is dissolved (i.e., ∆Rλ = 0) or no further adjustments that improve the compensation by more than a
given threshold can be made. Note that if all subordinate intermediaries can deal with their subsystems’
uncertainties on their own, λ is not affected by the uncertainties they have to cope with and ∆↓λ = 0.
In such a situation, λ only has to deal with uncertainties originating from its own local demand
and those stemming from its superordinate intermediary. From λ’s perspective, the subsystems of
these intermediaries thus appear to be balanced. Because subordinate intermediaries inform λ about
their individual remaining deviation ∆Rλ′ , λ assumes that the schedule-compliant supply CCλ′ [tnext] of
a subordinate intermediary λ′ equals its scheduled supply STλ′ [ωα, tnext] for the anticipated scenario
ωα. Given that ∆Lλ = DTλ [tnext] −
∑
a∈Vλ C
C
a [tnext] and Iλ ⊂ Vλ, this is necessary to prevent λ from
reverting compensations already made by its subordinate intermediaries.
A subordinate intermediary λ′ ∈ Iλ can contribute to the compensation for λ’s deviation by
committing itself to a supply adjustment. λ′ regards such a supply adjustment as a deviation ∆↑λ′ it
covers for λ. To ensure that ultimately a physical device stands in for this deviation, λ′ has to redistribute
∆↑λ′ to its own subordinate dispatchable agents. Having completed the compensation for its deviation,
λ therefore asks its subordinate intermediaries to compensate for their supply adjustments ∆↑λ′ ̸= 0.
Since subordinate intermediaries represent independent subsystems, reactive supply adjustments can
be determined in parallel, which is advantageous in terms of runtime performance. If no such supply
adjustments ∆↑λ′ ≠ 0 have been made, λ informs its superordinate intermediary about the remaining
deviation ∆Rλ .
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Formalization of the Reactive Compensation Problem
The RCP each intermediary λ and its subordinate dispatchable agents Vλ have to solve can be formalized
as follows:
minimize
Ca[tnext]
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐∆λ − ∑
a∈Vλ
(
Ca[tnext]− CCa [tnext]
)⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐ (12.1a)
subject to ∀a ∈ Vλ :
∃[x, y] ∈ Ltnexta : x ≤ Ca[tnext] ≤ y, (12.1b)
−→
S mina (Ca[tnow]) ≤ Ca[tnext] ≤
−→
S maxa (Ca[tnow]) , (12.1c)
with ∆λ = ∆Lλ +∆
↓
λ +∆
↑
λ
In this optimization problem, the supply Ca[tnext] of subordinate dispatchable agents a ∈ Vλ are
the decision variables. Starting with the schedule-compliant supply CCa [tnext], the agents’ goal is
to compensate for the sum ∆λ of all relevant deviations as accurately as possible. In this process,
each participating agent stipulates its supply Ca[tnext] for the next time step tnext by itself. As
before, Equations (12.1b) and (12.1c) ensure that a’s supply adjustment adheres to its control model,
i.e., its feasible supply ranges Ltnexta and its additional inertia functions
−→
S mina and
−→
S maxa . The sum
∆λ = ∆Lλ +∆
↓
λ +∆
↑
λ of all relevant deviations is composed of λ’s local deviation ∆Lλ , the subordinate
deviation ∆↓λ, and the deviation ∆
↑
λ that λ covers for its superior. In case of the top-level intermediary Λ,
we always have ∆↑λ = 0. Deviations introduced by dispatchable agents that cannot comply with their
scheduled supply, e.g., due to technical difficulties, can be taken into account simply by adding them
to ∆λ. If tnext matches the scheduling time pattern, it is also possible to try to reactively compensate
for the remaining demand that could not be redistributed in the course of an intermediary’s schedule
creation by adding it to ∆λ.
It is not surprising that this optimization problem is very similar to the actual resource allocation
problem that has to be solved by the system (see Equation (1.2)). By rewriting Equation (12.1a) as
|(∆λ +
∑
a∈Vλ C
C
a [tnext])−
∑
a∈Vλ Ca[tnext]|, the RCP’s objective function is equivalent to the definition
of the demand violation ∆ whose minimization is the primary objective of the actual resource allocation
problem (see Equation (1.2c)). Note that we do not explicitly incorporate the minimization of the
costs into the RCP, though. That is because the agents base their reactive supply adjustments on their
existing schedules that have been optimized with regard to costs in the course of the schedule creation.
In the following section, we explain how the dispatchable agents Vλ compensate for ∆λ by iteratively
adjusting their supply Ca[tnext] on the basis of their TBST-based schedule and the preferred scenario
determined by their intermediary λ.
12.2 Determining Proactively Guided Reactive Supply Adjustments
As stated at the beginning of this chapter, we want that a dispatchable agent’s supply adjustments are
guided by its schedule and its controllability to increase the system’s efficiency and to promote its ability
to satisfy the future demand. In other words, schedules and control models should define a dispatchable
agent’s individual and situation-specific sensitivity to deviations. Schedules and control models thus
serve as a source of inter-agent variation that can reduce the number of iterations needed to solve the
RCP [8, 47].1
1In [8], we investigated the influence of inter-agent variation on the system’s behavior when solving the resource
allocation problem in a fully reactive and distributed manner, i.e., without incorporating schedules. Inter-agent variation
was found in the agents’ sensitivity, defining when and how strongly to react to deviations between demand and supply.
Our investigations showed that the distribution of sensitivity is crucial to the agents’ ability to solve the resource allocation
problem in a specific situation (i.e., system state). Too little variation leads to oscillations, whereas too much variation
to slow convergence. While we assumed that the distribution of sensitivities was predefined and a static property of the
system, we found out that an adequate amount of variation significantly reduces the number of messages needed to solve
the resource allocation problem.
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For this reason, we assume that, in each time step that matches the schedule time pattern ∆τ , every
dispatchable agent holds a schedule that is valid for a time span H ≥ 2 ·∆τ . Recalling that ∆τ is the
schedules’ resolution and schedules have to be recalculated at least after the time span H elapsed, this
constraint ensures that the dispatchable agents’ reactive adjustments can be guided by their schedules.
For instance, consider a time step t that is a multiple of ∆τ and a dispatchable agent a ∈ V. If, in
time step t−∆t, a stipulates its supply Ca[t] for time step t, assuming H ≥ 2 ·∆τ allows a to take its
scheduled supply for time t+∆τ into account. That is because, in time step t−∆τ , a’s schedule was at
least valid until time step t−∆τ +H ≥ t+∆τ . For convenience, we assume that there have not been
any demand violations in the course of schedule creations.
With regard to the procedure described in Section 12.1, dispatchable agents compensate for deviations
by adjusting their supply for the next time step in an iterative process. In each iteration, the intermediary
coordinating the compensation round updates and informs its subordinate dispatchable agents about the
remaining deviation ∆Rλ . The subordinate dispatchable agents then concurrently and independently of
each other decide about a supply adjustment, i.e., they decide about a new supply CNa . Because we allow
CNa to contradict the dispatchable agent’s control model (see Equations (12.1b) and (12.1c)), the closest
feasible supply to CNa replaces Ca[tnext] at the end of an iteration. That way, we guarantee that Ca[tnext]
complies with the agent’s control model. Afterwards, the dispatchable agents inform their superordinate
intermediary λ about Ca[tnext] which, in turn, starts a new iteration in which the intermediary updates
the remaining deviation according to the supply adjustments. The way a dispatchable agent adjusts its
supply, and which information influences this adjustment depends on the iteration as well as whether it
is the first compensation round in tnow or not. Recall that a new compensation round is started by the
agent’s intermediary λ in each new time step or if it received a compensation request from its superior
(see Figure 12.2). This bottom-up procedure in which each intermediary tries to compensate for its local
deviation ∆Lλ , the subordinate deviation ∆
↓
λ, or the deviation ∆
↑
λ that λ covers for its superior, while
avoiding the propagation of deviations to higher levels, can be regarded as a “YoYo optimization style” –
which is reminiscent of the principle of YoYo design [210].
In each compensation round, the iterative compensation for deviations is split into two phases: While
the agent aims for schedule-compliant supply adjustments in the first phase, it increases its sensitivity
in an escalating manner in the second phase. Figure 12.3 summarizes an agent’s different possibilities
for adjusting its supply.
Dealing with Overreactions
In general, if the dispatchable agents’ total possible supply adjustment exceeds the remaining deviation
∆Rλ , there is the chance of an overreaction that leads to a remaining deviation of the opposite sign in the
next iteration. In this context, we define the need as the percentage of the last total supply adjustment
∆c prevVλ = ∆
R
λ −∆R,prevλ that would have been necessary to cancel out the remaining deviation ∆R,prevλ
of the previous iteration (i.e., ∆R,prevλ = ∆c
prev
Vλ · need):
need = 1 + ∆
R
λ
∆R,prevλ −∆Rλ
Note that the denominator equals −∆c prevVλ . For instance, if we have ∆
R,prev
λ = −20MW as remaining
deviation for the previous and ∆Rλ = 10MW for the current iteration, we obtain need = 23 .
Dispatchable agents notice the presence of an overreaction if the sign of the remaining deviation
changes from one iteration to another. In such a situation, we have 0 < need < 1. A dispatchable
agent a ∈ Vλ reacts to such a situation by adjusting its supply by ∆ca = (need − 1) ·∆c preva , where
∆c preva is a’s last supply adjustment. If all dispatchable agents’ resulting supplies abide by their control
models (i.e., if ∀a ∈ Vλ : Ca[tnext] = CNa ), ∆Rλ will be completely absorbed. Regarding the example given
above, we have
∑
a∈Vλ ∆c
prev
a = ∆Rλ −∆R,prevλ = 30MW for the agents’ aggregated supply adjustment
in the previous iteration so that ∆Rλ = 10MW will be absorbed if the agents make an aggregated supply
adjustment of
∑
a∈Vλ ∆ca = (1− need) ·
∑
a∈Vλ ∆c
prev
a = 13 · 30MW = 10MW. Note that the remaining
deviation ∆Rλ is the only information that is shared in the subsystem of intermediary λ.
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Figure 12.3: An agent’s basic procedure when participating in a compensation for deviations. The
decision about the future supply is based on the demand target (if available), the deviation that has
to be compensated for, the scheduled supply for different demand scenarios, and the agent’s control
model. Except for the first iteration of the first compensation round in tnow, all adjustments are based
on the remaining deviation. In the second phase of the iterative compensation for deviations, an agent’s
sensitivity escalates from one iteration to another. In the last escalation stage, adjustments are not
necessarily schedule-compliant and only restricted by the agent’s control model.
Scenario-Based Adjustment of the Supply
In the first compensation round in tnow, intermediaries compensate for the local deviation ∆Lλ and the
initial subordinate deviation ∆↓λ. In the first iteration of the first compensation round, subordinate
dispatchable agents decide about their supply for tnext on the basis of a demand D∗λ = DTλ [tnext] +∆
↓
λ if
their schedule contains more than one scenario. In such a case, a dispatchable agent simply sets CNa to
the inter- / extrapolated scheduled supply CIa of the two demand scenarios Dλ[ω1, tnext] and Dλ[ω2, tnext]
that are closest to D∗λ. If D∗λ is between two scenarios (in this case, the supply is interpolated), we
define Dλ[ω1, tnext] and Dλ[ω2, tnext] as the closest demand scenario above and below D∗λ, respectively.
When adjusting the supply, the gradient Ga, which is the ratio between the scenario-based change in
supply and the absolute difference between the demand scenarios, serves as a source of sensitivity:
Ga =
STa [ω1, tnext]− STa [ω2, tnext]
|Dλ[ω1, tnext]−Dλ[ω2, tnext]|
With regard to time step t1 in Figure 12.1 and a demand D∗λ = 67MW, the base load power plant a1
obtains the gradient Ga1 = 60MW−60MW80MW−60MW = 0, whereas the peaking power plant a2 obtains Ga2 =
20MW−0MW
80MW−60MW = 1.
Based on its gradient Ga, a dispatchable agent determines its inter- / extrapolated scheduled supply
CIa[tnext] as follows (if D∗λ is not between two scenarios, we define that Dλ[ω1, tnext] is closer to D∗λ than
Dλ[ω2, tnext] and the supply is extrapolated):
CIa = STa [ω2, tnext] +Ga · |D∗λ −Dλ[ω2, tnext]|
Again, assuming a demand D∗λ = 67MW for t1 in Figure 12.1, the base load power plant a1 should
provide an output of CIa1 = 60MW+0 · |67MW−60MW| = 60MW, whereas the peaking power plant a2
should deliver CIa2 = 0MW+ 1 · |67MW− 60MW| = 7MW.
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The inter- / extrapolated supply CIa is used as new supply CNa . If the inter- / extrapolated supplies of
all dispatchable agents in the subsystem comply with their control models, the deviation completely
dissolves after the first iteration (cf. the example above). Of course, it is possible that CNa does not
comply with the agent’s control model. In such a situation, the agent provides a contribution that comes
closest to CIa. In any case, TBST-based schedules are a good indicator of how much to contribute in a
specific situation. In the above-given example, the base load power plant – whose supply should not
change with the demand in different scenarios – should also provide a very similar supply in situations
not captured in its TBST-based schedule (i.e., its sensitivity is low). The peaking power plant, on
the other hand, has to scale its supply with the demand (i.e., its sensitivity is high). As stated at
the beginning of this chapter, that is why an agent’s sensitivity describes the role it should take on
when solving the RCP. This role is predefined by the scheduling algorithm and encoded in TBST-based
schedules. An agent’s role depends on its control model and its production costs in relation to the other
agents in the system. Ultimately, this allows the system to make reactive adjustments with respect
to the scheduling problem’s objectives. Note that schedule-based supply adjustments might lead to
situations in which some dispatchable agents increase and others decrease their supply. This might,
however, be necessary to be able to satisfy the future demand. To ensure progress in the compensation
for deviations, we make certain that all dispatchable agents either increase or decrease their supply in
all subsequent iterations and compensation rounds in tnow.
Schedule-Compliant Supply Adjustments
If the demand is above or below all scenarios, an agent’s inter- / extrapolated supply CIa is limited to the
minimum or maximum schedule-compliant value (see Section 12.1). Here, the schedule-compliant supply
is determined with respect to the agent’s preferred supply STa [ωρ, tnext +∆t] (that is, the contribution
it should make according to the preferred scenario ωρ) in the time step tnext +∆t after the next time
step tnext. This procedure ensures that dispatchable agents are only at risk of not being able to deliver
their scheduled supply in tnext +∆t if necessary. Further, if only a single scenario is available in the first
iteration of the first compensation round in tnow, dispatchable agents use their minimum or maximum
schedule-compliant supply as CNa , whichever is more appropriate in the given situation. While this
measure is likely to cause an overreaction that is damped in the subsequent iteration (cf. the need-based
procedure introduced at the beginning of this section), it is fair since the dispatchable agents’ are
equally able to return to their preferred supply in tnext +∆t. In these situations, a dispatchable agent’s
sensitivity (i.e., its role in the course of the compensation) is defined by its control model and further
subject to its preferred supply in tnext +∆t.
Escalation of Sensitivity
In all following iterations or compensation rounds in tnow, dispatchable agents increase their sensitivity
in an escalating manner. That way, dispatchable agents ensure that they make progress in solving the
RCP while adhering to their schedules as accurately as possible.
The escalation stages range from schedule-based reactions, over the full exploitation of the schedule-
compliant supply, to exclusively control-model-based decisions that do not take the schedule into account.
We only present the basic idea of some of these stages in this chapter. Each stage specifies a factor that
is used to scale the supply adjustment proportionally to the given deviation. In the first escalation stage,
for example, we use the average gradient (cf. “Scenario-Based Adjustment of the Supply”) of adjacent
scenarios in the schedule. An example of an exclusively control-model-based decision is to make use
of an agent’s maximal rate of change. If need > 2 (cf. “Dealing with Overreactions”) less than half of
the last iteration’s deviation was compensated. In such a situation, a dispatchable agent switches to
the next escalation stage to increase its sensitivity. In case the deviation has not changed from one
iteration to another, each dispatchable agent switches to the next higher escalation stage that leads
to a supply change (cf. “supplyAdjustment == 0” in Figure 12.3). Note that this stage might differ
from one agent to another. To promote schedule compliance, except for the last escalation stage, it is
ensured that the supply is schedule-compliant with respect to tnext+∆t (cf. “Schedule-Compliant Supply
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Adjustments”). Finally, in the last escalation stage, dispatchable agents adjust their supply as much as
possible, i.e., they set their supply to the feasible value closest to −→S mina (Ca[tnow]) or
−→
S maxa (Ca[tnow]).
While schedule compliance is not ensured in the last stage, such a reaction is very likely to cause an
overreaction that is compensated for in the subsequent iteration on the basis of the need, which, at least,
yields fair adjustments with regard to the exhausted dispatchable agents’ flexibility. However, before
such drastic measures are taken, dispatchable agents stay in a waiting stage as long as other agents can
compensate for deviations without infringing schedule compliance. If no further schedule-compliant
supply adjustments can be made, the agents switch to the last escalation stage (cf. “changeRequired” in
Figure 12.3).
12.3 Evaluation in the Decentralized Power Management Case Study
In the context of our case study, we evaluate the TBST-based reactive compensation for deviations
between supply and demand in five different settings. These mainly differ in the information dispatchable
power plants use to determine their sensitivities and supply adjustments. Where not stated otherwise,
presented results are average values.
Test Bed
We base our evaluation on a hierarchical structure of AVPPs, consisting of 173 dispatchable and 350 non-
dispatchable power plants of different types (hydro, biofuel, gas power plants as well as solar plants
and wind generators). We use a hierarchy that was established by the power plants in a self-organized
manner in preliminary tests. It contains 20 AVPPs and is of height 5.
As before, each power plant is modeled as an individual agent and non-dispatchable consumers are
represented by a single agent that is assigned to the top-level AVPP. The demand, i.e., the residual
load, originates from weather-dependent power plants and the consumers. We use real world data for
the capabilities of physical power plants2 (such as minimal and maximal production boundaries), the
load curves3, and the simulated weather conditions4 influencing the output of weather-dependent power
plants. Each dispatchable power plant’s inertia is defined within typical boundaries. The production
costs, i.e., the unit price of electricity, range from 6.50 euro centkWh to 17.50
euro cent
kWh .
The simulation environment is implemented in a sequential, round-based execution model. Each
round corresponds to a specific time step t ∈ T . The dispatchable power plants have to satisfy a
prescribed residual load (mean value of 1.43GW) over a period of 12 hours, corresponding to |T | = 720
discrete time steps, each representing 1min. Every 15min, AVPPs update their TBSTs and create
schedules for a time span of H = 1 hour with a resolution of ∆τ = 15min on the basis of residual load
predictions provided by non-dispatchable power plants and consumers. Each schedule thus comprises
N = 4 time steps.
AVPPs employ the regio-central approach RegioC for the creation of TBST-based schedules. The
corresponding optimization problems are formulated as mixed integer linear programs and solved by
IBM ILOG CPLEX5. When creating schedules, the utmost goal is to satisfy the residual load, followed
by the goal to provide electricity at a low price. We opt for RegioC in this evaluation since its schedules
have a greater need for reactive supply adjustments than those of TruCAOS (see Section 11.5).
As in Chapters 5 and 11, uncertainty in residual load predictions is generated by means of Markov
models that randomly modify the actual behavior of non-dispatchable power plants and consumers. To
reflect sequential dependencies in the predictions’ accuracy (as is the case with the quality of weather
predictions, for instance), the prediction error of a specific time step depends on prediction errors of
previous time steps. The stochastic process is further designed in a way that short-term predictions
2Energymap (Bavaria), 2012: http://www.energymap.info, retrieved in 2012.
3LEW, 2012: http://www.lew-verteilnetz.de, retrieved in 2012.
4LfL (Bavaria), 2010: http://www.lfl.bayern.de/agm/ , retrieved in 2012.
5IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer, Version 12.4, 2011: https://www-01.ibm.com/software/commerce/optimization/
cplex-optimizer/ , retrieved on March 1, 2016.
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are more precise than long-term predictions, and that predictions become more accurate as a future
point in time approaches. Calculated over all regarded time steps, the mean prediction error was 3.57%
of the actual local residual load with a standard deviation of 5.25%. The accuracy of predictions of
non-dispatchable power plants within the same AVPP is coupled as is the case with weather predictions
for different locations. The top-level AVPP is able to measure the quality of residual load predictions
with an accuracy of 3.0% of the mean local residual load recorded in the experiences that are used for
the generation of the local deviation tree. All other AVPPs can perceive erroneous predictions with an
accuracy of 20.0%. Again, we use a higher resolution for the top-level AVPP because its local residual
load includes the consumption and is thus much higher than the local residual load of the other AVPPs.
In every time step t ∈ T , power plants compensated for deviations between power production and
consumption by solving the RCP as described in Sections 12.1 and 12.2.
In the following, we analyze the influence of the information the dispatchable power plants use
to determine their reactive supply adjustments on runtime performance and on the quality of the
compensation. To this end, we make use of five different evaluation scenarios, called OnlyLastEscStage,
AllEscStages, ScenarioBased, BadPrefScenario, and 1-TBS. In OnlyLastEscStage, power plants com-
pensate for deviations exclusively by applying the last escalation stage (see “Escalation of Sensitivity”
in Section 12.2). In AllEscStages, power plants make use of all escalation stages, including those that
incorporate schedule-based decisions, such as the average gradient of adjacent scenarios in the schedule,
and that allow for schedule-compliant adjustments (see “Schedule-Compliant Supply Adjustments” in
Section 12.2). In ScenarioBased, power plants additionally inter- / extrapolate their output on the
basis of the different demand scenarios contained in their TBST-based schedules (see “Scenario-Based
Adjustment of the Supply” in Section 12.2). In BadPrefScenario, we force the AVPPs to choose the most
inappropriate scenario as preferred scenario to investigate the mechanism’s resilience with respect to
badly chosen preferred scenarios. In 1-TBS, all escalation stages can be applied but schedules are only
created for the anticipated demand scenario. For each evaluation scenario, we performed 200 simulation
runs, which amounts to 200 · |T | = 200 · 720 = 144000 observations per evaluation scenario used to
calculate mean values and standard deviations. The differences we point out in the following discussion
are statistically significant using a two-sample t-test at α = 0.01.
Results
Table 12.1 lists the results for the four evaluation scenarios in which TBST-based schedules are created.
The results for the evaluation scenario 1-TBS are not included in the table as they are very similar to
those of OnlyLastEscStage. We highlight the most important differences at the end of this section.
Independently of a specific evaluation scenario, we observe that the compensation time per AVPP of
not more than 1.40ms as well as the maximum sequential compensation time6 of not more than 8.02ms
is only a fraction of the corresponding scheduling time per AVPP of 351.05ms (standard deviation
σ = 345.06ms) and the max. seq. scheduling time of 2394.54ms (σ = 929.04ms). On average, AVPPs
created schedules for 3.70 scenarios (σ = 2.17). The given numbers for the scheduling time per AVPP,
the max. seq. scheduling time, and the number of scenarios refer to the evaluation scenario ScenarioBased
but are more or less identical for all evaluation scenarios in which TBST-based schedules are created.
This illustrates that the reactive compensation for deviations can be performed in much less time than
the creation of TBST-based schedules, which is why a rather coarse-grained schedule resolution is
preferred. Furthermore, it should be noted that the power plants managed to reactively dissolve all
deviations in all evaluation scenarios.
In OnlyLastEscStage, power plants compensate for deviations exclusively by means of the last
escalation stage. Hence, their reactions are not influenced by their schedules but only subject to their
control models. Since this is likely to cause an overreaction that is damped in a subsequent iteration, the
power plants need only 2.02 iterations on average to dissolve a deviation. Despite these overreactions, our
procedure ensures that fairness – with respect to the power plants’ exhausted flexibility – is respected.
6We define the maximum sequential compensation time analogously to the maximum sequential scheduling time (see
Equation (6.1)). The maximum sequential compensation time is thus the longest of all serial paths that result from adding
the compensation times for each branch in the hierarchy.
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ScenarioBased AllEscStages OnlyLastEscStage BadPrefScenario
Max. Seq. Compensation Time per
Time Step [ms]
7.47
(9.88)
8.02
(10.16)
6.33
(9.66)
7.62
(10.24)
Aggr. Compensation Time per AVPP
and Time Step [ms]
1.30
(2.40)
1.40
(2.49)
1.16
(2.23)
1.34
(2.49)
#Compensation Rounds per AVPP
and Time Step
2.09
(1.00)
2.08
(1.01)
3.13
(1.03)
2.14
(1.01)
#Iterations per Compensation Round 3.49(2.23)
3.86
(2.49)
2.02
(0.20)
3.56
(2.25)
#Switches of the Preferred Scenario
Between Two Schedule Calculations
1.56
(0.68)
1.56
(0.69)
1.57
(0.70)
1.95
(0.71)
Local Deviation per AVPP and Time
Step [%]
76.76
(27.82)
77.62
(27.46)
66.33
(27.00)
77.51
(26.93)
Subordinate Deviation per AVPP and
Time Step [%]
0.48
(5.06)
0.47
(5.07)
0.50
(5.24)
0.44
(4.69)
Superordinate Deviation per AVPP
and Time Step [%]
22.76
(27.49)
21.91
(27.10)
33.17
(26.81)
22.06
(26.65)
Schedule Compliant Output per Disp.
Power Plant and Time Step [%]
88.32
(17.90)
88.74
(17.50)
92.04
(11.53)
86.03
(20.11)
Used Percentage of Max. Output
Change per Disp. Power Plant and
Time Step [%]
7.30
(8.21)
6.75
(7.71)
4.49
(2.81)
8.77
(9.71)
Table 12.1: Evaluation results for the four evaluation scenarios ScenarioBased, AllEscStages, Only-
LastEscStage, and BadPrefScenario. All results are averaged over the 200 simulation runs for each
evaluation scenario. Values in parentheses denote standard deviations. The results for the evaluation
scenario 1-TBS are similar to those of OnlyLastEscStage. Differences are highlighted in the discussion.
This is reflected in the comparably low standard deviation of 2.81% of the percentage of −→S mina (Ca[tnow])
or −→S maxa (Ca[tnow]) power plants make use of when compensating for deviations (mean value of 4.49%).
Additionally, the relatively low standard deviation of 11.53% of schedule-compliant outputs shows that
the procedure is also fair in terms of the power plants’ ability to return to their preferred scheduled
output (mean value of 92.04%). These values significantly differ from the results for the other evaluation
scenarios. However, as AVPPs are usually able to change their output to a greater amount than physical
power plants, this single source of sensitivity leads to a propagation of deviations to subordinate AVPPs.
Regarding a single compensation round, only 0.50% of the deviations are propagated to the superordinate
AVPP on average, but 33.17% of a deviation stems from the superordinate AVPP. This yields to a
relatively high average number of 3.13 compensation rounds per AVPP and time step. To prevent this
top-down propagation of uncertainties, we, in fact, included a term in the scheduling problem’s objective
function such that solutions in which AVPPs provide similar outputs for different residual load scenarios
are preferred, that is, AVPPs should act as a specific type of base load power plant (see Section 11.2).
Our evaluation shows that this objective is ignored when power plants decide about reactive adjustments
without incorporating their schedules.
For this reason, we enable the power plants to use all escalation stages, including those that incorporate
schedule-based decisions, in the evaluation scenario AllEscStages. Because the power plants’ sensitivity is
successively increased in this setting, they now need 3.86 iterations per compensation round on average.
On the other hand, we notice that only 21.91% of a deviation stems from the superordinate AVPP, which
is a decrease of about 34% compared to OnlyLastEscStage. This behavior confirms that reactive supply
adjustments that are guided by TBSTs and schedule-based decisions allow the agents to respect those
objectives of the scheduling problem that can be deduced from the created schedules. These objectives
comprise those that can be encoded in a power plant’s sensitivity to changes in the demand, such as
achieving low prices or preventing the propagation of local uncertainties to lower levels.7 Moreover, the
mean number of compensation rounds per AVPP and time step drops to 2.08. Although the number of
iterations is larger than in OnlyLastEscStage, the number of sent messages is significantly decreased in
7Objectives that cannot be deduced from created schedules include, for example, “produce more than 60% green
energy” or “do not turn on / off the power plant more than twice a day”.
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Figure 12.4: The scheduled output for the anticipated scenario as well as the actual output of a hydro
power plant over a time frame of 60min. Recorded in our simulation environment for autonomous power
systems. Despite necessary reactive supply adjustments, the actual output resembles the scheduled
output.
AllEscStages. That is because, in OnlyLastEscStage, the number of compensation rounds performed
by AVPPs increases from top to bottom in the hierarchy since OnlyLastEscStage tends to propagate
deviations to lower levels. Note that also the number of power plants increases from top to bottom.
Since we ran our experiments on a single machine, our time measurements do not include communication
efforts, though. As the average compensation time per AVPP is in the range of milliseconds, this decrease
in the number of sent messages would improve the performance of a real distributed system (assuming
that the time needed to deliver a message also ranges in the order of milliseconds).
When allowing power plants to use their TBST-based schedules to derive an inter- / extrapolated
output in evaluation scenario ScenarioBased, we observe that, compared to AllEscStages, the average
number of iterations is reduced (3.49 instead of 3.86), which results in a shorter runtime per AVPP of
1.30ms and a max. seq. runtime of 7.47ms. Although the schedule-based decisions of ScenarioBased
and AllEscStages do not yield the same degree of fairness as OnlyLastEscStage (recall that fairness
mainly results from the way power plants deal with overreactions), the principle of proactively guided
reactive adjustments allows them to respect the scheduling problem’s objectives.
In BadPrefScenario, we forced the AVPPs to choose the most inappropriate scenario as preferred
scenario. Although the power plants need slightly more iterations as well as the highest percentage of
their maximal possible output change among all evaluation scenarios, they are still able to compensate
for deviations. This points out the mechanism’s resilience with respect to the selection of the preferred
scenario (1.95 switches between two schedule calculations). The fact that AVPPs also switched the
preferred scenario at least 1.56 times on average in the other TBST-based evaluation scenarios indicates
the importance of TBST-based schedules and of being able to choose the most suitable scenario at
runtime.
The results for the evaluation scenario 1-TBS in which schedules are only created for the anticipated
demand scenario are very similar to those obtained in OnlyLastEscStage. That is because the power
plants cannot make use of the information about how to behave in different demand scenarios. As is
the case with OnlyLastEscStage, reactive adjustments are therefore only guided by the power plants’
control model. This results in a propagation of deviations to subordinate AVPPs. However, because the
power plants do not only make use of the last escalation stage, they need an average of 2.67 (σ = 0.36)
iterations per compensation round. The disadvantage of not taking multiple demand scenarios into
account is revealed when taking a look at the resulting costs per schedule. While schedule-based reactive
adjustments in ScenarioBased lead to mean total costs of the schedules of about 173.56 k€ (σ = 35.67 k€)
and OnlyLastEscStage causes expenses of 173.95 k€ (σ = 35.54 k€), considering only a single scenario
in 1-TBS generates costs of 175.70 k€ (σ = 34.57 k€). With respect to the total considered time span
of 12 hours, the difference in costs between OnlyLastEscStage and 1-TBS amounts to 102.72 k€. This
demonstrates the financial advantage of regarding multiple scenarios when creating schedules and making
reactive supply adjustments in uncertain environments. Note that the differences in costs would probably
be even larger if we considered only for the first two instead of all four time steps in a schedule.
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Figure 12.4 shows an example of how a hydro power plant’s actual and scheduled output for the
anticipated scenario developed over a time frame of 60min. The scheduled output was stipulated for
time steps in {90, 105, 120, 135, 150}. Although uncertainties necessitate deviations between the actual
and the scheduled output, the characteristic of the reactively determined actual output resembles the
development of the scheduled output. This illustrates our idea of schedule compliance.
Chapter Summary and Outlook
In this chapter, we showed that the combination of proactive schedule creation and reactive supply
adjustments allows the dispatchable agents to effectively and efficiently solve the resource allocation
problem in uncertain environments. In particular, the system has to rely on reactive supply adjustments to
balance supply and demand in a fine-grained time pattern although the scheduling problem’s complexity
calls for rather coarse-grained schedules. Furthermore, reactive supply adjustments enable the system
to deal with unforeseen developments of the demand and deviations resulting from agents that do not
comply with their schedules. In this context, schedules created on the basis of Trust-Based Scenario
Trees (TBSTs) proactively guide the agents’ reactive adjustments since they encode how many resources
the agents have to provide in which situation. Moreover, they allow the agents to switch to the most
suitable schedule at runtime. Together with the agents’ control model, TBST-based schedules serve as a
dynamic and situation-specific source of sensitivity to deviations between supply and demand. This
sensitivity defines an agent’s role in the compensation for deviations. Our evaluation demonstrates
that reactive adjustments guided by TBST-based schedules respect those objectives of the scheduling
problem that can be deduced from created schedules. This characteristic increases the system’s efficiency
in terms of costs and avoids the propagation of deviations within the hierarchical system structure.
In future work, we want to investigate the on-demand recalculation of schedules, i.e., we want to delay
the recalculation of schedules until it is observed that the current schedules might not adequately guide
the agents’ reactive supply adjustments in future. Ultimately, a shift from rigid to flexible scheduling
intervals should reduce the overhead of unnecessary schedule recalculations while preserving the system’s
efficiency and robustness.
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Chapter 13
Related Work
Summary. This chapter provides a cumulative discussion of the related work for Chapters 10
to 12 in the context of finding robust solutions to the resource allocation problem. While we
examine different related approaches to schedule creation and reactive resource allocation in
general, we are especially interested in the others’ approaches’ ability to deal with uncertain
demand and supply, and to cope with systems of large size.
Publication. The most part of the following discussion has been published in Anders et al.
[8, 10, 11, 12, 14] and Kosak et al. [123].
In the domain of power systems, multiple approaches aim at solving problems similar to the scheduling
problem considered in this thesis (see Section 1.2). Due to the complexity of these problems, centralized
approaches – based on, for example, particle swarm optimization [84] or standard mathematical
programming software [234] – can only handle small numbers of dispatchable agents, though. Our
empirical evaluations in Sections 9.2, 10.5, 11.2, and 11.4 confirm that the self-organized formation of
hierarchical system structures allows large systems to deal with the complexity of the scheduling problem.
Based on such a hierarchical structure, the regio-central approach RegioC presented in Section 2.2 – in
which each intermediary creates schedules by means of an instance of the centralized solver IBM ILOG
CPLEX – is able to solve the scheduling problem for a large number of agents in short time. However,
our evaluations also revealed that a heuristic, such as TruCAOS (see Chapter 10), significantly improves
the system’s runtime performance, the quality of schedules, and – because TruCAOS is able to deal
with large subsystems – the stability of the system structure. Importantly, these characteristics allow
TruCAOS to increase the system’s robustness by creating robust solutions to the scheduling problem,
which is achieved by regarding multiple possible developments of the demand, optimizing the provision
of reserves, and shifting the dispatchable agents’ scheduled supply into regions of higher predictability.
With regard to uncertainties, Zafra-Cabeza et al. [234] look into the application of risk management
to scheduling combined heat and power plants. Given a mapping from risks to countermeasures that
is defined at design time, risks (e.g., the risk to violate a schedule) can be mitigated by scheduling
corresponding actions, e.g., hiring more personnel or carrying out maintenance procedures. These
investigations are orthogonal to those made in this thesis: Since TruCAOS’s trust-based measures and
its payment function incentivize compliance with schedules, the operators of power plants are encouraged
to create proposals by means of the techniques presented in [234].
Apart from centralized algorithms, there are several market-based approaches related to TruCAOS,
such as [121, 131, 227]). DEZENT [227] is a bottom-up market-based mechanism that operates on a
predefined hierarchical structure based on the different voltage levels of the power grid. Each internal
node acts in the role of a balancing group manager for a specific voltage level. Leaves correspond to
physical devices, such as generators. DEZENT balances power production and consumption by enabling
the agents to conclude contracts within fixed price frames that are tightened by the balancing group
managers from one iteration to another. Agents that could not sell or buy electricity as desired are
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forwarded to the balancing group manager on the next higher hierarchy level. DEZENT assumes that
the root – which stands for the highest voltage level – is able to compensate for any remaining mismatch
between supply and demand. A further approach to supply and demand matching that is based on
a hierarchical system structure is PowerMatcher [121]. In PowerMatcher, physical devices constitute
the leaves of a hierarchy, too. However, internal nodes only serve to aggregate subordinate supply and
demand. The hierarchy’s root balances supply and demand by determining an equilibrium price, i.e.,
a price that establishes a market equilibrium. The equilibrium price is based on aggregated demand,
aggregated supply, and price predictions. The auctioneer – in the form of the root – is thus a central
component of the system. As opposed to the resource allocation problem considered in this thesis,
satisfying the demand is not paramount. Unlike TruCAOS, DEZENT and PowerMatcher only create
schedules for the next time step instead of multiple future ones. While this is reminiscent of the reactive
compensation problem (see Chapter 12), DEZENT and PowerMatcher are not suitable for enabling
dispatchable agents to make fast reactive supply adjustments that balance supply and demand. Li
et al. [131] present a coordination mechanism that uses a blackboard, called stigspace, as the medium
of communication between distributed energy resources in order to create schedules for multiple time
steps in an iterative process. Initially, the stigspace is used to announce the demand that has to be
fulfilled by the distributed energy resources. These in turn revise their schedules in order to minimize
the remaining demand. The new schedule is then posted to the stigspace where the remaining demand is
updated accordingly. This process is repeated until the demand is sufficiently satisfied. In this approach,
agents adjust their schedules independently of each other, and every schedule posted to the stigspace is
“accepted”. Obviously, this might have detrimental effects on the approach’s convergence. Above that, the
method proposed by Li et al. [131] might only achieve the resource allocation problem’s primary objective,
that is, to allocate resources according to a given demand. Non-functional requirements, such as the
minimization of costs, are not taken into account. Our evaluations in Sections 10.5 and 11.4 revealed
the importance of minimizing the costs in the course of schedule creation. The stigspace approach is not
only related to TruCAOS, but also to our bottom-up procedure for reactive supply adjustments: an
intermediary can be thought of as the stigspace and, within an iteration, dispatchable agents determine
their supply adjustments independently of each other. However, as the agents base their decisions on
schedules that have been created for multiple demand scenarios, their supply adjustments are proactively
guided and thus indirectly coupled, which allows them to respect objectives of higher system levels. In
contrast to our approach, DEZENT, PowerMatcher, as well as the stigspace approach do not consider
the problem of uncertain supply and demand. They are thus not able to create robust schedules to the
scheduling problem.
Hinrichs et al. [89] present a decentralized heuristic, called COHDA2, for solving a combinatorial
optimization problem. The algorithm is based on a neighborhood structure in which agents iteratively
adjust their configuration, i.e., state, in order to achieve a global as well as individual objectives. The
former can be thought of as the objectives of the resource allocation problem regarded in this thesis.
In COHDA2, every time an agent changes its configuration, it informs its neighbors about its new
configuration as well as the currently known configuration of its neighbors and the neighbors’ neighbors
etc. it received in a prior time step. Although each agent only has current information about its
direct neighborhood, it synthesizes a complete representation of the configuration of all agents in the
system over time. To decide on suitable own configurations, the agents take this locally perceived
global configuration into account. As it is very likely that this configuration differs from the actual
configuration of the other agents, the agents keep track of and inform their neighbors about the best
configuration they have achieved so far. While COHDA2 solves a combinatorial optimization problem in
a truly decentralized manner, the quality of its solutions highly depends on the topology of the overlay
network defining the agents’ neighborhood. However, COHDA2 does not consider uncertainties and
is thus not able to aim for robust solutions to the scheduling problem. In [156], COHDA2 is extended
to recalculate schedules for the members of a virtual power plant as soon as an incident is detected
that leads to a deviation between scheduled and actual supply. Instead of recalculating schedules, our
approach to reactive supply adjustments exploits the information provided by robust solutions to the
scheduling problem, which allows for balancing supply and demand in very short time.
As outlined in Chapters 5 and 11, stochastic programming [198] and online stochastic optimization [83]
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are well-known frameworks for solving optimization problems in uncertain environments based on a
set of scenarios. Pappala and Erlich [162] introduce a particle swarm optimizer, i.e., a centralized
population-based metaheuristic, that solves multi-stage problems in the context of schedule creation.
While their algorithm thus takes account of the scenario tree’s structure (see Figure 11.2a), it has only
been evaluated in a system consisting of 11 power plants; no statements regarding runtime performance
were made. Due to the computational complexity of solving multi-stage stochastic programs with a
centralized optimizer [197], most approaches making use of these frameworks use a two-stage stochastic
program as approximation (cf. [41, 71, 178]). Complexity is reduced because two-stage problems
treat a given scenario tree as a fan of unrelated scenarios (see Figure 11.2b). A variant of two-stage
problems presented in [193] abolishes recourse actions for the next relevant time step by representing
the uncertainties by a single expected value (see Figure 11.2c). The expected value is the average of
the root’s children in the given scenario tree. Evidently, regarding an expected value does not allow for
encoding strategies for how to react to different situations. Beyond that, the method presented by Scott
et al. [193] does not take the scenarios’ probabilities into account. By contrast, our approach to robust
schedule creation exploits the scenario trees’ structure as well as the scenarios’ probability of occurrence.
Considering multiple scenarios – also in the first stage – allows for switching to the most suitable scenario
at runtime, which proved to be beneficial to the system’s robustness and efficiency (cf. the evaluation
results presented in Sections 5.3, 11.2, and 12.3). Furthermore, we demonstrated that scenario-tree-based
schedules are an enabler for efficient and effective self-adaptation when reactively balancing supply and
demand (see Section 12.3). As opposed to these solutions, our approach to deal with the complexity of
multi-stage problems is based on self-organized hierarchical problem decomposition in combination with
an auctioned-based mechanism that enables all dispatchable agents to actively participate in the process
of schedule creation.
While Ruiz et al. [178] also optimize the provision of reserves to increase the system’s robustness,
reserves are implemented as hard constraints instead of an additional objective of the scheduling problem.
As our evaluation in Section 11.5 shows, hard constraints are usually too restrictive. Although the
centralized approach presented by Ruiz et al. [178] cannot be applied to hierarchical systems, their
results confirm our observation that the combination of scenario-based scheduling and the optimized
provision of reserves leads to robust solutions.
Ruthe et al. [179] regard the problem of matching uncertain demand and supply in power markets.
The goal is to determine a stochastic price vector, i.e., a market clearing price, that balances the expected
demand and the expected supply. This is in contrast to the scheduling problem considered in this thesis
where schedules have to be stipulated in a way that the aggregated supply meets the given demand
while minimizing the resulting costs.
Stro¨hle et al. [208] present a centralized scheduling heuristic for solving a combinatorial resource
allocation problem under uncertain power consumption and renewable supply. The task is to schedule
non-preemptive jobs in the form of deferrable loads. These jobs are characterized by a value, a
consumption rate, a duration, and a deadline, among others. Future jobs are uncertain so that the
centralized scheduler only has a probability distribution of future jobs and their properties. In [208], the
goal is to maximize the social welfare, i.e., the net profit given as the difference between the total value
of scheduled jobs and the costs of supply. A further important difference to the scheduling problem
regarded in this thesis is that, in each time step, an unlimited amount of conventionally generated
supply is available. This supply can be provided at fixed costs in order to balance power production and
consumption. Similar to TruCAOS’s price-performance filtering, a greedy algorithm creates schedules
according to the jobs’ price-performance ratio. Uncertainty regarding future renewable supply is modeled
by means of scenarios which are sampled from a fixed probability distribution instead of being learned
at runtime. Although each scenario has a certain probability of occurrence that is used to maximize
the expected social welfare, only a set of unrelated scenarios is considered. As opposed to [208], our
approach to robust schedule creation incorporates the tree’s structure into the optimization problem.
By scheduling the supply for nodes (which might be part of multiple scenarios), we ensure that the
agents cannot only provide the scheduled output in tnow +∆τ but also in subsequent time steps (note
that there might be a branch following a node in tnow + ∆τ). This characteristic allows the agents
to delay their decision which demand scenario to choose, i.e., their assumption in which direction the
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demand develops, until the time step a branch in the tree has to be taken (see Chapter 11). In addition,
TruCAOS accepts proposals in a way that increases the predictability of dispatchable agents.
In addition to unintentional uncertainties originating from weather-dependent power plants, Stro¨hle
et al. [208] employ the principle of mechanism design [59] to address the issue of intentional uncertainties.
The field of mechanism design studies how a system has to work in order to incentivize its self-interested,
strategic, and individually rational participants to tell the truth, i.e., to behave benevolently. Intentional
misbehavior can be ascribed to agents that lie about some private information needed to decide about
an adequate allocation, such as the cost or probability of performing a task successfully [59, 165]. As
opposed to unavoidable misbehavior, uncertainties originating from intentional misbehavior can be
avoided. Employing the techniques of mechanism design can guarantee efficiency (maximization of
the agents’ overall utility), individual rationality (the agents’ utility of participating in the scheme is
non-negative), and incentive compatibility (the agents are best off revealing their true type) [60]. The
latter property is of particular interest in open systems when agents have to be incentivized to disclose
their private information needed to make decisions. As the approach presented by Stro¨hle et al. [208] is
incentive compatible, dispatchable agents are incentivized to report their true type, i.e., their job’s true
valuation, duration, etc.
In the context of supply and demand matching in smart grids, the ideas of mechanism design have
been adopted to various market-based approaches in which pricing mechanisms prevent agents from
gaming the system (e.g., [48, 220]). In such settings, one has to be careful on which assumptions the
presented approaches proceed to achieve incentive compatibility. Chalkiadakis et al. [48], for example,
employ a pricing mechanism that incentivizes power plants to provide accurate estimates about their
production. However, this mechanism is based on the assumption that there is a global unit price of
electricity that can be used to determine the agents’ payment. We must not make this assumption for
the problem considered in this thesis where each dispatchable agent has an individual cost function.
For this reason, TruCAOS makes use of the mean average costs of accepted proposals to lower the
reward of a dispatchable agent that did not comply with its schedule. Dash et al. [60] achieves incentive
compatibility by means of a payment function that penalizes supply that is lower than scheduled or
predicted (in case of weather-dependent power plants). This measure prevents dispatchable agents from
intentionally overestimating their supply, and additionally reduces avoidable uncertainties, e.g., the
risk that (non-)dispatchable agents overestimate their supply if it could unintentionally turn out to
be lower than expected. Underestimations that also lead to imbalances between supply and demand
are not penalized. In [60], the goal is thus merely to cover the demand instead of balancing supply
and demand. In contrast to [60], TruCAOS is able to create schedules for multiple time steps and its
payment function takes both positive as well as negative deviations from promised supply into account.
Because we cannot make such assumptions, TruCAOS is not incentive compatible. However, as Dash
et al. [60] shows, it is still possible to use penalty schemes to increase the agents’ risk that providing false
reports or promises that cannot be kept is detrimental to their utilities. TruCAOS’s payment function
follows this idea so that dispatchable agents are incentivized to comply with their promised supply (see
Section 10.4). Moreover, since a dispatchable agent’s predictability influences the price-performance
ratio of its proposals, trustworthy agents can charge higher prices for a contribution than untrustworthy
agents.
Although the approaches presented in [48, 60, 220] focus on preventing intentional misbehavior, they
also tackle the challenge of unavoidable uncertainties. However, none of them incorporate information
about unavoidable uncertainties into the optimization problem, e.g., those stemming from inaccurate
demand predictions. The mechanism presented in [48] mitigates unintentional uncertainties by forming
coalitions of agents in such a way that prediction errors cancel each other out. In our approach, the agents
pursue a similar goal when forming the hierarchical system structure, but instead of only mitigating
uncertainties, the principle of homogeneous partitioning aims at forming organizations that feature a
similar ratio of uncertainty to controllability. Since this promotes the organizations’ ability to locally
compensate for deviations, the robustness and the efficiency of the overall system increases. To reactively
deal with unintentional prediction errors, Vytelingum et al. [220] introduce an online balancing mechanism
that compensates for deviations between demand and supply. Given that Vytelingum et al. [220] use a
Continuous Double Auction to match supply and demand, unmatched offers in the day-ahead market
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can be used to implement reactive adjustments. In contrast to [220], our approach proactively identifies
and deals with unavoidable uncertainties. That is, dispatchable agents schedule an appropriate amount
of reserves and explicitly represent possible uncertainties in the form of scenarios in their schedules. In
turn, the agents exploit this information when making reactive supply adjustments.
In the context of resource and, especially, task allocation problems, there are several approaches that
propose to make use of computational trust to quantify and anticipate uncertainties originating from
unavoidable and avoidable misbehavior (cf. [171] and the following references). In general, incorporating
trust into the decision-making process allows the system to optimize for expectations, such as the expected
probability of success [59]. In [148, 149], a self-organizing middleware incorporating a trust-aware load-
balancing mechanism assigns important services to trustworthy nodes in order to increase the services’
expected availability. Similarly, Klejnowski et al. [118] propose a Desktop Grid Computing system whose
participants delegate the calculation of jobs to trustworthy agents, i.e., to members of their Explicit
Trusted Community (see Section 6.3), to improve their expected outcome. Torrent-Fontbona et al. [212]
present a trust-based approach to multi-attribute auctions in which bids consists of a price, a delivery
time, and an amount of energy that is consumed if the bid is accepted. The auctioneer’s goal is to
accept a combination of bids that maximizes the expected utility. While these procedures are similar to
the way TruCAOS employs trust values to minimize the expected remaining demand (see Section 10.4),
the scheduling problem regarded in this thesis significantly differs from these task allocation problems.
Consequently, these approaches do not allow for actively increasing the predictability of agents that
struggle with complying with their proposals, they do not regard uncertainties by means of multiple
scenarios, and they do not optimize the provision of reserves.
With regard to the reactive compensation problem considered in Chapter 12, Campbell et al. [47]
investigate the role and benefit of inter-agent variation in self-organizing systems in the sense of agents
with different sensitivities to changes in the demand (they refer to “sensitivity” as “error”). Similar to
the reactive compensation problem, their agents aim for maintaining a task’s value at a target value
by making a contribution as soon as an individual tolerated deviation is exceeded. Despite a changing
environment, they are able to compute how much inter-agent variation is necessary so that the system
reaches the target value without any communication between the agents. This is possible because (1) the
task’s target value decreases by a constant value from one time step to another (which allows the agents
to adjust their behavior accordingly), and (2) each agent contributes with the same constant value. In
the class of open systems regarded in this thesis, heterogeneous agents are situated in a highly dynamic
environment. Therefore, we cannot apply the formulas given in [47]. Instead, the agents determine
useful sensitivities on the basis of anticipated uncertainties in the course of the schedule creation at
runtime. Ultimately, the agents’ reactions to deviations are guided by their scenario-based schedules
and their individual control models.
In the context of balancing production and consumption in the power grid, Short et al. [200] present
a mechanism that is based on a great quantity of devices equipped with thermal storage capacity (e.g.,
refrigerators). To compensate for a deviation, each device adjusts its consumption according to its state
and the imbalance. To this end, the control system allows for temperatures that are linearly dependent
on the deviation between production and consumption, which allows the devices, e.g., to defer cooling
phases. Short et al. [200] assume that the devices are in different thermal states with respect to their
temperature and thus have different sensitivities when reacting to a given deviation. As devices do not
coordinate their decisions, solution quality depends on the distribution of their states. In contrast to our
approach, higher level objectives, such as the minimization of costs, cannot be easily taken into account.
Similarly, van den Briel et al. [216] present an approach, called randomized load control, to schedule
the load of a large amount of homogeneous smart appliances that representing shiftable loads. The goal
is to determine the start time of the shiftable loads such that the aggregated resulting shiftable load is
as close as possible to a target value. Based on the target value and its own load profile, each agent
determines a probability distribution function which is used to randomly select the appliance’s start
time. The probability of starting the consumption in a specific time step is the higher, the greater the
ratio of the target value to the appliance’s shiftable load. While the approach only requires one-way
communication from the utility to the smart appliances, it needs a large quantity of homogeneous
appliances. Our approach proactively guides the agents reactive supply adjustments by means of
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13. Related Work
schedules that have been created on the basis of a scenario tree. Because of the agents’ heterogeneity,
their schedules and thus their adjustments might differ significantly.
Another approach to the balancing problem presented in [104, 105] groups small generators and
consumers into pools. Within each pool, agents of smaller dynamic groups immediately cancel out
minor deviations by sequentially adjusting their output. In case of significant deviations that cannot
be dissolved by a dynamic group, the whole pool tries to compensate for the remaining deviation by
recalculating schedules in a centralized manner. In our approach, agents do not have to recalculate
schedules and decide themselves about their supply adjustments. Further, our method improves fairness
with regard to the agents’ ability to comply with their schedules, which is not the case in [104, 105].
Moreover, we deliberately abstain from a centralized component.
Nieße and Sonnenschein [155] introduce an approach to the balancing problem in power grids. Unlike
our approach, they presume the existence of a pre-calculated set of different combinations of schedules
that would re-establish the balance in case of a deviation. The main focus of their work is to choose
a combination of schedules that causes a minimal impact on the power grid. In other words, their
objective is to compensate for imbalances as locally as possible. Based on a weighted graph representing
the power grid, they define a metric that maps output adjustments and distances to a real value. The
lower the value, the more local the compensation for the deviation. However, their metric is only able
to deal with one incident causing a deviation (e.g., a breakdown of a power plant) at the same time.
This drastically simplifies the schedule selection since the affected agents do not have to coordinate their
decisions of how to adjust the power flow in the graph. In this thesis, locality is defined on the basis
of the self-organizing hierarchical system structure in which agents autonomously solve the resource
allocation problem. While our approach to reactively balance supply and demand does not take account
of the transmission network, it does not assume the existence of a pre-calculated set of schedules that
can restore the balance, and it can deal with multiple deviations at the same time.
Re´sume´
In the body of literature, there are several approaches that solve problems similar to the resource
allocation problem considered in this thesis. To comply with the challenges imposed by the system class,
we combine techniques for proactive and reactive resource allocation. Our approach is unique in the way
that we combine online stochastic optimization and self-organized hierarchical problem decomposition in
order to create high-quality robust solutions in a scalable manner. Given that our approach is flanked
by the auction-based algorithm TruCAOS, we cannot only create schedules for a whole tree of possible
developments of the demand but also optimize the provision of reserves in systems of large size (see
Section 11.5). As a result, dispatchable agents are able to deal with volatile demand that follows different
behavioral patterns. In this context, the characteristics of the underlying self-organizing system structure
lay the foundation for scalability and robustness (see Section 9.2). As demonstrated in our evaluations
(see, e.g., Section 12.3), scenario-tree-based schedules enable the dispatchable agents to switch to the most
suitable scenario at runtime. Moreover, they guide the agents’ permanent reactive supply adjustments.
This allows for respecting non-functional requirements considered in the process of schedule creation
without having to recalculate schedules. These objectives include the cost-efficient satisfaction of the
demand as well as the local compensation for deviations. TruCAOS improves the system’s robustness
even further by actively reducing aleatoric uncertainties (see Section 10.5). This is achieved by “moving”
the dispatchable agents’ supply into regions in which their behavior is especially predictable. With
regard to the two dimensions of robustness outlined in Section 1.4, these characteristics improve the
system’s ability to remain in acceptable states and thus to maintain its functionality despite detrimental
influences (first dimension), and to return into an acceptable state after a disturbance occurred that
caused the system to leave the acceptance space (second dimension).
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Part V
Conclusion and Outlook
Chapter 14 summarizes the findings of this thesis, its contributions, and evaluation
results. Chapter 15 points to open research challenges and future directions.
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Chapter 14
Summary of Research Contributions and
Evaluation Results
Summary. Summarizes the research contributions and the most important evaluation results
of this thesis.
For decades, electric power systems consisted of relatively few and well-predictable power plants. Current
trends and plans indicate, however, that future power systems will be characterized by new types
of consumers (e.g., electric vehicles) and a vast number of distributed energy resources, including
weather-dependent power plants and small potentially dispatchable generators (e.g., biogas power plants).
However, the data we discussed in Section 1.3 confirm that current control schemes are already stretched
to their limits and become more and more inefficient and inappropriate for balancing power production
and consumption. To ensure the grid’s stable operation in the future and to save expenses despite
these ongoing changes, new concepts and algorithms have to be devised to control a large amount of
dispatchable power plants in an uncertain and highly dynamic environment. This was our motivation
for the research on an integrated approach to robust resource allocation in open technical systems that is
based on a vision of future autonomous power systems. Our approach tackles the major challenges of
this system class – scalability and uncertainty – by combining the principles of self-organization and
computational trust as well as techniques from the field of online stochastic optimization. Extensive
evaluations confirm that the concepts and algorithms presented in the previous chapters make essential
and notable contributions to meet these challenges.
These evaluations were performed in an elaborate simulation environment for autonomous power
systems that has been developed in the course of this dissertation in cooperation with other members of
the working group. This simulation environment is built on a multi-agent system in which simulated
weather conditions as well as the control models of power plants and consumers rely on real world data.
As it allows for the integration of various self-organization algorithms, optimization frameworks, trust
models, as well as different types of producers and consumers, it provided an excellent and realistic basis
for the evaluation of the concepts and algorithms introduced in this thesis.
In the following, we summarize these concepts and algorithms as well as the most significant evaluation
results:
A Trust Model to Quantify and Anticipate Uncertainties We introduced Trust-Based Scenario
Trees (TBSTs) as an approach to probabilistic model creation. With regard to the resource allocation
problem, TBSTs enable an autonomous system to deal with volatile demand that follows different
behavioral patterns and whose prediction quality exhibits sequential dependencies. In such situations,
relying on a single expectation of the future demand puts the system’s efficiency and robustness at
risk. TBSTs therefore model uncertainties by means of a set of scenarios. Each scenario represents a
possible development of the demand and has a certain probability of occurrence. Compared to other
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trust models, TBST’s thus allow for a much more detailed representation of possible inaccuracies in
demand predictions. In the context of the power management case study, we demonstrated that TBSTs
are much better predictive models than a trust model based on simple trust values. On top of that, a
single scenario of a TBST already reaches a similar quality of expectations as hidden Markov models.
Situations in which we allowed the agents to identify and switch to the most suitable scenario at runtime
confirmed the TBSTs’ advantage of taking different possible developments of the demand into account.
Together with techniques from the field of online stochastic optimization, TBSTs serve as the basis for
the creation of robust solutions to the scheduling problem.
Specification of Necessary Characteristics of Self-Organizing Hierarchies In many multi-
agent systems, a group of agents has to solve an optimization problem whose complexity is subject to
the number of agents involved. If this problem can be decomposed in a hierarchical manner, hierarchical
system structures are a way to obtain scalability. An example of such an optimization problem is
the scheduling problem considered in this thesis. We introduced the core concepts for self-organizing
hierarchical system structures that enable autonomous problem decomposition in large-scale open
technical systems. Essentially, hierarchies evolve by recursively solving the partitioning problem in which
a set of agents is partitioned into disjoint subsystems, each of which represents a smaller, tractable
sub-problem of the overall scheduling problem. To steer the formation of hierarchical system structures,
we introduced partitioning constraints that define suitable ranges for the number and the size of partitions.
Moreover, we presented homogeneous partitioning as a new organizational paradigm that yields structures
consisting of similar organizations. Such structures are especially beneficial when a system has to deal
with uncertainties originating from non-dispatchable agents that cannot or should not be excluded from
the system, such as weather-dependent power plants. By ensuring that each organization is equally able to
cope with disturbances originating from non-dispatchable agents, homogeneous partitioning increases the
system’s robustness in terms of its ability to hold the balance between supply and demand. Furthermore,
the complexity of solving the scheduling problem is equalized among the organizations, which is beneficial
to the overall runtime performance. Throughout our evaluations, homogeneous partitioning as well as
the ability to steer the degree of problem decomposition by means of the partitioning constraints proved
to be beneficial to runtime performance, solution quality, and the structures’ stability.
Algorithms for the Self-Organized Formation of Hierarchical System Structures Finding
the optimal solution to the partitioning problem constitutes an NP-hard combinatorial optimization
problem. We presented two self-organization algorithms, called PSOPP and SPADA, that solve
the partitioning problem in an efficient and effective manner. While PSOPP is based on particle
swarm optimization, SPADA implements a decentralized agent-based approach. In contrast to related
approaches, PSOPP and SPADA solve the partitioning problem in a general manner, i.e., independently
of the characteristics of a specific objective function. This allows a system to establish adequate
partitionings according to different formation criteria, including homogeneous partitioning, clustering,
and anticlustering. Furthermore, PSOPP and SPADA create partitionings that comply with the
partitioning constraints. Our evaluations confirmed that both PSOPP and SPADA are able to create
high-quality partitionings with regard to different combinations of formation criteria and parametrizations
of the partitioning constraints. Of course, both algorithms have individual strengths: PSOPP outperforms
SPADA in case of single objectives where its centralized and population-based approach helps in exploiting
specific characteristics of the fitness landscape, such as gradients. SPADA, however, finds superior
partitionings in the presence of multiple objectives. Due to their ability to abide by the partitioning
constraints, PSOPP and SPADA are ideally suited for the creation of hierarchical system structures.
In-depth evaluations demonstrated that our approach to self-organizing hierarchies enables a large-scale
system to come to a compromise between runtime performance and solution quality. The algorithms’
ability to create optimized homogeneous partitionings proved to be a key aspect to obtain stable and
scalable structures that allow for high-quality solutions to the scheduling problem. Self-organizing
hierarchical system structures lay the foundation for robust, efficient, and scalable resource allocation in
open technical systems.
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Concepts and Algorithms for Robust Resource Allocation in Self-Organizing Hierarchies
On the basis of Trust-Based Scenario Trees (TBSTs) and techniques from the field of online stochastic
optimization, we defined robust solutions to the scheduling problem in self-organizing hierarchical
system structures. In empirical evaluations, we demonstrated the advantage of TBST-based schedules
that enable dispatchable agents to locally deal with inaccurate demand predictions. To improve the
agents’ ability to locally compensate for imbalances and to cope with unforeseen situations, we further
extended the scheduling problem by the optimized provision of degrees of freedom, i.e., reserves. Because
TBST-based schedules stipulate how many resources which dispatchable agent has to provide in which
situation, they proactively guide the dispatchable agents’ reactive supply adjustments. This avoids
situations in which deviations between supply and demand are higher than (technically) allowed, or
where their compensation is either very costly or not feasible due to the agents’ inert behavior. Our
evaluation confirmed that TBST-based reactive supply adjustments increase the system’s efficiency in
terms of costs and its ability to locally compensate for imbalances. To cope with the complexity of the
extended scheduling problem, we presented an auction- and trust-based mechanism, called TruCAOS,
that enables dispatchable agents to actively participate in the process of schedule creation. TruCAOS’s
excellent runtime performance allows for larger subsystems, which is advantageous with regard to the
system’s efficiency and stability. Our evaluations demonstrated that TruCAOS clearly outperforms a
regio-central approach that is based on a state-of-the-art optimizer in terms of runtime performance,
demand satisfaction, provision of reserves, and costs. Beyond that, TruCAOS further increases the
system’s robustness by incentivizing compliance with schedules. In particular, our evaluation showed that
TruCAOS actively reduces the presence of aleatoric uncertainties originating from schedule violations.
Together, these concepts, techniques, and algorithms embody a broad and well-conceived integrated
approach to self-organized and trust-based resource allocation in large-scale open technical systems.
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Chapter 15
Open Research Challenges and
Future Directions
Summary. This chapter summarizes future work on the techniques, algorithms, and concepts
outlined in this thesis. Furthermore, we point to complementary research areas that have to be
investigated en route to self-organized resource allocation in open technical systems.
While this thesis makes important contributions for self-organized robust resource allocation in open
technical systems, it leaves room for future investigations by revealing relevant research questions. In
the course of our work, we identified a number of possibilities for advancing the proposed concepts and
algorithms. As, of course, this thesis cannot address all relevant issues of the regarded system class;
also further aspects have to be considered on the way to a practical adoption of techniques based on
self-organization and computational trust.
With regard to the concept of Trust-Based Scenarios (TBSTs), we pointed out that a combination
with other approaches to predictive modeling, such as hidden Markov models or artificial neural networks,
could further improve the quality of created probabilistic models. A hybrid approach could use such
techniques together with the recent measurements of prediction quality to identify the most appropriate
subtree in a TBST that includes look-back behavior. While we only considered the creation of TBSTs on
the basis of observations made at runtime, it is worthwhile to investigate the inclusion of historical data.
Because this is likely to increase the number of scenarios, techniques for scenario reduction (cf. [78])
could be applied in order to create high-quality TBSTs consisting of a relatively low number of scenarios.
Maintaining a relatively low number of scenarios is of particular interest given that the complexity of
the scheduling problem also depends on the number of considered scenarios.
As for the partitioning algorithm PSOPP, we mentioned that its extension to multiset partitioning
problems could be useful to increase the algorithms performance in situations in which a system contains
many components with identical properties. Because this extension complicates the application of the
operators PSOPP’s particles use to approach other candidate solutions, the influence on PSOPP’s
performance is hard to predict. To improve PSOPP’s performance in multi-objective contexts, a
combination with an evolutionary algorithm could reduce the chance that PSOPP’s particles get trapped
in local optima (cf. [3]). In such a situation, it could also be beneficial to allow PSOPP to make use of
solutions lying on the pareto frontier. Regarding SPADA, it would be advantageous to improve its ability
to create new partitions in case of relatively high thresholds for the minimum size of partitions. In this
context, it would be interesting to extend the optimization of regional partitionings by key aspects of
PSOPP’s move operations.
Recall that our approach to self-organizing hierarchies is based on control actions that either dissolve
intermediaries, introduce new intermediaries, or re-partition an intermediary’s neighborhood. Essentially,
these regional control actions only affect a part of a specific layer in a hierarchy. While this characteristic
is beneficial for the efficient creation of the structure, it can hinder re-establishing a proper system
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structure. Imagine, for example, a hierarchy of height > 2 in which it would be necessary to exchange
an agent residing in the bottom left of the hierarchy with an agent residing in the bottom right. In this
situation, it is likely to be insufficient to re-partition a partitioning at a higher hierarchy level that does
not directly include these agents, or to re-partition the independent neighborhoods of the intermediaries
controlling these agents. The challenge is to identify such situations and to trigger a reorganization that
incorporates the relevant parts of the system structure, e.g., by carrying out an appropriate series of
the above-mentioned control actions. Similar methods could also be useful to deal with reorganizations
needed after agents entered and left the system. In such situations, a diagnosis of the current state of
affected subsystems could guide a re-partitioning performed by PSOPP or SPADA. This would allow for
re-establishing an appropriate structure by means of a low number of modifications. If agents enter and
leave the system frequently, such techniques could also be applied in ongoing reorganizations.
The evaluation of self-organizing hierarchies showed that their efficiency and stability depends heavily
on the parametrization of the introduction, the dissolution, and the partitioning constraints. So far,
we used a parametrization that did not change during a simulation run. Because it is not feasible to
specify a set of parameters suitable for all situations that occur during a system’s lifetime at design
time, the agents should be able to identify these parameters by themselves and adapt them according to
the current circumstances. This is a challenging task because the complexity of the scheduling problem
depends on various dynamic factors, such as the shape of TBSTs (i.e., degree of uncertainty), the
subsystem’s composition, the agents’ current state, and the predicted demand. Furthermore, overall
runtime performance depends on the width and the height of the hierarchy. These properties also
influence the structure’s stability and solution quality in terms of demand satisfaction and costs. A
possible candidate for identifying suitable parametrizations at runtime could be Bayesian optimization
of hyperparameters, which has been shown to outperform grid search and random search.
As for TruCAOS, it would be interesting to investigate if the system’s efficiency can be further
increased by enabling dispatchable agents to consider individual preferences when creating proposals.
For instance, a base load power plant could propose a schedule in which the plant’s output is not subject
to changes in the residual load. Because it would be insufficient to regard such preferences exclusively
at the level of agents representing physical devices, intermediaries would have to derive an abstracted
preference structure from its subordinates’ preference structures. Constraint relationships [188] or, more
generally, partial valuation structures constitute promising candidates for this endeavor. In practical
applications of TruCAOS, it would also be of interest to ensure a fair allocation of resources among
the participants [164]. Given that schedules address multiple demand scenarios and also incorporate
the provision of reserves, appropriate fairness metrics have to be devised that comply with the different
roles the agents take on according to their preferences and capabilities.
With regard to the TBST-based schedule creation in hierarchical systems, the system’s robustness
could be improved by deriving TBSTs that represent uncertainties stemming from different levels in the
hierarchy. While we actually want to avoid the top-down propagation of uncertainties, an intermediary
has sometimes no choice but to engage a subordinate intermediary to compensate for a part of its local
uncertainties. In such situations, the subordinate intermediary should derive a combined TBST from the
scenarios contained in its schedule and its local deviation tree. In our current approach, the subordinate
intermediary only combines the anticipated scenario of its schedule with its local deviation tree. To
obtain a meaningful combined TBST, i.e., an adequate representation of the combined uncertainties,
the subordinate intermediary has to identify correlations between the prediction errors of its own local
demand and those of the demand at higher system levels. Again, techniques from the field of scenario
reduction come into play.
To increase the system’s runtime performance without impairing its robustness and efficiency, an
interesting idea is the on-demand recalculation of schedules. That is, to delay the recalculation of
schedules until it is observed that the present schedules might not adequately guide the dispatchable
agents’ reactive supply adjustments in future. The use of an adaptive scheduling window that contains a
flexible number of time steps with a situation-specific temporal distance might further rise the system’s
robustness and efficiency.
En route to the practical adoption of self-organization algorithms, further challenges have to be
tackled. An open research question is how to systematically assure the quality of self-organizing systems
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within a software development process [63]. An established measure for assuring the functional quality
of a system is testing. Here, the key challenge is to cope with error masking, interleaved feedback loops,
the oracle problem, and huge state spaces [65]. A self-organizing system’s non-deterministic behavior
and its dynamic environment complicate this undertaking. Because the overall system’s performance is
subject to the performance of the employed self-organization algorithms, one might further be interested
in choosing the best-performing algorithms for a specific task. Due to the self-organizing systems’
characteristics, new metrics have to be devised that assess the performance of these algorithms with
regard to different criteria, such as runtime performance or robustness [64]. Such metrics cannot only be
used to identify the most suitable algorithm and an appropriate parametrization at design time, but also
to switch to the best algorithm and configuration at runtime. The latter is especially beneficial because
the environmental conditions that influence the algorithms’ performance are partially unpredictable
at design time. For instance, such metrics could be used to switch between PSOPP and SPADA or
between TruCAOS and the regio-central approach at runtime; different parts of the hierarchy might
even make individual choices.
With regard to autonomous power systems, additional challenges have to be addressed when taking
further power grid infrastructures into account. The transmission network, for instance, imposes
supplementary constraints, such as line capacities and voltage bounds [35]. However, ensuring adequate
power flows through the system requires solving additional optimization problems [154]. While we focused
on power generation in this thesis, the transmission network’s stability, in general, could substantially
benefit from incorporating dispatchable power consumers into our concept of AVPPs, as well. Taking
these further considerations into account, the common ideas of the concepts and algorithms devised
in this thesis could be helpful to deal with the complexity of these problems and the uncertainties
the system is exposed to. The constraints of the transmission network not only have to be regarded
when creating schedules, but also during the formation of the hierarchical structure of AVPPs. As we
explained in Section 9.1, our approach to self-organizing hierarchies allows for self-organization on top
of partially predefined system structures, such as the transmission network. Predefined entities of the
transmission network, e.g., in the form of groups of subnetworks that allow for adequate power flows,
could be identified by means of graph partitioning algorithms, such as the one proposed by Rahimian
et al. [169]. But even within such predefined entities, one might have to take account of the transmission
network’s characteristics when forming AVPPs. For instance, one might prefer to group power plants
and consumers residing in the same low-voltage network. Such additional objectives (e.g., expressed
in terms of constraint relationships) have to be combined with the original objective function of the
partitioning problem, e.g., by a lexicographical optimization or other multi-objective techniques from
the literature.
Actually, new technology, such as combined heat and power plants or power to gas, connects different
supply systems with each other. For instance, combined heat and power plants generate electricity
that flows into the power grid while, at the same time, producing heat that is fed into district heating
systems. Yet, combined heat and power plants introduce uncertainties because they might unexpectedly
increase their output if more heat is requested than was predicted. As for power to gas, electricity is
converted into gas that can be fueled into gas pipeline systems that provide a huge amount of storage
capacity. The stored gas can be used, for instance, to fire a gas heating or, at a future point in time, to
run a combined heat and power plant. Power to gas can therefore compensate for a surplus of electricity.
To reduce uncertainties and take advantage of these new technologies, it is only logic to not only focus
on one supply system separately, but to treat them as the interwoven system [211] they are. However,
interwoven systems impose completely new challenges as not only the provision of a single good, such as
power, has to be optimized but of several goods at the same time. Mutual influences between the supply
systems and their conflicting goals, as well as the interwoven system’s huge size complicate this task. The
concepts and algorithms we developed in this thesis lie an excellent foundation for such considerations.
As for future power systems, our evaluation results confirm the applicability, suitability, and necessity
of the presented concepts and algorithms. In particular, a combination of our techniques with the
outcomes of other projects, all investigating different aspects of these systems, would promise the most
robust, scalable, and flexible solution. We are therefore convinced that this thesis makes a significant
contribution to pave the way to future self-organizing autonomous power systems.
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a reorganization that re-establishes compliance with the invariant (see Figure 1.3a).
Refining the corridor by means of a target space allows the system to preserve its
efficiency by triggering a reorganization before it leaves the acceptance space (cf. the
second reorganization in Figure 1.3b). In this case, reorganizations aim at bringing the
system back into an optimal state. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
2.1 Hierarchical system structure of a future autonomous and decentralized power system:
Power plants are structured into systems of systems represented by AVPPs that act as
intermediaries to decrease the complexity of control and scheduling. AVPPs can be part
of other AVPPs. The left child of the top-level AVPP, for instance, controls a coal power
plant, a wind turbine, and two subordinate AVPPs. The leftmost AVPP, on the other
hand, controls only physical power plants; from left to right: a storage battery as well as
a solar, a biomass, a hydro, and a gas turbine power plant. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
4.1 The life-cycle of trust values derived from experiences (adapted from [204]). . . . . . . 27
4.2 Example of an inaccurate demand prediction: The dotted vertical lines indicate the
time steps ti = tat + i ·∆τ that constitute the scheduling window W in time step tat.
As illustrated in Figure 4.2a, uncertainties manifest as deviations between the actual
⟨35, 35, 30⟩ and the predicted demand ⟨85, 90, 90⟩. With regard to t1, for instance, the
intermediary gains an atomic experience Etat [t1] = (35, 85, tat, t1) that captures the
deviation δ(Etat [t1]) = 35 − 85 = −50. The corresponding sequential experience Etat
records the sequence of deviations ⟨−50,−55,−60⟩. Figure 4.2b shows that the influence
of inaccurate predictions can be mitigated by relying on expectations instead of the
prediction itself. An intermediary derives an agent’s expected demand from its demand
prediction and the trust value reflecting its expected deviation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
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4.3 Four demand predictions made for N = 3 consecutive time steps and a schedule resolution
∆τ = 15min at four different points in time tat ∈ {10:00, 10:15, 10:30, 10:45}. The figure
illustrates the relation between a demand prediction DˆWtat [tfor] for a specific time step tfor
and the temporal distance ∆h = tfor−tat (in this example, ∆h ∈ {15min, 30min, 45min}).
As indicated at 10:45, the corresponding intermediary gains N = 3 experiences in each
time step. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31
5.1 The creation of a deviation tree is a four-step process: In step 1, a number of sequential
experiences is normalized (here we use an interval [−1, 1] and a normalization factor
of 100). Afterwards, the normalized sequential experiences are classified by means of a
grid of bins while maintaining the information about sequential dependencies. A set of
classified experiences that results in the same sequence of bins constitutes a deviation
scenario, as is the case with Experiences 1 and 2 (cf. step 2). In step 3, we regard the set of
deviation scenarios as a tree whose branches result from common prefixes of the sequences
of bins (each path from the root r to a leaf represents a deviation scenario). The numbers
in the tree’s nodes indicate how often a bin is reached on a specific path starting at the
root. By using relative instead of absolute frequencies, we obtain, for each inner node, a
relative frequency distribution of its child. The result is a deviation tree with conditional
probabilities as shown at the tree’s transitions in step 4. A scenario’s probability of
occurrence is equal to that of the corresponding leaf. For example, the probability of
the uppermost deviation scenario ⟨[−0.56,−0.33), [−0.6,−0.2), [−1,−0.33)⟩ in step 4
is ≈ 0.34. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
5.2 An illustration of a deviation tree (lower part of the nodes) and a demand tree (upper
part of the nodes) of an intermediary λ obtained from a demand prediction made
for the scheduling window W = {tnow + ∆τ, . . . , tnow + 4 · ∆τ}. Each path from the
root r to a leaf is a TBS. As for the demand tree, every node (except for the root r)
represents an expected demand in the corresponding future time step. The expected
demand is calculated by adding a TBS’s expected deviations (lower part of the node)
to the predicted demand ⟨10, 14, 13, 11⟩. The values at the TBST’s edges indicate the
conditional probabilities that the demand changes from one value to another. A TBS’s
probability of occurrence is equal to that of the corresponding leaf. The highlighted
path indicates the anticipated scenario, which denotes the most likely development of
the demand. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
5.3 Mean deviation of the expected residual load (unmodified residual load prediction, trust
value, TBSs) from the actual residual load. Figure 5.3a depicts this deviation over time.
Figure 5.3b shows the accuracy of the expected residual load for the 32 time slots. The
curve “Unmodified Prediction” in Figure 5.3b demonstrates that the prediction error
increased with the prediction horizon, i.e., the time slot a prediction was made for. . . 44
5.4 Development of the absolute deviation of the expected residual load from the actual
residual load for a single AVPP and the first time slot over the fifth simulated day.
TBSTs and HMMs substantially reduce the absolute deviation. “Best Node” indicates
the deviation between expected and actual residual load when allowing the AVPP to
switch to the TBSTs’ node that is closest to the actual prediction error at runtime. . . 46
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6.1 In a centralized system, a central authority has control over all other agents in the
system and calculates schedules for all dispatchable agents (see Figure 6.1a). By creating
subsystems that are represented by intermediaries, we obtain a flat system structure
of height 2 that decomposes the scheduling problem into several sub-problems (see
Figure 6.1b). The top-level intermediary (cf. the black node) controls all subordinate
intermediaries (cf. gray nodes) which, in turn, control the agents representing physical
devices (cf. white nodes). A hierarchical system structure allows the system to scale
with an arbitrary number of agents by introducing new intermediaries where needed (see
Figure 6.1c). Note that the hierarchy’s leaves do not have to have the same depth. In
a hierarchy, intermediaries control subordinate intermediaries and agents representing
physical devices. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52
6.2 Temporal abstraction for an intermediary consisting of three suppliers a, b, c given their
current states shown in time step tnow. White boxes indicate general boundaries, gray
areas represent the temporal boundaries at time step t ∈ {tnow, . . . , tnow + 3}. Supplier
a needs two time steps to start up and is then available at its minimal output. Adapted
from [187]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
6.3 Sampling abstraction is concerned with selecting informative points of an unknown but
computable function f(x) (bold solid line). Input and output represent variables of
a collective, e.g., production to costs. An approximation a(x) (solid line) of f(x) is
iteratively improved at its most uncertain point to yield a better approximation a′(x)
(dashed line). These points are provided by a regression model (dotted line). Adapted
from [17]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
6.4 Comparison of the time needed to create schedules for different numbers of power plants.
“Hierarchical Sequential” corresponds to the time needed to calculate all schedules
sequentially, whereas “Hierarchical Parallel” corresponds to the maximum sequential
scheduling time. Results are averaged over 2400 data points from 50 drawn sets of plants
each considering 48 time steps. Based on data provided in [187]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
6.5 By partitioning the participants of a centralized system (see Figure 6.5a), we obtain a flat
system structure (see Figure 6.5b). Each created partition embodies a subsystem that
is represented by an intermediary (shown in gray). The hierarchical system structure
depicted in Figure 6.5c results from recursively partitioning the members of the subsystem
in the center of the flat system structure. Again, each created partition is represented by
an intermediary (shown as dashed nodes). In both cases, the rectangle indicates the set
of agents that participates in the partitioning problem. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58
6.6 Reorganization of a flat system structure: The initiating intermediary is marked in gray.
The agents A participating in the re-partitioning are highlighted by the rectangle. After
the reorganization, the two intermediaries “⊖” standing for the former partitioning P
are replaced by the three new intermediaries “⊕” representing the partitions of the new
partitioning P ′. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67
6.7 The single steps performed by a controller to reorganize a partitioning. The step “Make
Partitioning Compliant with Constraints” is only needed if agents entered or left the
system in such a way that the partitioning constraints are violated. . . . . . . . . . . . 68
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7.1 Motion of a single particle in a two-dimensional search space: In the original definition
of PSO, the particle moves through a continuous search space (see Figure 7.1a). Its
new position xi(s + 1) is determined by its updated velocity vi(s + 1), which is a
linear combination of the particle’s current velocity vi(s), the vector from its current
position xi(s) to its best found solution Bi, and the vector from xi(s) to its best found
solution BNi in its neighborhood. Regarding JPSO, the particle moves through a discrete
search space (see Figure 7.1b). Its new position results from either making a random
move or from approaching Bi, BNi , or the global best found solution B. In case of an
approach, the particle’s similarity to Bi, BNi , or B increases so that its new position is
somewhere within the corresponding circle depicted in Figure 7.1b. Note that xi(s) lies
on the circles’ circumference. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82
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7.3 Parameter search: Fitness obtained by PSOPP for the objectives C, AC, HPm, and
HPs when partitioning 1000 elements and 4 particles with different combinations of
crdm, cBi , cB. Recall that cB = 1 − crdm − cBi . Results are averaged over 100 runs per
parameter combination. Note that the displayed fitness ranges vary from one objective
to another. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92
7.4 PSOPP’s and RDM’s convergence with regard to raw values for n = 2000, #P = 4, and
a time limit of 60s in case of objective C (average of 500 runs). PSOPP achieves an
average fitness of 0.89, 0.98, and 1.00 after 10s, 30s, and 60s, respectively. In comparison,
RDM obtains 0.54, 0.55, and 0.55. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94
8.1 SPADA’s iterative optimization in form of optimization cycles. In every optimization
cycle, each of the n agents participating in the PP performs an optimization step in which
it tries to increase the fitness of its regional partitioning. The agents can perform their
optimization steps either sequentially or in parallel. OSc,j denotes the c-th optimization
step of agent aj . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
8.2 Figure 8.2a shows an acquaintances graph for a set A = {a1, . . . , a6} of six agents, each
of which is represented by a node. There are two acquaintances per agent, symbolized
by arcs. Agent a6, for instance, is acquainted with a2 and a3. Figure 8.2b depicts a
partitioning of A consisting of the three color-coded partitions {a1, a3, a6}, {a2, a4}, and
{a5}. Their leaders a1, a4, and a5 are indicated by double circles. Light thin and dark
bold arcs denote unmarked and marked edges, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102
8.3 An acquaintances graph for a set A = {a1, . . . , a16} of sixteen agents, each having two
acquaintances. The partitioning is composed of five partitions {K, . . . , O}, represented
by the five larger circles. The partitions’ leaders are indicated by double circles. Light
thin and dark bold arcs denote unmarked and marked edges, respectively. . . . . . . . . 103
8.4 Actions leaders perform during their optimization step in each optimization cycle. . . . 104
8.5 An alternative view onto the example given in Figure 8.3: The regional partitioning R =
{K,L,N,O} of partition N is highlighted by the large dark circles. Marked edges are
symbolized by the bold solid arcs. All other arcs denote unmarked edges. The unmarked
edges of N are accentuated by the dashed arcs. A partition’s regional partitioning is
defined by the heads of its unmarked edges and always contains the partition itself.
Therefore, N would also be in R if the unmarked edge (a13, a12) did not exist. . . . . . 106
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8.7 The changes made by a leader l(Kfrom) to detach an agent ai from the arborescence
representing its partition: Figure 8.7a depicts the removal of an internal node that is not
the root. Figure 8.7b shows the removal of the root, i.e., the leader l(Kfrom). In this
case, l(Kfrom) appoints one of its children to be the new leader l∗(Kfrom). In both cases,
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8.8 Unrestricted partitionings: Development of the fitness values obtained by SPADA,
PSOPP, and RDM for objectives C and HPm over a time frame of 10 s. All fitness values
are averaged over 100 runs. In case of PSOPP, the data reflects the development of the
fitness of the global best found solution. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124
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ure 8.12a) and the corresponding standard deviations (see Figure 8.12b) attained by
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four objectives for HPs. The fitness values are averages over 100 runs. In case of PSOPP,
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by SPADA, PSOPP, and RDM over a time frame of 60 s. Results are obtained for the
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by SPADA, PSOPP, and RDM over a time frame of 400 s. Results are obtained for
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9.1 The Hierarchical Control Loop as performed by an intermediary λ: The intermediary
monitors the violation of specific constraints, depicted as guards on the transitions. In
case of a violation, it triggers an associated control action that either introduces new
intermediaries, dissolves the intermediary, or reorganizes the partitioning its children
belong to. In the latter case, the neighborhood denotes the set of agents to be re-par-
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9.3 Introduction of new intermediaries: The initiating intermediary is marked in gray. Its
children – highlighted by the rectangle – participate in a partitioning problem. Each
created partition is represented by a new intermediary “⊕” shown in black. . . . . . . . 139
9.4 Reorganization of an intermediary’s neighborhood: The initiating intermediary is marked
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10.3 A biogas power plant’s predictability dependent on its output: We assume that the power
plant’s gas storage is constantly filled at a rate r. Usually, such a power plant can burn
gas at a higher rate than r, which allows the operator to regulate the pressure in the
storage by adjusting the power plant’s output. If the storage’s capacity reaches an upper
bound, the power plant’s output has to be increased in order to decrease the pressure in
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11.1 A fitness landscape illustrating the idea of robust solutions (according to [42]): A
conventional optimization method searches for the optimal solution that might only be
feasible for a specific scenario (e.g., it finds the least expensive schedules for a residual
load of 10MW). In case of disturbances, the solution’s actual fitness might turn out to
be much lower, though (e.g., assume that the actual residual load is 12MW so that a
costly peaking power plant has to be ramped up to satisfy the additional demand). A
robust optimization method incorporates uncertainties in the form of multiple scenarios.
Robustness is achieved by, for instance, searching for a plateau of good fitness values
that yields a higher expected fitness than the solution of the conventional optimization
method (e.g., as a residual load of either 10MW or 12MW is expected, it schedules the
power plants in such a way that the residual load can be satisfied with inexpensive power
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11.2 Different ways to consider and deal with the scenarios contained in a scenario tree
(scenarios are color-coded): While multi-stage problems take account of the tree structure
(see Figure 11.2a), two-stage problems consider the same scenarios in the form of a fan
of unrelated scenarios (see Figure 11.2b). Figure 11.2c shows a variant of two-stage
problems presented in [193]. This variant abolishes recourse actions for the next relevant
time step (cf. the root’s child) by representing the uncertainties by a single expected
value. The expected value is the average of the root’s children in Figure 11.2a. Evidently,
regarding an expected value does not allow for encoding strategies for how to react to
different situations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 180
11.3 The power plants use TBST-based schedules as a blueprint for how much power to
provide in which situation. For each node, the sum of the scheduled output (upper half
of the nodes) of the base load and the peaking power plant matches the corresponding
expected residual load (lower half of the nodes). For instance, the base load power plant
should provide 60MW and the peaking power plant 20MW in case of a residual load of
80MW in t1 (here, ti = tnow+ i ·∆τ with i = {1, 2, 3}). While the base load power plant
should provide an output that is more or less constant and independent of changes in
the residual load, the peaking power plant – whose maximum output is 20 MW – should
make adjustments in accordance with residual load changes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 182
11.4 An example of a demand tree DT,disλ specifying the residual load the AVPP λ has to
distribute (lower part of the nodes) and a corresponding schedule STa for a peaking
power plant a ∈ Vλ (upper part of the nodes): Here, we regard a scheduling window
W = {tnow +∆τ, . . . , tnow + 3 ·∆τ}. As for the demand tree DT,disλ , each path from the
root r to a leaf is a TBS that embodies a possible development of the residual load λ
is accountable for. Except for r, every node represents an expected residual load in a
future time step t ∈ W (all values in MW). With respect to the schedule STa , each node
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load is equal to the corresponding expected residual load. For instance, if the actual
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probabilities that the residual load changes from one value to another. As stated in
Section 5.2, we define the probability p(n) that a node n occurs as follows: p(r) = 1,
n ≠ r → p(n) = p(n | f(n)) · p(f(n)), where the function f returns the parent of a node
n. Hence, a TBS’s probability of occurrence is equal to that of the corresponding leaf.
The highlighted path indicates the anticipated scenario, i.e., the most likely development
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11.5 Top-down creation of TBST-based schedules according to the meso-level approach. The
bold arcs in scenario trees highlight the anticipated scenario. The steps (1b), (3), (4a),
and (4b) are performed by the top-level intermediary Λ, whereas the steps (1a), (2), (5),
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